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ABSTRACT 

This report presents the proceduresp results and conclusions of 

an investigation of the conceptual difficultes experienced by- 

pupils studying the topic of chemical equilibrium during the 

Higher Grade and Sixth Year Studies courses of the Scottish 

Certificate of Education. 

At Higher Gradep a twenty three item objective test was developed 

and administered to 255 pupils in thirteen schools. The test 

showed that many pupils suffered from one or more of a variety of 

misconceptionsg some of which appeared to be due to inaccurate 

teaching, and some of which appeared to be a result of tacit 

assumptions made by pupils. It is suggested that some physical 

analogies may be'the agents responsible for some of these tacitly 

assumed misconceptions. Consequently, suggested remedial action 

requires thatl firstlyg a more accurately realistic approach to the 

teaching of chemical equilibrium be adopted with less use of, 
'middle category' analogiesq that is to say, analogies that are 

neither very. far from nor very near to the equilibrium which they 

purport to explain, and secondlyg that the teacher should be aware 

of the tacit assumptions which pupils may make and actively forestall 

these by appropriate use of negative instances. 

At Sixth Year Studiesq a structural, cognitive. and informational 

programme covering Section 2 of the syllabus, using a concrete- 

empirical approach written in accord with educational theory on the 

teaching of new subject matterg was developed and used in a matched 

pairs design involving forty nine pairs of pupils in ten schools. 

Control pupils were taught Section 2 in the manner normally used in 

the school. Experimental pupils used the programme, with or without 

teacher assistance; the programme was so written that it could 

function as a self-teých programme* A twenty eight item objective 
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test was administered to both control and experimental pupils. A 
t-test of the results of the objective test showed that the overall 

performance of the experimental pupils in the test was significantly 
better than the overall performance of the control pupils, but that 
the improved performance of experimental pupils was largely due to 
those who had obtained a Band A in Higher Grade chemistry. 

A detailed analysis of the responses to each question showed that 

pupils suffered from a variety of misconceptions, and that these 

misconceptions, by their nature, might be due to inaccurate teaching 

though the possibility of incorrect tacit assumptions by pupils 

could not be excluded. 

While the research carried out a Higher Grade was fairly conclusive, 
that carried out at the Sixth Year Studies level was less so in 

that it left questions unanswered and suggested further research. 
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INTRODOCTION 

On the basis of a knowledge of chemical equilibriumv explanations 

and predictions of the behaviour of physical, chemical and biological 

systems can be offered. The concept of chemical equilibrium is 

fundamental to almost every aspect of science. It arisps in discus- 

sions of solubility, diffusion, chromatography and partition; it 

explains the phenomena of vapour pressure and osmosis, hydrolysis and 

ionisation; it provides an, ' underlying theory with which to explain 

oxidation and reductiong precipitation and dissociation; it dictates 

the conditions under which ammonia can be synthesised and water 

decomposed, the conditions under which iron may be extracted from its 

are and the conditions under which iron corrodes and reverts to its 

ore, the conditions under which a living tree will grow and a dead 

one decay. 

An understanding of the concept. of chemical equilibrifim provides a 

clear view of th. e difference between and the significance of the 

relationship which exists between matter and energyt of the implica- 

tions on the one hand of the conservation of energy and on the other 

hand of the inevitable conversion with time of useful energy to non- 

useful energy, with its economic implications for the future. 

Thus it is important that. pupils acquire a clear understanding of the 

concept of chemical equilibrium at whatever level they encounter itg 

and that better methods of presentation, if available, should be 

applied, and should be applied whenever the time is considered 

appropriate for their application, neither too early. nor too late. 

It is important that misconceptual knowledge should be constantly 

safeguarded against, either by avoiding the use of agents and 
techniques which unwittingly give rise to it or, accepting that it 

must inevitably arise in some teaching situations, by teaching 

against it. Misconceptions arising from inappropriate and injudicious 

teaching are longlasting and eradicated only with difficulty, if at 

allO 
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This thesis rec6rds the authorls success or lack of it in uncovering 

some of-those specific and qeneral instances of misconceptual 
knowledge acquired bV punils in the secondary teaching situation, and 
details the reasons for and reasoninq behind the development and 

application of a novel method of teaching chemical equilibrium for 

the Certificate of Sixth Year Studies. 

Chapter 1 begins with a brief summary of the historial development of 
the concept of chemical equilibrium from the 13th Century to the 

present day, and continues with a description of the interpretation 

of the concept in the present secondary teaching situation. 
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PART I 

SURVEY OF THE CONCEPT OF CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM 



CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND TO THE CONCEPT OF CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM 

Brief historical Summary of the Development of the Concept of 

Chemical Equilibrium. 

A basic aspect of the concept of chemical equilibrium is the' 

knowledge that substances tend to react, tend to demonstrate a force 

or 'affinity' to change which varies from substance to substance. 

The doctrine of chemical affinity is believed to have its origins in 

the Geber Texts. Geber is thought to have lived during the 13th 

century. The Geber texts were intended to teach the Imastery of the 

enoblement of metals' and as such were a significant contribution 

somewhat apart from the more alchemistic approach of that time. Thus 

Geber examined the affinity of sulphur and mercury for other metals 

in a manner characterised by attention to practical detail and the 

recording of results, a manner more characteristic of the methods of 

later chemists than of the nebulous quality relationshipsg symbolic 

allusion and illusions of the true alchemists. He established a 

primitive activities list of metals based on the increasing ease of 

combustibility of the metals with sulphur: 

gold tin silver 4 lead copper < iron 

He found that the combustion of the metals in air followed the same 

order. 

The introduction of the term 'affinity' is usually credited to 

Albertus Magnus sometime during the 13th Century. This was followed 

by the development of activity series of metals by Paracelsus 
(1493-1541) and Stahl (1660-1774) where the latter extended the 

concept to include displacement of one metal by another. Geoffrey 
(1672-1731) and Bergman (1735-1784) drew up displacement tables of 

substances. Bergman recognis6d that the placement of a substancel 
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though normally'determined by its affinityp might be affected by 

temperature. Ercker, as early as 1574, held the opinion that some 

metals could displace other metals. These early references to 

affinity gave no effective consideration to the part played by varying 

quantity of substance; the effect of variation of quantity of 

substance on a reaction is not considered to be of importance. Boyle 

in 1764 in talking about the properties of air commented that quantity 

could in some circumstances compensate for lack of strength. 

In 16109 Berthollet (1748-1822)9 writing in Researches into the Laws 

of Chemical Affinityq applied both affinity and quantity considerations 

to forward and reverse reactions and defined reversibility in a way 

which is virtually identical with the modern conception of chemical 

equilibrium: "It follows .... that the action of a substance which 

tends to decompose a combinationg diminishes ....... whilst, on the 

contraryg the action of that which has been eliminatedv increases in 

proportion to the augmentation of its quantity, until equilibrium of 

the contending forces ends the operationp and limits the effect. "' 

Berthollet applied the term equilibrium to describe a balanced 

situation resulting from the operation of equal and opposite forcest 

but the conception at this stage was a static one, analogous to the 

more familiar equilibrium encountered in mechanics. Berthollet's 

major contribution lay in his stress of the importance of quantity. 

That a chemical equilibrium results from the simultaneous operation of 
two opposed reactions of equal rate was pointed out by Williamson 
(1824-1904) in 1850. 

Culdberg and Waage in 1864 published, the Law of Mass Action, equating 

at equilibrium the chemical forces or affinities of the opposed 

reactions, and deriving eventually an expression of the equilibrium 

constant. Their most important contribution was experimental proof 
that in an incomplete reaction a definite equilibrium is reached and 

can be approached from either direction. Guldberg and Waage were the 

first to appreciate qualitatively the implications of a balanced 
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reaction but were slow to formulate a mathematical expression for the 

equilibrium constant (1879). which they did only after Horstmann had 

done so for gases (1873) and van't Hoff for esterification (1877). 

Although there was a clearer idea of dynamic chemical equilibriumv the 

phenomenon of chemical affinityq the driving force of reaction, was 

still a mystery. Berthollet had regarded the force as similar to 

gravitational force. Berthelot (1827-1907) and Thomsen (1826-1908) 

considered the heat evolved by a reaction to be a measure of the 

driving forceg but reactions also occurred which were endothermic. 

Carnot (1796-1832) had enunciated the second law of thermodynamics in 

ý824. Clausius (1822-188B) and Gibbs (1839-1903) developed the 

second law about 1867 and during the 1870's respectively. Vantt Hoff 

(1852-1911) in 1884, in his Studies in Chemical Dynamicsq and having 

due regard to the second lawV asserted that the maximum work available 

from the operation of a chemical process was a measure of the chemical 

affinity. The elusive driving force of chemical reaction was recognised 

at last. And, on a minor noteg van't Hoff introduced the reversed 

arrow convention still used today. 

The maximum work of vantt Hoff was replaced by 'free energyI9 a term 

coined by Helmholtz (1821-1894), and given the symbol G in honour of 
Gibbs, By the late 19th Century, therefore, a system in dynamic 

chemical equilibrium was recognised as a system of minimum free energy 
in which forward and reverse reactions proceed at equal rate. This is 

the modern interpretation. 

1*2 The Concept of Chemical Equilibrium in the Secondary Teaching 

Situation. 

1.2(l) Background to the Syllabus 

In 1962, the Scottish Education Department adopted an 'Alternative' 

syllabus in chemistry (1). In 19699 in the light of experience gained 
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with the Alternýtive syllabus during the preceding six yearso the 

Subject Panel of the Scottish Certificate of Education Examination 

Board suggested to the Board that certain alterations be made to the 

Alternative syllabuses and explanatory notes. These alterations and 
the rationale for them and the revised syllabuses and explanatory 

notes were published (2) in booklet form in 1969. At the same time, 

since the Alternative syllabuses had been adopted by all schools 

presenting for the Scottish Certificate of Educationg and since the 

examinations in the Traditional syllabuses were phased out in 1971, 

the designation Alternative was no longer required and ceased to be 

used. 

The syllabuses and explanatory notes were reprinted (3) in 1975 with 

some minor alterations and additions. 

1.2(2) Interpretation of Syllabus and Explanatory Notes (1975) with 

regard to Chemical Equilibrium at Ordinary Grade. 

There are three distinct opportunities during the Ordinary Grade 

course when the concept of dynamic chemical equilibrium might be 

introduced. These are: 
(1) 1.5 The Ionisation of Water (A I. 1). 

The explanatory notes suggest a discussion of reversibility of the 

reaction H206 H+(aq) + DH-(aq) and equilibrium. 
(ii) K, 4 Conversion of Sulphur Dioxode into Sulphur Trioxide (A 1.2). 

The explanatory notes suggest a discussion of the possibility of the 
direct combination of sulphur dioxide and oxygen, and of the need for 

a catalyst. 

There is no mention of reversibility and/or equilibrium, but there is 

ample opportunity at this point in the syllabus for the teacher to 
introduce the concept of chemical equilibrium if this is thought 
desirable, and some teachers may interpret the explanatory notes in 
this way. 
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(iii) M. 3 Manuýacture of Ammonia by the Haber Process (A 1.3), The 

explanatory notes suggest that simple kinetic reasons be offered to 

explain the effects of temperature and pressureq and catalyst on a 

mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen. 

The notes make no reference to reversibility and/or equilibrium, but 

again there is opportunity for the teacher to introduce the concept of 
dynamic chemical equilibrium if this is considered desirable, and 

again some teachers may interpret the explanatory notes in this way. 

In contrast to the revised Syllabuses and Notes (3), the original 
Circular 512 (1) made clear reference to reversibility and equilibrium 
in each of these cases (10.9.11.4 and 12.2 respectively in the 

original sections) and since none of these references to equilibrium 

was expressly deleted in the 1969 revision (2) it was felt that the 

Board should be approached and asked if they might clarify the 

position with regard to the teaching of chemical equilibrium at the 

Ordinary Grade. A letter to this effect was sent to the Senior 
Examination Officer of the 86ard on lBth November 1974. 

A reply was received (private communication) from the Senior 
Examination Officer of the Board, from which the position with regard 
to the teaching of chemical equilibrium at ordinary Grade is as 
follows.. Teachers are free to interpret the syllabus and 
explanatory notes in the light of their own' 6ircumstancest having 

regard to the standard implied by question papers. His own personal 
view is that the syllabus involves only an awareness of the concept of 
equilibrium in relation to the ionisation of water, combination of 
sulphur dioxide and oxygen, and combination of nitrogen and hydrogeng 

and that a kinetic approach should be used to assist understanding of 
the effects of temperatureq pressure and catalyst. The explanation of 
such effects should certainly not involve any formal mathematical 
treatment nor the application of the Le Chatelier Theorem. Furtherg 
he continues, the item banks avoid the concept of equilibrium as such 
with regard to the formation of sulphur trioxide and ammonia. 
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An examination ýf Ordinary Grade examination papers over the last six 

years shows that, apart from the use of and reference to the reversed 

arrow convention, the topic of chemical equilibrium hardly arises. 

This suggests that Examinersq Settersq Moderators and Item-writers 

have appeared to regard the proper study of chemical equilibrium as 

a matter for post Ordinary grade study. 

In a further communication the Senior Examination Officer adds that 

the Principal Examiner suggests that the reversed arrow convention 

might be interpreted with emphasis on reversibility rather than the 

attainment of equilibrium. 

In view of these comments it was decided not to pursue an investiga- 

tion of the topic of chemical equilibrium at Ordinary grade. 

1.2(3) Interpretation of Syllabus and Explanatory Notes (1975) with 

regard to Chemical Equilibrium at Higher Grade 

The Higher grade syllabus consists of four broad areas of work: 
Section P Atomst Molecules and the Mole. 

Section Q Bonding and the Periodic Table. 
Section R Chemical Reactions. 

Section S Carbon Compounds. 

The concept of chemical equilibrium is introduced in the latter part 

of Section R (A 1.4-7). The first five subsectionsg R. 1 to R. 5f deal 

with the effects of concentrationt temperatureq light and catalysts on 

reaction rate, and introduce the concepts of reaction mechanism, 

activation energy and collision theory. R, 6 suggests that equilibrium 
be interpreted as resulting from two opposing reactions occurring at 
equal rates. The same equilibrium position is attained irrespective 

of the starting point of the reaction. R. 7 introduces the 
Le Chatelier Principle as a means of predicting the effect an an 

equilibrium system of alterations in concentration of reactants, 
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pressure in gaseous systems9 and temperature* The effect of catalysts 
on the equilibrium system should be discussed. R. 8 applies the new 
conceptual knowledge about equilibrium to the Contact Process and the 
Haber Process which are now interpreted in terms of dynamic equi- 
librium in contrast to their simpler interpretations in terms of 
reversibility at Ordinary grade. The ionisation of waterg and the 

effect on this equilibrium of the dissolution of a variety of salts 
is investigated. The Le Chatelier Principle is used predictively. 

The treatment of Section R suggested by the explanatory notes, and 

assumed from an examination of past question papersq is such that the 

pupil acquires a qualitative understanding of the concept of dynamic 

chemical equilibrium. 

The approachg thereforeg to chemical equilibrium adopted in Section R 

of the Higher grade course is essentially one which centres on the 

qualitative concept of equal and opposite rates of reaction at 
equilibrium resulting in an equilibrium system of unchanging 
composition in a closed vessel. This approach will be referred to as 
the Rates Approach throughout the rest of this report. 

It is the first purpose of this investigation to establish whether or 

not misconceptual knowledqe arises d_uring the teaching of Section R 
in relation to the concept of dynamic chemical equilibriumt and, if 

so, to describe it and account for itq and to sugqest finally a proper 

course of remedial action. 

1*2(4) Certificate of Sixth Year Studies and Chemical Equilibrium. 

The Certificate of Sixth Year Studies syllabus in chemistry consists 
of nine areas of work (4): 

Section 1. Revision of Molar Concept. 

Section 2, Energies in Macroscopic Systems. 

SectiO6 3. Practical Techniques in Chemistry. 

Section 4. Spectra and Structure. 

Section 5. Energy in Relation to Bonding. 

Section 6. The Chemistry of the Carbon Group. 
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Section 7* Solution Chemistry. 

Section Be Electronic Structure and the Periodic Table. 

Section 9* The Transition Elements. 

The concept of chemical equilibrium is taught in Section 2 (A*I. 8). 

The first three subsectionsg 2.1,2.2 and 2.3. consider enthalpy 

changeg HessIs Law and bond energies. The next three subsections, 

2.4,2,5 and 2.6, deal with the concept of free energyv in particular 

its relationship to the e. mef. of a chemical cell. The syllabus 

notes state that the mathematical relationship between AG and AG 0 is 

not required. Subsections 2.7 and 2.8 deal with the concept of 

entropyg which is linked qualitatively with disorder and quantitatively 

with enthalpy and free energy in the form of the Gibbs-Helmholtz 

equation, 4G = AH - TAS. Subsection 2.9 deals with equilibrium and 
the equilibrium constants The latter is explained in terms of 

concentration. Subsection 2.10 considers the controlling influence 

of enthalphy change and entropy change on a variety of physical and 

chemical equilibria: chromatography, ion exchange, diffusion, osmosis, 
dialysis, distributiong concentration cellt vapour pressure. 

The treatment of Section 29 based on an examination of past question 

papersq is such that the pupil acquires both a qualitative and 

simple quantitative appreciation of the concept of equilibriumg but no 

great depth of treatment is required. The concept is developed 

through enthalpy, free energy and entropy such that the state of 

equilibrium eventually attained in a particular circumstance takes the 

form of a mixture of constant composition and minimum free energy. 
The dynamic aspect emphasised at the Higher grade is implicit in this 

new interpretation, that is to say, forward and reverse reactions 

proceed at equal rates, and the same constant composition equilibrium 

system is established irrespective of the starting point, and can only 
be eSt8blished in a closed vessel. 

In developing the conýept of chemical equilibrium at the Certificate 

of Sixth Year Studies level the teacher has to teach and the pupil 
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learn a variety-of new conceptual material: reversibilityt 
irreversibilityg available/optional workg free energyg qrevg 
entropy, systems and surroundings9 equilibrium constantv and 

others. This approach is, therefore, essentially a thermodynamic 

approach and so will be referred to in the rest of this report as the 

Thermodynamic Approach. 

It is the second purpose of this investigation to establish the 

nature of the conceptual difficulties experienced 
- 
by pupils in 

studyinq Section 2 of the Certificate of Sixth Year Studies 

6yllebus (4), to develop, if required, an, alternative method of 
teachinq this part of the syllabus, and in this event to establish by 

the application of a suitable test procedure whether or not the 

alternative method is successful in avoiding, correctinq and 

minimisinq misconceetual knowledge about chemical equilibrium. 

Consequently, Chapter 2 of this report is an account of the author's 

assessment of teaching and learning difficulties associated with 

chemical equilibrium at Higher grade and Certificate of Sixth Year 

Studies. This assessment is based on a review of the literature and 

a personal enquiry among- teachersq science advisers and others 
associated with administration of the certificate examinations. 
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A 1,8 

Chemical Theory 

2. Bnergies in Macroscopic Systems 
2*1 Enthalpy. AH. 

Relation to heats of reaction 
(including combustion). 

2*2 Hess's Law 

2-3 
2.4 

2-5 

2.6 

2-7 

2*8 

2*9 

SuCeested Practical Work 

Heats of combustions of 
a series of alcohols. 

XaOH(s)/H20 or Zn/Cu2+ 
NaOH s) HC1 Cu//Ag+ 
NaOHýaqý/HU Zn/Ag+ 

Bond Energies 
Free Energy AG. Reaction 
carried out infinitely slowly 
to give maximum available work 
Definition of E. Revision of 
redox series. Write half-cell 
reactions as reduction reactions 
e, go Va+ +e -* Na 
AG = -nFE (not derived but show', 
relation of electrical units to 
work). 
Potential for a spontaneous 
reaction positive. Free energy 
change for a spontaneous 
reaction negative. 
(Mathematical relation between 
AGO and AG not required). 
Comparison between AG and AH. 
Difference is entropy term. 
Entropy S as a measure of 
disorder. 
Change in entropy AS. 
AG = AH - TAS - 
Simple calculation using these 
quantities. Link up between 
entropy and physical condition 
- e. g. liberation of gas, AS 
term positive favours reaction 
State of equilibrium. 
Equilibrium constant. Define 
in terms of concentration. 
K is not additive but log K is. 

2.10 Controlling factors in 
equilibria. 
(a) predominantly enthalpy 

(b) predominantly entropy 

(c) both 

21 

Measurement of e. m. f. of 
a chemical cell. 

Zn/Ag+ wý Cu/Ag+ 

Metals and non-metals in 
acids to examine for spon- 
taneity of reaction. 
Check against E from Tables 

Zn/Ag+ or Cu/Ag+ reaction 

Comparison of AG and AH 
values. 

Spontaneous endothermic 
reactiong ITH4CNS/Ba(OH)2-81120 
Or COC12 hydrate/SOC12 
Thermal deconposition of 
RaHC03- 
Calculation of equilibrium 
constant. PbS04/NaI(aq) or 
colorimetrically measure 
Ka for indicators and weak 
acids during solution 
chemistry topic. 

(a) Chromatography 
Ion Exchange Resins 

(b). Diffusion 
Osmosis 
Dialysis 
Distribution 
Concentration Cell 

(c) Vapour pressure 

(qualitative only) 



0 CHAPTER 2 

ASSESSMENT OF CONCEPTUAL DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED 

IN TEACHING AND LEARNING THE CONCEPT OF CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM 

2.1 Conceptual Difficulties associated with the Teaching of 

Chemical equilibrium reported in the Literature. 

Driscoll (5) administered a 39 item multiple choice test to 450 first 

year science students at the University of Melbourne and at the 

Secondary Teachers Colleget Melbourne. The study attempted to 

identify some of the misconceptions and invalid approaches to 

problems prevalent in this area. Few of the questions required 

straight recall; most belonged to the higher Bloom categorieso 

Some 100 students were additionally asked to account in free response 

fashion for'their choice of response to a small number of selected 

questions. This was to ascertain if the correct response had been 

chosen for the correct reason. The free response accounts showed 
that on some occasions the students arrived at the correct answer for 

the wrong reasong and that more often several misconceptions were 

consecutively used in arriving at the wrong answer. 

The misconceptions which were found to be present in a significant 

proportion of students are: 

1. Confusion between amount and concentration. 
2. Application of equilibrium relations to other than 

equilibrium considerationsg particularly confusion of rate 

and extent. 
3. Uncertainty concerning the constancy or otherwise of the 

equilibrium constant. 
4@ Uncertainty concerning the quantitative and/or qualitative 

significance of the equilibrium law. 

5. Failure to appreciate the significance of constant 

concentration terms. 
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Misconceptions which were looked for and found to be absent are: 

6e Uncertainty about the essential similarity of gaseous and 

solution equilibria. 
7. Neglect of significance of, or confusion caused bY9' 

simultaneous equilibria. 

Misconception I relates to the difficulty experienced by students in 

applying Le Chatelier type reasoning to a disturbed equilibrium 

system in order to deduce how a particular species will alter, and to 

consider this alteration in terms of increased or decreased amount or 

increased or decreased concentrationg if any. (Note that Driscoll 

uses the term 'amount' in the sense of 'mass'*) A variety of 

equilibrium problem situations were presented to the student. These 

required the application of Le Chatelier type reasoning for their 

solution. 

Although the problem situations presented to the students by 

Driscoll were generally of a higher level than would be encountered 
by pupils at the Higher grade or at the Certificate of Sixth Year 

Studies level, the observations made by Driscoll are relevant to the 

present investigation because the conceptual difficulties experienced 
by the students in Driscoll's investigation are also experienced by 

Scottish pupilsq if only in embryonic form. 
i) Le Chatelier predictions are often wrong unless the student 

knows the correct answer in advanceg whereupon "one can juggle 
the reasoning to fit the required answer". 

There are occasions when the Principle can be usedf and occasions 

when it cannot be used, and students have great difficulty in 

distinguishing between the two. And those who have previously 
been misled by the Principle "become excessively tentative and 

cautious in using it". The Principle has its limitations which 

are very difficult to specify. 
iii) The use of the Le Chatelier Principle encourages anthropomorphic 

reasoning, that is to sayv inanimate systems acquire the 
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attributes-of animate ones in that they 'try to resist' 
imposed changes. 

Misconception 2 Driscoll found that students confused rate of 

reaction with extent of reaction; they found it difficult to 

distinguish between 'how fast' and 'how far'. For exampleg given 
that the equilibrium percentage of a species was greater at lower 

temperature, students would assert that the rate at which the 

species was formed at the lower temperature was greater. He also 

found that the basic dynamism of chemical equilibrium was not well 

understood. Thus students would assert that if the composition of a 

mixture did not change with time, the mixture must be in a state of 

equilibrium; They failed to appreciate that no apparent change 

might be observable for kinetic reasons. Driscoll makes the point 
that students are often not aware of lack of knowledge in a particular 

subject matter and "are altogether too happy to plunge into confident 
(but wrong) predictions". Driscoll considers that it is impossible to 

consider the question of changes in equilibrium without simultaneously 

considering rates of reaction, i. e. kinetics. He suggests that a 

partial remedy for the confustion that currently exists between rate 

and extent of reaction is to acknowledge that there is a tendency 

towards confusion and to deliberately teach, if only in self-defenceg 
the basic principles of reaction kinetics, 11... many students will 
develop firmly held, common-senseq apparently self-evident but 

nonetheless incorrect ideas about reaction rates and will confuse 

equilibrium and kinetics. " 

Misconceptions 3,4 and 5 are outwith the scope of this investigation 

and so will not be discussed. 

Driscoll expresses some doubts about the reliability of his results. 
Firstly, the reliability may be suspect due to chance errors arising 
from the arduous nature of the test and the conditions under which 
it was administered, in a very hot crowded lecture room. Secondlyt 

the sample consisted entirely of students who had qualified to 

matriculate in chemistry and so was lacking in weaker students, 
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Driscoll (6) di9cusses at some length the variety of statements of the 

Le Chatelier Principle and applies these in turn to selected 

equilibrium systems. He comments that authors of text books find some 

difficulty in framing a general statement of the Principle which 

gives unambiguous and correct predictions in all cases. He suggests 
that a statement of the Principle which was framed to cover all 

eventualities would be too difficult for matriculated students. By 

way of compromiseq he advocates the teaching of one or more 

restricted statementsp each applicable to a certain specific situation 
(A II. lA). 

De Hear (7) discusses the Principle of Le Chatelier and Braun which 

may be expressed as follows: 

If a chemical system in equilibrium is subjected to a perturbation 
(stress), the equilibrium will be shifted (a reaction will occur) such 

as to partially undo this perturbation (oppose the stress). He 

discusses the effect of increased temperature on an equilibrium system 

and then discusses the effect of increased volume on an equilibrium 

system. In the former case the system adjusts so as to aid the heat 

transfer from the surroundings to the system, while in the latter the 

system changes in such direction that it opposes the volume change. 
Thusq in the former case the Principle is invalid, in the latter case 
it is valid. 

He continues with a discussion of the N+ 3H 2NH system in 
223 

which the addition of more nitrogen at constant pressure may shift 
the equilibrium system one way or the other depending on the mole 

percent of nitrogen already there. 

The problem then is one of devising a clear and unambiguous statement 
of the Principle. A correct formulation is offered (A 11.18) but 
this is acknowledged to be too difficult for general use. An 

alternative course is suggested: the Principle should be replaced 
with a small number of rules each of which has a limited range of 
applicability. 
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Standen (8) tak9s exception to do Hear's analysis of the Principle (7)9 

and contends that the Principle is entirely valid if properly under- 

stood. Standen emphasises the importance of tenvironmental stressIg 

and applies the Principle from this standpoint* Thus an increase in 

environmental temperature imposes a stress on an equilibrium system 
and this system will adjust in such direction (the heat absorbing one) 
to undo this stress. An increase in environmental pressure will 
impose a stress on an equilibrium system, which will adjust so as to 

undo this stress. 

With regard to the N+ 3H 2NH equilibriumq Standen maintains 223 
that the Principle is inapplicable because the addition of more 

nitrogen cannot be considered as an environmental stress. Standen 

considers thatq in the context of the Principlev only two environ- 

mental stresses are valid: change in temperature and change in 

pressure. But if the Principle is applied, notwithstandingg then a 

concentration change (added nitrogen) has to be considered together 

with a pressure change (if the addition is made at constant volume) 

or with a volume change (if the addition is made at constant pressure). 

At constant pressure the concentration increase of nitrogen and the 

volume increase of the system may have opposite effects, and since 
the Principle is qualitative it does not allow of any firm conclusion. 

Standen believes that, provided the Principle is restricted to 

qualitative applicationsg it may be applied very widelyt in 

physical, psychologicalv economic and sociological fields as well as 

chemical ones ..... "a principle that is true, worthwhilev and 
widely (though not universally) applicable. " 

(9) asserts that Standen's arguments (8) are mostly De Hear 

misleading or irrelevant, and in part plainly incorrect. 

Haig (10) arguesp brieflyq along the same lines as de Hear, while 
Lewis (11)l Wood (12), Seale (13) and Angus (14) adopt a defensive 

stance in agreement with Standen. 
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Johnstone (15) investigated and evaluated the new syllabuses in 

Alternative chemistry introduced into Scottish Secondary Schools 
during the 1960s. One aspect of the evaluation was a subjective 
assessment by 1045 (80% of total asked) first year (1969-1970) 

university students of the secondary course in chemistry which they 
had just completed. Of thesep 45% rated chemical equilibrium as it 

arises in Section R of the Higher grade course tdifficult to grasp'. 
Johnstone suggests that this may be due to the faulty assimilation of 
new ideas into an existing mental framework based on a static concept 
of equilibrium - such as that encountered in physics. Thus the 

addition of material to the right side of a balanced beam causes it to 
dip towards the right whereas the addition of material to the right of 
a reaction sequence causes the reaction to go to the lefto He - 
suggests that the essential contrast between the static and dynamic 

concepts might be highlighted by the use of a suitable dynamic model. 
He also suggests that the Higher grade pupils might find difficulty in 

coping with the competing variables of pressure, temperature and 

concentrationg and acknowledges the high degree of formal thinking 

required in applying the Le Chatelier Principle. 

In a separate evaluation of subjective opinion of Certificate of 
Sixth Year Studies candidates (766 in 1970,850 in 1971) thermo- 
dynamics emerged as a subject fairly well accepted by pupils: 27% rated 
it easy, 55% moderate, 15% difficult and 3% nil response. This 

opinion was substantiated by good performance in thermodynamics 

questions in the certificate examinations. In the latter there was 
better than superficial knowledge since pupils coped well with the 

more thought provoking aspects of the questions; and the thermo- 
dynamics questions were generally popular. 

In contrastq howeverg a survey of 189 teachers of Certificate of 
Sixth Year Studies rated the thermodynamics part of the syllabus, 
Section 2, the most difficult part of the syllabus to teach. 
Johnstone suggests that the reason for this pupil-teacher contrast of 
opinion might be the lack of immediate familiarity by the teacher for 
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the subject matter resulting in a fresherg more sympathetic 
presentation of the subject to the pupil. 

Johnstone, Morrison and Sharp (16) discuss student reactions to 

course topics at Ordinary and Higher grade and at Certificate'of 

Sixth Year Studies level. In order to assess the reliability of 

students' subjective opinionsq the results of six independently set 

objective tests of the same topic areas were analysed (A II*lC). 

Some agreement between the subjective opinions and the performance in 
the tests for a particular topic area is evident, that is to say, 
topics which pupils found easy have generally higher facility values, 

and topics found difficult have generally lower facility values. 

The Principal Examinerts report (17) for the 1974 certificate 
examinations makes the following specific comment on the performance 
of candidates on Question 8 of the Higher grade examination (A II. lD). 
"In teaching the topic of equilibrium a common example is the mixture 

of sodium enthanoate and ethanoic acid in solution. This question 
asked about the inverse case -a weak base and its salt. Few 

candidates were able to begin to answer it. " 

Hildebrand (18) expresses the opinion that there is no topic which 

causes students more difficulty than chemical equilibrium, that the 

subject is inherently a difficult onep and that it sometimes bothers 
teachers and writers of text books as well. Some blame for the 
difficulty experienced in appreciating the concept of dynamic 

equilibrium may be due to the lack of awareness of the statistical 
basis of chemical equilibrium; a student has to think imaginatively 
in terms of the simultaneous behaviours of different numbers and 
kinds of particles. It might be easier if simple probability theory 
had a place in early mathematics teaching. And the newness of terms 

employed places the student on unfamiliar ground which makes a 
problem situation that much more difficult. Hildebrand suggests the 

analogy of a school dance as a partial solution since it illustrates 
the essential statistical and dynamic aspects of chemical equilibrium. 
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The illustratiog isq of courseý only qualitativep but this is a 

necessary preliminary to a quantitative view. His reason for this 

latter assertion ist howevert not Piagetian. Rather it is 

practicalg because qualitative answers are more often required than 

quantitative ones, and because the mechanical application of formulas 

to get right answers only without understandingt is bad teaching. 

Hackerman (19) criticises the use of phraseology which implies that 

changes in the composition of an equilibrium system have a 
directional quality. He gives some examples: 11... equilibrium point 
is displaced in the direction of ... ... disturbs the equilibrium 
to the left ... ... the reaction to the left becomes more nearly 

complete ... ". The result of this directional implication is that 

students imagine the substances on the different sides of the 

reversed arrow to be separate entitiesp such that it seems 

perfectly reasonable to apply heat or pressure to one side only of an 

equilibrium systemp or that a concentration on one side can be varied 
in isolation from the substances an the other side, having no effect 

on them. It also results in the mistaken impression that collisions 

occur between reactant particles and between product particles but not 
between reactant and product particles. 

Hackerman stresses the importance of thinking in terms of the 

composition of the equilibrium mixture where the equilibrium 

mixture is viewed as a single entity. Stressing the importance of 

composition highlights the difference, also, between extent of 

reaction and rate of reaction, that is to say, between completeness 

and yield. The latter concept of yield requires the same information 

as the former concept of completeness, but in addition requires 
knowledge of the time taken to reach equilibrium. 

Hackerman also suggests that the use of print of different 

intensity in conjunction with the reversed arrow convention in which 
the arrows are of equal length might be a better method of indicating 

a difference in the relative concentrations of reactant and product 
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than the use of the reversed arrow convention in which the arrows are 

of unequal length. 

Adams (20) discusses the derivation of the equilibrium constant from 

the Law of Mass Action and suggests some permutational analogies to 

help overcome some of the difficulties experienced by students in 

understanding the form of the constant. He comments that while 

analogies may be useful in explaining some steps in the derivation of 
the constantq a more rigorous mathematical approach is more 

convincing. 

Kent (21) asserts that considerable confusion results from the lack 

of emphasis of the dimensionless nature of the equilibrium constant. 

Some students9 for examplet are confused by the elimination of units, 

when these are usedt when taking the logarithm of the constant for 

thermodynamic calculations. "Automatic removal does not rectify 
their presence initially. " The presence of units in any expression 

M which is to be converted to exponEttial form is incorrect. 

Wright (22) discusses the case against teaching thermodynamics in 

schools. He expresses the view that thermodynamics is conceptually 
too difficult for pupils in schoolsp and that it is a subject which 
most teachers are inadequately trained to teach. He points out that 
thermodynamics often appears to be 'not chemistry' because of the 

underlying physical and mathematical mode of presentation; and this 

perhaps accounts for its unpopularity with students. Since 
thermodynamics does not invoke particular molecular modelst it is a 
subject peculiarly unsuited to elementary teaching. It is a topic 

which enjoys the reputation of being a difficult one at university. 
The inability of teachers in schools to cope with the subject is 

partly due to this inherent difficulty, but also due to the 
"perfectly scandalous inaccuracy of the Ithermodynamicst taught in no 
small number of universities". 

Wright pinpoints two particularly prevalent and dangerous 

misconceptions: (i) that entropy is a name given to a quantitative 
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measure of disqrder at the molecular levelp and (ii) that it is 

permissible to speak of the entropy of the universe and its 

increase. He asserts that both of these beliefs are disastrously 

wrong. The concept of entropy must be viewed only in a 

macroscopic sense, while the entropy of the universe is an entirely 
improper concept. He acknowledges that entropy is a stumbling block 

to many students but deprecates the tendency to simplify a concept to 

that level where it is no longer correct. He recommends that the 

beginner, though he or she may find it difficult at firstt should be 

given a derivation which is rigorous and logical. He asserts that 

some of the Isimplifiedt derivations are not difficult to follow, but 

impossible. 

Ogborn (23) takes the view, though with cautiong that some 
thermodynamics presented at school is better than nonet and sees the 

problem rather as one of presentation. He maintains that a later 

formal presentation of the subject at University makes it appear to 

be remote and lacking in meaning. Consequently he suggests offering 
the pupils a simple statistical discussion first as a "ladder up 

which to climb'19 to be followed by a transition to macroscopic 
thermodynamics at a later stage. 

Ogborn sees difficulty in the presentation of the concept of entropy, 

and has some constructive suggestions to make on a possible approach 
based on "counting microstates". He feels that the linking of 
entropy with disorder should be avoided. 

He also sees the incompetence of most teachers in the subject, "an 
incompetence which worries the teacher even more than the expert", as 
a major difficulty. The proper teaching of thermodynamics in a 
limited way in schools requires first of all that steps be taken to 
help the teacher with booksg courses and detailed guidance. 

McGlashan (24) comments on the usual presentation of thermodynamics, 
that it is incredibly badly presentedg for the most part by people 
who do not understand it. (How often are undergraduates asked to 
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calculate the results of impossible experiments on imaginary 

substances? ) one reason is the'repeated attempt to introduce the 

subject historically where in fact the history of thermodynamics is 

more difficult than thermodynamics itself. He condemns the use of 
the Carnot Cycle explicitly. Further, he insists that emphasis 

should be placed an using thermodynamics in real chemical situations. 

He describes thermodynamics as a subject which deals with mass, 

length, time, current and temperatureq as a collection of useful 

relations between quentitiesp every one of which is independently 

variable. 

He maintains that much of the difficulty students have with 
thermodynamics stems from a lack of clear appreciation of the system 

and the independent variables controlling it; the mathematics 
itself causes little trouble since. the mathematics needed in 

thermodynamics is elementary and easy. And difficulties arise as 

often from the student's failure to understand the first law as from 

his failure to understand the second law. 

McGlashan condemns the linking of entropy with disorderv randomness or 

mixed-upnessg except in three special cases: the mixing of ideal gases, 
the mixing of isotopesp and crystals at near absolute zero. 
Otherwise the concept of increased mixed-upness is invalid in "one's 

beakers of liquids at ordinary temperatures". Thus a supersaturated 

solution of sodium thiosulphate effectively isolated in a Dewar flask 

will spontaneously crystallise when seeded, and in so doing will 

exhibit a decrease in mixed-upness, and an increase in entropy. 

Even worse, when the second law is applied to the astronomical 
universe it apparently implies ultimate and total mixed-upness as the 
inevitable fate of the universe. McGlashan maintains that there is no 

evidence that thermodynamics is applicable to the astronomical 

universe, even assuming the latter were bounded and isolated 
(whatever that might mean). That the fate of the universe is 

ultimate chaos is more an act of faith than an act of reasoned 
thermodynamics. 
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Spice (25) consIders that there is a strong case for including a 

simple treatment of some of the leading thermodynamic ideas in a 

Sixth Form course. He lays down three conditions which an 
introductory course should fulfil: 

1. It should start on ground already familiar to the pupil. 
2* It should be rigorous up to a point, and no part of it 

should subsequently require to be unlearned. 

3. It should have obvious practical value* 

Spice stresses the importance of explaining very carefully the 

meanings of certain thermodynamic ideas like freversible processIq 
Isystem and surroundings' and 'state function'. He emphasises the 

distinction between the treatment of single atoms and molecules and 
the treatment of large assemblies of these; quantities like entropyo 
free energy and temperature only have meaning at the macroscopic 
level. 

Case (26) developed an experimental mathematically-based thermodynamic 

approach to chemical equilibrium. The course was of a highly formal 

nature, It consisted of six distinct teaching units: 
1. The Gas Laws and a review of essential mathematics. 
2. The First Law of Thermodynamics. 

3. The Second Law of Thermodynamics. 

4. The Equilibrium Constant for gas reactions. 
5. The thermodynamic Equilibrium Constant for aqueous reactions. 
6. Applications of the thermodynamic Equilibrium Constant. 

These took the form of six daily lessons. Achievement was assessed by 

testing at the end of each unit and by administering an overall test 

at the end of the course* 

The programme was taught to 89 pupils of a comprehensive rural- 

suburban high school. The mean Terman-McNemar Intelligence Quotient 

of these 89 pupils was 121, with a standard deviation of 12. 
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At the end of the course only one student in five was considered to 

have acquired an acceptable grasp of the topic of chemical 

equilibrium. The criterion for acceptance was: an overall score of 

at least 70% on the six individual unit tests9 the final test and 
12 selected key items. Case selected the latter items as being 

those he considered absolutely essential to an understanding of 

chemical equilibrium. 

A middle group of students9 three in fiveg were judged to have 

acquired a level of understanding varying from good to poorp while 

at the lower end one student in five was considered not to have 

grasped the significance of the mathematically based course at all. 

Case comments that the topic of entropy was "most difficult for 

almost everyone'19 so much so that this part of the programme would 

require reappraisal. 

2.2 Assessment of Conceptual Difficulties and Other Aspects of the 

teachinq of Chemical Equilibri6m by Teachers. 

2,2(l) The Letter of Enquiry 

It was thought advisable to ask practising teachers and others in key 

educational positions for help in establishing the nature of 

conceptual difficulties encountered in teaching chemical equilibrium 

at all levels. A letter (A 11.2) was therefore sent to 38 principal 
teachers of chemistry in schools throughout Scotlandq two science 

advisers and three persons associated with the settingg marking and 

administration of the certificate examinations in chemistry. 

It was thought better to ask the recipients some general questions 

about aspects of the teaching of equilibrium rather than leave them 
to guess at what was being looked for. Thus they were asked for 
their interpretation of the syllabuses and explanatory notes during 
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Form III and IV, (Ordinary grade)v and to comment on difficulties 

experienced at any stage in the secondary course, and to outline 
their approach to the topic. In the latter instance they were 

asked if they made use of models and analogies. 

Some specific questions were then asked: was the concept of 

dynamism accepted in Form III and IV; was the equilibrium constant 
taught in Form V (Higher grade); were the concepts associated with 
the free anergy, (thermodynamic) approach to equilibrium understood. 

Some respondents gave very full replies, most supplied information in 

answer to some of the questionsp and - after a second request for 

information had been sent off - fourteen made no reply at all. Thus 

29 replies were received. These are discussed below. 

2,2(2) Teacherst Interpretations of Syllabuses and Explanatory 

Notes (3) with respect to Reversibility and Dynamism. 

The concept of reversibility is extensively taught during the 

Ordinary grade course and about one third of the respondents 

restricted the treatment of the ionisation of water (I. 5)t the 

Contact Process (K. 4) and the Haber Process (M. 3) to one of 

reversib ility. About two thirds introduce the dynamic concept of 

equal and appositely occurring reactions, although the treatment 

varies in depth from a casual mention to a very full treatmenty 

invoking, if not by name, the spirit of the Le Chatelier Principleo 

In this latter caset the school concerned was one which had a record 

of high academic achievemento Opinions as to whether or not the 

dynamic concept is understood by Ordinary grade pupils are fairly 

evenly divided. 

Commenting on the explanatory notes in general, one person expressed 
the opinion that they were 'virtually non-existent'. One other 

person found difficulty in interpreting the meaning of 'simple 

kinetic picture' (A 1,3). Two persons commented adversely an 1.5 to 
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the effect thatit was impossible to make sense of itq and that it 

was like 'diving in at the deep ends. Another expressed dissatis- 

faction at the kind of practical work offered at Higher grade during 

Section R (A 1.4-7): the iodine equilibrium between water and 

chloroform is not obviously dynamic, the colour changes associated 

with the change of pressure on the nitrogen dioxide/tetroxide 

equilibrium are not convincing and the iodine monochloride/ 
trichloride system employs unfamiliar substances. 

2.2(3) Difficulties encountered in teaching the Concept of Chemical 

Equilibrium; Subjective Assessment by Teachers. 

Other than the interpretative difficulties just discussed above, the 

Ordinary course posed little of a conceptually difficult nature. 
There was, howeverp much comment about the difficulties experienced by 

pupils in coping or trying to cope with the concept of equilibrium at 
the Higher grade. By contrastp Section 2 of the Certificate of Sixth 
Year Studies course caused little trouble. 

At Higher gradet difficulties associated with one or other of the 

Le Chatelier type problem situations were particularly prevalent. 
Salt hydrolysis and the pH values of salt solutions were found to be 

very difficult to teach effectively. Some pupils thought there were 
no hydroxyl ions in an acid solution. Similarlyq pupils found it 
difficult to consider and deduce the resultant effect on an 
equilibrium system of alterations in pressure, temperature and 
concentration. There was difficulty in deciding whether to think in 
terms of the pressure variable or the volume variable when one or 
other of these was altered. Catalysis posed a variety of problems. 
Some pupils seemed to think that a catalyst only affected the forward 

reaction, others that it had no effect on an equilibrium system, 
others that it could be used to drive the equilibrium in the desired 
directiong still others that it produced more product. Some thought 
heat and light were cýtalysts. Some confused "rates of reaction and 
yield". 
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Some pupils found it difficult to accept that the same equilibrium 

position could be reached from either direction, while others 
could not distinguish between equilibrium and non-equilibrium 

situationst and became confused about the part played by activation 

energy and the part played by the overall enthalpy change. 

The Haber Process and the Contact Process were thought of as if they 

were closed equilibrium systems when in fact they were not allowed to 

attain the equilibrium state at all. 

The teaching of Section 2 of the Certificate of Sixth Year Studies 

course (A I*B) was less affected by conceptual difficulty. Of twenty 

nine replies, eleven chose to make no comment in response to this 

part of the enquiry, mainly because they had not had experience 
teaching this part of the syllabus and so did not feel qualified to 

pass comment* 

Of the eighteen who passed comment, twelve considered there were no 

real conceptual difficulties and that the pupils reacted quite well to 

the alternative approach to chemical equilibrium. The concepts 
involved did not seem to cause any trouble. One person commented that 

entropy was well received "provided it was given a physical reality as 
degree of disorder". 

The remaining six expressed some doubts about the ability of pupils to 

understand this new conceptual material and some suggested that, even 
though the pupils might be able to manipulate equations and get right 

answers, it was doubtful if they had any clear idea of what free 

energy was, And two of these six persons suggested that perhaps 
teachers in general were not actually aware in some cases of their own 
limitations in this area. 

Of these six personsq two pointed to specific examples of conceptual 
difficulty. One pointed out that the syllabus was wrong in the first 

case since it was not the free energy change that was related to the 
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equilibrium constant but the standard free energy change. The other 
thought that pupils could not conceive of the idea of a free energy 
well, and that free energy in general was an obscure quantity. - 

2.2(4) The Use of the Equilibrium Constant 

Only one principal teacher of chemistry actively used the quilibrium 
constant during the Higher grade course and found it useful in a 
qualitative way. Two other principal teachers had tried to use it 
but had abandoned it because their pupils found it confusing. 

2.2(5) Models and Analogies employed by Teachers 

A variety of analogies are used by teachers to demonstrate and 

simulate the establishment of equilibrium. These are listed below. 

1. Water being transferred between two containers by different 
beakers* 

2. Mice jumping back and forth between two containers. 
3. Twin connected goldfish bowls. 

4. Fan operated enthalpy box with adjustable reactant and product 
levels. 

5. A simple see-saw. 
6. A mechanical balance. 

7. A pupil walking up a down-escalator. 

8. Water flowing into and out of sink at same rate. 
90 Pupils simultaneously coming and going in one room. 
Ia. Swimming against the current. 
110 School dance. 

l2e Molecular pupils. 

Analogy No. 1 was a particularly popular means of demonstrating the 
dynamic aspect of chemical equilibrium. 
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2.2(6) Some Models and Analogies suggested in the Literature. 

Dainton and Fisher (27) describe a 'wind machinet which essentially 

consists of two compartments separated by a vertical movable barrier. 

The bottoms of the compartments are constructed of wire mesh to a llow 

of the passage of a current of airg and are adjustable relative to 

each other to allow simulation of endothermic and exothermic reactions. 
Temperatureq pressure and Le Chatelier type effects can be demonstrated. 

The machine can also be used to demonstrate entropic effects by 

employing coloured balls and varying the area of one or other of the 

compartments. 

The machine is offered as partial remedy for the neglect which the 
kinetic aspect of equilibrium often suffers at the expense of the 

Le Chatelier type approach. 

Alden and Smuckler (28) describe a model which is very similar to 

that described by Dainton and Fisher. 

Weigang (29) describes a model for demonstrating the dynamic aspect 

of chemical equilibrium, The model is essentially a mechanised 
version of the transfer of water between two containers. Small 

concealed pumps are used to transfer water through tubes of 
different bare; and the efficiency of the pumps is determined by the 
head of water against which the transfer is made. 

MacDonald (30) describes an analogy which depicts how the individual 

concentrations of a four component equilibrium system alter when the 

concentration of one of the components is increased. 

Alyea and Dutton (31) have compiled a wide selection of models and 
analogies. 

Hotchkiss (32) develo I ped an Air Table Model for illustrating 

chemical equilibrium in a simulation by means of variously coloured 
air-bearing perspex pucks. Simultaneous bond dissociation and 
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formation can bp illustratedg leading to a clear understanding of the 

dynamic aspect of chemical equilibrium. The film loop of the model 
in action has the addiftonal advantage that it can be stopped as 

required and a count of the various Ispecies' in the equilibrium 

mixture recorded. 

2.3 Studies of the teaching of Concepts in generalt and of the 

Concept of Chemical Equilibrium in particular reported in the 

Literature. 

Shayer (33) discusses the implications of Piagetts work for the 
development of science courses. Statistical knowledge of the 

conceptual progress of school populations should be used to 

determine the content and structural presentation of courses. 
Shayer points out that though the three stages, intuitiveg concrete 

and formal, may appear to supersede each other, they do rather 

augment each other. Thus a pupil who has reached the formal stage 

will not often carry out his reasoning at this level. He will 

often revert to the concrete and intuitive levelt and even where 

symbolic formal thought is employed it will always be based on 

previously acquired intuitive and concrete knowledge. The 

implication of this is that, even with pupils who have demonstrated 

their ability to reason formallyg new conceptual material must be 

introduced initially in an intuitive and concrete way. And 

practical work tends to fulfil this role. 

Bass and Montague (34) comment that the developmental sequences 

which Piaget has identified form an excellent basis for instruction 

which is consistent with psychological processes. Bass and 
Montague applied such a Piaget based sequence of instruction to two 

problems: equilibrium in a mechanical balance and equilibrium of a 

cart on an inclined plane. The subjects were ninth grade students. 

The sequence of instruction on the balance proved successfulg but 

not so for the inclined plane. There was no obvious reason for the 

latter but it is suggested that the problem was perhaps too complex. 
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Some implicatiorls for further study were noted. If a student is to 

acquire new knowledge, there should be a 'match? between the 

instructional method and the student's mental stage. Programmed 

instruction may fail in this respect, in which event the active 

intervention by a well qualified teacher may be preferable. Furtherg 

it is suggested that Piaget's developmental sequences lack the fine 

structure to be truly helpful to the curriculum developers. And, 

finally, it is suggested that a Gagn1 type task analysis be applied in 

conjunction with Piaget1s developmental sequences in the construction 

of learning hierarchies. 

Lovell (35) repeated ten of Inhelder and Piaget's fifteen experiments 

and confirmed the main stages in the development of logical thinking 

proposed by them. Lovell comments that instruction as such does not 

seem to affect achievement as much as might be expected. Instruction 

by direct teaching is only of real lasting value when the thinking 

skills are almost or actually available in the subject, otherwise 
the knowledge is either forgotten or rote learned and regurgitated 

when required. He also expresses the opinion that the cultural 

milieu, climate of opinion or general experiences to which the person 
is subjected are important in developing thinking skills; the 

classroom atmosphereq the way in which the teacher poses and 
discusses problems have their effect. 

Frederick (36) comments that the study of concept learning is a 
"hodge-podge" of bits and pieces. Much is said that has not been 

properly verifiedg and many variables are but little understood. 
Much of the knowledge is inferential rather than factual. 

Nevertheless, it is generally accepted that hypothetica-deductive 

thinking, the ability to consider and discard hypothesesq develops 
during the teens. But even sag students and ourselves alike often 
stoop to concrete thought processes in the acquisition of new 

concepts. And their acquisition is affected by a variety of other 
factors: strategies a6d cognitive stylej mediationg personal traitso 

motivation, pre-training, practiceg feedback and re-inforcement, 
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Ausubal (37) wrltes that the principal, factor which affects and 
influences the learning and retention of new meaningful subject matter 
is the individual's cognitive structuret that is to say, the 

individualls organisation, stability and clarity of knowledge in a 

particular subject matter with respect to 'knowing'. If an 
individual's cognitive structure in a particular subject matter is 

clearg unambiguousq stable and well organised, it will facilitate the 

acquisition of new related subject matter, and vice versa* Hence, it 

is by strengthening relevant aspects of the pre-existing cognitive 

structure that the acquisition of new meaningful material can be 

facilitated. Deliberate attempts to do this are at the heart of the 

educational process. 

Most new ideational material encountered by pupils in the school 

setting is relatable to pre-existing aspects of knowledgeg to a 
background of meaningful ideas and information. The curriculum is 

planned in such a way that it allows of the introduction of new ideas 

in untraumatic fashion. 

Most new c6nceptst if they are to be meaningfulq must be anchored to 

established subsuming concepts in the cognitive structure and 

progressively assimilated until their individuality is lost in. the 

body of the new overall cognitive structureo 

once it has been decided what are the concepts to be taught in a 

particular subject areaq attention can be focussed an what order to 

introduce them and to what anchoring ideas to relate them. If the 

principle similarities and differences between a new concept and the 

pre-existing relevant conceptual material can be clearly, precisely 

and effectively pointed out to the pupil, it seems reasonable to 

suppose that the new concept will be accepted with fewer ambiguities, 
fewer conflicting meanings9 fewer misconceptions suggested by the 

learner's prior knowledge of related concepts. And that the newly 

acquired knowledge in conjunction with analogous prior knowledge will 
form in time during the retention period an essentially misconception 
free whole. 
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Mealings (38) i9vestigated the problem solving ability of about 120 

children of mental age ll+ to 18+ by having them individually talk 

out their solutions to problems which arose as they were taken 

individually through a series of experiments in science. He related 
the quality of the children's thinking (concrete - when a particular 
logical form is still not independent of its concrete form - to 

formal - when abstract thought is possible) to their mental age. He 

then considered the relevance of the results to science teaching in 

general. 

It was found that the ability to solve problems at the formal level 

was clearly correlated with mental age rather than chronological age, 
that there was no sex' difference in problem solving ability* Mental 

age appeared to be the only critical factor though interest had a 

modifying influence on achievement. 

Formal operations developed gradually from a mental age of 13 onwards 

where the actual mental age at which a problem could be solved 
depended on its difficulty* Difficultyp howevert was not to be 

equated with complexity but rather with the quality of reasoning 

required. For exampleg only one child out of 27 with mental ages 
below 16 was able to successfully devise a method of determining if 

a white powder was a single substance or a mixture of two substances 
where the experimental technique was quite a simple one, one of 
dissolving, filtering and evaporating. 

Since logical growth is gradual, it follows, therefore, that the 

transition from qualitative concrete practice to quantitative 
formal thought should be gradual, Too abrupt a transition will lead 

to a loss of interest. 

Buell and Bradley (39) selected the equilibrium between undissolved 

salt and its saturated solution as the vehicle for a study of the 

use of propositional thinking by a group of 56 first year and 14 

second year Ohio secondary school children. Comprehension of 
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variablesq constantsp dynamism and solubility curves was assessed at 

various Piagetian levels initially by a pretest and after two weeks 

of-laboratory work and discussiont by a posttest. It was concluded 
that contact with practical solubility and informal discussion did 

not improve logical thinking about variables, and other aspects of 
the solubility equilibrium. It would seemg thereforet that logical 

operations and critical thinking can only be taught purposefully; 
they are not Icaughtf. Indeedt the two weeks training seemed to be 

confusing since there was a drop in the percentage showing logical 

operations, 

Averch at al. (40) examined a wide variety of educational researches 

carried out in the United States. They excluded from consideration 

all researches which could not stand up to a close critical scrutiny 

of their procedures; the vast majority of researches fell into this 

category, From their examination of the remainder it was concludedq 
in general termsq that there was apparently no single variant of the 

existing educational system that was related positively to student 

cognitive outcome. Non-cognitive outcomes appeared to be impossible 

to assess. There were in some cases transient and temporary improve- 

ments in cognitive achievement but these soon disappeared. The 

critical factor would appear to be the basic academic ability of the 

pupil. 

Averch at al. discuss programmed instruction and point out that 

over the last decade or so there has been much interest in this 

mode of instructiont though this has now waned somewhat since there 

is no evidence to support the view that programmed instruction is 

superior to conventional classroom teaching. Work on the presentation 

of material suggests that it is not so much the medium of instruction 

that is important as its sequencing and organisation, though some 

methods of presentation are better for some tasks and for some 

students. However it is difficult to match students9 task 

characteristics and mode of presentation. Thus the characteristic 
features of the programmed instructional methodg careful sequencing of 
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instructional tpsks involving continuous participation on the part of 
the learner with immediate feedback, have not been shown to be 

superior to good conventional teaching* 

Carrol (41) suggestaq since it is not possible to tailor-make* 

courses to suit individual studentsq a compromise combination of the 

inductive and deductive methods is probably desirable. He also 

recommends the use of negative instances for sharpening concepts but 

would discourage the use of non-instances, 

Sakmyser (42) compared the effectiveness of teaching chemical 

equilibrium by inductive and deductive programmed instruction. They 

started by listing the conceptst facts and ideas to be taught, and 

used these to formulate the behavioural objectives. The latter were 
then arranged in two orders, one inductive and one deductive, vetted 
by other educationalistst revised and finalised, A group of 150 

students were divided randomlyp half assigned to one programme and 
half to the other. An analysis of variance showed that neither 

programme was significantly better in teaching chemical equilibrium. 
Further analysis showed that the different programmes were superior 
for individuals with different personality traits (outgoingg anxious, 

critical, preciseq creative) and skills (in algebra and teading)o 

I Gagne and Brown (43) investigated the effectiveness of three 

different kinds of programmed instruction (Rule & Exampleg Discoveryt 

Guided Discovej) in achieving understanding of a variety of number 

concepts. The Guided Discovery programme led to a superior 

performance in problem solving situations, It is inferred that this 

is because this programme tequired systematic reinstatement of learned 

concepts where the Rule & Example programme did not and the Discovery 

programme left them to chance. 

3ohnson & Stratton (44) evaluated the effectiveness of teaching a 
group of word concepts by four separate and different methods, by 

a fifth method which was a mixture of the other four, and by a control 
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method. The suýjects were 200 students in general psychology, 
divided randomly into six groups. 

The performance of each of the five experimental groups was superior 
to that of the control group; the performance of those on the mixed 

programme was superior to the performances of those on the four 

separate programmes; the performances of those an the four separate 

programmes were not different. The superiority of the mixed programme 

supports the common practice of teachers and writers of text books. 

Kempa and Dube (45) showed that cognitive learning styles varied to a 

marked extent with ability in chemistry: the more academic high 

achiever type of pupil was more inclined towards pure sciencet and 

showed a greater tendency to acquire new knowledge, while the less 

academic pupil showed the reverse characteristics. 

Malpas (46) describes dynamic chemical equilibrium as one of many 

examples of an auto-regulatory (feedback) system in that it is 

sensitive and adaptable to conditions imposed upon it. In order to 

understand the concept of chemical equilibrium, sixth form Pupils 
have to master a complex set of formal (abstract) relationships. He 

suggests that pupils perhaps need more time to explore not only 

variou s aspects of particular equilibrium systems but to contrast the 

pro-equilibrium state with the equilibrium state. 

He pleads strongly in favour of using, initially, the less 

conceptually difficult kind of equilibrium system. such as the 

system obtained by the dissociation of calcium carbonate where only 

one species has to be considered. He sees the more familiar ester 

hydrolysis, by contrastv as a much more conceptually difficult system 

to work with because it consists of four components which raust all be 

considered simultaneously, 

He makes use of a graphical presentation to explore the manner in 

which concentrations 61ter over time at different temperatures 
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2*4 A Summing-up 

The assessment of conceptual difficulties encountered in teaching and 
learning the concept of chemical equilibrium recorded in this Chapter 

point to some specific and some general areas of the syllabus where 

conceptual difficulties are experienced by pupils. These are'listed 
in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 

Table 2.1 Suggested Conceptual Difficulties at Higher Grade 

Rates Approach 

Left and right sidednes. 

2. Inherent 'equal and opposites quality of equilibrium* 
3. Interpretation of the reversed arrow convention. 
4. Equilibrium/non-equilibrium situations and activation energy. 
5. Effect of variables; Le Chatelier; hydrolysis of saltsý 
6e Catalysis in general* 

7* Rate and extent. (This aspect is probably covered by 4 and 
6 above. ) Meaning of yield. 

8* Closed and open systems. 

These difficulties will be examined in detail and expanded upon in 

Part II of this report. 

Table 2,2 Suggested Conceptual Difficulties at S. Y, S. 

Thermodynamics Approach 

Meaning of reversible process. 

Free energy. 

Free energy well at equilibrium. 
ký, C 0 Use of AG in expression for equilibrium constant instead of AG 

Entropy notoriously difficult; its mystique. 
Entropy a measure of disorder at molecular level. 

Increasing entropy of the universe an invalid concept. 
Systems and surroundings. 

These conceptual difficulties will be examined in detail and 

expanded upon in Part III of this report, 
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A 11,1 

A "If a system in equilibrium is subjected to an alteration 
in conditions (change in volume, addition or removal of 
heat# change in mass of reactant), the system will tend to 

adjust itself so as to reduce the resulting changes in its 

related specific property (pressure, temperatureq and 

concentration respectively). 11 

B The change in an intensive variable caused by changing the 

corresponding extensive variable is smaller if chemical 

equilibrium is maintained than if no reaction could take 

place in the system Ila 

The change in an extensive variable caused by changing the 

corresponding intensive variable is larger 
, 

if chemical 

equilibrium is maintained than if no reaction could take 

place in the system IIb 

C Comparison of results of O-Grade students in objective 

tests with the degree of difficulty they thought they had 

experienced in the same topics: 

Topic Number Studentst 
of Items Reaction 

G1 4 Easy 

H2 3 Inconclusive 

H3 6 Difficult 

4 Easy 

4 Difficult 

L3 4 Difficult 

N1 2 Inconclusive 

N2 3 Difficult 

. N6 3 Inconclusive 

Percentage of Students giving 
Correct Response 

699 85,63,89 Av. 77 

469 559 57 Av. 53 

109 40,389 309 279 27 Av. 29 

459 759 569 59 Av. 59 
359 499 469 30 Av. 40 

45,54t 24, 
ý50 

Av. 43 
519 53 Av. 52 

309 31,32 Av. 31 
789 439 45 Av. 55 

(Topic Difficulties in Chemistry, Table 2. ) 

ques. 8.0.1 M ammonium hydroxide has a pH of 11*1. On 

addition of some solid ammonium chloride the pH changes to 9. 
Explain why this occurs, (3) 
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A 11,2 

Cliemistry Departmentt 

The Universityr 

GLASGOW GI 2 8QQ 

18th December, -1974 

I am looking into the topic of chemical equilibrium as it arises 
during Ordinary %Xrade, Higher Grade and the Certificate of Sixth Year Studies, 
with a view to findin,,, out which areas. are difficult for pupils, and hope 
ultimately to formulate soine ideas and suggestions on how these difficulties 
may be avoided or overcome. 

By way of preliminary fact-finding I should like to ask you how you 
interpret the relevant explanatory notes in the Scottish Certificate of 
Education Exarainatiozi Board revised Circular No. 512, in particular at the 
Form III and Fora IV level. And in general I am interested in your opinion 
of the level of diQS2djZ and in your a-)ý-., roach to teaching the to; Dic at the 
various grades. Do -you, for example, in your approach, make use of models 
and analogies? 

The sort of information I am after is something along the following 
lines: - 

Forms III and IV - Do you think the pupils understand the idea of chemical 
Lynamic 

, equilibrium? Have you any preferred method of getting the idea 
J. over L-o them? 

Form V- Are there any areas where, in your opinion, the pupils find 
undue difficulty? Do you use the equilibrium constant? 

Form VI - Do you feel the pupils can cope with the. concepts built into 
the free energv aoproach to equilibrium? 

I shall be most grateful for any comments you care to make, no 
matter how brief they may be. 

Yours sincerely, 

John J. MacDonald 
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I CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN AND SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION AT HIGHER GRADE 

3.1 Introductory Comments 

It was considered that the survey of chemical equilibrium reported in 

Part I was such as to warrant a more detailed investigation of the 

conceptual difficulties experienced by pupils at Higher Grade 

(Table 2.1). It was therefore decided to construct an objective 

test, the Rates Approach Test, to assess the breadth and depth of 

this misconceptual knowledge. Before proceeding with this task, 

however, it was thought necessary to carry out a preliminary assess- 

ment of this misconceptual knowledge and, at the same timeg assess 

the validity of the questions which would ultimately be incorporated 

in the Rates Approach Test* 

This preliminary assessment and validation was achieved by means of 
(a) a Free Response Questionnaire and (b) an Interview Session 

Questionnaire. 

3.2 The Free Response Questionnaire* 

The Free Response Questionnaire consisted of sixty two questions of 

varied type. The questionnaire was divided into three approximately 

equivalent sets of questions so that, in affect, triplicate sub- 

questionnaires of 21,21 and 20 questions respectively were available 

since the questions within each set tested the same supposed 

conceptual difficulties in slightly different ways. 

The significant feature of the Questionnaire was that it was given 

as an open-ended test, to interpret at will. Pupils were encouraged 
to be quite free and frank in their written responses. By this means 
it was hoped to assess, not only the nature of conceptual difficultiesp 

but also if the test were in fact validly measuring what the author 

*The Free Response Questionnaire is not included in packet 

since it is very similar in content and structure to the 

Interview Session Questionnaire, which is included as 
Pocket Item 1, 
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was attempting ýo measurep or were pupils, insteadq giving the wrong 

'impression' of the state of their knowledge for an unrelated or 

irrelevant reason. 

On the day of the test, forty two pupils were available in the 

author. 16 school, a large comprehensive secondary. These pupils 

were divided into three equal ability groups on the basis of 

Ordinary Grade performance and performance in class tests* Each 

group of pupils was given a different set of questions so that a 

triplicate assay of the conceptual difficulties and validation of the 

questions was achieved. 

In order to ensure that the final list of conceptual difficulties 

around which the Rates Approach Test would be built was as 

comprehensive and exhaustive as possible, the Questionnaire not only 
'ýe 

asked about the difficulties listed in Table 2.1 but also ask d about 

related topics: the conservation of atoms, the conservation of mass, 

collision theoryv and about matter and energy since these latter 

concepts are basic to the research to be carried out at the 

Certificate of Sixth Year Studies level. And the pupils were also 

asked to arrange some selected concepts which arise during the 

teaching of chemical equilibrium at Higher grade in what they thought 

to be a logical order of presentation in order to establish if there 

were a preferred logical mode of presentation. 

The results of the Free Response Questionnaire suggested a few 

questions be modified, a few abandoned and a few introduced, but 

these changes were minimal. The revised version of the Free Response 

Questionnaire was called the Interview Session Questionnaire and was 
administered by interview to PUPUS Of another large comprehensive 

secondary school. 
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3,3 The Interview Session Questionnaire 

The revised Free Response Questionnaire was called the Interview 

Session Questionnaire (Pocket Item 1). 

This questionnaire consisted of three approximately equivalent sets 

of questions; Set 11 Set 2 and Set 3* There were twenty one questions 

of varied type in each of the three Sets* 

Three interviewers were involvedg the author and two others with 

acknowledged experience of teaching. Each interviewer talked out the 

problems posed by his or her Set with about five pupils, one at a 
time over the course of an hourg covering most of the questions in 

the Set. The pupils were selected for interview by the Principal 

Teacher who was asked to select what she considered to be a 

representative spread of ability in the year group. Each pupilg 

therefore, was taken through about four questions; and subjective 

assessment was made by the interviewer of the conceptual difficulties 

experienced by the pupilt on the one hand, and of the validity of the 

questions in actually detecting these difficultiesq on the other hand. 

After the morning's session it was agreed by all three interviewerst 

two of whom in a sense were independent witnesses, that difficulties 

did exist for the pupils and that the questions were acceptably valid 
in detecting these difficulties. 

The topics tested and the allocation of questions to these topics are 

recorded in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Interview Session Questionnaire: Topics and Questions 

Topic Question Numbers 

1. Left and right sidedness 1,89 lo9t 2.7.2.8a, 2.9,2.10t 

3.89 3.99 3.119 3.179 3.18a 

2. Inherent equal and opposite 

quality of chemical equilib- 

rium 

1.59 1.21t 2.49 2. Bbj 2,189 

3.109 3.14b and 3.14c. 

3. Interpretation of reversed 1*69 2.59 2.69 3.49 3.7 
arrow convention 

4* Distinguishing equilibrium and 
non-equilibrium situation 

5. Effect of variables on an 

equilibrium systemt including lelC9 1.169 2.119 1.139 

Le Chatelier and the hydro- 3.12a# 3.12b, 3.139 3,18b, 

lysis of salts 

6. Catalysis 1.149 1.159 2,14v 3.15. 

7. Closed and open systems, 

yield. 
2,21t 3.21* 

B. Conservation of atoms 1,39 1.4t 2.1 

9. Conservation of mass 1*2 

10. Balancing chemical equations 2.29 3.3. 

11. Mass versus concentration 2,3, 3.5. 

12* Matter versus energy 1.1. 

13. Forms of energy 1.209 3.19 3. l9t 3.20. 

14. Conservation of energy 3.2, 

150 Kinetic particle theory 1.119 1.129 1.13, 

16* Collision theory of chemical 

reaction. 
1.17t 1.19, 2.16, 2.19* 

17. Concept sequence in rates 

approach to equilibrium 

1.189 

3.16. 

2.159 2.179 2,20t 3.69 
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Topics 1 to 7 a; e the conceptual difficulties reported in Table 201* 

Topics 8 to 17 have been included for the reasons given on page 50* 

The written and verbal responses offered by pupils showed that topics 

1 to 6 and topics 12 to 15 required further testing and these, 

therefore, were included in the Rates Approach Test* Topic 17 also 

required some further attention but this was given outwith the Rates 

Approach Test (for which see 3.5). 

3.4 The Rates Approach Test 

3.4(l) Design of the Rates Approach Test 

On the strength of the information gathered in the survey of 

chemical equilibrium of Part I and of the preliminary assessment of 
these and other difficulties described in 3.2 and 3.3. a Rates 

Approach Test (Pocket Item 2) was made up. 

The test consisted of twenty three objective questions. Each 

question consisted of a stem which stated the problem, followed by 

four response optionsg Ag 99 C and D. of which one only Was correct. 
An additional response option E was offered in each question which 
the pupil was requested to choose should he not know which response 
was correct. It was hoped that this would minimise guessing. 

The nature of the research being undertaken placed the level of the 
investigation at the Piagetian III stage of development. The questions 
are constructed in the higher Bloom categories, the majority group of 
questions being evaluative (Table 3*2). Considering the complexity 
of the questions it was considered that twenty three questions were 
enough to expect Form V to tackle. 

The conceptual difficulties tested and the allocation of questions to 
these difficulties are shown in Table 3.2. 
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Pupils were additionally asked to explain their choice of response 

for five questions, questions 39 61 119 14 and 21* These questions 

were marked ** . This request was made in order to establish 

whether or not the correct response was made for the correct reason. 
Questions 3 and 14 were included since they both deal with the 

pupil's ability to distinguish between equilibrium and non- 

equilibrium situations, which is perhaps one of the most fundamental 

aspects of the concept of chemical equilibrium, Questions 69 11, and 
21 were included since they deal with aspects of the concepts of 

matter end energy which are fundamental to the research to be 

carried out at the Sixth Year Studies level. 

Table 3.2 Rates approach Test: Topics, Question Numbers and 
Abilities. 

Topics Question No. and 
Bloom Ability 

le Left and right sidedness 4(Co), 9(Co), 17(Ev). 

2. Inherent equal and opposite 5(Co), B(Co), - 
quality of chemical equilibrium 

3. Interpretation of reversed 18(Co) 
arrow convention 

4* Distinguishing equilibrium and non- 3(Ev), 14(Ap)e 
equilibrium situations 

S. Effect of variables on anequilibrium l(Ev), 10(Ev), 13(Ev), 
system, including Le Chatelier and 15(Ev)9 16(Ev). 
the hydrolysis of salts. 

6e Catalysis 2(Kn), 7(Ev)t 12(Ap), 

19(Ap), 20(Ev). 

7. Matter and energy 
6(Co)9 ll(Ev)9 21(Co), 
22(Kn)9 23(Ev). 
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The number of qyestions allocated to each of the topics to be 

investigated was determined by the kind and variety of individual 

misconceptions considered possible within any one of these topics. 

The ability which any one question was considered to test in its 

particular topic area is indicated in brackets, and is: 

a) Kn for 'knowledgelg requiring simple recall, 

b) Co for 'comprehensionIq requiring understanding in 

addition to simple recall, 
c) Ap for lapplication't requiring application of 

knowledge which has been recalled and understood* 

d) Ev for 'evaluationtv which requires the ability to 

evaluate recalled and understood information in 

an applied situation. 

The Rates Approach Test was weighted rather heavily on the 

evaluative side - eleven questions were considered to test 

evaluation in one way or another while only two were considered to 

test simple recall - as a consequence of the type of investigation 

being carried out. 

3.4(2) Scope of the Rates Approach Test. 

The Rates Approach Test was ready towards the end of Alayq 1975, which 
left five weeks or so till the end of the school session. 
Consequently, arrangements 

made informally by telephoi 

timeg and nineteen schools 

element involved in making 

on cooperation of teachers 

existing county (Lanark) - 

for the administration of the test were 

ne and personal visit in order to save 

agreed to help. Because of the personal 
the sample selection - the author relied 
in his former county (Dunbarton) and his 

the sample is weighted in favour of 

borough schools from these counties. 

The national distribution of schools is shown in Table 3.3. 
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e 

Table 3.3 Typeý and number of Scottish Secondary Schools 

Type Number 

Comprehensive City School ill 

Borough, County & Rural 267 
Comprehensive Schools 

Grant Aided Schools 30 

Independent Schools 33 

Of the nineteen schools which agreed to help, thirteen made returns, 

and these schools are shown in Table 3.4* 

Table 3.4 Schools and Returns in Rates Approach Test 

Type School Code No. of Returns 

City 07 15 

02 15 
03 39 

04 20 
10 15 

Borough 11 11 
& 12 19 

County 14 20 
15 13 

16 21 
17 21 

19 9 

Grant-aided 00 37 

Total = 255 

One independent school was approached but was not able to help 

because the Scottish syllabus was not taught in chemistry. 
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3.4(3) Sample Characteristics 

Pupils were asked to record whether they had obtained a Band A. B or 

C (A III. 1) in the Ordinary Grade examination in chemistry in the 

previous session. They were also asked to record whether they had 

studied physics to Higher Grade, to Ordinary Grade only, or not at all. 
These data are dhown in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 Pupil Characteristics - Nine Subgroups 

Sub- 

group 

Band in Chemistry 

at 0 Grade 
Course in Physics Number 

of Pupils 

I A Higher 155 
2 Ordinary 13 
3 None 14 

4 B Higher 33 
5 Ordinary 12 
6 None 7 

7c Higher 11 

8 Ordinary 8 

None 2 

The information on the quality of pass in chemistry was required in 

order to allow the Rates Approach Test to be statistically validated 
against a prior related test* The information on the course taken in 

a 
physics was required to assess the effect, if any, of suchkýourse on 
the performance of pupils in the Rates Approach Test. 

Some of the nine subgroups of Table 3*5 are too small for statistical 
treatment. The nine subgroups are therefore condensed to four 

subgroups as shown in Table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6 Pupil Characteristics - Four Subgroups 
I 

Subgroup 1 

Band in Chemistry 
AA B/C B/c 

at Ordinary grade 

Course taken LJ4-k-- Ordinary U4-1- Ordinary 

in Physics or none or none 

Number of Pupils 155 27 44 29 

These subgroupings were chosen because (a) they gave reasonable 

numbers per subgroup for statistical purposes, and (b) they 

represented an acceptable division of ability in chemistry since 

Band A corresponds to five ranges of marks while Bands B and C 

together correspond to four ranges (A III. 1). 

3.4(4) Statistical Treatment of the Rates Approach Test 

(i) Reliability A test is reliable ift when administered on two 

separate occasions to the same pupilsq these pupils achieve the 

same scores, that is to sayg scores which are not significantly 
different from each other between occasions* Howeverg when the data 

gathering technique consists of an objective test which is 

administered an one occasion only, the Kuder-Richardson procedure 
(A III. 2(A)) for assessing reliability can be used* This procedure 

will therefore be used to assess the reliability of the Rates Approach 

Test. 

(ii) Validity A test is valid if it measures that which it sets out 
to measure. 

A subjective assessment of the validity of the Rates Approach Test 

is described in 3.2 and 3.3. 
I 
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Since the Rates, Approach Test attempts to measure conceptual ability 
in chemistryg there should be a correlation between the results 

obtained by pupils in the Test and the results obtained by the same 
pupils in a prior test in chemistryg namely the Ordinary Grade 

examination. Admittedly, this latter examination is not as 

conceptually difficult as the Rates Approach Test, but it does 

measure ability in chemistryq albeit at a more elementary level. 

Thus the validity of the Rates Approach Test will be assessed 

statistically by computing a biserial correlation coefficient 
(A 111.2(0)) between the scores achieved by pupils in the Rates 

Approach Test and the quality of pass obtained by the same pupils in 
the Ordinary grade examination in chemistry of the previous session. 
The quality of pass is discussed in 3.4(3). 

(iii) Effect of physics The effect of the course taken in physics 
(if any) on the results of the Rates Approach Test will be 

assessed by performing an Analysis of Variance on data for the four 

subgroups shown in Table 3.6. Given that the Anova of these 

multiple group data shows an F ratio which is significant at the 

significance level chosen (5%)q the specific source or sources of 
this significance can be located by application of the Scheffe 

Method (S-Method) of Multiple Contrasts (A 111.3). This statistical 

procedure is applicable to multigroup contrasts when the numbers in 

each group are different. It is also recommended for use where 

contrasts between pairs of means in addition to contrasts between 

individual means are to be made. 

(iv) Normality of Rates Approach Test Scores Since the application 

of the Kuder-Richardson formulap the determination of the Biserial 

Correlation Coefficientg the Analysis of Variance and the Scheffe 

Method are parametric procedures, they require that. the distribution 

of scores of pupils on the Rates Approach Test be not significantly 
different from the normal distribution. Consequently, the observed 

scores on the Rates Approach Test will be reduced to expected scores 
for a normal distribution and a test of significance between the 

two carried out. 
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3.5 Concept Sequence at Hiqher Grade 

Some attempt had been made by means of the Free Response Questionnaire 

and the Interview Session Questionnaire to assess the logical order 

of presentation of the individual concepts encountered by pupils 
during the Higher Grade course on chemical equilibrium. It was 
decided to exclude this aspect of the overall investigation from the 

Rates Approach Test andq instead, to assess it separately. The 

principal teacher of chemistry of a local comprehensive secondary 

school agreed to issue twojumbled lists of the concepts on two 

separate occasions to two different groups of pupils who had just 

returned to school after the certificate examinations. Each group of 

pupils contained a spread of ability. 

The jumbled lists of concepts were: 

List I 

Energy of Activation 

Equilibrium 

List 2 

Rate Determining Step 

Reaction Mechanism 

Collision Theory 
Equal and Opposite Rates 

Activated Complex 

Energy of Activation 

Activated Complex 

List 1 was presented to a group of nine pupils, List 2 was 

presented to another group of fourteen pupils. In each case the 

pupils were asked to consider which order they thought would be 

most logically acceptable as an order of presentation. 

A 'best' overall logical Concept Sequence was arrived at by a 

simple inspection of the orders suggested (pp. 78 and 79). 
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A 111.1 

Ordinary Grade Examination in Chemistry, 

Scottish Certificate of Education Examination Board 

Results-will-be recoraed"on canaidates' certificates in terms of 

five bands,. A to E, as follows: 

Scaled % Mark Range Band 

100 - 90 1 
89 - 85 2 

84 - 80 3 A 
79 - 75 4 
74 - 70 

-5 
69 - 65 6 B 
64 - _6o 

7 
59 - . 55 8 c 
54 - 50 9 
49 - 45 10 3) 
A4 --, 40 11 
39 - 35 12 E 

30 34 - 13 - 
Below 30 14-- ITO award 
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111,2 

A/ 

Computation of the Kuder-Richardson coefficient rKR uses the 

formula: - 
N jý pq 

rKR =7 -_1 

11 

S2 

where N = number of items in test'(23), 

S = standard deviation. of all 

scores in the test (3-60), 

p = proportion passing each item, 

q = proportion f&iling each item. 

p is the facility value; q=I - p. 

B/ - 
Biserial Correlation Coefficient 

This may be used when actual marks are available for one measure 
(scores on the Rates Approach Test) and a dichotomous classification 
for the other (A or B/C pass in the certificate examination) 

where a continuous distribution underlies the latter. 

mA - mB/C pq 
This 

Sh 

where MA = mean score on the Rates. Approach Test 

of those who gained a Band A. 

Ordinary chemistry, 
MB/C-= mean score on the Rates Approach Test 

of those who gained a Band B or C, 
in Ordinary chemistry. 

S= standard deviation of scores of 

whole group of pupils, 
p= proportian gaining a Band A. 

q= proportion gaininG Bands B and C4, 

height of the normal curve at the 

deviate dividing the area in the 

proportion p and q, and is obtained 
from Tables. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

4,1 The Free Response and Interview Session Questionnaires 

The written and verbal responses to these questionnaires were 

assessed subjectively, This assessment of the presence or absence of 

conceptual difficulty in the variety of topics examined is reported 
in Table 4.1 

Table 4.1 Assessment of Conceptual Difficulties by means of the 

Free Response and Interview Session Questionnaires* 
Topic Subjective assessment 

1* Left and right sidedness Considerable confusion. 
Pupils seem to think that systems 

are compartmentalised. 

2. Inherent equal and opposite Pupils are generally aware of 

quality of equilibrium systems dynamic quality but often argue 

that one or other reaction is 

greater at equilibrium. 

3. Interpretation of reversed When the arrows are of unequal 
arrow convention length, the longer one implies 

greater rate at equilibrium. 

4. Distinguishing equilibrium end Pupils appear to be generally 

non-equilibrium situations quite unable to distinguish 

between these situations. 

5* Effect of variables on an equi- Eight questions were allocated, 
librium systemg including and responses varied from moderate 
Le Chatelier and the to very poor. The pupils appear 
hydrolysis of salts to find this 'variables' aspect 

difficult. 

6, Catalysis A superficial knowledge exists 
liberally laced with misconcep- 
tions. Pupils tend to select any- 
thing containing the word 
lincreasel. 
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Table 4.1 (contO. ) 

Topic Subjective Assessment 

7. Closed and open systems; 
yield 

Good response 

B. Conservation of atoms Good response 

9, Conservation of mass Good response 

10. Balancing chemical equations Good respanse 

11. Mass versus concentration Good respanse 

12, Matter versus energy Some confmision 

13, Forms of energy Much confusion 
.q 

14. Conservation of energy Pupils are quite unaware of 
this basic concept 

15. Kinetic Particle Theory Some confmsion 

16. Collision Theory Good respwse 

17. Concept Sequence in rates Questions were over ambitious 

approach to equilibrium and too dif f icult. It was 
decided to make this a 

separate Assue. 

The preliminary assessment employing the Free ffesponse and Interview 

Session Questionnaires provided an assessment of conceptual diffi- 

culties in general agreement with that obtain2d' from the Survey 

described and reported in Part I. AdditionalILy, it provided evidence 

of conceptual difficulty in the area of matteT and energyq particularly 

the latter* 

The Rates Approach Test examined the particulzrly sensitive areas 1 to 

6 and 12 to 15 in a manner (by objective testing) which allowed the 

reliability and validity of the test to be assassed statistically. 
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4.2 The Rates 
-Approach 

Test 

4.2(l) Facility Values and Discriminatory Powers 

The facility values and discriminat6ry powers obtained with the 

sample of 255 pupils are given in Table 4.2 

Table 4.2 Rates Approach Test; Facility Values and Discriminatory 

Powers 

Topic Ques. No. Key F. V. T1-T3 
& abi lity 

1. Left and right sidedness 4 Co B 0.55 0.49 

9 Co C 0.21 0.27 

17 Ev D 0.22 0.21 

2* Inherent equal and opposite 5 Co C 0,26 0.33 

quality of chemical equilibrium 8 Co A 0,42 0.52 

3, Interpretation of reversed 18 Co C 0,15 0.22 

arrow convention 

4. Distinguishing equilibrium and 3 Ev B 0,28 0.16 

non-equilibrium situations 14 Ap D 0.13 0.24 

5* Effect of variables on an equi- I Ev D 0.09 -0.02 
librium system, including 10 Ev C 0.31 0.38 
Le Chatelier and the hydrolysis 13 Ev C 0.40 0.59 
of salts 15 Ev C 0.46 0.5B 

16 Ev A 0.52 0.52 

6. Catalysis 2 Kn B 0.63 0.48 

7 Ev D 0.45 0.53 

12 Ap D 0.67 0.52 
19 Ap A 0.32 0.21 
20 Ev A 0.76 0.39 

7, Matter and energy 6 CO C 0.62 0.55 
11 Ev B 0.15 0.22 
21 CO 8 0*68 0.39 
22 Kn C 0.56 0.31 

23 Ev A 0.32 0.33 
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T1-T3 is the difference between the facility values of the top 

third and the bottom third (A IV. 1) on the test as a whole, and is 

therefore a measure of the discriminatory power of the question. The 

facility value of at least one question in each topic area is very 
low. The implications of this will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.2(2) Frequency (%) of responses 

The percentage frequencies (to the nearest whole number) of selection 

of correct and incorrect responses is given in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Frequency (%) of responses 

Question No. ABcDE 

4 17 55* 2 a 18 

9 20 28 21* 19 12 

17 31 14 17 22* 16 

5 32 4 26* 27 11 

8 42* 30 16 6 6 

1B 30 11 15* 14 30 

3 lo 28* 20 2 32 

14 36 19 4 13* 2B 

1 32 6 47 9* 6 

10 42 8 31* 5 14 

13 17 20 40* 5 18 

15 18 13 46* 4 19 
16 52* 23 16 3 6 

2 9 63* le 6 4 
7 30 11 6 45* a 

12 6 2 25 67* 0 
19 32* 13 17 33 5 
20 76* 4 4 12 4 

6 4 2 62* 4 28 
11 38 15* 22 1 24 

21 4 68* 3 6 19 

22 35 2 56* 3 4 

23 32* 13 3B 3 14 

Correct responses are marked with an asterisk 
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4*2(3) Observed and Expected Frequencies of Scores on the 

Rates Approach Test for the Whole Group 

The observed frequencies of pupils' scores in the Rates Approach 

Test are given in Table 4.4. 

Since it is proposed to establish the reliability and validity 
of the Rates Approach Test by techniques which assume under- 
lyine normality of the distribution of scores on the Rates 
Approach Testq the frequencies which would be expected of a 
Group Of 255 pupils whose mean score is 9-17 and standard 
deviation is 3.80 have been calculated (A IV. 2) and are shown 
in Table 4-4- 

The computation of )C2 (A IV. 2) between observed and expected 
frequencies gives the value 23-05 for 15 df, and so the 

observed frequencies do not differ significantly from 

normality since*X2 " 25-09 
-95 '2 

Observed and expected frequencies of scores are shown 
graphically in Pigure 4-1- 
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Table 4.4 Observed and expected Frequencies of Scores an 

Rates Approach Test - Whole Group 

Observed Expected Score 
Frequency Frequency 

a 115 

1 - 2.6 

2 2 4.5 

3 9 7.2 

4 17 10.6 

5 21 14.8 

6 23 18.9 

7 18 22.7 

8 29 25.4 

9 24 26.7 

10 23 26.0 

11 25 23.8 

12 10-ý 20.2 

13 is 16*1 

14 16 12.0 

15 a 8.3 

16 6 5.4 

17 4 3.2 

18 3 1.8 

19 1 019 

20 - 0.5 

21 0.1 

. 22 - 
23 - 

255 253.2 
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4.2(4) Reliability of the Rates Approach Test 

The Kuder-Richardson formula (A III. 2(a)) was used to compute the 

coefficient of reliability of the Rates Approach Test. Computation 

of rKR (A IV. 3) gave a value of 0.71. 

4.2(5) Validity of the Rates Approach Test 

The validity of the Rates Approach Test was determined statistically 
by computing the biserial correlation coefficient (A 111.2(0)) 

between Test scares of those pupils who obtained Band A in Ordinary 

Grade chemistry and those who obtained Bands B and C. The biserial 

correlation coefficient is 0.54 (A IV. 4). 

Data on which the computation of the biserial correlation coefficient 

was based are given in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4#5 Frequencies of Scorest Numbers and Means of 
Subgroups A and B/C 

Score Frequencies 

Subgroup Subgroup 
A B/C 

0 

1 - - 
2 1 1 

3 5 4 
4 5 12 

5 8 13 
6 15 a 

7 10 a 
8 21 8 

9 1B 6 
10 17 6 
11 20 5 
12 9 1 
13 15 - 
14 15 1 
15 a 
16 6 
17 4 
18 3 
19 1 

20 - 
21 1 

22 - 
23 - 

Number 182 73 

Mean 10*22 6.71 
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4.2(6) Effect of Physics 

In order to assess the effect on performance in the Rates Approach 

Test of the course taken in physics (if any), the four subgroups of 

Table 3*6 (page 58) were subjected to analysis of variance and 

several contrasts then made using the ScheffO Method (A 111.3). 

The statistics of the four subgroups (A IV. 5) are summarised in 

Table 4.6* 

Table 4.6 Statistics of Pupil Subgroups 

Whole 

Subgroup 1 2 3 4 Group 

Band in Ordinary A A 8 or C B or C 
Grade Chemistry 

Was Higher Physics Yes No Yes No 
studied?. 

Number of pupils 155 27 44 29 255 

Mean Score 10*42 9*07 7., 25 5189 9,17 

Standard Deviation 3,72 3.54 2*66 2,35 3,80 

The results of the analysis of variance are shown in Table 4.7 

Table 4,7 Analysis of Variance 

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square r 

Between 686 3 228.7 19.2 

Within 2976 251 1119 

Total 3662 254 

. 95 F 3t251 = 2.64 

Hence, one or more significant differences exist within the four 

subgroups. 

Contrasts were made between means of subgroups and between pairs of 

means as shown in Table 4,8 using the Scheffe Method (A 111.3). 
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Table 4*8 Soupce of Significance within Four Subgroups (5% level) 

Estimate of S. D. of 
Contrast Co ntrast Contrast Ratio Significance 

(71 7j) A. 
a- 

A Waý 

1- 142 1.35 0.7006 1.93 No 

2,, 3.17 0*5739 5,, 52 Yes 

3* 141 4.54 0.6979 6.49 Yes 

4. Af ZP 1.82 0.8214 2.22 No 

5. /t -L 14, ý- 3.18 0.8987 3.54 Yes 

6* /13 //4- 1.36 0.8037 1.69 No 

7., 3.17 0.5474 51,80 Yes 

8. tP3 1.35 0.5474 2.47 No 

-- 
L . 2- 

Contrasts are significant at the 5% level if the absolute value of 
the ratio in Table 4.8 is greater than the value of: 

1) 
. 95F3_1 9N-3 

43(2,64) 

2,81 

Thus coptrasts 29 39 5 and 7 are significant at the 5% level. /0 
Subgroups 1 and 3 are significantly different, and so also are 

subgroups 1 and 4. Subgroups 2 and 4 are also significantly 
different. The most important feature of these results relate to 

contrasts 7 and S. 

Contrast 7. There is a significant difference in performance between 

pupils with Band A and pupils with Bands B/C in chemistry 
irrespective of whether they have or have not studied Higher physics. 
Contrast 8, There is no significant difference between pupils who 
have studied Higher physics and pupils who have not studied Higher 

physics. 
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4.2(7) Pupils' Written Accounts of Reasons for selecting Responses 

to Questions 3,6ý11,14 and 21. 

Pupils' written accounts of their reasoning in selecting responses to 

the five questions 3,69 llt 14 and 21 were variable. About 5% of 

the pupils offered nothing at all while about 50% were quite diligent 

and offered something an each question. The remaining 45% or so 

supplied intermediate accounts. 

Which of the following is a reliable way of deciding if a 3. 

mixture is in a state of chemical equilibrium? 

A When the mixture is heated its composition changes. 
8 When a catalyst known to be effective in the reaction is 

added, the composition of the mixture remains the same. 

C The composition of the mixture does not change with time. 

D When the mixture is compressed its composition remains the 

same* 
EI do not know which of these options is correct. 

Question 3. This question attempted to test the pupil's ability to 

distinguish between an equilibrium situation and a non-equilibrium 

situation. A subjective assessment of the written accounts of 

reasoning employed in selecting a response showed that one pupil in 

ten appreciated the significance of introducing a catalyst to the 

mixture (correct response B). The facility valuet however, was 

somewhat higher at 0.28. As many pupilst 28%, chose response C and 

asserted in their written comments that, since the composition did 

not change with time, the mixture must be at equilibrium 

U 6. Which of the following lists contains an 'odd man outI9 

A Oxygeng petrolq mistt sawdust. 

B Sand, steam, fluorine, paraffin. 

C Ethanolq flour, heatq nitrogen. 

D Chlorine, methanol, silicaq vapour. 
EI do not know. 
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Question 6. This question was an ? odd man out' question an matter 

and energy term;. Some pupils expressed difficulty in knowing how 

to interpret the question; they did not quite understand what was 

required of them. Accordingly, about one pupil in four chose, 

response E. These pupils gave no indication in their written. 

responses that they recognised response C as the only one containing 

a form of energy. About two pupils in threeg howeverg did spot the 

energy term in response C9 and appeared in their written comments to 
be quite pleased with themselves for having done so. 

** Ilo When water at 100 0C absorbs heat and changes to steam at x-* 

po oc, 
A the potential energy of the molecules remains the same but 

their kinetic energy increases. 

8 the kinetic energy of the molecules remains the same but their 

potential energy increases. 

C both the potential energy and kinetic energy of the molecules 
increase. 

D neither the potential energy nor the kinetic energy of the 

molecules increases. 

EI do not know how the potential energy and/or the kinetic 

energy of the molecules is affected. 

Question 11. This question asked about potential and kinetic energy, 
and in general caused chaos. The biologists (of the 255 subjectst 
27 had taken biology to Ordinary grade and 45 to Higher grade) tended 
to take the view that Ithis was physics' and they weret thereforet 

excused from knowing anything about it. 

The most popular choice was response A, i. e., molecules of steam at 
100 0C 

are generally thought to have higher kinetic dnergies (on 

average) than molecules of water at 100 0C 
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14. Nitrogen monoxide mostly decomposes when heated: 

2NO ; o- N2+02 

On this evidence decide which of the following statements is correct. 

A The forward reaction absorbs heat. 

B Nitrogen monoxide would decompose at room temperature except 

that it lacks activation energy at this low temperature. 

C If allowed to cool, the nitrogen and oxygen would tend to 

recombine to reform nitrogen monoxide. 

D It is not possible to say whether the forward reaction is 

exothermic or endothermic. 

EI do not know which of these statements is correct. 

Question 14. This question again tested the pupils' ability to 

distinguish between equilibrium and non-equilibrium situations. The 

most popular choice was response A. and this was well documented by 

the pupils in the fashion that 'since the reaction went to the right 

when heated then it must be endothermic. 1, The question had a 
facility value of 0.139 but only about on a third of this 13% who 

chose the correct response seemed to have a clear idea that the 

heat supplied was activation energy. 

21. Which one of the following lists differs in a significant way 
from the other three? 

A Copper, heatt neon. 
8 Helium, tin, water. 
C Argon, zincq light. 

D Gold, soundq krypton. 

EI can see no significant difference between these lists, 

Question 21. This question was similar in type to question 6, and 
received much the same kind of written comment. 
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4.3 Concept SeQuence in the Rates Approach to Equilibrium 

Some pupilsp nine and fourteen respectivelyp were asked to arrange 

concepts arising in the Rates Approach to equilibrium in logical 

order* 

Table 4.9 shows how nine pupils arranged concepts which arise during 

the Rates Approach to equilibrium. 

Table 4*9 

Concept 
No. of pupils placing concept 

let 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

Equilibrium a 0 1 2 6 

Equal and opposite rates 1 0 1 5 2 

Activated complex 1 3 4 0 1 

Energy of activation 1 5 2 1 0 

Collision theory 6 1 1 1 0 

No statistical treatment of these figures has been attempted, The 
figures are merely considered at face value. 

Table 4.10 shows the way in which fourteen other pupils arranged 
concepts arising in the Rates Approach. 

Table 4.10 

Concept No. of pupils placing concept 
lst 2nd 3rd 4th 

Rate determining step 0 2 3 9 

Activated complex 0 5 7 2 

Energy of activation 1 7 3 3 

Reaction mechanism 13 0 1 a 

These figures are again simply taken at face value. 

Figure 4.2 shows the Concept Sequence obtained from this information* 
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A IV. 1 

Facility Valups of Upper (Tj), MIddle (TO and Lower-- (T3) 

Thirds, and Discrimina tory Pow ers. 

Facil ity Valu es Discrimi natory Powers 
Question No. Tj T2 T3 Tj - T2 T2 - T3 Tj - T3 

0.07 0-11' 0.09 -0-04 0.01 -0.02 
2 0.88 0-60 0.40 0.28 0.20 0.48 

3 0.39 0.24 0.22 0.15 0.01 0.16 
4 0.81 0.52 0.32 0.29 0.20 0.49 
5 0-47 0.18 0.14 0.29 0-04 0.33 
6 0.91 0.61 0.35 0.29 0.26 0.55 
7 0-71 0.46 0.18 0.25 0.28 0.53 
8 0.69 0-38 0.18 0-32 0.20 0.52 

9 0-35 0.20 0.08 0.15 0.12 00*27 

10 0-51 0.29 0.13 0.21 o. 16 0.38 

11 0426 0.14 0.04 0.12 0.11 0.22 

12 0.88 0.78 0.36 0.11 0.41 0.52 

13 0-72 0-35 0.13 0.36 0.22 0.59 
14 0.27 0-08 0.04 0.19 0-05 0.24. 

15 0.76 0.44 0.19 0-33 
. 
0.25 0.58 

16 0-79 0-51 0.27 0.28 0.24 0.52 

17 0-34 0.20 0-13 0-14 0-07 0.21 

18 0.28 0.11 0.06 0.18 0-05 0.22 

19 0-41 0-35 0.20 o. o6 0-15 0.21 

20 0-95 0-76 0.56 0.19 0.20 0.39 
21 o. 86 0-71 0.47 0.15 0.24 0.39 
22 0.69 o. 61 0.39 0.08 0.22 0.31 
23 0-49 0*29 0.16 0.20 0.13 0., 703 

a 
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A IV 92 

Computation of Expected Frequencies Computation of -X2. 

-Score 
Pbserve4 Class (X - X) Area Area within Expected 

10 
- El (0 E)2 (0 E) 

Frequency b9undary 
SD to Z class Frequency 

(0) (Z) (Z) buundary (E) 

-0-5 -2-5450 --0.4945 
0 - 0-0059 1.5 1*5 2.25 1-50 

0*05 -2.2815 -0.4886 
0-0104 2.6 2.6 6-76 2.60 

105 -2,0184 -0.4782 2 2 0*0178 4*5 2.5 6*25 1.39 
2-5 -1-7552 -0.4604 

9 0.0283 7.2 108 3.24 0.45 
3-5 -1-4920 -0.4321 

4 17 0-0414 10*6 6-4 40.96 3.86 

5 21 
4-5 -1,2289 -0-3907 0-0579 14.8 

. 
6.2 38-44 2.60 

5-5 -0.9656 -0-3328 6 ý3 0-0740 18.9 4-1 16.81 0.89 
6.5 -0-7026 -0.2588 

7 is 0.0892 22*7 4-7 22.09 0.97 
7*5 -0*4394 -0.1696 

a 29 0-0997 25-4 3.6 12.96 0.51 
8-5 -0-1763 -0.0699 9 24 00046 26.7 2.7 7.29 0.27 
9.5 +o. oe6s +0-0347 

10 23 0.1021 26.0 3-0 9.00 0-35 
10.5 +0-3500 +0; 1368 

11 25 0-0934 23.8 1.2 1.44 o. o6 
11.5 +0.6130 +0.2302 

12 10 0.0791 20.2 10.2 104.04 5-15 
12.5 +0-8763 +0-3093 

13 15 0.0633 16.1 111 1.21 0108 
13.5 +1-1394 +0.3726 

14 16 OoO470 12.0 4.0 16. oo 1-33 
14.5 +1-4026 +0.4196 

15 8 0.0325 8*3 0.3 0*09 0401 
1 15*5 +1.6658 +0.4521 

16 6 0.0210 5-4 0.6 0-36 0-07 

* 16-5 +1.9289 +0.4731 
17 4 *) - 0.0127 3.2 17.5 +2.1921 +0-4858 
le 3 0-0072 lee 

. 18-5 +2; 4552 +0-4930 
19 0-0037 0,9 19.5 +2-7184 +0-4967 . -20 0.0019 0-5 6-5 2.5 G, 2 5, CIO 

20.5 42; 9816 +0*4986 21 
' 

0.0902 001 21.5 +3.2447 +0-4988 22 040001 
22.5 +3-5079 +0-4989 23 000001 
23.5 +3-7710 +0-4990 

253.2 23*05 X2 
255 1- :- 

9*17; S-D- - 3.80 at k-I -a where k 18, m2 
Ilene*, at 15- 
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A 37 .3 

: Fpq 
TxR H. --j s 

H 23 

s2 3.802 14-44 

It em p q pq 
23 L 4.6433 1 

1 0.09 0.91 0,0819 iýKR 22 14-44 
2 0.63 0.37 0.2331 

3 0,28 0.72 0,2016 
05 1 1 0-32 

4 0-55 0.45 0,2475 - 

5 0.26 0.74 0.1924 
6 0.62 0.38 0.2356 

0-71 

7 0.45 0-55 0,2475 

8 0.42 0.58 0,2436 

9 0.21 0.79 o. 1659 

10 0.31 o. 69 0.2139 

11 0-15 0-85 0.1275 

12 0.67 0-33 0.2211 

13 0-40 0.60 0.2400 

14 0-13 0.87 0-1131 

15 0.46 0.54 0,2484 

16 0-52 0.48 0.2496 

17 0,22 0.78 0.1716 

18 0-15* 0.85 0.1275 

19 0-32 o. 68 0.2175 

20 0-76 0.24 0-1824 

21 o. 6a 0-32 0.2176 

22 0-56 0.44 0.2464 

23 0-32 o. 6a 0.2176 

4.6433 

11 
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IV 

Computation of biserial correlation coefficie nt: 
MA " MB/C pq 

Xbis S MA = 10.22 h 
MB/C = 6.71 

S 3-80 

p 182/255 = 0-71 

q 73/255 = 0.29 
h 0-343 (from tables) 

Hence 3ýbis = 0-54 
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A IV-5 

Subgroups 

Score 2 

0 
1 
2 

3 5 4 
4 5 6 6 

5 5 3 8 5 
6 14 1 3 5 
7 7 3 7 1 
8 16 5 5 3 
9 13 5 3 3 

10 15 2 6 
11 18 2 3 2 
12 9 1 
13 13 2 
14 14 
15 7 
16 6 
17 4 
18 3 
19 - 
20 

21 1 

22 - 
23 - 

n 155 27 44 29 

1x 1603 245 319 171 

(IX)2 2569 609 60 025 101 761 29 241 

:g X2 18 769 2549 2617 1163 
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CHAPTER 5 

The results of the Rates Approach Test are discussed. The questions 

are considered one at a time in categories 1 to 7 of Table 4.2 

(page 66) under these topic headings. Questions 13 and 15 of Topic 5 

are considered together since they are very similar, Each question 
is reproduced, preceded by the facility value and the discriminatory 

factor. The percentages of pupils selecting each response are also 

shown* Correct responses are marked *. Pupils were asked to give a 

written account of their reasoning in selecting responses in five 

questions marked **** * 

DISCUSSION 

5.1 Loft and Riqhtsidedness 

Question 4 F, V, = 0#55 D. F. = 0.49 

i. e. the 

Amo 

17% A 

55% B* 

2% C 

8% D 

When equilibrium is established in the system 
11 R+S P+Q IC 

the percentage of each of the four constituents is constantq 
mixture has a constant 

ng which species are co 

Ps are colliding with 
Psq Qsq Rs and Ss are 
Ps are colliding with 
Collisions between Ps 

composition. 

llisions occuring? 

Qs while Re are colliding with Ss only. 

all colliding with each other. 

Ss while Qs are colliding with Re only. 

and Qs and between Re and Ss are no 

longer occurring. 
1899 EI do not know which of these options is the correct one. 

The question was quite well done. Nevertheless, 45% of pupils were 
unable to select the correct responseg which reflects a lack of 
appreciation of 'what is going an' inside the equilibrium system. 
More particularlyt response A has shades of left and rightsidedness 
about it, and was chosen by 17% of the pupils. 
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Question 9 F. V. = 0.21 D. F. = 0.27 

In the familiar Haber system at equilibrium 
N (g) + 3H (g) 2NH 22 3(g) 

the application of increased pressure to the right hand side 
onlv will drive the equilibrium to the left. 

How would you comment on this statement? 

20% A It is correct. 
28% B It is incorrect; the equilibrium would in fact be driven to 

the right. 

21% C* It is quite unreasonableg and impracticable. 

19% D It is correct as long as the nitrogen and hydrogen are 

continuously removed, 

12% EI do not know which option to choose. 

The results of this question give some cause for concern. About 

four out of five pupils completing the Higher grade course appear 
to visualise equilibrium systems as consisting of two independent 

and separate compartments rather than the one whole; org at bestp are 

not sure. This leads them to make false deductions about problem 

situations. 

What is the origin of this misconcept of 'left end right sidedness'. 
One can only surmise that some of the variety of introductory 

material used to convey the concept of chemical equilibrium 
unwittingly results in pupils adopting a compartmental view of the 

equilibrium system. It is a basic tenet of Ausubel's psychology of 
learning (37) that new subject matter presented to a pupil is 

initially anchored by the pupil to some part of hi's existing cognitive 

structure which the new idea resembles, or, seems to resemble. In so 
doing, the pupil may modify the new concept to make it fit the exist- 
ing cognitive structure giving rise to a misconception. There are, 
it would seem, several occasions when this might occur during the 

teaching of chemical equilibrium. 
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8) pupils arrive at a study of chemical equilibrium with an already 

established and firmly hold concept of statico two sided equilibrium 

derived from physical and mechanical experiences. Unless care is 

taken to deliberately point out the differences between the 

chemical concept and the more intuitive physical concept, pupils may 

taci tk - and justifiably - interpret what the teacher says of 

chemical equilibrium in terms of what they already know about 

physical equilibrium, and a static two sided picture arises. 

b) The use of the chemical equation with its centrally placed 

reversed arrow symbol possibly also contributes to the two sided view. 

Again, pupils are liable to make the tacit accumption of two 

sidedness. Unfortunately, they will not announce that they have just 

done so and so the teacher is quite unaware that this has occurred; 

pupils presumably tend to assume that which they think the teacher 

means to say, 

C) Various physical analogies are employed in conveying the 

concept of chemical equilibrium (2.2(5)). Some of these, and in 

particular the two most popular ones (No. 1 and No. 4) actually 

consist of two sides. It is hardly surprising, thereforeq that 

pupils should make tacit assumptions of left and right sidedness. 
Indeed, one begins to consider it surp rising that some do not* 
d) Some of the actual equilibrium systems themselves have two 

tsides'. The partitioning of iodine between two solvents9 the 

equilibrium between iodine monochloride and iodine trichlorideg 

where the latter is apparently well removed in the upper portion of 
the tube from the former in the lower portion of the tube, possibly 

consolidate this compartmental view of an equilibrium system. 

a) Enthalpy changes are often depicted diagramatically where the 

diagram shows a left side and right side at different levels with a 
hump between them. 

As a consequencep the pupil tacitly adopts a false picture of an 

equilibrium system about which the teacher is quite unaware, a 

picture which may lead him to make false deductions about problem 

situations, which lead him to imagine, for exampleg that the 

pressure of the right hand side of an equilibrium system can be 
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increased without increasing the pressure on the left hand side. 

And this reasoning probably extends to other variables (not tested 

in this study) such as temperature and concentration. 

What then is the answer? Mostly it is to be aware of the kinds of 
assumptions which pupils are likely to make in a given teaching 

situation and actively dispel these as they arise. This might 

seem to require in the teacher a sixth sense in reading the minds of 
pupils, but it is not perhaps too difficult given an awareness of the 

part of the teacher of the kinds of assumptions which his pupils are 
liable to make, 

Alternatively, the teacher might restructure his approach so that 

misconceptions do not arise in the first place. This is particularly 
the case with the use of analogies. Analogies which are liable to 

misinterpretation should perhaps be avoided. Thus, analogies 1 to 6 
(2.2(5)) perhaps create more problems than they solve, These 

analogies are reasonably close to that which they purport to explain, 

and so are eminently capable of being confused in the pupils' minds 

with the real chemical equilibrium. This would imply that safer 

analogies are either those which are so far removed conceptually from 

the real equilibrium situation that there is no chance of confusiong 
or are-those which are so close that there is no chance of conflict. 
There are, unfortunately# relatively few of these Isafer' analogies. 

Question 17 F. V. = 0.22 D*F, = 0.21 
The accompanying enthalpy diagram refers to the equilibrium; 

AC 

P b. Q 
In the equilibrium mixture of P and Q, 

31% A the proportion of P will be greater 
than that of Q. 

14% 8 the proportion of P will be less 
than that of Q, 

17% C the forward rate of reaction will be 
less than the backward rate. 

22% D* it is not possible to say whether P 
or Q will have the higher proportion. 

16% E I do not know which of these options 
to choose. 
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This question aýtempts to assess 'left and right sidedness' from the 

viewpoint of macroscopic enthalpy change (where question'4 assessed it 

from the viewpoint of molecular collisions). Howeverg the results of 

the question are difficult to interpret reliably. Those who chose 

response 0 may still see the system compartmentally; while those who 

chose response A probably see the system compartmentally. It is not 

possible to draw firmer conclusions than these. It is difficult to 

offer a reason to explain why 14% chose response B. Selection of 

response C shows confusion between rates of reaction and magnitude of 
the energy of activation, probably derived from a knowledge of the 

effect of a catalyst on energy of activation and reaction rate. 

It was suggested in the discussion of question 9 that the familiar 

chemical equation and some of the commonly used physical analogies 

may unwittingly contribute to left and right sidedness; it is 

possible that the familiar enthalpy diagram also makes such a 

contribution. 

5.2 Inherent Equal and Opposite Quality of Equilibrium Systems 

Question 5 F. V. = 0.26 D. F. = 0.33 

In the context of an enthalpy diagram, activation energy is viewed as 
a "hurdle" to be overcome if reactants are to change into productsq 
and vice versa. 

In a particular system at equilibrium, the 

forward activation energy9 Efg. is less than 

the backward activation energy, E b* 
Select the correct statement: 
32% A The forward rate of reaction will be 

greater than the backward rate of 

reaction. 

4% B The backward rate of reaction could 
be zero. 

26% C* Both forward and reverseýrates of 

-reaction are equalo 

27% D The equilibrium mixture will have a 
higher percentage of product than 

reactant. 

11% EI do not know which is the correct 

statement* 
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Pupils with any awareness of the equal and opposite quality of an 

equilibrium system would, it was supposedl have little hesitation in 

selecting response C. But 74% of pupils did not, which leads one to 

conclude that the equal and opposite dynamic nature of an equilibrium 

system is accepted so superficially (if at all) that moderately 

plausible distractors can succeed in diverting the majority of pupils. 

The plausibility of response A probably stems from the emphasis 

placed on the increase in rate of reaction which results from a 

reduction in activation energy upon the introduction of a catalyst. 

The reason why 27% of the pupils selected response D is a little 

obscure. One might speculate that the simple physical relationship 
between an upper and a lower level leads pupils to assume that there 

must of necessity be more material at the lower level, Pupils who 

opted for response D are possibly 'left and rightsided' thinkers and 

see the equilibrium system as an upper left compartment and a lower 

right compartments 

Question B F. V. = 0*42 DoFo = Oo52 

Here is an equilibrium system which you probably first 

encountered in Form III: 

H2 O(aq) --I-- H+(aq) + OH-(aq) 

Only about one molecule of water in every 500 000 000 or so is 

ionised at any one instant in time. 

Which of the following statements is correct? 

42% A* Both forward and reverse rates are equal. 
30% B The reverse rate is greater than the forward rate. 
16% C Most water molecules never suffer ionisation. 

6% D The forward rate is greater than the reverse rate. 
6% E I do not know which option is correct. 
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An unexpectedly, large percentage of pupils opted for response 8. 

although, in view of the findings for question 5, it is not too 

surprising that this proportion of pupils should be prepared to 

abandon the equal and opposite condition for what, to them, is a 

more plausible response. 

For these pupils, the equal and opposite rates requirement apparently 

conflicted with the large excess of reactant over product. The letter 

'unbalanced' situation could apparently only be explained away by the 

contention that the reverse reaction be greater than the forward 

reaction. It would be interesting to ask these pupils, "What would 

be the composition of a mixture in which the forward and reverse 

rates of reaction are equal? "' Would it beg the answerg 1150% 

reactant, 50% product. "? 

There would seemv according to these results* to be a tendency to 
think like this* If this is so, the remedy involves specific 
teaching to counteract it, 

Whichever way one looks at this questiong 58% of pupils were ill- 

prepared to accept that the forward and reverse rates of reaction 

were equal at equilibrium, irrespective of anything else. 

5*3 Interpretation of the Reversed Arrow Convention 
Question 18 F. V, = 0,15 D. F. = 0*22 

Contrast the following equilibria: 
1. CH NH (aq) +H O(aq) CH NH+(aq) + OH-(aq) 2522253 
2. NH (aq) +H O(eq) NH+(aq) + OH-(aq) 324 
and decide which of the following statements is correct. 
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30% A In each of them,, the reverse rate of reaction is greater 
than the forward rate of reaction. 

11% 8 The forward rate of reaction in 1 is greater than the 

forward rate of reaction in 2. 

15% C* In each, the forward and reverse rates are equal, and 

system 1 contains a higher percentage of product than 

system 2. 

14% D The percentage of reactant in each system is the same. 
30% E I do not know which of these statements is correct. 

This question attempted to assess the pupils' interpretations of the 

reversed arrow symbol in that particular instance where the forward 

and reversed arrows are of unequal length. 

It has already been shown that the pupils, acceptance of an equal 

and opposite rates situation at equilibrium is superficial (5.2), 

and so it is hardly surprising that-only 15% have chosen the 

correct response in the above situation. Response A is very popular; 
the longer arrow is interpreted as implying greater rate of reaction 

at equilibriumg which is impossible. Even response B demonstrates 

this same tendency to equate arrow length with rate of reaction. 

5,4 Distinquishing Equilibrium and Non-eauilibrium Situations 

Question 3. F. V* = 0.28 D. F. = 0.16 

Which of the following is a reliabl! j way of deciding if a mixture 
is in a state of chemical equilibrium? 

10% A When the mixture is heated its composition changes. 
28% B* When a catalyst known to be effective in the reaction is 

addedg the composition of the mixture remains the same. 
28% C The composition of the mixture does not change with time. 

2% D When the mixture is compressed its composition remains the 

same* 
32% EI do not know which of these options is correct. 
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It was anticipaýed in designing this question that most pupils 

might select response C since it was judged that the constant 

composition criterion at attainment of equilibrium is easier to 

conceive of than the co-occurrence of equal and opposite reactions. 

It was considered that responses A and D would probably play no real 

part in the pupils' thought processesq although, as it happened, 

response A attracted a higher than expected percentage of pupils. 

Having said all thisq it is a puzzling feature of this question that, 

given responses B and C as serious contenders for selectiong as many 

as 32% of pupils should have chosen response E. Does this reflect ar 

unexpected sophistication on the part of the pupils in that they are 

perhaps conditioned to select response C but are perhaps inclined to 

select, but have no prior familiarity with, response B. and so they 

resolve the conflict by selecting response E? 

Thus one might hazard a guess that something between 28% and 60% of 

pupils have no clear conception that no change in composition 
with time is no guarantee that a chemical equilibrium is established. 

The results of the assessment of the written responses to this question 
(4.2(7)) suggest that perhaps only about 10% of pupils have a clear 
conception of the meaning of response 0, and consequently some of the 
28% who chose response 8 might very well have been guessing. If this 
iý the case, then the figure of 60% quoted above is a very conserve- 
tive estimate. 

Question 14, F. V. = 0,13 D. F. = 0,24 

Nitrogen monoxide mostly decomposes when heated: - 
2ND N2+a2 

On this evidence decide which of the following statements is 

correct. 
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36% A The forward reaction absorbs heat. 

19% B Nitrogen monoxide would decompose at room temperature 

except that it lacks activation energy at this low 

temperature. 

4% C If allowed to cool,, the nitrogen and oxygen would tend to 

recombine to reform nitrogen monoxide. 

13%* D* It is not possible to say whether the forward reaction is 

exothermic or endothermic. 
2B% EI do not know which of these statements is correct. 

The stem stressed the importance of interpreting the responses to 

this question on the evidence that heating leads to decomposition but 

that this decomposition is not complete. This is rather importanto 

for otherwise some pupils might select an answer in keeping with 

prior knowledge of the behaviour of nitrogen monoxide. Despite the 

risk of clouding the issue with prior inadmissible knowledgeg it was 

considered better to work with a real reaction than one employing 

abstract code letters since these have a confounding effect. 

The results of question 4 lead one to suppose that perhaps as few as 
10% pupils can make a reasoned attempt at distinguishing an 

equilibrium situation from a non-equilibrium situation. Question 14 

confirms this general finding; only 13% chose the correct response and 

assessment of the written responses (4.2(7)) indicates that perhaps 
only about one third of these did so for good reason. 

Response A was popular. It was a simple answer to an apparently 

simple question. Since the reaction moved to the right when heated 

it must obviously be absorbing heat, in accordance withq probablyg 
Le Chatelier's Principle. That the system being heated might not be 

an equilibrium system did not occur to these pupils. 

Response B is a correct statement but an incorrect response on the 

basis of the evidence available. Pupils who selected this response 

made the incorrect assumption that the nitrogen dioxide was not in a 

state of equilibrium prior to heating - an opposite inference to 

response A, 
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Response C is a consequence of response A. Both responses make the 

assumption that one is dealing with an equilibrium system. Response 

C is perhaps not a good option since selection of response A should 

automatically exclude response C. This would perhaps explain why only 
4% of pupils chose it. 

5.5 Effect of Variables on an Equilibrium System 

Question 1. F, V, = 0,09 D, F, = -0,02 
A sealed ampoule contains a mixture of dinitrogen 

tetroxide and nitrogen dioxide at equilibrium: 

N204( 9) "-W " 2NO 2 
(g) AH +ve 

When the temperature of the bulb is increasedg the 

pressure of the gas will unavoidably be increased at 
the same time. Considering these two effects 

separatelyg which of the following options correctly 
describes their effects on the equilibrium system? 

Because of the temperature 

rise, equilibrium will ... 

Because of the pressure 

rise, equilibrium will 

32% A shift to the left shift to the left 

6% B shift to the left be unaffected 

47% C shift to the right shift to the left 

9% D* shift to the right be unaffected 

6% E I do not know which option is a correct description. 

This question caused a high degree of confusion, particularly with 

respect to the pressure variable part. 

If the temperature variable only had been placed under testg a 
facility value of 0.56 (= 0.47 + 0.09) would have been obtained for 

what was essentially a two response question. This indicates, at 
best, a moderate ability in dealing with the temperature variable, at 
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worst, little or no ability, for such a facility value is little 

different from what might be expected on a two option question on 

the basis of pure guesswork alone. 

If the pressure variable only had been placed under test, a facility 

value of 0.15 would have been obtained on what was essentially a two 

response question. This is very poor. Admittedly, the situation 

presented to pupils was an unusual one in that there is a change in 

pressure without a change in volume. (The change in volume of the 

glass ampoule is negligible in this context. ) This may therefore be 

judged to be an unfair question to ask of pupils following the 

Higher grade syllabus in view of the very limited coverage accorded 

the Le Chatelier Theorem in that syllabus. If this is so, then 

aspects of the application of the Le Chatelier Theorem will have to 

be unlearned in the event of a pupil proceeding to a University 

course which includes chemistry. 

Question 10. F. V. = 0.31 D, F. = 0*38 
An equilibrium exists between undissolved and dissolved salt, 

which determines the maximum solubility of the salt at a given 
temperature. 

Manganese sulphate dissolves with liberation of heat: 
MnSO 

4 
(s) + aq Z; Z=ý MnSO 4 

(aq) AH -ve 
At a higher temperature will its maximum solubility be 

42% A more? 

8% 8 the same? 
31% C* less? 

5% D unpredictable? 
141 /0 E I do not know. 

This question was a straightforward test of the pupils' ability to 

use Le Chatelier type reasoning with respect to the temperature 

variable, About two out of three pupils seemed to be unable to do so. 
Perhaps some pupils chose response A in the mistaken belief that salts 

are more soluble at higher temperature* 
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Questions 13 and 15 are essentially the same and will be considered 

together. 

Question 13. F. V. = 0,40 D. F. = 0.59 

Ammonia dissolves and reacts with water; the following 

equilibrium is set up: 
NH (aq) +H O(aq) NH+(aq) + DH-(aq) 

324 
When ammonium ion is added (in the form of ammonium chloride, 

which dissolves with negligible volume change)v what will happen to 

the mass of hydroxyl ion in solution? 
17% A It will increase. 

20% 9 It will remain the same. 
40% C* It will decrease. 

5% D It is not possible to say without more information. 

18% EI do not know what will happen to the mass of hydroxyl ion 

in solution. 

Question 15* F. V. = 0.46 D. F. = 0.58 

Ethanoic acid dissolves and reacts with water; an equilibrium 
is set up according to: 

CH COOH(aq) +H 0(aq) I CH COO-(aq) +H 0+(aq) 32 14z- 33 
When ethanoate ion is added (in the form of sodium athanoateg 

which dissolves with negligible volume change), what will happen to 

the concentration of hydroxonium ion? 

lB% A It will increase. 

13% 8 It will remain the same. 

46% C* It will decrease. 

4% D It is not possible to say without more information. 
_ 

19% EI do not know, 

These questions confirm the impression so far gained that 

Le Chatelier type reasoning is difficult for the majority of pupils. 
It is interesting that questions 13 and 15 had the highest discrimi- 

natory factors for the entire test. This is indicative of the 

difficulty experienced by pupilst particularly the less able onesq in 
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applying the Le 
' 

Chatelier Principle. The facility values for the 

top thirds (A. IV. 1) for each question were 0.72 and 0.76, and for 

the bottom thirds, 0.13 and 0.19 respectively* 

Question 16. F. V. = 0.52 D. F. = 0.52 

A reaction vessel of fixed volume contains an equilibrium 

mixture of hydrogen iodidev hydrogen and iodine: 

2HI(g) 1-1 H "47- 2(g) + 12(g) 

If some hydrogen gas be added to the reaction vesselq what will 

happen to the mass of iodine gas in the vessel? 

52% A* It will decrease. 

23% B It will remain the same. 

16% C It will increase. 

3% D It is not possible to say without more information. 

6% E I do not know. 

The same general comments apply to question 16 as apply to questions 

13 and 15. 

In generalg thereforeg the five questions dealing with Le Chatelier 

type problems showed up little of a misconceptual nature, except 

for question 19 which showed that pupils have a false idea of the 

effect of the pressure variable. But this question was an unfair one 

to ask of Higher grade pupils who, in answering it, were merely 

following instructions; they were taught to reason this way. The five 

questions did show that the brighter pupils were those who more often 

succeeded in applying Le Chatelier type reasoning to a successful 

conclusion. 

5.6 Catalysis 

Question 2. F. V, = 0*63 D. F. = 0*48 

If a catalyst can increase the rate of the forward reaction 
in an equilibrium system, how will it affect the rate of the backward 

reaction? 
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9% A It will have no effect. 

63% B* It will increase the backward rate. 

18% C It will decrease the backward rate. 

6% D It depends on the equilibrium system. 

4% E I do not know. 

The significant feature of the responses to this question are the 

27% of pupils who considered that a catalyst either has no effect on 

or decreases the rate of the backward reaction. This was a fairly 

substantial proportion of one in fourt more or less. When one 

remembers that the inherent dynamic nature of an equilibrium system 
is not well assimilated by most pupils (5.2 and 5.3). it is likely 

that a proper understanding of the concept of catalysis will only be 

acquired by the minority of pupils who have grasped the dynamic 

concept. But a question as simple and direct as the one above could 
be interpreted by pupils in terms of the Ordinary grade concept of 

reversibility, in the absence of the dynamic concept, which might 

explain why 63% were able to choose the correct answer when a 

substantial proportion of this 63% will be quite uncertain about the 

dynamic concept. 

Question 7 F. V. = 0.45 D. F. = 0.53 

As a non-equilibrium system approaches --*-- 711 
--I----- 

equilibrium the forward and backward 
9L 

rates of reaction become equal, thus: - it 
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If a catalyst were added at time Xq 

what effect would it have on the forward and/or 

backward rate of reaction? 

/a 
, A 30"'. 

a 

ll%: 
y 

rf increased; rf increased; 

rb decreased; rb increased; 

equilm. sooner. equilim. in same 

time. 

6% V*45% 

rf increased; r f, increased; 

rb unaffected; rb increased; 

equilm. in same equilm. soonero 

time. 

N. B, rf= forward rate; rb= backward rate. 

I do not 
know. 

The significant feature of the responses to this question are the 

36% of pupils who consider that a catalyst either has no effect an or 

decreases the rate of the backward reaction. This is in keeping with 

the findings of question 2. However, this question was rather more 

difficult since it not only tested the effect of a catalyst on the 

backward rate of reaction but asked about the time taken to reach 

equilibrium, and a graphical presentation was used in conjunction 

with the written response to make the meanings of each response quite 

clear. However, 75% of pupils chose responses including the option 
'equilibrium soonerl, and this is encouraging. 
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Question 12. F. V. = 0*67 D, F. = 0.52 
1 

Which of the following is a correct description of a catalyst? 

6% A It supplies energy to the reactants so enabling them to 

react more quickly. 

2% 8 It is a substance which has no effect on the reactions 

occurring in a system at equilibrium. 

25% C It ensures that reactants are more quickly and more 

completely converted into products. 

67% D* It offers a less "energy requiring" alternative reaction 

mechanism. 

0% EI do not know which of these is a correct description of a 

catalyst. 

Although response C seemed a good one at the time the question was 

made up, it could perhaps be misinterpreted by pupils. Have the 25% 

of pupils who chose response C interpreted 'more completely' as 

meaning a higher percentage of product in theequilibrium mixture (as 

they should)? Or have they been pre-occupied by 'more quickly' and 

overlooked the true significance of 'more completely'? If the 

former is the casep then there is a misconception here that should 

not be too difficult to correct. 

Question 19 F. V. = 0.32 D. F. = 0.21 

Which of the following correctly describes the action of a catalyst? 
32% A* It acts as a "market square'19 facilitating exchange of 

energy between reactant molecules and between product 

molecules. 

13% 8 It causes more product to be formed at equilibrium, which 

equilibrium is also caused to be established sooner. 
17% C It is a substance which can be used to drive an equilibrium 

in the desired direction. 

33% D It is a substance which has no effect on the system at 

equilibrium. 
5% EI do not know which of these options is a correct 

description of a catalyst. 
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In the discussion of question 12 there was some doubt an the 

implications of the 25% of pupils who chose response C. In view of 

the 13% of pupils who chose response B of question 19, it can be 

concluded that there is some tendency among pupils to think that a 

catalyst gives a higher percentage of product in the equilibrium 

mixture. It is most likelyq thereforev that some part of the 

teaching of catalysis leads pupils to make this erroneous assumptiono 

but it is not easy to identify the source of the misconception. 

Perhaps it stems from confusion with increased lyield'. 

The significance of the 17% of pupils who chose response C is 

something of a mystery. This particular response was suggested by E. 

Drever of the Department of Education, University of Stirling (private 

communication) since he had noticed that it was a mistake which 

occurred quite frequently in Higher chemistry scripts. He suggested 
that it might perhaps be being taught in some schools. 

Response D attracted 33% of the pupilsv and should be considered in 

conjunction with response B of question 12. It is quite clearv then, 

that pupils are interpreting response D of question 19 in terms of no 

effect on compositiong which is correct. 

Question 20. F. V. = 0.76 D, F. = 0.39 
Which of the following graphs represents the effect of a catalyst an 
the formation of product in a mixture approaching equilibrium? 

A WX 
th ev rA 

%P. ys rP 

.1r &a. -rhod/I earl Y. 1 

, I. 

Time 

Same equilibrium % 
product, but obtained 
sooner. 

A 
&irA 

ol 

Time 

Greater equilibrium % product 

after same time. 
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C 4.7. 
0p X' -- ---- -' -- -- --- &0 11, hd04i r 000 

do 

k'. 
' - 

Smaller equilibrium % 

product, but obtained 

sooner. 

4% EI do not know 

Greater equilibrium % 

product, and obtained 

sooner. 

There is again some indication that pupils, 12% in this case, think 

that a catalyst gives rise to more product at equilibrium, which is in 

agreement with the conclusions of questions 19 and 12. 

5.7 Matter and energy 

5.7(l) Distinquishino Matterand Energ 

Question 6. F. V. = 0.62 D. F, = 0.55 

Which of the following lists contains an 'odd man out'? 

4'/% A Oxygeng petrol, mist, sawdust. 

2% B Sandq steamq fluorine, paraffin. 

62% C* Ethanol, flourg heat, nitrogen. 

4% D Chlorine, methanolq silicat vapour. 

28% EI do not know* 

Those pupils who chose response E and offered written comment to 

account for their choice of E did not appear to recognise the presence 

of a form of energy in response C while those who chose response C 

commented that they did so . for the very good reason that it was the 

only response containing a form of energy. Thus 62% of pupils are 
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quite able to distinguish matter from energy while 38% may not be 

able to do so. The small percentages who chose the incorrect 

responses A. 8 and D and offered written comment to account for 

their choice based their choice on some or other incorrect premise, 

such as the pupil who said he chose response D because chlorine was 

an element while all the other substances were compounds, Oddly 

enough, and rather a surprising feature of the results of this 

question, no pupil chose an incorrect response for a valid reason. 

The discriminatory power of the question was very good. The 

facility values of the topq middle and bottom thirds were 0.91,0.61 

and 0.35 respectively. 

Question 21. F. V. = 0.6B D. F. = 0,39 

Which one of the following lists differs in a significant way 
from the other three? 

4% A Copper, heat, neon. 

68% B* Helium, ting water. 

3% C Argon, zinct light. 

6% D Gold, sound, krypton. 

19% E I can see no significant difference between these lists. 

The same general comments apply to question 21 as apply to question 6. 

One pupil chose response A because it was the only option which "did 

not contain a substance which travelled in waves". The significance 

of this statement is obscure. Another pupil wrote about question 219 

"All but one contains some form of wave motion, like sound (transverse 

waves), and heatq and light (both electro-magnetic waves). IBI 

contains no waves and so is the odd man out (assuming that the water 
is fairly still). " 

The facility values for the top, middle and bottom thirds are 0.86, 

0.71 and 0.47 respectively. 
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5.7(2) Potential Energy and Kinetic Energy 

Question 11. F. V. = 0.15 D. F. = 0.22 

00 
When water at 100 C absorbs heat and changes to steam at 100 c. 

38% A the potential energy of the molecules remains the same but 

their kinetic energy increases. 

15% B* the kinetic energy of the molecules remains the same but 

their potential energy increases. 

22% C both the potential energy and kinetic energy of the 

molecules increase. 

1% D neither the potential energy nor the kinetic energy of 

the molecules increases. 

24% EI do not know how the potential energy and/or the kinetic 

energy of the molecules is affected. 

The written comments for this question were erratic and illogicall 

and showed most pupils to have no clear conception of the nature of 

the energy absorbed at the boiling point. The 15% who chose the 

correct response offered simple and correct reasoning: since there 

was no change in temperature, the kinetic energy of the molecules 

remains the sameg and so there would have to be an increase in 

potential energy. The most popular incorrect reason offered to 

explain a choice of A or C was something to the affect that 

molecules of a gas (steam) must move faster than molecules of a 

liquid (water). 

5.7(3) Kinetic Particle The 
, 
ory 

Question 22. F. V. = 0.56 D. F. = 0.31 

What is the effect on an individual molecule of raising the temperature 

of the gas? 
35% A The molecule travels faster. 

2% 8 The molecule becomes hotter. 

56% C* The molecule's average speed is greater. 

3% D It is not possible to say. 

4% EI do not know. 
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It was anticipaýed that this question might have a high facility 

value in the region of 0.9. It is surprising, therefore, that the 

facility value was much lower. Response C is such an obvious choice 

one would imagine, that it is puzzling why 35% of pupils chose 

response A. It would seem that these pupils, even in Form V, have no 

clear conception of the range of speeds exhibited by molecules, and 

of their interchange, in a gas. 

5.7(4) Conservation of Energy 

Question 23. F, V. = 0.32 

-I 

D. F. = 0.33 

When a cannon is fired blank, x 

joules of heat are produced in 

and around the cannon. 

When an identical charge of 

powder is used to fire off a 

cannon-ball, y joulds of heat 

are produced in and around the 

cannon. 
Which of the following statements is correc? 
32%* A x is greater than y. 
13% B x is equal to y. 
38% C x is less than y. 

3% D It depends on the quality of the gunpowder. 
14% E I do not know. 

The Conservation of Energy is one of those very fundamental concepts 

about which every pupil should have at least a working knowledge. 

The concept arises in the Higher grade chemistry syllabus in Section Q. 1 

as a justification for Hess's Law; it arises in the physics syllabus 
in Sections' K. 3 and N. 2; it arises in the biology syllabus in 

Section III. And yet, to judge from the results of this question, 
68% of pupils have no clear conception of the implications of the 

concept in an applied situation# as above. 
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The conclusions to be drawn from the discussion of the results of 

the Rates Approach Test are presented in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Conceptual Difficulties experienced by pupils 

1. A majority of pupils appear to suffer from the misconception 

that equilibrium systems are compartmentalised, that is to say, that 

they have left sides and right sides which are independent of each 

other and which can therefore be acted upon independently* 

2. A majority of pupils appear to have conceptual difficulty in 

grasping the idea that forward and reverse rates of reaction occur 

equally at equilibrium. 

3. A majority of pupils appear to suffer from the misconception 

that where the reversed arrow symbol employs arrows of unequal length, 

the longer arrow implies greater rate of reaction than does the 

shorter arrow. 

4. A majority of pupils have conceptual difficulty in disting- 

uishing between equilibrium and non-equilibrium situations. 

5e A majority of pupils find Le Chatelier type manipulations of 

variables conceptually difficultv the difficulties being very marked 

for the poorer pupils. The majority of pupils suffer from the 

misconception that increased pressure alters the composition of a 

mixture in that direction which results in a reduction in pressure. 

6. Pupils suffer in varying degrees from a variety of miscon- 

captions relating to the action and effect of catalysts on reaction 

rates and equilibrium systems: catalysts have no effect an reverse 

rate; catalysts decrease the reverse rate; catalysts cause the 

formation of a higher-percentage of product in the equilibrium 

mixture; catalysts can be used to drive the equilibrium in the 

desired direction. 
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7* Poorer pupils have conceptual difficulty in distinguishing 

between matter and energy. A majority of pupils have difficulty in 

distinguishing between potential and kinetic energy at the 

molecular level; and many pupils do not appreciate the variation in 

molecular speeds. A majority of pupils have not yet conceived of 

the Conservation of Energy. 

6.2 Why do theseConceptual Difficulties exist? 

Given an ideal teaching situationg it is possible that a significant 

proportion of pupils will still experience conceptual difficulty with 

aspects of the concept of chemical equilibrium because of the 

inherent abstract nature of the topic. With less than the ideal 

situation, that is to sayq any real situation, conceptual difficulties 

arise which might otherwise have been avoided, 

There might be occasions when these latter arise through faulty 

teachingo but these are probably minimal. The misconception about 

the effect of increased pressure on an equilibrium system fits into 

this categoryt but it must also be remembered that this is the 

accepted way of teaching this aspect of the course. 

It is More probable that the presence of a misconception is more 

often the result of a tacit assumption adopted by the pupil with 

respect to what he, the pupil, thinks the teacher implies rather than 

what the teacher actually means, a tacit assumption about which the 

teacher is quite unaware. This would account for misconceptions like 

left and rightsidednesst the reversed arrow symbol, and catalysis in 

general. 

The abstract nature of the concept would account for the basic 

difficulty experienced by many pupilsq particularly the poorer ones 
in the absence of any distinct misconception as such, in understanding 

the dynamic conceptq in distinguishing between equilibrium and non- 

equilibrium situations, in mentally manipulating Le Chatelier type 

problems, and in dealing with energy considerations in general. 
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6,3 How can týese Conceptual Difficulties be avoided? 

Instances of inaccurate teaching may be corrected by direct action. 

With regard to the pressure variable misconception resulting from 

misapplication of the Le Chatelier Principleg one solution might be 

a more thorough treatment of the Principle with greater emphasis on 

its qualitative limitations* The author, however, does not think this 

would be advisable at Higher Grade. Another solution might be 

abandonment (partly or wholly) of the Principle and its substitution 

by the equilibrium constant expression for the Equilibrium Law, 

treated in an essentially qualitative fashion. This is merely a 

suggestion; whether it is a good suggestion or a bad one is 

difficult to assess without a proper investigation. There is some 

evidence that the static equilibrium system so emphasised in physics 

teaching may be confused with the dynamic equilibrium system 

emphasised in chemistry teaching and may have a confounding effect on 

pupils' reasonings employing the Principle. The use of the equilibrium 

constant might circumvent this difficulty. 

The remedial action suggested by the author (Pocket Item 3) employs 

the Le Chatelier Principle with a degree of caution. 

Teachers should be aware of the tacit assumptions which pupils are 

liable to adopt in a given teaching situation and either use 

methodology which avoids or minimises such misinterpretationt or, if 

this is not possibleg actively teach against these assumed miscon- 

ceptions by appropriate use of positive and, particularly, negative 

instances. 

Over and above these recommendations, it must be realised that the 

topic of chemical equilibrium contains such abstract formal material 

that, even with a concrete presentation, much of it is only 

assimilable by pupils who have attained the stage of formal operationsg 

and, consequently, there are pupils to whom the concept, either 

partly or wholly, will prove to be a stumbling block. 
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6.4 Remedial Pction 

Prior to his involvement in this study, the author had developed 

nineteen worksheets covering Section R of the Higher grade course. 

In view of the findings of this study, these worksheets were 

modified and expanded where conceptual difficulties had been found, 

giving twenty four revised worksheets. These were supplied to each 

of the thirteen schools who had made returns of the Rates Approach 

Test. The modified and expanded areas in the worksheets are 

marked by a margin line, and these only are given as Pocket Item 3. 

No request was made that the worksheets be used; they were merely 

offered as a possible solution to the conceptual difficulties 

experienced by pupils. Norg for lack of time, was any attempt made 

to follow up the effects of the remedial action. 
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PART III 

CONCEPTUAL DIFFICULTIES 

AT 

CERTIFICATE OF SIXTH YEAR STUDIES 



CHAPTER 7 

DESIGN AND SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION 

AT THE CERTIFICATE OF SIXTH YEAR STUDIES LEVEL 

7.1 The Need for the Research 

The search of the literature extended from late Octobert 1974 to 

early Mayg 1975 (A. VII. l)v and the results of the written enquiry 

were not fully available until April, 1975. By the time some 

positive indication of the conceptual difficulties experienced by 

pupils studying the thermodynamics part of the Certificate of Sixth 

Year Studies courseq Section 2- Energies in Macroscopic Systems, was 

available, it was too late to designp construct and administer a test 

comparable in strength to the Rates Approach Test. Even if time had 

been available, it is doubtful if many Sixth Year Studies pupils 

would have been available after the certificate examinations. And 

furthermore, the list of conceptual difficulties relating to Section 2 

of the Sixth Year Studies course was rather limited and (in the 

author's opinion) not a true reflection of the difficulties experienced 
by pupils and, perhapsq some teachers in covering this part of the 

syllabus. A principal teacher of chemistry, in reply to the letter of 

enquiry (A 11.2)9 wrotet "I frankly do not feel that pupils have any 

clear idea of the concept of free energy, and I admit that I, toot 

have some difficulty in visualising it. I find that the pupils have 

no difficulty with the ideas of equilibrium and free energy so far as 

applying them to particular situations is concernedv but I do not 
think there is any basic concept of free energy and equilibrium. " 

The thermodynamic approach to chemical equilibrium presents pupils 

with a variety of new abstract material which may pose conceptual 
difficulties to a lesser or greater extent. The task at the 

Certificate of Sixth Year Studies level, therefore, was one of 
developing a method by which these concepts could be presented to 

pupils in a form which they could relate to existing cognitive 

structure and so assimilate it* 
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Consequently, it was decided to construct a programme, the 

Thermodynamics Approach Programme (Pocket Item 4)9 specifically 

developed for this purpose, and to assess the effectiveness of the 

Programme by appropriate statistical methods. 

7.2 Summary of Educational Theory underlyinq the Development 

of the Thermodynamics Anproach Programme 

(i) Concept Teachin . It has been shown (26) that a formal, 

rigorousq mathematical presentation of chemical equilibriumg which 

must lean heavily an thermodynamic theory, is too difficult for all 
but the very brightest of pupils* 

Others (33,34,36) have suggested that it might be advisable to 

resort to concrete thought in new problem situations. This view is 

also hold by Ausubel (Educational Psychology; A Cognitive Viewq 

page 220) who asserts that generally mature students tend to function 

at a relatively concrete and intuitive level when confronted with now 

subject matter in which they are as yet unsophisticated. For this 

reason, 8 concrete-empiricalapproach to chemical equilibrium was 

constructed around the concept of a falling, spinning weiqht. This 

approach was embodied in the Thermodynamics Approach Programme. 

Conceptual problemag of course, are not all equally difficultt and 
the concrete presentation of abstract concepts will not always 

succeed. Such presentationt however, provides the pupil with the 

opportunity of meeting the concepts in relatable and intelligible 

form, which may lead to assimilation. 

There is, next, the need to move from concrete to formal thought 

leading to assimilation of the new material in abstract form. 

C 
Finally, abstrýtion requires that the conceptual knowledge be 

generalised, that is to say, that the conceptual knowledge become 

applicable to analogous situations as well as the particular ones 

which instanced its acquisition and internalisation. Thus questions 
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invol'ving analogous problem situations are built into the self-tests 

at the end of each unit of the Programmee 

(ii) Mpthod of Presentation. Much research has been carried out on 

different methods of presentation (40,419 42,439 449 459 46). In 

general, it would appear that pupil performance and achievement is 

independent of the technique of instruction employed and dependent 

instead, at least in so far as cognitive achievement is concerned, 

simply on basic academic ability. There is no evidence to support 

the view that programmed instruction is superior to class conventional 

teaching (40). Nor does it matter whether or not the technique 

employed is deductive or inductivet though different pupils are 

suited to different techniques (42,43). Since it is not possible to 

tailor-make courses to suit individual pupils, a combination of the 

inductive and deductive techniques is probably desirable (419 44). 

There is general support for the view that cognitive material must be 

properly sequenced (34,37). Andq further, it helps if the learner 

knows in advance what to look for and has the correct anchoring ideas 

clearly pointed out to him (37). Limited use of negative instances is 

recommended (41). 

In general, the Programme is a compromise between the Gagne approach, 

which employs a smoothq graded upward climb of carefully constructed 

objectives as shown in Figure 7.1, and the Bruner approacht which 

employs shock producing disequilibria to provoke re-appraisal and 

restructuring. That the acquisition of conceptual knowledge is 

assisted by 'conceptual conflict' is also a fundamental tenet of 

Piaget's theory of intellectual development. The self-tests at the 

end of each unit of the Programme are included for this purposel and 

are designed in such a way as to create such conflict, leading to 

restructuring of conceptual knowledge to eliminate contradictions -a 

process described by Piaget as equilibrations 
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7.3 Thermodynamics Approach Programme 

7.3(l) Daveloment and Construction of the Thermodynamics 

Approach Programme. 

A Programme was written which embodied the findings of the search'of 
the literature (Chapter 2) summarised in 7.2. The salient points of 
the Programme are displayed in Figure 7.1, and are explained in the 

following paragraphs. 

The logical starting point for the development of thermodynamic 

theory is the concept of enthalpy change. Pupils are already 

familiar with this concept, though their knowledge of it is rather 
limited since the concept is not treated in any great depth at Higher 

grade. Further, as shown in Part II, most pupils suffer from 

misconceptions in the general area of energy and so it is necessary to 

clear up these misconceptions first (Unit 1). 

The meaning of enthalpy change is explained in concrete terms (Unit 2). 

the opportunity being taken to dispose of PAV work as far as the rest 

of the Programme is concerned, andt at the same time, to stress the 

relevance and importance of the Conservation of Energy. The 

achievement of these aims requires the introduction of the concept 

of a system and its surroundings. 

Some applications of the Conservation of Energy in the form of 
Hess's Law are dealt with in order to calculate a variety of bond 

energies (Unit 3). These allow pupils some time to consolidate the 

concept of enthalpy change before going on to the concepts of free 

eneýgy and reversibility. 

It is essential to stress the difference between the chemical and the 
thermodynamic meanings of reversibility and irreversibility (Unit 4). 
Reversibility can be defined initially in the context of the 'falling 

weight' physical analogy which has been used for this purpose. The 
Programme defines the reversible situation as one resulting from 
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maximum demand gn optional work, such that the reversibility of the 

process and its (infinite) slowness are consequences rather than 

prior conditions. Free energy not taken as work is otherwise obtained 

as heat. The definition of irreversibility requires a fairly 

sophisticated knowledge of the concept of entropy value, and so 

cannot be given until much later in the Programme. It is adequate 
for the time being to describe the irreversible operation of a 

change as any operation other than reversible. When the process is 

operated fully irreversibly (no demand at all being made on it to do 

work) the heat change with the surroundings is the enthalpy change. 
At this point. in the Programme the symbol qrev is cautiously 
introduced as the heat change during the reversible operation, and 

spontaneity is defined in terms of free energy change, an 

acceptable definition of the Second Law. 

The enthalpy change is now shown to be the result of the interplay 

between the free energy change, liberated as heat, and the entropy 

energy change which can only be exchanged with the surroundings as 
heat, but may be liberated or absorbed as the case may be. The 

additive and consequential nature of enthalpy change is stressed 
throughout the entire Programme. The use of the term 'entropy 

energyt is defended in the sense that it is a potential energy 
change which is not available for conversion to work doneg but the 
term cannot be explained at this point. The substitution of TAS for 

qrev in the expression AH = AG + qrev is defended on the grounds that 
it is correct symbolismg but the precise meaning of TAS cannot be 

explained at this point either, It is more than sufficient that 

pupils appreciate conceptually in concrete terms that enthalpy 
change results from the liberation of potential energy as heat which 
might otherwise have been 'put to work19 moderated by the liberation 

or absorption of potential energy which by its difference from the 
former (yet to be explained) could not be so used. And the use of a 
falling weight whose spin decreases or increases as it descends is 
defended on the grounds that nothing better is available with which 
to treat a very difficult abstraction (qrev) concretky. Care is 
takent however, to repeatedly warn pupils that the falling spinning 
weight is an analogic device and not a real weight. (Unit 5). 
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The variety of now conceptual material acquired concretely in the 

first five unit; of the Programme is now transferred to real chemical 

systems (Unit 6)o The irreversible operation of a reaction and its 

reversible operation in the form of an electrolytic cell are 

explained. Some initial comments on the need for standard conditions 

are madev and the origin of the Standard Reversible Electrode 

Potentials, E0. is explained. 

Entropy value and entropy energy are now discussed in some detail 

(Unit 7). At this point in the Programme, the use of the formulation 

TAS for the symbol qrev-is justified* This requires some sophisti- 

cation in the concept of entropy value. The Programme defines entropy 

value in terms of accessible microstates, the notion of 'disorder' 

being used to complement this definition, The justification for the 

inclusion of disorder is that it is a very popular device which is 

used-apparently, in the authorts opinion, to explain the meaning of 

entropy. The Programme defines entropy value as a measure of 
'disorder' where the latter is defined as the number of accessible 

microstates. Entropyq therefore, emerges as a value analogous in 

some respects to PH value, a concept with which pupils are familiar 

and which therefore is used as the anchoring idea for entropy, Some 

care, however, is needed in doing so since pH is an intensive 

property while entropy is extensive. 

A discussion of entropy value in terms of thermal and configurational 

microstates is offered with explanatory examples (conduction in the 

former and diffusion in the latter) and an explanation given that 

TAS is an energy term (7.7). Some further consolidation of the 

concepts of system and surroundings is undertaken, leading to a 
definition of the Second Law in terms of change in total entropy 

value. Irreversibility is now defined in the thermodynamic sense. 
Finally, the equation between qrev and T&Ssys is explained in detail 
(7.12), and, assuming AH to be zero, the free energy of mixing and 

entropy of mixing explained by &G = -T&S. 
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Before going on to the study of free energy and equilibrium (Unit 9), 

some explanation of the fundamental difference betweon free energy 

change (AG) and entropy energy change (q 
rev 

) is offered (Unit B). 

These are distinguished on the basis of a unidirectional rjualit and 

an omnidirectional qualit . The formerg the characteristic of free 

energy change, could be used to do work because the move from initial 

to final state exhibits a "resultant" effect; the latter, a 

characteristic of entropy energy change could not be so used because 

the energy was just as scattered in the final state as in the initial 

state, and consequently exhibited no "resultant" effect during the 

change from initial to final state dictated by the free energy change. 

The underlying drive of a reaction results from the tendency of its 

ports to move to and exist in any one of a set of microstates which 

are collectively permutationally more probable. For large numbers of 

parts (of energy and/or matter) this practically rules out the occur- 

rence of the improbable, such as the spontaneous separation of gases or 

the passage of heat from a cold to a hot body because the probability 

of occurrence is so small as to be of no consequence, 

The remainder of the unit (Unit 8) deals with specific examples of 

equilibria; AH is treated as a consequence, not a condition. 

The concept of standard free energy change is introduced (Unit 9) and 
developed to convey the concept of a mixture of minimum free energy at 

equilibrium, a mixture in which AG is zero. Since the standard change 
is a new idea, it is introduced concretely, but almost immediately 

transferred to abstract formal operations with real systems. 

Formal presentation of free energy and its determining effect on 

equilibrium is continued (Unit 10). The equilibrium constant and 
its relationship with the standard free energy change is developed. 

Examples of equilibria and their dependence on free energy are given 
(Unit 11). 
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7.3(2) - Unit. Titles and Purposes 

Each of the eleven units of the Programme is preceded by a statement 

of general purpose of the unit. 

Here are the titles and purposes of the units. 

Unit 1. Ground clearing operation 
10 To clear up false ideas about matter and energy which you may 

have acquired. 

2. To revise your ideas about the Kinetic Particle Theory of 

Matter. 

3. To discuss the various forms of energy. 
4. To consider the form of energy and work terms. 

Unit 2. Enthalp change 

I* To show the connection between internal energy changeg enthalpy 

change and compulsory work, 

2, To introduce the ideas of system and surroundings. 

3, To stress the potential nature of enthalpy change. 

4* To consider that energy is conserved in physical and chemical 

change. 
Unit 3. Bond energies 

11 To calculate some bond energies with the aid of Hess's Law* 

Unit 4. Reversibilitv and free enerov. bv Dhvsical analoov 

I, To discuss early ideas about reversible and irreversible 

reactions. 
2, To introduce the concepts of thermodynamic reversibility and 

irreversibility. 

3. To define free energy in terms of optional work capabilityq 

and establish the link between free energy and reaction 
spontaneity. 

Unit S. Enthalpy, free energy and entrony enerqy, by physical 
analogy. 

1. To show how the enthalpy change is the result of a free energy 
change and an entropy energy change. 
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2, To discuss the enthalpy change and the reversible heat change 

for a spontaneous change in which the entropy energy change is 

negative. 

3. To discuss the enthalpy change and the reversible heat change 

for a spontaneous change in which the entropy energy change is 

positive. 

Unit 6. Energy changes in chemical reactions 

11 To contrast the irreversible and reversible operation of a 

chemical reaction. 
2, To show how the enthalpy change for a chemical reaction is 

related to the free energy change and the entropy energy 

change. 
3, To show that optional work in an electrical circuit is nFE. 

Unit 7. Entropy and entropy energy 

11 To define entropy value as indicative of disorder. 

2. To discuss the implications of change in total entropy value. 

3. To define systemp surroundings and universo. 

4. To show that change in entropy energy is equal to TAS* 

5. To explain the term 'free energy of mixing'. 

Unit B. Spontaneous orocesses 

1. To offer a fundamental explanation for the occurrence of 

reactions. 
2. To offer a fundamental explanation of the difference between 

free energy and entropy energy. 

3. To explain a variety of processes in terms of free energy 

change and entropy change. 

Unit 9. Equilibrium and free ener2y 
0 1. To introduce AG 

2. To consider the various free energy changes during a chemical 

reaction. 
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Unit 10. Free, energy and the equilibrium constant 

1. To develop the concept of the equilibrium constant. 

2. To state the relationship between the standard free energy 

change and the equilibrium constant. 

3. To show how the sign and magnitude of the standard free 

energy change effects the composition of a mixture coming to 

equilibrium. 

Unit 11. Equilibria and free energy 
1. To show how some equilibria can be explained in terms of free 

energy change. 

Each unit was considered to be the equivalent of a half-hour lesson. 

This was in keeping with the normal allocation of time to this 

part (Section 2) of the Sixth Year Studies syllabus, that is to say, 

about twenty hours of which about six hours are spent in theory and 

the remainder in practical work. 

7.3(3) Specific Unit Cognitive Objectives 

Each unit of the Programme is followed by a list of the specific 

cognitive objectives of the unit. 

Unit 1. 
You should 1. know the difference between matter and energy. 

2. know the three states of matter. 
3. understand what happens to particles during 

so-called physical and chemical change. 
4. know the various forms of energy. 
5. know the difference between potential and kinetic 

energy.. 

6, understand the Kinetic Particle Theory. 

7, know that an energy term equals a force term 

multi6lied by a quantity term. 

8. know what this programme means by 'compulsory PAV work'. 
9. know that electrical work is nFE. 
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Unit 2. 

You should 1. 

2, 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6* 

Unit 3. 

You should 1. 

2* 

3, 

Unit 4. 

You should 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7, 

be aware that in a change there is a 'system' part and 

a 'surroundings' part. 

understand AH to be the constant pressure heat change. 

realise the need for the same before and after 

temperature in enthalpy change. 

know that enthalpy change is a potential energy term. 

understand the First Law of Thermodynamics. 

be aware of some heats of reaction. 

know Hess's Law. 

be able to apply Hess's Law. 

know how to calculate some bond energies. 

have some general ideas of the 'strength' of bonds. 

understand what is meant by lendothermic compound'. 

know what is meant at 0 Grade and H Grade by 

reversible reaction and irreversible reaction. 

know that free energy is potential energy which is 

available for doing work. 

know that a change is operated reversibly when it is 

made to do the maximum work. 

realise that free energy not used to do work appears 

instead as heat. 

know that a change is operated irreversibly when 

something less than the maximum demand is made on it 

to do work. 

know that the heat change under complete irreversible 

operation is AH, 

know that the heat change under reversible operation is 

qrev* 
know that a reversible change 'occurs' through a 

continuing equilibrium state. 
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Unit 4 (contd. ) 

96 know that a reversible change is a balanced change and 

that the slightest push in the opposite direction reverses 

it, which is why it is called reversible. 
10. know that a reversible change occurs infinitely slowly. 
11. know reversibility is an ideal limit. 

12. reversible processes are unobservable. 

13. know that only irreversible processes are observable. 

14* know the meaning of spontaneity. 

Unit 5. 

You should 

1, know that the enthalphy change is the summed effect of 

a free energy term and an entropy energy term* 

2. know that in the relationship AH = AG + TAS9 TAS = qrevo 

3. If AG and TAS are exchanged as heat, AH is obtained; while 

if AG is used to do work, the only heat change can be TAS* 

Unit 6. 

You should 
1. know how a chemical reaction may be performed irreversibly. 

2. know how a chemical reaction may be performed reversibly. 
3. know that in electrical termst optional work is nFE where 

AG = -nFE9 
4. be aware of the need for standard conditions. 
5. have some knowledge of the interplay between AG and TAS 

in deciding the value of AH in a chemical reaction; and 

understand the meaning Of qrev- 

Unit 7. 

You should 
10 be aware of the distinction between entropy value and 

entropy energy. 
2. have a clearer idea of systemg surroundings and universe. 
3. appreciate that the statement 'increase in entropy' is 

vague unless 'of what' is known. 
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Unit 7 (contdo) 

appreciate that a spontaneous reactiong for kinetic 

reasons, may take a very long time to occur* 

5. understand that mixing is accompanied by a decrease in 

free energy and an increase in entropy value. 

understand that an entropy value 

a) is a measure of disorder, 

b) is zero at absolute zero* 

C) always increases with increase in temperature. 

d) always increases during melting. 

e) always increases during boilingg and evaporation. 

f) always increases when larger molecules change into 

smaller molecules. 

g) always increases as a result of mixing. 

h) is lowest for hard solids, higher for soft solidst 

higher still for liquids, and highest of all for gases. 

i) for 2 mole amounts is double the entropy value for 

1 mole amountt other things being equal. 

J) in total always increases in a spontaneous change. 

Unit B. 

You should 
1. know that the controlling factor in a reaction is that 

the free energy change be negative. 

2. know why diffusion occurs. 
3. be able to explain why a minority of spontaneous reactions 

are endothermic 
4. understand the occurrence of a variety of phenomenae 

Unit 9. 

You should 
1. know that most of the enthalpy changeso free energy 

changes, entropy changes and entropy energy changes you 

have worked with are standard ones. 

2. understand what is implied by the standard change. 

3. realise the importance of the free energy of mixing in 

determining the composition of the equilibrium mixture. 
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Unit 9 (contd. ) 

4. understand the significance of AG = 0. 

5. be aware of some of the characteristics of the equilibrium 

system. 

Unit 10. 
You should 

0 1. know the relationship AG 2.3RT logKeq* 

2. know how the sign of AG 0 influences the composition of the 

equilibrium mixture. 

3. have some idea of the equilibrium constant* 

Unit 11. 
You should 

be able to interpret selected practical work in terms of 

free energy change. 

7.3(4) Design of the Research: Applying the Thermodynamics 

Approach Programme 

It was considered that a matched pairs design would be the best 

procedure to use in view of the smaller number of pupils who study for 

the Certificate of Sixth Year Studies. Such a design requires that 

individual pupils in the control group are matched with individual 

pupils in the experimental group on the basis of some prior 

criterion performance related to the problem in hand. This helps to 

ensure that the two groupsq the control group and the experimental 

groupt have effectively the same dependent variable scores before 

administration of the experimental treatment, the Thermodynamics 

Approach Programme, so that differences produced by the treatment can 
be the more reliably assessed and attributed to the treatment. The 

basic pattern of the matched pairs design is illustrated in 

Figure 7.2. 
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With this in mind, twenty five schools with the highest number of 

presentations in Sixth Year Studies in the previous year were 

approached and asked if they would participate in the research. 

Ninetoon schools agreed to help provisionally. Each of these schools 

at the beginning of Session 1975-1976 was sent ten copies of the 

Thermodynamics Approach Programme. Each school was briefed on the 

selection of matched pairs. It was suggested that matching should be 

done largely on the basis of performance in Higher grade chemistry of 

the previous session though it was'also suggested that it might be 

advisable to consider other factorsq such as class tests or 

personality, in deciding a final pairing. It was suggested that boys 

and girls should be equally divided between groups. Otherwisev 

matching was done by the teacher in charge. 

7.3(5) Limitations and difficulties in Design 

One School. (Cade 37) already used the falling (but not spinning) 

weight analogy in the usual approach, but otherwise stated that the 

emphases were quite different from those of the Programme. It was 

considered that this was a minor infringement of the conditions 

adopted for control and experimental groups and so the returns from 

this school were not excluded. 
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SYS pupils 

matched 

pairs 

Control Experimental 

group 

I 

group 

Pupils taught in the usual Pupils work on owng or under 
way* guidance. 

I 

Lesson I 

Test 1 

Lesson 2 

T est 2 

Lesson 11 

Test 11 

FOverall te-s- tý (administered by teacher) 

I- 

jPost-tesýj (administered by teacher) 

Figure 7.2 Matched Pairs Design 
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One school (Code 23) agreed to help in so far as the Programme was 

used to augment normal class teaching for one group, the experimental 

group, while the other groupq the control groupq received only class 

teaching. It was considered that the results from this school 

should not be excluded since in effect experimental pupils were 

being exposed to the concrete-empirical approach while the control 

were not. 

7.3(6) Statement of Null Hypothesis 

The null hypothesis (H 
0) 

is: 

The use of a concrete-empirical method of teachinq the thermodynamic 

e2proach to chemical eouilibrium in place of the conventional method 

does not oroduce a significant difference in concept formation with 

respect to this topic. 

7.4 Assessment of the Thermodynamics Approach Programme 

7,4(l) Assessment of Pupil Work-books 

Schools were asked to supply work-books used by pupils in doing the 

self-tests at the end of each unit of the Programme. 

7.4(2) Verbal and Written Assessment by Pupils and Teachers 

Both pupils and teachers were asked to make any verbal or written 

comment an any aspect of the Programme. 

7*4(3) Assessment by Objective Testing 

It was proposed to assess the effectiveness of the Programme by 

applying an objective test to both control and experimental pupils 

at the end of the thermodynamics section, and to assess retention 
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by the administration of the same test two months later* However, 

it was not possible to administer the latter post-test due to lack 

of time. 

A test, the Thermodynamics Approach Test (Pocket Item 5). was made up* 

7.5 Thermodynamic2 Approach Test 

7.5(l) Construction of the Thermodynamics Approach Test 

On the strength of the information gathered in the survey of chemical 

equilibrium of Part I, and bearing in mind the fairly limited 

coverage of thermodynamics required by Section 2 of the syllabus 

notes (A I. B. )v it was decided to make up a Thermodynamics Approach 

Test (Pocket Item 5) to assess understanding of some crucial 

concepts in this part of the course. An objective test consisting of 
twenty eight questions was made up. Each question consisted of a 

stem which stated the problem, followed by four response optionsg A, 

09 C or D, of which one only was correct. An additional response E 

was offered for pupils who did not know which response was correct. 
Pupils were asked to select E rather than guess. The concepts tested 

and the questions allocated to them are shown in Table 7.1, 
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Table 7.1 Thermodynamics Approach Test; Topicsq Question Numbers 
I 

and Abilities. 

Topic Question Number & Ability 

1. Matter and Energy l(Co)v 23(Co). 

2, Potential Energy and 2(Ev), 17(Co)o 
Kinetic Energy 

3. Spontaneity and Change in 25(Ev), B(Kn), 26(Co), 12(Ev), 

Free Energy. 1B(Ev), ll(Ev), 22(Kn). 

4. Spontaneity and Speed 21(Co)9 6(Co). 

5. Work versus Heat 3(Ev), 10(Ev), 24(Ev), 4(Ev). 

6. Reversibility and 5(Ev), 9(Co), 7(Co). 
Irreversibility 

7. Entropy 16(Co)9 13(Ap), 27(Co). 

8, The Equilibrium State 

(i) Free Energy of Mixing 14(Ap). 

(ii) Free Energy Well 20(Kn), ? B(Ev). 

(iii) Composition at Keq =1 15(Ap). 

(iv) Common Sense 19(Ap). 

Implications in a Cell 

Kn knowledge: question requires straight recall 
Co Comprehension: question requires comprehension of recalled 

material. 

Ap Application: question requires application of material 

which has been recalled and understood. 

Ev Evaluation: question requires evaluation of a situation in 

which recalled and understood material is applied. 
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7,5(2) Scope of the Thermodynamics Approach Test 
I 

Of the nineteen schools which agreed to belp in the thermodynamics 

research, eleven made returns of pupil responses to the 

Thermodynamics Approach Test and ten of these provided one or more 

matched pairs together with varying numbers of unmatched pupils. 

These data are collected in Table 7.2. School codes used during the 

research are given in place of names in order to preserve anonymity. 

Table 7.2 Returns; Thermodynamics Approach Test 

School Code Total No. 

Control 

Of PuPils 

Experimental 
Matched Pairs 

22 8 8 8 

23 12 a 6 

26 6 9 6 

27 3 3 1 

28 12 6 6 

32 12 9 8 

33 3 4 3 

34 1 2 

35 4 5 4 
37 4 4 4 
39 4 3 3 

69 61 49 

Teachers had difficulty in matching some pupils, usually because 
their performances in the Higher grade examination in chemistry 
were different. Howeverv forty nine pairs of teacher-matched pupils 
were obtained for statistical treatment. 

Data on performance of each member of the matched pairs in the 

Higher grade chemistry and physics examinations of the previous 

session is collected in Table 7.3. Pupils were asked to supply 
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information on the Band they obtained in chemistry and physics. At 

the time of asking, it was thought that physics might have some 

significant effect on performance in the objective test, but it was 

shown in Part II (page 74) that this was not so in relation to the 

Rates Approach Test, and it is assumed that this is also the case 

with respect to the Thermodynamics Approach Test. Consequently, no 
treatment of the prior performance in physics is offered. 

Unmatched pupils (twenty in the control groups and twelve in the 

experimental groups) are not included in the remainder of the 

report. 
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Table 7,3 Prior Performance of Matched Pair Pupils in Hipher 

Grade Chemistry and Physics 

School Code Band in Higher Chem. Band in Higher Phys. 

Control Experimental Control Experimental 

22 A A A A 

A A A A 

A A A B 

A A 8 A 

A A B A 

B A B c 

B B B c 

B B c B 

23 A A A 

A A A 

A A B A 

A A 9 
. 

A 

B 8 A B 

c c c 

26 A A A A 

A A A A 

A A A A 

A A A A 

A A A A 

8 8 A A 

27 B B B B 

28 A A A A 

A A A A 

A A A A 

B 8 A A 
B B B A 
C, c c c 
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Table 7.3 (Prior Performance of Matched Pair Pupils in Higher 

Grade Chemistry and Physics) contd. 

School Code Band in Higher Chem. Band in Higher Phys. 

Control Experimental Control Experimental 

32 A A A A 

A A A A 

B B B C 

B 8 8 - 
B A C B 

B B C B 

C B C 

C C C C 

33 A A A C 

A A B A 

A A C B 

35 A A A A 

B -B B 8 

8 B C B 

C C C a 

37 A A A A 

A A A A 

A A A A 

A A A A 

39 A A A A 

A 13 B D 

8 A B a 

Prior performance in chemistry in the certificate examinations of the 

previous session was the main matching variable used by teachers. Of 
the forty nine matched pairs, forty four have corresponding Bands in 
Higher chemistry. 
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The data an prior performance in chemistry of Table 7.3 are 

condensed in Table 7.4 

Table 7.4 Summary of Prior Performance of Pupils in Higher Grade 

Chemistry; Matched Pairs. 

Number of Pupils 

Bond Control Experimental 

A 29 31 

B or C 20 18 

7.5 (3) Limitations of Thermodynamics Approach Test 

The Thermodynamics Approach Programme and the Thermodynamics Approach 

Test were written by the author. Questions and problem situations 

arising in the latter may, thereforeq bear some resemblance to those 

used in the self-tests at the end of each unit of the former. The 

author was aware of this danger and attempted to make the 

Thermodynamics Approach Test as impartial as possible but was not 

entirely successful in this respect. Some assessment of the possible 

effects of this bias on the results of the Thermodynamics Approach 

Test is offered in 9.2. 

It was not possiblep for lack of time, to validate the 

Thermodynamics Approach Test in the manner of the Rates Approach Test 
(by free response and interview techniques). Consequentlyg statistical 

validation only is offered. 

7.5(4) Statistical Treatment of Thermodynamics Approach Test 

(I) Reliability The Kuder-Richardson procedure (A 111.2 (A)) tuill, 
be used to assess the reliability of the Thermodynamics Approach Test 
In relation to (a) control pupils and (b) experimental pupils. 
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(ii) Validity, The validity of the Thermodynamics Approach Test 

with respect to (a) control pupils and (b) experimental pupils will be 

assessed statistically by computing the biserial correlation 

coefficient (A 111.2 (B)) between the scores achieved by pupils in the 

Test and the prior performance of these pupils in Higher grade 

chemistry (Table 7.3). 

(iii) Acceptance or Rejection of the Null Hypothesis. Matched 

scores for control and experimental pupils will be subjected to a 

It' test. For forty nine matched pairs the It' statistic is 

significant at the 1% level for a two-tailed test if it exceeds the 

value 2.68. Hence, if It' is less than or equal to 2.68 the null 

hypothesis of no difference will be accepted; if It' is greater than 

2.6B the null hypothesis will be rejected. 

At 1% level of significance is selected to diminish the chance of 

rejection of the null hypothesis in view of the comments in 7.5(3). 

A two-tailed test will be used because it is not known in advance 

whether the Programme will produce better or poorer performance. 

(iv) Normality of Scores Since the Kuder-Richardson procedureq 

the computation of biserial correlation coefficients and the 

computation of the It' statistic require underlying normality of 

scores, the observed scores will be reduced to expected scores and a 

test of significance between observed and expected scores if 

normal made in the case of (a) control pupils and (b) experimental 

pupils. 

(v) Source of Significance In the event that the null hypothesis 

is rejected, the source of the significance will be investigated 

(Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed Ranks Test, 8.2(2)). 
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A VII. 1 

Chronological Devclopmýýijt__qf the StuLy 

Oct- 1974 Seaých of 
literature 

Hov, 

Dec, 

Jan. 1975 

Feb. 

liar. 

Apra 

May. 

June 

July 

Aug. 

Sept. 

Oct. 

Rov. 

Dec. 

Jan. 1976 

Feb. 

Mar. 

Apýr. 

May. 

June. 

Written 
enquiry 

Ri inder 

Free response 
questionnaire 

Interview session 
questionnaire 

I 
Rates Approach Test Concept 

Concept*4 sequence 

Sequence Thermodynamics 
Approach 

I 
Prorramme 

Analysis of Thermodynamics 
Rates Approach Apprbach-Teut 

Test 

Remedial action 

Analysis of 
Thermodynamics 
Approach Test. 
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I CHAPTER 8 

RESULTS 

8.1 Results of Thermodynamics Anoroach Test 

8.1(1) Facility Values and Discriminatory Factors 

The facility values and discriminatory factors obtained with the 

sample of forty nine matched pairs are given in Table 8.1. 

Table 8.1 Thermodynamics Approach Test: Facility Values 

and Discriminatory Factors. 

Ques, No. F. V. T1- T3 

Topic & Key Control ýxper. Control Expero 

Ability Group Group Group Group 

lo Matter and Energy l(CO) B 0.86 Oo96 Oo29 OoO6 

23(co) C 0.73 0.84 0.35 0.11 

2o Potential Energy 2(Ev) B Oo29 0.65 0.07 Oo47 

versus Kinetic 

Energy 17(Co) B 0.18 0.55 0.19 0.28 

3. Spontaneity and 25(Ev) C 0.92 0.96 0.18 0.06 

Free Energy Change 8(Kn) A 0.90 Oo84 Oo29 0.35 

26(Co) 8 0.86 0.71 0.35 0.40 

12(Ev) B 0.78 0.65 Oo35 Oo34 

18(Ev) A O. BO 0.67 0.29 0.40 

ll(Ev) D 0018 Oo29 -0105 0.57 

22(Kn) D 0.59 Oo63 Oo35 0.35 

4. Spontaneity and 21(Co) D 0.71 Oo49 0.58 0.58 

Speed 6(Co) D 0.33 0.61 0.3B 0.46 
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Table 8.1 continue 

Ques. No. F. V. T1-T3 

Topic & Key Control Exper. Control Exper. 

Ability Group Group Group Group 

5. Work versus Heat 3(Ev) c 0.12 0,31 0.07 0.57 

IO(Ev) c 0.22 0.35 0.32 0 . 69 

24(Ev) c 0.41 0.55 0009 0.28 

4(Ev) A 0.45 0.80 0.82 0.41 

6. Reversibility & 

Irreversibility 

5(Ev) 

9(co) 

7(Co) 

C 

C 

8 

0.29 

0.22 

0.27 

0.49 

0.45 

0*61 

0.08 

0.08 

0.38 

0.33 

0.94 

0.58 

7. Entropy 16(Co) C 0.92 0.86 0.24 0.35 

13(Ap) C 0.45 0.47 0*88 0.27 

27(Co) A 0.67 0.78 0.16 0.17 

B. Equilibrium State 

(i) Free Energy of 14(Ap) D 0.02 0.06 -0,06 0.19 

Mixing 

(ii) Free Energy Well 20(Kn) D 0.51 0.47 0.39 0.82 

28(Ev) A 0.43 0.41 0.51 0,51 

(iii) Composition 15(Ap) D 0.16 0.29 0019 0.14 

when K1 
eq 

(iv) Common Sense 19(Ap) D 0.49 0.65 0.45 0.47 

Implications in 

a Cell 

For each item, T1-T3 is the difference between the facility value of 
the top third of pupils, based on the performance of all pupils in the 

whole test, and the facility value of the bottom third of pupils. 

Facility values for Tlj 2 and T3 are given in Appendix VIII. l. 

Discriminatory factors Tl-T 29T2 -T 3 and Tl-T 3 are given in Appendix 

VIII. 2, 
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8.1(2) Frequency_(, /". ') of Responses in Thermodynamics Approach Test 

The frequency percentage with which pupils selected responses to the 

Th8rMDdynamics Approach Test are recorded in Table 8.2. 

Table 8.2 Frequency (%) of Responses 

Frequency (%) 

Question 
A B 

Control 

CD E NA A 8 

Experimental 

CD E NA 

1 2 86* 0 4 8 -0 96* 0 0 4 - 
2 51 29* 18 0 2 - 23 65* 8 4 0 - 
3 70 6 12* 6 6 - 49 4 31* 6 10 - 

'4 45* 18 31 0 6 - 80* 12 6 0 2 - 
5 35 24 29* 6 6 - 23 14 49* 0 12 2 

6 IB 25 1B 33* 6 - 17 10 0 61* 12 m 
7 12 27* 8 14 37 24 61* 6 17 12 - 
8 90* 0 2 4 4 - 84* 4 6 2 4 - 
9 33 6 22* 8 31 m 31 6 45 4 14 - 

10 56 2 22* 14 6 - 39 0 35* 18 B - 
11 48 8 22 18* 4 - 39 10 16 29* 6 - 
12 8 78* 2 10 2 -8 65* 0 17 10 - 
13 33 8 45* 10 4 - 25 0 47* 12 14 2 

14 16 4 6B 2* 10 - 19 8 51 6* 16 - 
15 78 4 0 16* 2 - 55 4 4 29* 8 - 
16 4 2 92* 0 2 -4 0 86* 2 B - 
17 38 16* 20 8 16 - 19 55* 6 6 14 - 
18 80* 14 4 0 2 - 67* 11 6 a 8 - 
19 1B 21 6 49* 6 - 10 8 13 65* 4 - 
20 4 6 18 51* 21 -6 6 14 47* 25 2 
21 19 4 4 71* 2 - 27 6 8 49* 10 - 
22 10 6 4 59* 21 - 17 4 4 63* 12 - 
23 4 4 73* 13 6 -2 2 84* a 2 2 
24 33 22 41* 0 4 - 21 18 55* 0 6 - 
25 2 0 92* 4 2 -0 0 96* 2 2 - 
26 2 86* 0 10 2 -4 71* 8 9 6 2 
27 67* 17 0 14 2 - 78* 2 0 16 2 - 
28 43* 10 2 20 25 - 41* 14 2 23 20 - 

Correct responses are marked *, NA - no answer 
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8, (3) Means and Standa=d Deviations 

I 
Table 8*3 Heans and Standard Deviations of Pupil Scores 

on Thermodynamics Approach Test 

Control Experimental 

49 49 

x 13-76 16-39 

S. D, 3.89 5.04 

Observed and Expected Frequencies of Scores of 

Control and DMerimental Pupils 

Since it is proposed to establish the reliability and validity 

of the Yhormodynamics Approach 12est by techniques which assume 

underlying normality of distribution of scores, and to apply a 
t-test of differences between control and experimental groups 

which makes the same assumptionp the expected frequencies of 

scores have been computed for control pupils (A VIII-3) and for 

experimental pupils (A VIII-4) and a )(2 test of significance 
between observed and expected scores in each group carried out* 
Observed and expected frequencies are shown in Table 8.4. and 
data on the )(2 tests are given below. Si6mificance levels are 

set at 5ýoo 

(i) Oontrol Pupils. The computation of Y, 2 (A VIII-3) between 

observed and expected frequencies of scores gives the value 
14-57 for 7 df, and so the observed frequencies differ signifi- 

cantly from normality since 12 14.1. Howeverv since the 
. 95 ý 

failure to achieve normality is only mareinal, and the sample 

size sonnewhat on the small side, it is proposed, despite this 

adverse result, to proceed with the parametrio procedures 
outlined in 7-5(4)- 
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Observed and expected frequencies of scares for the control group 

are shown graphically in Figure 8.1. 
I 

(ii) Experimental Pupils. The computation of X2 (A VIII. 4) between 

observed and expected frequencies of scores gives the value 10.61 

for '5 df, and so the observed frequencies do not differ signifi- 

cantly from normality since X 2.95 
1- 11*1. 

Observed and expected frequencies of scores for the experimental 

group are shown graphically in Figure 8.1. 

B. 1(5) Reliability 

Kuder-Richardson coefficients of reliability were computed for 

control pupils (A VIII. 5) and experimental pupils (A VIII. 6)9 

r KR 
(control) = 0.70 

r KR 
(experimental) = 0.81 

8.1(6) Validity 

Within each group (control and experimental), biserial correlation 

coefficients were separately computed between pupils' scores on the 

Thermodynamics Approach Test and their prior performance in Higher 

Grade chemistry in terms of Band A or Bands B/C. The detailed 

computations of the biserial coefficients for control pupils and for 

experimental pupils are given in Appendices VIII. 7 and VIII. B 

respectivelyq and the results of such computations are shown in 

summary in Table 8.5. 

Table 8.5 Biserial Correlation Coefficients 

Control Experimental 
Band in Higher 

A B/C A B/C Grade Chemistry 

N 29 20 31 18 

x 15,31 11.50 18.74 12,33 

biserial 0.62 0.78 
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Table 8.4 Observed and Expected Frequencies of Pupil Scores on 
Thermodynamics Approach Test 

Score 

Frequency in 

Control Group 

Observed Expected 

Frequency in 

Experimental Group 

Observed Expected 

0 

1 - - - - 
2 - - 0.1 

3 0.1 - 0.1 

4 0.2 - 0.2 

5 0.4 - 0.3 

6 0.7 0.5 

7 1.1 - 0.7 

8 1.7 1 1.0 
9 3 2.3 2 1.3 

10 7 3.2 4 1.7 
11 6 3.9 

.2 2.2 
12 3 4.5 2 2.7 
13 4 4.9 4 3.1 
14 2 5.0 7 3.5 
15 6 4.8 2 3.7 
16 a 4.1 4 3.9 
17 2 3.6 2 3.9 
18 2 2.8 3 3.7 
19 2 2*1 4 3.4 
20 - 1.4 2 3.0 
21 1 0.9 1 2.6 
22 - 0.6 - 2.1 
23 2 0.3 3 1.7 
24 - 0.2 1 1.2 
25 - 0.1 2 019 
26 - - 2 0*6 
27 - 1 0.4 
28 

-Z - 0.3 

49 48.9 49 48.8 
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8.2 Statistical Analysis 

8.2(l) Matched Pairs Desion 

A t-test was applied to the matched pairs scores shown in Table 8.6. 

Table 8.6 Matched pairs scores 

Control Experimental 
School 

scores scores 

22 19 12 -7 
14 18 4 

15 18 3 

13 15 2 

11 16 5 

11 16 5 

10 8 a 

15 9 -6 

23 16 14 -2 
15 13 -2 
14 18 4 

10 19 9 

13 12 -1 
10 14 4 

26 18 27 9 

18 20 2 

15 23 11 

16 19 3 

15 13 -2 
9 16 7 

27 13 14 

28/ 

For a matched pairs design 

t-17c7eI 

(A "ý FD2 'OD 
2/n 

n(n 

xc 13.76 

7e 16.39 

n 49 
4D 139 

2 D 19321 

I-: D2 1643 

df 48 

t=3.61t hence P Z_ *001 
for a two-tailed test. 

The probability that the 

observed differences in the 

scores of the Control Group 

and the Experimental Group are 
duo to chance is so small that 

the better performance of the 

Experimental Group may reason- 

ably be ascribed to the 

Thermodynamics Approach 

Progranimeo 

Consequently, / 
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Table 8.6 Matched Pairs scares - (contd. ) 

Control Experimental 
School D 

scares scores 

28 12 13 1 

10 25 15 

12 13 1 

21 10 -11 
13 11 -2 

9 10 1 

32 12 23 11 

16 20 4 

2 9 7 

10 19 9 

16 14 -2 
11 14 3 

10 11 1 

9 10 1 

33 16 23 7 

11 26 15 

17 17 0 

35 16 25 9 

16 16 0 

10 14 4 

11 10 -1 

37 16 14 -2 
19 21 2 

23 26 3 

23 24 1 

39 15 19 4 

17 15 -2 
11 17 6 

Consequently, the null 

hypothesis of no difference 

is rejected. 
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8.2(2) Source of Sionificance 

Overall scores in the Thermodynamics Approach Test by the experimental 

group were found to the significantly better at the 0.1% level than 

the overall scores of the control group. 

The data of Table 8.7 show that improved performance in the Test was 

largely confined to pupils who had gained Band A in the Higher Grade 

examination in chemistry of the previous session. Pupils who had 

gained Bands 8 or C showed only marginal improvement* 

Table B. 7 Means and Standard Deviations of A and B/C Subgroups 

Band in Higher Control Experimental 

Grade Chemistry A B/C A B/C 

N 29 20 31 18 

x 15.31 11.50 18.74 12.33 

S. D, 3.24 2.33 4.49 2.96 

It was considered that the marginal improvement demonstrated by B/C 

experimental pupils over B/C control pupils might indeed not be 

significantg and that some statistical assessment of the difference 

in performance was desirable. 

Under the circumstancesq a non-parametricý test was chosen which 

neither required symmetry nor normality of-the distribution of B/C 

control and B/C experimental scores, namely, the Wilcoxon Matched- 

Pairs Signed-Ranks Test. The application of this test is 

illustrated in Table B. 8 and information on its application is given 
in Appendix VIII. 10. 
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The test was applied to seventeen matched O/C pairs only. The 

selection of thýse seventeen pairs (A VIII. 9) resulted in equal 

numbers where these were not initially available, there had been 

twenty B/C control compared with eighteen B/C experimental, and 

resulted in the elimination of one pair where the teacher concerned 

had matched an A control with aB experimental (School 39, A VIII. 10). 

An arbitrary 50% level of significance was adopted together with a 

null hypothesis of no difference in performance of B/C control and 

B/C experimental pupils. 

Table 8.8. Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed Ranks Test of B/C Scores 

Pair 

Sc 

Control 

B/C Pupils 

ores 

Experimental 

B/C Pupils 

d 

(1) 

Rank 

of d 

(2) 

Signed 

Rank 

(3) 

Negative 

Positive 

and 

Sums 

5 10 8 -2 7.5 -7.5 -7*5 
b is 9 -6 12 -12 -12 
c 13 12 -1 3.5 -3.5 -3.5 
d 10 14 4 10*5 10.5 10,5 

a 9 16 7 13.5 13,5 13.5 

f 13 14 1 3.5 3.5 3,5 

9 21 10 -11 16 -16 -16 
h 13 11 -2 7.5 -7.5 -7.5 

9 10 1 3.5 3,5 3.5 

2 9 7 13.5 13.5 13.5 

k 10 19 9 15 15 15 

1 11 14 3 9 9 9 

m 10 11 1 3.5 3.5 3,5 

n 9 10 1 3,5 3,, 5 3.5 

0 16 16 0 exclude 

p 10 14 4 10.5 10.5 10.5 

q 11 10 -1 3.5 -3.5 -3.5 

x 11.29 12.18 -50 75.5 
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T= 50; N= 16 number of matched pairs number of pairs whose d's 

equal zero). 

From tables, T 20 for cx: = . 01, and T 30 for 01- = . 05, for a 

two-tailed test. Therefore, the null hypothesis, H0, is accepted and 

there is no significant difference in the performance in the 

Thermodynamics Approach Test between control and experimental pupils 

who gained 0 or C passes in Higher Grade chemistry. The highly 

significant improvement in performance known to have occurred with the 

whole experimental group is to be credited to those pupils who 

obtained an A pass in Higher Grade chemistry. 

8.3 Assessment of Pupil Self-Test Work-books 

Schools were asked to forward work-books in which pupils had carried 

out the self-test at the end of each unit to the author for assess- 

ment. The work-books were then to be returned within a week or so. 

Two schools forwarded work-bookst seven (school 22) and four (school 

33) respectively. 

In all cases the self-tests had been conscientiously carried out and 
there was little evidence of misconceptual knowledge except in one 

case where the pupil had failed to realise that in the expression 

AG = AG 0+ RT ln 'Ratio' 

the IRatiof is equal to the equilibrium constant only when AG is 

zero. However, this idea is outwith the syllabus of the Certificate 

of Sixth Year Studies; it was introduced into the Thermodynamics 

Approach Programme only in an effort to make sense of the relationship 
0 AG =- RT ln K* 

eq 

8.4 Subjective Assessment of the Thermodynamics Approach 

Programme by Teachers and Pupils 

Subjective assessment was recorded in letters to the author: eight 
teachers commented on'their own and their pupils' opinions of the 

Programme. These comments are summarised below. 
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In generalv the 
' 
Programme was considered to be too long, too 

wordy and too detailed; its sheer bulk presented a daunting prospecto 

Some felt that this part of the syllabus did not require such 

emphasiso In particular, Unit 7 (Entropy and Entropy Energy) was 

criticisedo 

One teacher felt the Programme was over-ambitious in its self-teach 

format, and that it might be more acceptable if conveyed by direct 

conventional teaching. This teacher felt that the less able pupils 

became lost halfway through the Programme. 

There was some feeling that the attempt to simplify the abstract 

content of thermodynamics by the use of physical analogies had not 

worked since the analogies themselves were quite sophisticated and 

often 'went over the heads' of the pupils. Some pupilsq howevert 

considered the Programme to be of some value. 

Several teachers complained that the questions in the Thermodynamics 

Approach Test were at times so similar to those in the self-tests at 

the end of each unit that the experimental pupils could not help but 

do better. 

The tendency in the Programme to postpone the discussion of topics 

'until later' irritated some. 

One teacher was pleased with the coverage given to the underlying 

theory of the practical work in Units 8 and 11 (a verbal comment). 
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IA VIII, 1 

Facility Values 

Control Experimental 
Question Tj T2 T3 Tj T2 T3 

1 1.00 0.88 0-71 1.00 0.94 0.94 

2 0.25 0.44 0-18 0.94 0-56 0.47 

3 0.19 0.06 0.12 0.63 0.25 0.06 

4 0.88 0.44 0.06 1.00 0.81 0-59 

5 0-38 0-19 0.29 0.69 0.44 0-35 

6 0-50 0.38 0.12 0.88 0.56 0.41 

7 0-44 0.31 0.06 0-94 0-56 0.35 

8 1.00 1.00 0.71 1.00 0.88 0.65 

9 0.38 0.00 0.29 0.94 0.44 0-00 

10 0.44 0.13 0.12 0.75 0.25 o. o6 

11 0.19 -0-13 0.24 0.63 0-19 o. 06 

12 0.94 0-81 0-59 0.81 0.69 0.47 

13 0,88 0-50 0-00 0.63 0.44 0-35 

14 0.00 0.00 o. o6 0.19 0,00 0.00 

15 0.25 0.19 o. o6 0-31 0.38 0-18 

16 1.00 1.00 0.76 1.00 0.94 0.65 

17 0-31 0.13 0.12 0.69 0.56 0.41 

18 0994 0.81 o. 65 0.88 0.69 0.47 

19 0.69 0.56 0.24 0.94 0.56 0.47 

20 0.69 0-56 0.29 0.88 0-50 0.06 

21 0.94 0.88 0.35 0.81 0.44 0.24 

22 0.88 0-38 0.53 0.88 0-50 0-53 

23 0.88 0.81 0-53 0.88 0.88 0.76 

24 0-50 0-31 0-41 0.69 0-56 0.41 

25 1.00 0.94 0.82 1.00 0.94 0.94 

26 1.00 0.94 o. 65 0.88 0.31 0.41 

27 0.69 0.81 0-53 0.88 0.75 0.71 

28 0.75 0-31 0.24 0.75 0.25 0.24 
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A VIII. 2 

Control Experimental 
Question TI-T2 T2-T3 Tj-T 3 Tj-T2 T2-T3 Tj-T 3 

1 0-13 0.17 0*29 o. o6 -0.00 o. o6 
2 -0.19 0.26 0-07 0-38 0.09 0.47 
3 0-13 -0.06 0.07 0-38 0-19 0-57 
4 0-44 0-38 0.82 0.19 0.22 0.41 
5 0.19 -0.11 0.08 0*25 0.08 0.33 
6 0-13 0.26 0-38 0-31 0.15 0.46 
7 0-13 0.25 0.38 0-38 0.21 0.58 
6 0.00 0.29 0.29 0.13 0.23 0.35 
9 0-38 -0.29 0.08 0-50 0.44 0.94 

10 0-31 0.01 0-32 0-50 0.19 0.69 
11 0.06 -0.11 -0-05 0.44 0-13 0.57 
12 0-13 0.22 0-35 0-13 0.22 0.34 
13 0-38 0-50 0.88 0.19 0.08 0.27 

14 0.00 -o. o6 -o. o6 0.19 0.00 0.19 
15 0.06 0-13 0-19 -O. o6 0.20 0.14 
16 0.00 0.24 0.24 0.06 0.29 0.35 
17 0.19 0.01 0.19 0.13 0-15 0.28 

18 0-13 0.17 0.29 0.19 0.22 0.40 
19 0-13 0.33 0.45 0.38 0-09 0.47 
20 0.13 0.27 0-39 0-38 0.44 0.82 

21 0.06 0-52 0-58 0-38 0.20 0.58 

22 0-50 -0-15 0-35 0-38 -0-03 0.35 
23 0.06 0.28 0-35 0100 0.11 0111 
24 0.19 -0.10 0.09 0.13 0-15 0.28 

25 0.06 0.11 0118 o. o6 -0.00 o. o6 
26 0.06 0.29 0-35 0.06 0-34 0.40 
27 -0-13 0.28 o. 16 0.13 0-04 0.17 
28 0.44 0-08 0-51 0-50 0-01 0.51 
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A VIII - 

Computation of Expected Frequencies in Control Group 

Observed Class (X - 7)- Area Area within 
Score frequency boundary SI) to Z class 

(0) (X) (Z) boundary 

-0-5 -3.6686 
0 0-5 -3.4114 

1-5 -3-1541 0.4990 
0.0009 2 2-5 -2.8968 0-4981 

3 0.0022 
3-5 -2.6396 0.4959 

0046 0 4 
- 1 4-5 -2.3823 0*4913 - 

5 . 0-0079 
5-5 -2.1250 0.4834 

6 6-5 -1.8678 0*4693 
0-0141 

7 7-5 -1.6105 0,4463 
0.0230 
0-0348 

8-5 -1.3532 0-4115 
9 3) 

10 9-5 -i. 096o 0-3643 
0-0472 

10 7 10-5 -0-8387 0.299 
0.0648 

11 6 
11-5 -0 5814 0.2190 

0-0805 

12 3 12-5 -0: 3242 0.1273 0.0918 
13 4 1395 -0.0669 0.0265 0.1007 
14 2 

14-5 0.1904 0-0753 
001018 

15 6 
15-5 0.4476 0-1736 0-0983 

16' 8 0-0844 
16-5 0.7049 0.2580 

17 24 ) 
17-5 0.9622 0-3315 0-0735 

18 2 0-0568 
18-5 1.2194 0-3883 

19 2 
19-5 1.4767 0-43o6 0*0423 

20 - 0.0276 
20.5 1-7340 094582 

21 1 
21.5 1-9913 0-4767 0-0185 

22 -3 22-5 2.2685 0.4884 0-0117 
23 2 0-0056 

23-5 2.5058 0-4940 
24 - 24-5 2.7631 0-4971 0-0031 
25 - O. oo16 

25-5 3.0203 0-4987 
26 - 26.5 3.2776 0*4990 0-0003 
27 - 27-5 3-5349 
28 - 28.5 3.7921 

49 13-761 SD - 3-89- 

Computation of X?.. - 

Expected (0 E)2 
frequency 

( r. ) 

0.04 

0.11 

0.22 

0.39 47.28. 

o. 69 
1013 
1-701 
2 31 5.49 
3: 18 
3.94 
4.50 
4o93 
4o99 
4.82 
4-14 
3 6.38 
2: 

'708 

27 
1: 

035 

0.91 
0.57 5.41 
0 27 
6: 15 
0.08 
oool 

i 

48o88 

2*51 

3-70 

1*08 
0.50 
osis 
1 -79 
0.29 
3.60 

0.89 

0-03 

14*57 - t2 

Frequencies in adjacent 00118 
have been combined. 
df w- k-I-a where k- 10 
and a=2; hence df - 7- 
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A VIII-4 

Computation of Exp ected Frquencies in Experimental Group Computation of X2. 

Observed Class (X - 
T) Area Area within Expected (0 - E)2 

Score frequency boundary SD to Z class frequency X 

(0) (Z) boundary 

-0-5 -3-3512 
0 0-5 -3-1528 1 1-5 -2-9544 0.4984 

0014 0 0*07 
2 - 2-5 -2-7560 0.4970 - 

0 0023 0.11 3 - 3-5 -2-5575 0.4947 . 
0038 0 0.19 

4 - 4-5 -2-3591 0.4909 - 
0 0063 0.31 

5 -3 5-5 -2.1607 0.4846 , _ 4.13 
0 46 

0-31 

6 - 6-5 -1.9623 0.4752 
0.0094 . 

o. 69 
7 - 7-5 -1-7639 0-4611 

0.0141 
0.98 1 

8 1 8-5 -1-5655 0.4412 
0.0199 

1-32 1 
9 2, 9-5 -1-3671 0.4142 

0.0270 
1-73 

10 4 10-5 -1.1687 0-3788 
0-0354 

2.15 6.57 
) 

0.31 
11 2 0.0439 

11o5 -0-9702 Oo3349 2o69 12 2 12o5 -Oo7718 0.2800 
0.0549 
0 0632 3-10 .6 

56 
1 

3.00 13 134 -0-5734 0.2168 : . 3.46 14 7 14o5 -0-3750 0.1461 
0707 0 

3.73 33 0 15 12ý 6 15-5 -OeI766 0-0700 
0-0761 

1 
7o59 

3o86 
. 

16 4 
1, 16-5 0.0218 OoOO87 

0-0787 
85 3 

17 5 ý IM Oo2202 0*0872 
0-0785 : 7.51 

3 661 
0.84 

18 3 
4 

18-5 Oo4187 0.1619 
0-0747 

OoO695 3 41 6 41 OoO3 19 6 1 
19-5 0.6171 0.2314 

0612 0 
- 3: 001 20 2 20.5 OoSI55 0.2926 . 

0521 0 2 55 63 2.85 21 
T 

21-5 100139 0-3447 - 4. 
2: 081 22 - 22.5 1.2123 0.3872 

0-0425 
1 65" 23 3 0-0336 . 

24 1 
23-5 1.4107 0.4208 

OoO254 1.24 

25 2 
24-5 1.6091 0.4462 

0-0185 0.91, 
ý502 2.94 9 25.5 1-6075 Oo4647 0.63 26 2 26-5 2oOO59 0.4776 

0.0129 
42 O 

27 1 mo86 o 
27.5 2.2044 0.4862 

0056 0 0.27J 28 - 
. 

28o5 2.4028 0.4918 - 
- 48o52 lOo6l 
49 16o391 SD 5o04- 

Frequencies in adJacent calls 
have been combined. 
df =k1-m where k -. 8 
and m 2; hen ce df = 5. 
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A VIII-5 

Computation of Kuder-Richardson Coefficient of Reliability 

for Control Pupils. 

Question p q pq 

1 0.86 0.14 0,1204 
2 0.29 0.71 0,2059 
3 0.12 0,88 0.1056 
4 0.45 0-55 0.2475 
5 0,29 0.71 0.2059 
6 0.33 o. 67 0.2211 
7 0,27 0.73 0.1971 
8 0.90 0.10 0.0900 
9 0.22 0.78 0.1716 

10 0,22 0.78 0.1716 
11 0.18 0,82 0.1476 
12 0.78 0,22 0-1716 
13 0.45 0.55 0.2475 
14 0,02 0,98 0.0196 
15 0.16 0.84 0.1344 
16 0,92 0,08 0.0736 
17 0,18 0,82 0.1476 
is 0,80 0,20 0.1600 
19 0.49 0.51, 0.2499 
20 0.51 0.49 0.2499 
21 0.71 0,29 0.2059 
22 0-59 0.41 0,2419 
23 0.73 0,27 0.1971 
24 0.41 0.59 0.2419 
25 0,92 0,08 0.0736 
26 0.86 0.14 0,1204 
27, o. 67 0.33 0.2211 
28 0.43 0.57 0,2451 

4.8854 = . 
4- pq 

N S2 _ ; fpq 
KRý: R' --l '-- -S2 - 

N= number of items in test 

= 28 

S= standard deviation of 

scores in test = 3-89 

p= proportion of pupils 

who pass each item (= F. V. ) 

q= proportion of pupils 

who fail each item 

Hence, rKR `2 0.70 
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ýr) 

A viii. 6 

Computation of Kuder-Richardson Coefficient of Reliability 

for Experimental Pupils 

Question p q pq 

1 0.96 0.04 0.0384 
2 0.65 0-35 0.2275 

3 0-31 o. 69 0.2139 
4 0.80 0.20 0.1600 
5 0-49 0-51 0.2499 
6 0.61 0-39 0.2379 
7 0.61 0-39 0.2379 
8 0.84 o. 16 0.1344 
9 0.45 0.55 0.2475 

10. 0.35 0.65 0.2275 
11 0.29 0.71 0.2059 
12 0.65 0.35 0.2275 
13 0.47 0-53 0.2491 
14 0.06 0-94 0.0564 
15 0.29 0-71 0.2059 
16 0.86 0-14 0.1204 
17 0.55 0-45 0.2475 
18 0.67 0.33 0.2211 
19 0.65 0-35 0.2275 
20 0.47 0-53 0.2491 
21 0.49 0-51 0.2499 
22 0.63 0.37 0.2331 
23 0.84 0.16 0-1344 
24 0-55 0.45 0.2475 
25 0.96 0-04 0.0384 
26 0.71 0.29 0.2059 
27 0.78 0.22 0.1716 
28 0.41 0-59 0.2419 

5.5080 

NS2- ! ý)' pq 
rKR ` 11 -1 S2 

N= number of items in test 

= 28 

S= standard deviation of 

scores in test = 5.04 

p= proportion of pupils 

who pass each item (= F. V. ) 

q= proportion of pupils 

who fail each item 

Hencet rKR = 0181 

= !! ý pq 
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A VIII-7 

Computation of Biserial. Correlation Coefficient 

for Control Pupils 

School Band in Score 
H-Chem. 

22 A 19 
A 14 
A 15- 
A 13 
A- 11 

B 11 
B 10 
B 19 

23 A 16 
A 15 
A 14 
A 10 

B. 13 
C 10 

26 A 18 
A 18 
A 15 
A 16 
A 15 

B 9 
27 B 13 
28 A 12 

A 10 
A 12 

B 21 
B 13 
C 9 

32 A 12 
A 16 

B 2 
B 10 
B 16 
B 11 
C 10 
C 9 

33 A 16 
A 11 
A 17 

35 A 19 
B 16 
B 10 

- 57 A 
A 

16 
19 

A 23 
A 23 

39 r- 15 
A 17 

B 11 

XA XB/C pq 
rb ish 

XA 15-31 

XB/c = 11 . 50 

S= standard deviation of 

all control scores 

= 3.89 

p= proportion with Band A 

= 0.592 

q= proportion with Bands B or C 

= 0.408 

h= height of normal curve 

at point which divides 

area in ratio 0.592: 0.408 

= 0.3836 (from tables) 

Hence, rbis = 0.62 
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A VIII, 8 

Computation of Biserial Correlation Coefficient 

for Experimental Pupils 

School Band in Score 
H-Chem. 

22 A 12 
A 18 
A 18 
A 15 
A 16 
A 16 

B 
B 9 

23 A 14 
A 13 
A 18 
A 19 

B 12 
C 

-14 26 A 27 
A 20 
A 23 
A 19 
A 13 

B 16 
27 -B 14 
28 A 13 

A 25 
A 13 

B 10 
B 11 
C-- 10 

32 A 23 
A 20 

B 9 
B 19 

A 14 
B 14 
B 11 
C 10 

33 A 23 
A 26 
A 17 

35 A 25 
B 16 
B 14 
C 10 

37 A 14 
A 21 
A 26 
A 24 

39 A 19 
B 15 

A 1- 

rbis ý 
XA - XB/C pq 

sh 

XA 18.74 

XB/C 12-33 

S= standard deviation of 
all experimental scores 

=-5.04 

P= proportion with Band A 

= 0.633 

q proportion with Bands B or C 
0-367 

h= height of normal curve 
at point which divides 

area in ratio 0.633: 0.367 
0-3765 (from tables) 

Hencev rbis = 09'78 
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A VIII, 9 

Scores of Matched B/C Pairs 

Control Experimental 

School Band in Score 
Band in Score 

H-Chem. H-Chem. 

22 A 19 A 12 
A 14 A 18 
A 15 A is 
A 13 A 15 
A 11 A 16 

B 11 A 16 
B 10* B 8* 
B 1 B 9* 

23 A 16 A 14 
A 15 A 13 
A 14 A 18 
A 10 A 19 

.B 13* 13 12* 
c 10* 14* 

26 A 18 A 27 
A 18 A 20 
A 15 A 23 
A 16 A 19 
A 15 A 13 

B 
-9* 

16* 
27 B 13* B 1 

-4*- 28 A 12 A 13 
A 10 A 25 
A 12 - A 13 

B 2l* 10* 
B 3* B ii* 
c 9* c lo* 

32 A 12 A 23 
A 16 A 20 

B 2* B 9* 
10* B jg* 

6' A 14 
ll* B 14* 

c 10* 
c T* c lo* 

33 A 16 23 
A 11 A 26 
A 17 A 17 -- 35 A 16 A 25 

B 16* B 16* 
B 10* 14* 
c lo* 

37 A 16 A 14 
A 19 A 21 
A 23 A 26 
A 23 A 24 

-39 A 15 A ig 
17 B 15 

B 11 A 11 

Pair 

a 
b 

0 
d 

e 
f 

9 

i 
k 

1 
m 
n 

0 
p 
q 

Pairs marked * were used in the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs 

Signed Ranks Test. 160 



A VIII. 10 

The Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Sipmed-Ranks Test. 

This test is discussed in IlTon-Parametric Statistics for 

Behavioural Scienceslq by Sidney Siegel, 1956, pages 75-83. 

Let d= the difference in scores for any matched pair. Each 

pair therefore has one difference score. Difference scores 

may be negative, positive or zero. 

Column (1). Difference scores are ranked in order without 

respect to sign. Difference scores of zero are excluded 
from the analysis. Where ties occur in ranking order, equal 

ranks are assigned. For example, in Table 8.8 six d's have 

equal unsigned values of 1. Each is therefore assigned the 

rank 3-5 =1+2+3+4+5+6, There are then two equal 
6 

unsigned values of 2 which are each assigned the rank 7.5 + 8, 

and so one 
2 

Column (2). The ranks of d are given the same sign as the 

d value from which they are derived. 

Column (3). Negative ranks and positive ranks are separately 
totalled. The smaller of the two totals without respect to 

sign is the T value. 

Tables of Critical Values of T for the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs 

Siened-Ranks Test are available. (Non-Parametric Statistics, 

Sieeel, page 254-) 
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CHAPTER 9 

DISCUSSION 

9.1 Rejection of the Null Hypothesis 

The t-test between control and experimental pupils' scores in the 

Thormodynamics Approach Test showed the experimental pupils to have 

performed significantly better than the control, leading to rejection 

of the null hypothesis (B. 2(l) ), and that the improvement was largely 

confined. to those pupils who had obtained Band A awards in Higher 

Grade chemistry. 

In generalp thereforet it would appear that a concrete-empirical 

approach to chemical equilibrium allowed the more academic pupils an 

opportunity to grasp the conceptual implications of the thermodynamic 

approach which they might otherwise not have grasped, and, to judge 

by their performance in the Test, to transfer the concretely acquired 

concepts to relevant formalised problem situations. 

The application of the Wilcoxon Test indicated that the marginal 
improvement demonstrated by pupils who had obtained Bands 0 or C at 
Highor Grade was not significant and could therefore have occurred by 

chance. This poorer performance may be ascribed to one or more 
failures: 

M These pupils were unable to apply themselves to a self-teach 

programme, 
(ii) These pupils were unable, assuming due application, to 

understand the basic concrete-empirical approach. 
(iii) These pupils were able to understand the concrete-empirical 

approach but were unable to transfer the concretely acquired 
knowledge to abstract situations. 

There cannot, of course, be any sharp division between these 

categories. 
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If (i) is an expýanationq then an answer might be active conven- 

tional teaching of the concrete-empirical approach. A test of this 

hypothesis would require that this be done in comparison with a 

single, formally taught presentation of the same subject matter in a 

suitable research design. 

It is not possible to assess the importance of (ii) since questions 

directly related to the concrete-empirical analogies used in the 

Programme, though used in the Unit self-tests, were excluded from the 

Thermodynamics Approach Test since it would have been unfair on 

control pupils not to have done so. 

It is probable that (iii) contributed to the poorer performance of 

the less academic pupils on the assumption that some of. these pupils 

have not reached formal operations an some of the required abstractions, 

depending on the difficulty of the latter. 

9.2 Subjective Assessment of the Thermodynamics Approach. Programme 

by Teachers and Pupils 

The author acknowledges that the Programme was highly detailed and 

consequently bulky. This was a result of the self-teach format of 

the programme; meanings had to be conveyed in detail, sometimes 

repetitively, In the event of teacher presentation of the same 

material, the bulk could be reduced considerably since much could be 

said and allowed to go unrecorded. And such a presentation would 

probably be more acceptable to the whole range of pupil ability. 

It was noted that some teachers felt the analogies oftentwent over 
the heads' of the pupils. It is the author's opinion that where this 

occurred there would also be troublq with real chemical systemsq and 
that this trouble might be more severe. Perhaps active teaching of 
the implications of the analogies would lessen the difficulties 

experienced by these pupils* 
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Some teachers complained that questions in the Thermodynamics 

Approach Test were similar to questions in the self-tests of the 

Programme and that, consequently, the experimental pupils could not 

help but do better. The author has searched the Programme self-tests 

and the Thermodynamics Approach Test and extracted those questions 

which are similar. These are shown in Table 9.1. 

Table 9.1 Related Questions in Prooramme Self-Tests and the 

Thermodynamics Approach Test. 

Thermodynamics 

Thermodynamics Approach Programme Resemblance Facility Values 

Approach Test Self-Tests Control Exper. 

Ques. Ques. Page 

2 4 1.9 Identical 0,29 0.65 

14 B. b 10.9 Similar 0.02 0.06 

16 5 7.19 Similar 0.92 0.86 

19 2 8.16 Very similar 0.49 0.65 

20 2 9110 Similar 0.51 0.47 

25 l. b 5.7 Very similar 0.92 0.96 

Apart from questions 2 and 19 of the Test, the differences in 

facility values are marginal and of opposed sign. It is unlikely 
that the removal of questions 2 and 19 from the statistical analysis 

recorded in B. 2 would have significant effect. 

Howevert there is bound to be some bias effect if only because the 

Programme and the Test were constructed by one individualq but it 

does not seem to be possible to assess the extent of this bias. It 

would perhaps have been advisable to have had the Test constructed by 

an independent 'third party'. 

There was some criticism of the tendency in the Programme, at times, 
to postpone the discussion of a particular topic 'until later'. This, 
in fact, was a difficulty experienced by the author in developing the 

Programme, that is to sayq it was necessary, on occasions, to take one 
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idea an trust in order to explain another; for example, the concept 

of irreversibilitywas used to explain enthalpy change but was not 

itself explained until page 7.8 of the Programme. 

9.3 ThermodynaMic Concepts 

The pupil responses to the Thermodynamics Approach Test are 

considered question by question in the categories 1 to 8 of Table 

8.1. Each question is reproducedg preceded by the facility values 

and discriminatory factors of control and experimental groups in 

that order. The percentage of pupils selecting each response are 

also shown. Correct responses are marked *. 

9.3(l) Matter and Energy 

Question 1 F. V. = 0.86/0.96 D. F. = 0.29/0.06 (cA) 
Which one of the following lists differs in a significant way 

from the other three? 
CE 

2% A Copper, heatp neon. 
86% 96% B* Heliumq tin, water. 

- -C Argont zinc, light. 

4% -D Goldq sound, krypton. 

8% 4% E I can see no significant difference between these 

lists. 

Question 23 F. V. = 0.73/0.84 D. F. = 0.35/0.11 (CA) 

Which of the following lists contains an 'odd man out'? 
C E 

4% 2% A Oxygeng petr ' ol, mist, sawdust 
4% 2% B Sand. 'steam, fluorineq paraffin 

73% 84% C* Ethanol, flour, heat, nitrogen 
13% 8% D Chlorine, methanol, silica, vapour, 

6% 2% E I do not know 
2% NA 
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These two questions were used in the Rates Approach Test and are 

discussed in 5.7(l). In that test, question 1 above obtained a 

facility value of 0.68, and so there has been a marked improvement 

over the year. In that test, question 23 above obtained a facility 

value of 0.62, and so there has been a similar improvement over the 

year. 

With respect to the Thermodynamics Approach Test, experimental pupils 

have shown a somewhat better improvement than control pupils an 

both questions. This is probably a result of the coverage afforded 

matter and energy in Unit 1. 

The very low discriminatory factors for experimental pupils are due 

to the very high facility values obtained by the bottom thirds (T3) 

in each question (A VIII. 1), 

9.3(2) Potential Enerqy versus Kin_etic Enerqy 

Question 2 F. V. = 0,29/0.65 DJ, = 0.07/0,47 (C/E) 

When water at 100 0C absorbs heat and changes to steam at 100 OC9 

CE 

510% 23% A the potential energy of the molecules remains the 

same but their kinetic energy increases. 

29% 65% B* the kinetic energy of the molecules remains the 

same but their potential energy increases. 

16% 8% C both the potential energy and the kinetic energy of 
the molecules increase. 

4% D neither the potential energy nor the kinetic energy 

of the molecules increases* 
2% -EI do not know how the potential energy and/or the 

kinetic energy of the molecules is affected. 

This question was used in the self-test to Unit 1 (Q. 49 page 1.9) and 

so experimental pupils had encountered it before. 
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Experimental pupils showed improved performance compared with control 

pupils, though 
; 

higher facility value than 0.65 was hoped for. 

Control pupils are still generally under the impression that kinetic 

energy increases at the boiling point. 

This question was also used in the Rates Approach Test and discussed 

in 5.7(2). On that occasion it obtained a facility value of 0.15, 

Question 17 F. V. = 0*18/0.55 D. F. = 0.19/0.28 (CA) 

Change in free energy is AG; change in entropy energy is TAS. 

Which of the following options is incorrect? 

CE 

38% 19% A At constant temperature, both these changes are 

potential energy changes. 
18% 55% B* At constant temperature, the former is a potential 

energy change while the latter is a kinetic energy 

change. 

20% 6% C The former may or may not be used to do workv while 
the latter may not be used to do works 

B% 6% D Free energy has an forganisedt quality,, while 

entropy energy has a Idisorganisedt quality. 
16% 14% EI do not know which of these options is incorrect. 

Responses A and B were the focus of attention here. Control pupils 

are not at all sure of the potential nature of entropy energy. In 

contrast, 55% of experimental pupils recognised B as the incorrect 

response, 

9.3(3) Spontaneity and Free Enerpy Change 

Question 25 F. V. = 0.92/0.96 

I 

46 

D. F. = 0.18/ 

0,06 

This enthalpy diagram refers to one of the following equations. 
Which one? 
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Question 25 contd. 

C E 
I 

2% A H 90 --0, Hg + '02 AH +ve, AG -vev TAS +ve. 

- B 6(; 0 2+ 
6H 20 

C6H 12 06+ 60 2 AH +ve, AG +ve, 
TAS -ve, 

92% 96% C* CaCO 3+ 2HC1 ---> CaCl 2+ H20+C O2 AH -ve, 
AG -veg TAS +ve, 

4% 2% D N2+ 3H 2 --jo- 2NH 3 AH -veg AG -ve, TAS -ve, 

2% 2% E I do not know which one of these equations is 

depicted by the diagram. 

This question was a test of the sign convention, 
(The vertical axis should have read 'PEI instead of IHI. ) 

Question 8 F. V. = 0.90/0,84 D. F, = 0.29/0,35 (C/E) 

Spontaneity requires that 

C E 

90% 84% A* the free energy change mu st be negative. 

- 4% 8 the enthalpy change must be negative. 
2% 6% C the entropy energy change of the reacting system 

must be positive (T being constant). 
4% 2% D q rev must be negative. 
4% 4% E I do not know which of th ese options is correct. 

Question 26 F. V. = 0.66/0.71 D. F. = 0.25/0.40 (cA) 
For a spontaneous reaction in a closed system 

C E 

2% 4% A AG may be positive 
86% 71% B* AG is always negative. 

- a% C TAS is always negative. 
10% 9% D TAS is never negative. 

2% 611a' E I do not know which of these options is correct. 
2% NA 

0 
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There was general acceptance that spontaneity requires a negative 
free energy change although the Programme appears to have had a 

slightly adverse effect, particularly in question 26. This latter 

question also indicates that there is perhaps some tendency to think 

that TAS is never negative. 

Question 12 F, V. = 0.78/0.65 D. F, = 0.35/0.34 (cA) 
The enthalpy change associated with a particular 

process is positive. The increase in entropy value associated with 
the same process is positive. Which one of the following statements 
is correct? The reaction will 

CE 

87. 81,70 A tend to be spontaneous at lower temperatures. 

78"io' 65% B* tend to be spontaneous at higher temperatures. 

2% - C be spontaneous at any temperature. 

10% 17% D never occur spontaneou sly, no matter what the 

temperature. 

2% 10% E I do not know which of these options is correct, 

This question assumes knowledge of the link between free energy 

change and spontaneity, an assumption which is justified to judge 

from the results of the two previous questions, 8 and 26. A 

majority of pupils, 78% of control and 65% of experimental, appeared 

to be able to apply the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation to decide the sign 

of AG and hence make a decision about spontaneity (or perhaps relied 

on memory of the supposed known behaviour of endothermic reactions). 
There is some tendency to think that endothermic reactions do not 

occur spontaneously. 

Question 18 F. V, = 0.80/0.67 D. F. = 0.29/0.49 (cA) 
Which of the following statements about endothermic 

reactions'iscorrect? 
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Question 18 contd. 

C E 

80% 67% A* Endothermic reactions are spontaneous if accompanied 
by a large enough increase in entropy energy, 

14% 11% B Endothormic reactions are never spontaneous at less 

than room temperature. 

4% 6% C spontaneous endothermic reactions become non- 

spontaneous at higher temperatures. 

- 8% D Endbthormic reactions become exothermic at lower 

temperatures. 

2% 8% E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

The same general comments apply to the results of this question as 

apply to the results of question 12 above, and again experimental 

pupils performed less well than control pupils. 

Question 11 F. V. = 0.18/0.29 D, F. = -0,05/0.57 (cA) 
A stretched elastic band (at room temperature) is 

released. It contracts spontaneously to its original shape. Given 

that the entropy of the rubber increases as it contractsp would you 

consequently expect the temperature of the rubber 
C E 

48% 39% A to increase? 

8/00 10% B to remain the same? 
22% 16% C to decrease? 

16% 29% D* Or is it not possible to say without more information? 

4% 
I 

6% E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

As conceived, this question was a rather more difficult test of free 

energy change and spontaneity. That the rubber band contracts 

spontaneously means that AG must be negative; and AS is stated to be 

positive, and so also must be TAS. There isq therefore, no way of 
knowing which is the greater, AG or TASt and so it is not possible to 

say whether AH is positive or negative and hence comment on 
temperature change. 
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Question 22 F. V. = 0.59/0.63 D. F. = 0.35/0.35 (cA) 
C A plant grows in sunlight because 

10% 17% A the free energy change of the growing plant is 

positive. 

6% 4% 8 the entropy change in the sun is negative. 

4% 4% C all reactions are reversible to some extent. 
59% 63%, D* work is done on the plant by sunlight. 
21% 12% E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

The facility values for control and experimental pupils indicate that 

pupils are largely aware that work has to be done to bring about 
the growth of a plant. 

9.3(4) Spontaneityand Speed 

Question 21 F. V. = 0.71/0.49 D. F. = 0.58/0.58 (cA) 
If the free energy c hange accompanying a reaction is 

C E AG = -200 U mol- 
19 

the reaction 
19% 27% A will occur rapidly. 

4% 6% 0 will be accompanied by a negative enthal py change. 
4% 8% C cannot be carried ou t reversibly. 

71% 49% D* will be spontaneous, but may taýe'a very long time to 

occur4ý 
2% 10% E- I do not know which of these options is correct. 

The results of this question are disappointing. The point is 

repeatedly made in the Programme that the speed of a reaction is in no 

way determined by the magnitude of the free energy change. Control 

pupils are very much more aware of this point. One wonders, in 

retrospect, just how thoroughly the Programme was read? 
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Question 6 F. V. 0.33/0.61 D. F. = 0.38/0.46 (cA) 
A mixture of cold hydrogen and oxygen contained in a 

closed vessel reacts exceedingly slowly, Under such circumstancesq 

the reaction 
C E 

18% 17% A will yield the maximum available/optional work. 
25% 10% B is being-operated reversibly. 
18% - C is not spontaneous. 
33% 61% D* is held back by a kinetic snag 

6% 12% E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

The results of this question are rather more encouraging. Experimental 

pupils are'much more aware of the effect of a kinetic snag on the rate 

at which a reaction occurs. Nor did any of the experimental pupils 

select response C so that there is less tendency for experimental 

pupils to equate slowness and non-spontaneity. 

Considering both questions together, there is some tendency for pupils, 

more particularly experimental pupils, to relate the magnitude of the 

free energy change to the speed at which a reaction will occur; and at 

the same time, pupils accept, more particularly experimental onesq 

that a reaction may be slowed down by a kinetic snag. There is a 

contradiction here which would perhaps be best resolved by talking out 

the questions with pupils. Had there been more time available for the 

construction of the Thermodynamics Approach Test, such validation 

would have been carried out in advance of issuing the test to schools. 

9,3(5) Work versus Heat 

One of the most fundamental concepts which the Thermodynamics Approach 

Test set out to test was the conservation of energy. Thus if work 

were obtained from a reaction, the heat change accompanying the 

reaction was altered correspondingly. 
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Question 3 ý. V. = 0.12/0.31 O. F. = 0.07/0.57 (cA) 
A spontaneous reaction has the following 

characteristics: 

AH = -20 Q mol- 
1 

AG = -60 kJ mol- 
1 

TAS = +40 U mol- 
1 

C E The reaction 

70% 49% A will always be exoth ermic no matter how it is performed. 

6% 4% B will be exothermic i f 30 Q of work are done by it. 

12% 31% C* will be endothermic if 30 Q of work are done by it. 

6'/fo 6% D will be endothermic when performed irrev ersibly. 

6% 10% E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

A majority of control pupils appear to be unaware that this reaction 

will become endothermic if it is called upon to do anything in nxcess 

of 20 U of work; only 12'/'fO of control pupils selected the correct 

response. The performance of experimental pupils is better than that 

of control pupils, but still leaves much room for improvement. 

Question 10 F. V. = 0.22/0.35 D. F. = 0.32/0.69 (cA) 
The data: AH =. -100 U mol- 

1 

AG = -60 U mol- 
1 

TAS = -40 U mol- 
1 

C E refer to a reaction during the occurrence o f which 

56% 39% A 100 U of heat are expelled while at the same time 

60 ki of work are done. 

2% - 8 When no work is doneq AG becomes zero. 

22% 351jot C* 40 U of heat are expelled if 60 kJ of w ork are done on 

something in the surroundings. 
14% 18% D a maximum of 100 U of work can be done if the reaction 

is carried out reversibly. 
6% 8% E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

The response pattern tý this question is very similar to that for the 

above question 3. Precisely the same comments apply. 
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Question 24 F. V. = 0.41/0.55 D. F. = 0.09/0.28 (cA) 
I The enthelpy change for a reaction is 

AH = -60 U mol- 
1. 

When the reaction is carried out in a cell such 

that the maximum work is done, AG being equal to -70 0 mol- 
1 how 

much heat is exchanged with the surroundings? 

C E 

33% 21% A 60 U are evolved to the surroundings. 

22% 18% B 10 U are evolved to the surroundings. 

41% 55% C* 10 U are absorbed from the surroundings. 

- - D 70 kJ are absorbed from the surroundings. 
4% 6% E I do not know which response is correct. 

The response pattern to this question conveys the same impression so 

far gained from the two preceding questions, that is to say, there is 

a lack of awarenesst more espec-ially among control pupilso of the 

effect on the heat change of work being done. However, facility 

values for this question are higher than for the two preceding 

questions, probably a result of the more familiar terrain, that is to 

say, the problem being set in a cell situation. 

Question 4 F. V. = 0.45/0. BO D. F. = 0.82/0.41 (cA) 
When a cannon is fired blank, x joules of heat are 

produced in and around the cannon. When an identical charge of 

powder is used to fire off a cannon-ball, y joules of heat are 

produced in and around the cannon. 
CE Which of the following statements is correct? 

45% 80% A* x is greater than y. 
18% 12% Bx is equal to y. 
31% 659 Cx is less than y. 

--D It depends on the quality of the gunpowder. 
6% 2% EI do not know. 

This question is an applied test of the concept of the conservation of 
energy. It was used in the Rates Approach Testq where it obtained a 
facility value of 0.32. 
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The content of the question was taught in the Programme (page 5.59 

Packet Item 4) and so experimental pupils would be expected to know 

the answer. The question therefore is not an entirely fair one. 

However, it does convey the same general impression as do the other 
three questions (3t 10 and 24), that it to say, that control pupils 

are less aware that work is done at the expense of heat evolved. 

9.3(6) Reversibility and Irreversibility 

A major difficulty in designing questions to test a specific 

concept is that of avoiding overlap with some other conceptual area. 

Thus, though question 5 below was specifically invented to test the 

concept of reversibility, it could equally well be considered in 

9.3(5) above. 

Question 5 F. V. = 0.29/0.49 D. F. 0.08/0.33 (cA) 
11 For a reaction, AH = -100 U mol- and AG = -60 0 mol- 

How much heat would the surroundings gain during the reversible 

operation of the reaction? 

.C 
E 

35% 23% A 100 U 

24% 14% B' 60 U 

29% 49% C* 40 U 

6% - D 160 U 

6% 12% EI do not know. 

Experimental pupils are much more aware of the meaning of Ireversible 

operation' than control pupils. This is in agreement with the general 
findings of 9.3(5) where comprehension of 'work instead of heat' is 

probably dictated by comprehension of reversible operation since this 

represents the limiting demand which can be made on the system to do 

work. 
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question 6 F. V. = 0.27/0.61 D. F. = 0.38/0.58 (cA) 

A mixture of cold hydrogen and oxygen contained in a 

closed vessel reacts exceedingly slowly. Under such circumstancesq 

the reaction 

CE 

18% 17% A will yield the maximum available/optional work. 

25% 10% 8 is being operated reversibly 

18% - C is not spontaneous. 

33% 61% D* is held back by a kinetic snag. 

6% 12% E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

This question has been considered under 9.3(4). It is reconsidered 

here for the information which the selection of incorrect responses 

may convey about reversibility. 

It would appear that 43% of control pupils are confusing 'slowness' 

with reversibility while 27% of experimental pupils are so doing. 

Question 9 F. V. = 0.22/0.45 D. F. = 0.08/0.94 (cA) 
When all the free energy of a reaction is used to do workq 

the heat change with the surroundings is 

CE 

33% 31% A AH. 

6% 6% B greater than AH. 

22% 45% C* q rev" 
8% 4% D less than q 

rev" 
31% 14% EI do not know. 

Experimental pupils are more aware than control pupils that the 

heat change under the above conditions is q rev. 
This, however, may 

merely be the result of familiarity with terminology. There is 

some suggestion (verbal comment by a teacher) that q rev was not 

usually used for the 'reversible heat change in the Sixth Year Studies 

course though it was extensively used in the Programme. 
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Question 7 F. V. = 0.27/0.61 D. F. = 0.38/0.5B (cA) 
Which of the following is a characteristic of a 

reaction which is operated such that none of the available/optional 

work is taken as work? 

C E 

12% 4% A It is an ideal limit at which a minimum heat is 

evolved* 
27% 61% B* Its occurrence results in a maximum heat evolved. 

8% 6% C It cannot be observed. 
14% 17% D Its occurrence is opposed by an equal force* 

37% 12% E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

The results of this question are most encouraging in that 61% of 

experimental pupils were able to select the correct response. 

Consistent with the observations so far made, control pupils are not 

as informed of the difference between reversible and irreversible 

operation of a reaction, and the accompanying heat change, as are 

experimental pupils. 

9.3(7) Entroey 

Question 16 F. V. = 0.92/0.86 D. F. = 0.24/0.35 (cA) 

Which of the following processes would be accompanied by 

a decrease in entropy of the substance involved? 

C E 
4% 4% A- Decomposition. 
2% - 8 Boiling 

92% 86% C* Polymerisation 

- 2% D Combustion. 
2% 8% E I do not know. 

This question was simple recall or comprehension and was well done by 

both control and experimental pupils with little to choose between 

them. 
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Question 13 F. V. = 0.45/0.47 D. F. = 0.88/0.27 (C/E) 

C E Ice will melt spontaneously at 10C because 

33% 25% A the entropy of water is greater than the entropy of ice. 
8% - B the entropy of the surroundings decreases as the ice 

malts. 
45% 47% C* the change in total entropy of malting ice and 

surroundings is positive. 
10% 12% D the change in total entropy of melting ice and 

surroundings is negative. 
4% 14% E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

The facility values for both groups are approximately equal but the 

discriminatory powers are very different. The question was highly 

discriminating for control pupils in that none of the bottom third 
(T 

3) got the question right (A VIII. 1). The control group, thereforeg 

appear to have been able to deduce the significance of total change 
in entropy value while the experimental group were perhaps generally 
more aware of this to start with and might, therefore, be expected 
to have performed better. 

The percentages of pupils attracted by response A indicate a lack of 
appreciation of the distinction between system and surroundings. 

Question 27 F. V. = 0.67/0.78 D. F. = 0.16/0.17 (C/E) 

Which of the following statements is a nonsense 

C E statement? 

67% 7B% A* When water boils to steam, entropy is created. 
17% 2%o 8 A reaction which is exothermic increases the entropy of 

the surroundings. 

- - C Entropy is a measure of disorder. 

14% 18% D Every occurring reaction is accompanied by an increase 

in total disorder. 

2% 2% E I do not know which of these statements is a nonsense 

statement. 
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Facility values, for these questions are quite high but, in the 

absence of prior validation, it is difficult to know just exactly why 

a majority of pupils consider the statement 'entropy is createdl to 

be nonsense. 

There is a popular tendency at all levels to talk and write about 

entropy as if it were a mystical form of matter and/or energy which 

might be created or destroyed or otherwise moved from place to place, 

and it may be that the Programme has succeeded in persuading pupils 

to think of the concept as a value. This might account for some 

proportion of the 78% of experimental pupils who selected response A. 

But it may not account for the 67% of control pupils whý selected 

this response. It is possible that these latter, or some proportion 

of them, might ordinarily have considered Icreation of entropy' a 

quite acceptable statement. For this particular question, however, 

these pupils may have selected response A indirectly by ruling Out BO 

C and D, though, under such circumstances, response E was available to 

them. 

No pupils selected response C. One may suppose that pupils regard 

entropy, therefore, as a measure of disorder, though it would be 

informative to discuss with them how they interpret disorder. It is 

the author's opinion, that disorder is popularly interpreted as chaos, 
that tumbled building bricks have a higher entropy value than the 

original neat pile; or that a broken bottle has a higher entropy 

value than the original whole! These possibilities suggest questionsq 
in retrospect, which might have been asked in the Thermodynamics 

Approach Test. 

Another feature of the concept of entropy Value which may give rise 
to conceptual conflict in the minds of pupils and students alike is 

its 'pseudol extensive quality. In its method of usage it is 

extensive, and this would appear to make it reasonable and logical to 

relate it to other extensive properties like mass and energy. And 

this appears to be the common practice. Howevert unlike mass and 
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energy, entropy (value) is not conserved during physical and 

chemical change, and since conservation is a prerequisite to rational 
thought involving extensive properties, it would seem - wrongly of 

course - that entropy is not capable of rational explanation. 

N. B. The term 'pseudo' is used above in the sense that entropy 

values are only additive when the separate parts are accessible to 

each other. For exampleg the entropy value of two moles of a gas is 

only double the entropy value of one mole of the same gas when the 

two moles are considered as a single entityq otherwise the entropy 

value of two separate moles is less. This restriction does not 

operate with Itruel extensive properties. 

Question 11 F. V. = 0.18/0.29 D. F. = -0.05/0.57 (cA) 
A stretched elastic band (at room temperature) is 

released. It contracts spontaneously to its original shape. Given 
that the entropy of the rubber increases as it contracts, would you 
consequently expect the temperature of the rubber 

C E 

48% 39% A to increase? 

8% 10% 8 to remain the same? 
22% 16% C to decrease? 

18% 29% D* Or is it not possible to say without more information? 
4% 6% E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

There would appear to be some tendency to equate increase in 

temperature (incorrect response A) with increase in entropy, perhaps 
through some misconceptual notion of disorder. However, the author 
would prefer to talk through this question with pupils before coming 
to any firm conclusion about why such relatively high percentages of 
pupils selected response A* 

This question has been considered under 9.30). It is reconsidered 
here for the insight which selection of the incorrect response A may 
give into misconceptual knowledge of entropy. 
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9.3(8) The Equilibrium State 

(i) Free Energy of Mixing 

Question 14 F. V. = 0.02/0.06 D. F. = -0*06/0.19 (C/E) 

Here is an equilibrium system: 
- CO(g) + C1 COU 2 

(g) c- 2(g) 
At room temperature, AG 0 is positive. Which of the following 

free energy profiles corresponds to this equilibrium system? 

A 16% 19% 

A 

Rea Im, If 

B 4% 8% C 68% 51% D* 2% 6% 

HH 10% 16% EI do not know which of these profiles is the correct 

ona. 

The facility values are extremely low for a question which, for 

experimental pupils at any rate, required a fairly straightforward 

interpretation of the free energy of mixing. Indeedg it would appear 

that experimental pupils did not perhaps progress this far (Unit 9) 

in the Programmeg otherwise a higher facility value would have been 

obtained. 

Irrespective of this, some direct teaching of the importance of the 

free energy of mixing would seem to be called for. 

(ii) The Free Energy Well 

Question 20 F. V. = 0.51/0.47 D. F. = 0.39/0.82 (C/E) 

In a system at equilibrium, departure from equilibrium 

will be accompanied by 
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Question 20 (contd. ) 
I 

C E 

4% 6% A a negative enthalpy change. 
6% 6% B, a positive enthalpy change. 

18L/O 14% C a negative free energy change. 
51% 47% D* a positive free energy change. 
21% 25% E I do not know which of these options is correct 

2% NA 

The facility values are much the same but the discriminatory powers 

are very different. It would appear that control pupils are 

possibly functioning in terms of straight recall in that all have 

been exposed to the idea of a free energy well at equilibrium, and so 

the facility values for Tl, 0.69, for T 2' 0.56, and for T 3' 0.299 

show a gradual decrease across the spectrum of pupil ability. By 

contrastv the facility values for Tl, T2 and T3 for experimental 

pupils are O. BB, 0.50 and 0.06 respectively and would seem to 

indicate that the less academic pupils either did not reach this 

part of the Programme (Unit 9) or, if they did reach it, were not able 

to understand it. These views are substantiated by the relatively 

large percentages of pupils, 211" and 25% in control and experimental 

groups respectively, who opted for response E. 

Question 28 - F. V. = 0.43/0.41 D. F. = 0.51/0.51 (C/E) 

If the ionisation: 
2H 2 0(l) H3 0+(aq) + OH-(aq) 

were to go to completion, it would be accompanied by 

an increase in free energy (and a simultaneous decrease in total 

entropy). 

The ionisationt in fact, proceeds to a slight extent 
to give an equilibrium mixture: 

2H 2 0(l) ---" H3 C+(aq) + OH-(aq) 

The reason for this is that 
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Question 28 (contd. ) 
I 

C E 

43% 41%o A* there is a decrease in free energy until the 

equilibrium composition is attained. 
lo. /ICI 14% B all reactions proceed to some extent. 

2% 2% C a slight increase in free energy is allowable. 
20% 23% D molecules continually collide, and so some ions are 

bound to form 

25% 201%a E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

This question was designed as a rather more difficult test of the 

concept of a free energy well. It was a difficult question to design 

for control and experimental pupils simultaneously since it used the 

concept of Standard Free Energy change which could not be mentioned as 

such since this is not included in the Sixth Year Studies syllabus. 
Hence it was considered that experimental pupils might have an 

advantage over control pupils since the standard concept is 

introduced in Unit 9. In fact, facility values and discriminatory 

factors aret for all practical purposes, the same. A majority of 

pupils, thereforet control and experimental alikeg have not understood 
the concept of a free-energy well.. 

(iii) Composition when K=1 

Question 15 F. V. = 0.16/0.29 D. F. = 0.19/0.14 (C/E) 

When the equilibrium constant for a system is 1, the 

composition of the equilibrium mixture consists of 
C E 

78% 55"'fo A 50% reactant plus 50% product. 
4% 4% a slightly more product than reactant. 

4,10o' C slightly less product than re@ctant. 
16% 291, 'fo D* It is not possible to say without more information of 

the particular equilibrium system. 
2% 8/, J E I do not know which of these options is correct. 
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There is a distinct misconceptual knowledge about the composition of 

an'equilibrium mixture described by an equilibrium constant equal to 1. 

This point was covered quite fully in Unit 10, and so it would appear 

that many experimental pupils either did not reach this part of the 

Programme or, having reached it, did not understand it. 

(iv) Common Sense Implications of a Cell at Equilibrium 

Question 19 F. V, 0.49/0.65 D. F. = 0.45/0.47 

A concentration cell is shown opposite. 
the following options is incorrect? 

A concentration cell eventually 

-stops working when 

cE 

16% 10% 

21% 8% 

6% 13% C 

49% 65% D* 

6% 4% 

, Oa, r ri 7'j on <kdH' 

(cA) 

Which of 

Idell roca I 
fopp, r 

e lzc7'T-. oc1es 

the solutions on each side 

of the porous partition 
have acquired the same 

concentration. U 

the difference between the 
2-t 

actual electrode potentials 6,11 

of each half cell is zero. 

the difference between the free energies of the 

contents of each half cell (mole for mole) is zero. 

when the concentration of solute in one half cell 

has fallen to zero. 

I do not know which of these options is incorrect 

As originally conceived this question was a test of the general 
'state of affairs at equilibrium', and a cell situation was chosen 

since it was felt that this was probably the most familiar setting. 
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The performance 
' 
of experimental pupils is better than that of control 

pupils except in respect of response C. To judge by the percentage 

of pupils, control pupils particularly, selecting responses A and B. 

there is some lack of appreciation in common-sense terms of what has 

happened to a cell when it stops working. 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

10.1 The Thermodynamics Aporoach Programme, a Concrete-Emnirical 

Approach to Chemical Equilibrium 

The t-test of the scores of the matched pairs showed experi- 

mental pupils to have performed better than control pupils at 
the 0.1% level of significance. 

(ii) The better performance of experimental pupils was largely, if 

not entirelyq due to the better performance of the pupils who 
had previously gained a Band A in the Higher Grade chemistry 

examination. 

The performance of experimental pupils who had previously 

gained either a Band B or a Band C was not significantly better 

than that of control pupils at the 5% level of significance. 
(iv) There was some evidence that some (perhaps a majority) of 

experimental pupils had not progressed as far as the later 

units of the Programme. 

10.2 Concentual Difficulties exnerienced bv All PuDils 

1. A majority of control pupils have no clear conception of kinetic 

energy at the micro level (molecules at the boiling point of the liquid 

increase in average kinetic energy) or of kinetic energy at the macro 
level (TAS is a kinetic energy term at constant temperature). 

A minority of experimental pupils suffer from the same 

misconceptions. 

2. There is a tendency for some pupils in general (1 in 6) to think 

that endothermic reactions do not occur spontaneously. 

3. Control pupils (1 in 3) and experimental pupils (1 in 2) do not 
know that the rate of a reaction is independent of the magnitude of the 

free energy change. 
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4. Control pupils (2 in 3) and experimentel pupils (1 in 3) do 

not know that a spontaneous reaction may be held back by a kinetic 

snag. 

5. Control pupils (2 in 3) and experimental pupils (1 in 2) do 

not know that the heat change accompanying a reaction is correspondingly 

altered when work is done by the reaction. 

6. (a) Control pupils (2 in 3) and experimental pupils (1 in 2) 

have no clear conception of the meaning of 'reversible operation'. 
(b) Control pupils (1 in 2) and experimental pupils (1 in 4) 

equate slowness with reversible operation. 
(c) Control pupils (3 in 4) and experimental pupils (1 in 3) 

do not know that maximum heat is evolved when no work is done by the 

reaction. 

7. Control pupils (1 in 3) and experimental pupils (1 in 4) have 

no clear conception of the distinction between system and surroundings. 

a. (a) Entropy is interpreted as a measure of disorder. This 

may or may not be acceptable depending on how disorder is interpreted. 

(b) Control pupils (1 in 2) and experimental pupils (1 in 3) 

appear to equate increase in temperature with increase in entropy, the 

former being a consequence of the latterg perhaps through some 

misconceptual notion of disorder. 

9. (a) Pupils in general have no conception of the free energy of 

mixing. 
(b) Control and experimental pupils (1 in 2 of each) have no 

conception of free energy well. 
(c) Control pupils (4 in 5) and experimental pupils (1 in 2) 

think that the composition of an equilibrium system 50: 50 of 

reactant: product when K 
eq = 1. 

N. B. The proportions quoted throughout the above account are very 

approximate and are only intended as a rough guide. 
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10.3 
ýWhy 

do these Conceptual Difficulties Exist 
I 

There is little doubt that the thermodynamic approach to chemical 

equilibriumt whichever way it is offered, is subject to a variety of 

conceptual hurdles which pupils find difficult, in varying degrees, to 

overcome. 

As with the Higher Grade course, there is probably a problem of 

misinterpretation, that is to sayq a tendency for the pupil to assume 

what he thinks the teacher implies. But this is probably less marked 

at the Sixth Year Studies level than at Higher Grade. By contrast at 
this latter level, inaccurate and uninformed teaching may at times 

make a major contribution to the conceptual difficulties experienced 
by pupils. 

10.4 How can these Conceptual Difficulties be Avoided? 

The concrete-empirical approach has met with a measure of success. 
This success might have been more marked, particularly for less 

academic pupilst had a direct teaching format instead of 8 self-teach 

one been used. 

In the event of direct teaching, of whatever approach, some action 

probably requires to be taken to ensure that teaching staff are as 
familiar with basic thermodynamic concepts as will allow them to 

transfer knowledge in unambiguous and misconception-free form. 
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PART IV 

A FINAL ASSESSMENT 



CHAPTER 11 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

11.1 An Overview 

An investigation of the conceptual difficulties experienced by pupils 

studying chemical equilibrium at the Higher Grade of the Scottish 

Certificate of Education in chemistry has been carried out and reported 

in detail in Part II. 

The use of a concrete-empirical method of presenting the thermodynamic 

approach to chemical equilibrium at the Certificate of Sixth Year 

Studies level was compared in a matched pairs design with the normal 

method(s) of presentation. The results of the study aro reported 

fully in Part III together with the conceptual difficulties 

experienced by pupils uncovered during the course of study. 

A concept sequence chart (Fig. 4.2, page 79) was offered in Part II. 

A concept sequence chart (Fig. 7.1, page 115) was offered in Part III. 

These separate charts are fused in one overall concept sequence chart 

in the accompanying Fig. 11.1. 

11.2 Suggestions for Future Research 

Some aspects of the Higher Grade syllabus could perhaps warrant closer 

scrutiny. Thus the use of the Le Chatelier Theorem, or otherwiset 

might be worth a closer critical examination. The use of physical 

analogies constitutes a minor research topic in its own right. Some 

of these analogies appear to be responsible for some of the prevalent 

misconceptions about chemical equilibrium at Higher Grade, notwith- 

standing the fact that the concrete-empirical approach adopted at 

Sixth Year Studies leVel is based on a physical analogy. 

At Sixth Year Studiesq there is a case for pursuing a further study 
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of the effectiveness of the concrete-empirical approach by direct 
I 

teaching in comparison with direct teaching of a conventional less 

concrete approach. This would require the development of a revised 

final test, constructed perhaps by a third party to preserve 

impartiality, and revised in the light of the pupils' responses to 

the existing Thermodynamics Approach Test. The author sees such a 

study in the present climate of opinion as highly desirable. 

"The teaching of thermodynamics in schools is a topic which still 

evokes strongly held points of view. Although the debate has 

continued for over a decade, no end appears to be at hand . ..... such 

an important subject deserves a new assessment. " Education in 

Chemistry, 19749 119 p. 10. 
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POCKET ITEn 1 

INTERVIEW SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE 



Interview Session Qajestionnaire' SET 

Glassp heat,, flour, light, mist, cound. 

Examine the above list. 
On the answer sheet provided write the names of those you consider 
to be forms of matter. 

The left-hand lim'a of the scaled. 
tube contains reagent A-while the 

right-hand li=b contains reagent B. 

The whole assembly is at rest. 

Reagent A is tipped into reagent B 
and the system Allowed to come to 

How will the final state of the 
balanoe-compare with the initial? 

-�. 3 

Will it be 

A Just the same 

is. down on the 1. h. s. 5 up on the r. h. s.? 

0 up on the l. h. s. down on the r, h, o,? 

When 50 cm3 alcohol are- mixed with 50 cm3 water the'final 
volume is only 97 cm3j approximately. This is explained by 
arguing that the smaller particles of one substance fit into 
the spaces between the larger particles of the other substance. 

When 50 cm3 carbon disulphide and 50 cm3 benzene are mixed the 
final volume is about 103 cm3, 

Can you explain this apparent contradiction? 

1.14 In chemistry we are concerned with the making and breaking 
of bonds., 

what explanation can you offer to explain why the chemical 
decomposition of ammonia gas (by electric spark) doubles the 
volume? 

43' If a reversible reaction proceeds from left to right at low 
temperatureq and from right to left at high temperaturey what 
will happen at an intermediate temperature? 



SET I (contd. ) 

Discuss the following convent: Lon. 

a) Reactants Products 

b) Reactants PRODUCTS 

Vthich of the following would be a reliable basis for deciding 
whether or not a particular mixture of substances was, in a 
state of chemical equilibrium. 

a)', The composition of the mixture did not change with time. 

b) When the mixture was heated and then cooled, it departed from 
and returned to its original composition. 

c) When a catalyst known to be effective in the reaction was 
added, the composition remained the same. 

What does the statement that $the equilibrium shifted to the 
right' convey to yoli? 

What physical pictura do you have of the $left-hand sidel 
and *the right-hand side' of an equilibrium system? 

ID 
This question refers to the following 
equilibrium 

V4P Ad H2(g) + 12(9) 2HI (g) 

+ The metal reaction vessel shown opposite 
10 0 IA15 contains an equilibrium mixture of known 

4 composition 
If a quantity of hydrogen iodide id with- 
drawn, and sufficient time allowed for dqu- 
ilibrium to be established, how will its 
composition compare with the original comp- 
Osition? 

h// If a reaction is proceeding in the gaseous state, what will happen to the rate of the reaction if the pressure is increased 
by compressing the gas (temperature being constant). 



SET 1 (contd, ) 

Ilere it; an equilibrium system: 
C(Gj + C02(9) 290(g) 

What happens to the forward rate if the pressure is increased 
by compression? 

The average speed of a molecule of hydrogen gas at room 
temperature in about 7000 km per hour. (The bullet from 
a high velocity rifle travels at only 3500 km per hour: ) 
Nevertheless the hydrogen molecule travels a distance of 
only about I cm during a second, suffering 10 000 000 000 
collisions on the way. 

What is the effect on this molecule of raising the tempo 
erature of the gas? 

It travels faster. 

J3 It becomes hotter. 

C Its average velocity is greater. 

For a particular equilibrium system, if a catalyst*can increase 
the rate of the forward reacti6n, how will it affect the rate 
of the backward reaction? 

A No effect. 

33 Increase it. 

Doorease it. 

1) Stop it. 

1.16- Instances of so-called negative catalysis are known, that ia 
to say, instances where the reaction is slowed down by the 
substance added*. 

WeIrI4 e-ATALur 

Lth -Puoor 

PROOOC-0 

Does this mean, as indicated in 
the enthalpy diagram oppositeg 
that the activated complex invol- 
ving the catalyst has hiener pot- 
ential energy than the activated 
complex not involving the catalyst* 



SET 1 (contd. ) 

/. /. C Here is an equilibrium system: 

C9+ C12(G) C0012(9) All -vo OW 
At equilibrium the forward rate exactly equals the backward rate* 

If one of the controlling variables is altered a new equilibrium 
composition is eventually established* 

Kk Study the rate curves shown along-* 
side. kThese will be explained if 
required*) 9ATE 

:C 
Suggest which variable has been 
altered at time To 

r 
In t-Ir- 

XX fcýwa fd 
baclwa rd Ac 

When two molecules react with each other, three of the following 
are necessary conditions. Which three? 

A. They must collide with the corredt orientation. 

B They must be out of reach of spectator molecules. 

They must possess at least a certain minimum kinetic energy. 

D They must be higher up than other molecules. 

They must collide. 

having made your selectiong arrange your three choices in what 
you think is the best loEical, order. I. 

The rate determining step is acknowledged as the slowest of 
the several individual steps between reactant and product, 

a) Which one of the following should logically precede a discussion 
of rate determining step? 

b) Which one of the following should logically follow a discussion 
of rate determining step? 

Reaction mechanism. 'Physical change 
Catalysts Equilibrium 

Activation Energy Reversibility 

Chemical equations Collision theory 

Enthalpy change Activated complex 



SET I (ccntd. ) 

1.19 Two molecules approach each other on collision cource with 
the correct orientation for reaction. In which of the following 
cases do they react? 

A Each molecule has the minimum activation chorgye 

:8 One molecule has the. mlnlmuiý activation energy, the other has 
less than the minimum. 

C fte molecule has more than the minimum activation energyp 
the other has the minimu; t. 

j) one- molecule has more than the minimlim activation energy,, 
the other has lninr, 

When a molecule possesses 'activation energy' the energy is 
usually in the form of 

A kinetic energy- 

B Potential energy 

C electrical energy 

j) Beat energy 

A(, A system to which the opposite 
enthalpy diagram applies has come 
to equilibrium. 

1his means that 

0A the activated complex is no 
longer being formed, 

'33 11ho activated complex is still 
--- -- -- ý- -- - -3 -- .3 A- - -1 ý4- 
g)eing iormeu unu LjrutLrýu uuw&, 
R and P. 

.C 
the activated complex is still being formed and breaku 
down into P in preference bo R. 



interview Session 2, uestionnaire SET 2 

noon gas consists of n atomat and occupies 4 litree 

How many atoms of neon are there in jg neon?., 

If this litre of neon gas be compressed to litro, how 
many atoms of neon does the litro consist ofi 

Balance: 

H2S 02- 1120 S02 

2.1 A loo cm3 measuring cylinder contains only 75 cm3 morcuryo 

What is the concentration of mercury? 

-A This is not a reasonable question. 

B 75% 

C it depends on the total volume of the'measurihg cylinder. 

3) It. is- always 100%. 

Can you define the word 'equilibriumt? 

tIS Discuss the following conventione 

a) Reactants Products 

-b) Reactants Products 

2.1, Discuss the following convention. 

aj Reactants 'q- Products 

b) Reactants Products 

*2 Here is a much studied equilibrium: 

H2(G) + IZ(g) -&-- 2HI(g) 

At equilibriumt at a specific temperature, the number of reactant molecules equals the number of product molecules. 

If the total number of molecules before equilibrium is est 
ablished is 209 how many molecules of each kind would there 
be at equilibrium? 



SET 2( COntd. ) 

. 2. q 

A measuring cylinder on the loft 
pan of a balance contains some 
liquid A; a measuring cylinder on 
tho right pan of the balance contains 
some liquid 3. 

More A is added. 

a) Do you see any link between this 

.. set-up and chemical equilibrium. 

b) Is there any point of contrast, 
*that is to say, some aspect of 
this experiment which is very 
different from chemical equilibrium7 

Here is an equilibrium systemt 

X2(g) + C2112 '(g) 2ECII AU 

As long as the left-hand side only of the equilibrium system 
is heated, no additional hydrogen cyanide will be formed, 

Comnent on this'statement. 

A Seems reasonable under the circumstances. 

is Is a quite unreasonable statement. 

C it would all depend 6n the relative-activation energies. 

Consider the followina equilibrium: 

A+B0+ 3) 

If the equilibrium moves to the riaht, will the new equilibrium 
contain 

-A More B and less A 

B More D and less 0 

C More B and more D and less A and less 0 

3) More C and hore D and less A and less B 
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.. 
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SET 2 (contd. ) 

Here is an equilibrium system: 

CO(g) + 2112(6) ft- cn301i(c) ; AH -vo 

What is the result of adding more CO(g)? 

A well knoim equilibrium system is represented by S 

1120) '1' 02(G) .r 2NO(g) * '- AH. +V* 

Would you agree that nitrogen oiide iB more stable at 
high temperature than at low temperature? 

Hov do you reconcile this assertion with the fact that 
nitrogen oxide mostly decomposes when strongly heatodý 

A dynamic equilibrium exists 
between undissolved salt and 
dissolved salt. 

SAroP, Arro 
Sol-0 770., v IIIIS04(o) + aq -, MnS04(aq); AH +vo 

What happens when the temperature 
I, - ý-7 JrO I- 10 is raised? 

HA S 04 

Which of the followihg do you consider to Ibe, a characteristic 
of a catalyst? 

A It acts as a sort of 'market aquaret for reaction between 
reactant and product molecule. 

B It acts as a sort of tspiders weblt trapping reactant and 
product molecules temporarily so that they have a chance 
to react with each other. 

C it ensures that molecules do not have to bump into each 
other quite so forcibly if done in the presence of the 
catalyst. 

D It provides an alternative reaction mechanism* 

'2--15 If you were asked to-write an essay on reaetion 
rates and were given the following topics as paragraph 

--headings, in which order woald you logically discuss 
them? 

-Activated complex equal and opposite rates 
activation energy collision theory. 

If two molecules are to react with each other, 

A they must approach from a relatively gteat distance* 

B one of them must be stationary, or nearly so# 

C they must collide with each other*. 



SET 2 (contd. ) 

1.17 The idea of 'reaction mechaniomf 
-of rates of reaction, 

a) Which one of th6 following ideas 

b) Which one of the following ideas 

Reveroibility 

Physical change 

Activation energy 

Collision theory 

Entýalpy chango. 
--- 

Activation energy is defined as 
must be availble if reaction is 

A Cr W-A III D 
0 4. , __c 

PE ef 
g-'/k-TAAfr 

2. /cr 

:1 Wc? 4 

I 

arises during a discussion 

would logically precede it? 

would logically follow it? 

Activated Complex 

Rate dotermining stop 

Catalysto 

. 
Equilibrium 

Chemical equation 

the minimum energy which 
to occur. 

In a particular system at equilibrium, 
Ef in less than Eb. 

Select the correct statement(s) 
from the following options. 

A The forward rate will be Creater 
ýhan the baclr; ward rate. 

B The backward rate could ba zero*- 

PROD vcr 

V Moth forward and reverse rates 
are equal. 

D The equilibrium mixture will have 
a higher percentage of product. 

Pick out two molecules which, if they 
possessed the kinetic energy shownp 
would fit into the following categories 

A Would definitely react on collision 

B Would just react on collision. 

C Would not react on collision 
A 

D Might or might not react on collisi 

Arrange some or all of the following items in a logical 
sequences 

hqual and opposite rateng colliaion theoryg activated oomplext 
activation energy, equilibrium* 



SET 2 (contd. 

The word ly3. cldl often arises in discussing the 
industrýal operation of reversible reactionsp 
frequently in the context 'a catalyst improves 
the yield'* 

In, what way does a catalyst improve the yield? 

A It accelerates forward and reverse reactions in 
such a way that more product is formed-at equilibrium. 

B What you get, you get in a shorter time, not 
necessarily at equilibrium. 



nestionnaire SET 3 Interview Session 0 

A distinguishing'characteriatic of energy is tagitationle 

Comuent. 

Assuming your kitchen at home 

-to be perfectly insulated so 
that heat can neither enter it 
or leave it, would leaving the 
fridge door open cause the tem- 
perature in the kitchen to drop? fill, ) 

IL 
1-S Can you balances 

112-02 H20 + op. 

3-4 Discusa the following convention. 

I Produota a) Reactants 

13') Reactants Produata 

3-5 When the water in a steam boiler 
is heated some water changes to 
steam. 

How will this affect 

a) the amount of steam in the 
b61ler? 

b) the concentration of steam 
in the boiler? 

0) the amount of water in the boiler? 

d) the concentration of water in the boiler? 

(You may consider some of these questions unreasonablop 
in which case please say so. ) 

3.6 Arrange the following topics in any kind of logical 

order or pattern you think appropriate. 

Enthalpy change - chemical reaction - activation energy 
rates of reaction - collision theory* 



SET 3 (contd. ) 

Hero in an equilibrium which you probably firot encountored 
in Form III. 

H20(dq) Il+(aq) + OII"(aq) 

Only one molecule in every 500 000 000 or so is ioniaea at 
any one instant in tirae. What does this convey about tho 
relative magnitudes of the forward and backward ratos of 
reaction? 

A The forward rato iii-greater -than the backward rate. 

33 The fonvard'raze is* lcs-i3 "efficient", than-the backward rate. 

0 Both rates are the. same. 

ilere are two imaginary pictures. Tho*first represents*a 
portion of an equilibrium system; the second represents tha 
same portion in spaco an instant later*. 

ý co 

In the familiar Haber syntem 

a) now mahy molecules are 
there in each picture? 

b) Commený on their be- 
haviour. 

6)r, Was the original des- 
cription 'portion of an 
equilibrium system' just: - 
fied? 

X2(9) + 3112. (g) 4,23113(1; ) 

the application of greater pressure to the"Iright hand sidelft 
only will drive the equilibrium to the left, 

-Comment on this assertion. 

When ethanoic acid and ethanol react with each other the 
reaction "stops at roughly the half-way stage". 

What does this suggest &o you? 

Consider the equilibrium systom shown: 

2SO2(g) + 02(g) -4c, 2SO3(g) 

Will the composition at equilibrium be 40% S02,20% 02 and, 401- SOP 



SET 3 (conta. ) 

A sealed ampoule contains an equilibrium 
C//ý 

mixture of dinitrogen tetroxide and 
nitrogen dioxidoz 

N204(g) V, 21TO2 AH +V6 

If the temperature of the bulb in increased the pressure is also 
inereaBed. 

a) On the basis of the temperature change only, preaiot what 
will happen to the composition of the equilibrium mixture. 

Z predict what will b) On the basis of the prossure change pal 
happen to the composition of the equilibrium mixture. 

1jere is an equilibrium system; 

CH3COOH(aq) CH3COO-(aq) + li+(aq) 

What happens to the 11+ concentration &f a quantity of sodium 
ethanoate solution is added? 

. 
2.144 iteactant Product 

The initial concentration 
-of a reactant is 1 mol, 1-1 

What is the concentration 
of reactant and of product 
at t'ime 121 ? 

What has happened at time TI? 

What is happening between T, and T2? 

As a non-enuilibrium svatnm 14% 

'lb 

approaches equilibrium the 
forward and back ward ratee PAIM of reaction become equal* 

If a catalyst were added at timo Tt. what would happen to rf and rb? 

The following graphs are possible solutions. (The meaning of each 
graph will be explained if required. ) 

AiKR -\ i C'11-11 CKD 

C 

154 

ME -> 
i 



SET 3 (contd. ). 

3-16 Arrange the following topics in a logical nequenco. 

Activated compl6x rate determining step activation energy,, 

S, /7 When equilibrium is established in the system: 

A+Ba+D 

the percetage of A. the percentage of B. the percentage of C 
and the percentage of D are all constant, and of course add up 
to 100%. 

Among which species are colliBions occurring? 

A As are colliding with Bs only. 

B As are colliding with Bs while Co, are colliding with Do) 04'A>e. 

C As, Ba., Ca and Do are all colliding with each other. 

J) Aa are colliding with Do while Ba are colliding Co. $ 

The enthalpy diagram shown opposite 
refers to the equilibrium 

A 

. 
14 

JA 

a) At equilibriumg which species will 
there be nost Of -A Or B?. 

1ý) If the temperature is increased both 
forward and backward rates are increased& 
Which is increased most'r 

I 

YF. 

At 

EA is the activation energy of a particular reaction. 

If the temperature is increased, 
will the activation energy at 
the higher temperature be 

A just the same, 
B less, 

0 more$ 
1) impossible to specify? 



SET 3 (contd. ) 

now can heat ýe 
given out without decroaae of temperaturo? 

When water at 100 OC absorbs heat and changes to steam at 100 00 

A the potential energy of-tie molecules remains the same but 
their kinetic energy is different. 

B the potential energy of the molecules increases but their 
kinetic energy remains the same. 

C Both the potential energy and the kinetic energy of tho- 
molecules, increase. 

3.2-1 The word 'yield' often arises in discussing the 
industrial operation of reversible reactions, 
frequently in the context *a catalyst improves the 
yields& 

What does yield mean to you? 

A the percentage of product in the mixture 
at equilibrium? 

B the mass of product which can be extracted 
from the reaction chamber before or at equilibrium? 

C what you get in a given time? 
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RATES APPROACH TEST 



UNIVERSITY of GLASGOW 

ýesearch in Che'mical Education 

CHE14ICAL EQUILIBRIUM 

Dear pupilp 
You are asked to consider the following questions which deal 
directly or indirectly with the topic of chemical equilibrium. 

The questions are of familiar construction, one of the four 
options A to D being correct in each question. An additional 
option E has, however, been added to each question. 
These questions have been designed, not so much to test your 
ability in this area of chemistry, more to find out which 
aspects of chemical equilibrium cause you trouble. It is 
therefore very important that you select option E if you do 
not know which o-otion is the correcTon-e-, Please do not guesse 

Some questions are marked thus I should like, in these 
instances, to know the reasoning which led you to make your 
choice. Will you, therefore, please write a brief note to 
thia effect on page eight* 

IIV14: Lý--ý, ý- .In! ý, / 
Ot/ 

Your nam-O-.. 
- I 

Were you awarded an Aq B or C pass in O-grade chemistry? 

What certificate course have you followed in biology? 

What certificate course have you followed in physics? 



Pýl 

Before beginning the paper, please note: 

a) The enthalpy change quoted after a chemical equation refers to 
the 'left to right' direction. Thus, AH -ve means that the forward 
reaction evolves heat while the backward reaction absorbs heat. 

b). An 'equilibrium systeral is contained by a closed vessel. 
Addition or removal of material is considered to be made through 
a valve as requiredg but heat can pass in either direction through 
the walls of the vessel* 

A sealed ampoule contains a mixture of dinitrogen, 
tetroxide and nitrogen dioxide at equilibrium: 

AH +ve 2NO2(g) N204(9) 

When the temperature of the bulb is increasedp 
the pressure of the gas will unavoidably be 
increased at the same time* Considering Viese 
two effects separately, which of the following 
options correctly describes their effects on 
the equilibrium system? 

Because of the temperature Because of the pressure 
riB69'equilibrium will rise, equilibrium will 

A shift to the left. sAfl To the left. 
12 ý1- P- 4-- 4--- 1 _P4. 'I-, - *"-, -rr--+-A 

00 

C shift to the right shift to the left* 
J) shift to the riEht be unaffected* 

know ., Filch option is correct; o, not 

2. If a catalyst can increase the rate of the forward reaction in an 
equilibrium system, how will it affect the rate of the backWard reactior 
A 
B 

.C 
D 
E 

It will have no effect. 
It will increase the backward rate. 
It will decrease the backward rate. 
It depends on the equilibrium system, 
I do not know. 

Which of the following is a reliable way of deciding if a mixture is 
in a state of chemical equilibrium? 
A When the mixture is heated its composition changes 
B When a catalyst known to be effective in the reaction is added, 

the composition of the mixture remains the same. 
C The composition of the mixture does not change with time. 
1) When the mixture is compressed its composition remains the same* 
E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

When equilibrium is established in the system 
P+Q-R+S 

the percentage of each-of the four constituents is constantg i. e* the 
mixt ure has a constant composition, 
Among which species are collisions occurring? 
A Ps are colliding with qs while Rs are colliding with Ss only. 
B Ps, Qs, Rs and Ss are all colliding with each other* 
C Ps are colliding with Ss while Qs are colliding with HS only. 
1) Collisions between Ps and qs and between fis and Ss are no longer 

occurring, 
EI do not know which of these options is the correct one* 
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In the context of an enthalpy diagram, activation energy is viewed as 
a "hurdle" to be overcome if reactants are to change into products, 
and vice versa. 

In a particular system at equilibrium., 
the forward activation energy, Ef, is 
less than the backward activation 

A energy, Ebe 

Select the correct statement: Ef 
A The forward rate of reaction will Eb be greater than the backward rate 

of reaction. 
HB The backward rate of reation could 

be zero. 
C Both forward and reverse rates of 

P reaction are equal. 
J) The equilibrium mixture will ýavo 

a higher percentage of product 
than reactant. 

EI do not know which is the correct 
statement, 

Which of the following lists contains an 'odd man out',.;, 
Oxygen, petrolt mist, sawdust. 
Sand, steamg fluorine, paraffin. 
Ethanolt flour, heat, nitrogen. 
Chlorinep methanolt silica, vapour. 
I do not know. 

As a non-equilibrium system approaches 
equilibrium the forward and backward 
rates of reaction become equal, thus: rate 

If a catalyst were added at time X. what 
effect would it have on the forward and/or 
bacjcward rate of reaction? 

Rate 

r increased; f rf increased; rf increased; rf increased; 
rb decreased; rb, increased; rb unaffected; rb increased; 
equilm. sooner. equilm. in same equilt'. in same equilm. sooner. 

time. time, 

EI do-not know. (rf = forward rate; rb = backward rat 

time 
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8, Here is an equilibrium system which you probably first encountered 
in Form III. - I 

H20(aq) H+(aq) + OH-(aq) 

Only about one molecule of water in every 500 000 000 or so is 
ionised at any one instant in time. 

Which of the following statements is correct? 
A Both forward and reverse rates are equal. 
B The reverse rate is greater than the forward rate* 
C most water molecules never suffer ionisation.. 
D The forward rate is greater than the reverse rata. 
EI do not know which option is correct. 

9, in the familiar Haber system at equilibrium 
If2(g) + 3H2(. g) 2NHý(g) 

the application of increased pressure to the right hand side only 
will drive the equilibrium to the left. 

How would you comment on this statement? 
A It is correct. 
B It is incorrect; the equilibrium would in fact be driven to 

the right. 
C It is quite unreasonable, and impracticable. 
D It is correct as long as the nitrogen and hydrogen are continuousl5 

removed. 
EI do not know which option to choose. 

10. An equilibrium exists between undissolved and dissolved salt, which 
determines the maximum solubility of the salt at a given temperature. 

Manganese sulphate dissolves with liberation of'heat: 
10IS04(B) + aq MnS04(aq) AH -ve 

At a higher temperature will its maximum solubility be' - 
A more? 
B the same? 
C less? 
D unpredictable? 

I do not know. 

4111, When water at 100 OC absorbs heat and changes to steam at 100 OC9 
the potential energy of the molecules remains the same but 
their kinetic energy increases. 

B the kinetic energy of the molecules remains the same but their 
potential energy increases* 

0 both the potential energy and kinetic energy of the molecules 
increase, 

D neither the potential energy nor the kinetic energy of the 
molecules increases. 
I do not know how the potential energy and/oýr the kinetic energy 
of the molecules is affected. 

6 

4A -I 
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12* Which of the following is a correct description of a catalyst? 
A It supplies energy to the reactants so enabling them to react 

more quicicly. 
B It is a substance which has no effect on the reactions occurring 

in a system at equilibrium 
C It ensures that reactants are more quickly and more completely 

converted into products. 
-D It offers a less "energy requiring" alternative reaction mechanism* 
EI do not know which of these is a correct description of a 

catalyst. 

13- Ammonia dissolves and reacts with water; the following equilibrium 
is set up: 

11H3 (aq) + H20(aq) ITH'(aq) + OH-(aq) 4 
When ammonium ion is added (in the form of ammonium chloride, which 
dissolves with negligible volume change)t what will happen to the 
mass of hydroxyl ion in solution? 

A it will increase. 
B It will remain the same* 
C It will decrease. 
D it is not possible to say without more information. 
EI do not know what will happen to the mass of hydroxyl ion 

in solution* 

"14. Nitrogen monoxide mostly decomposes when heated: 

2HO 10' N2 + 02 

ýaPLIllip ey1dence decide, which of the following statements is correct* 

A The forward reaction absorbs heat. 
B hitrogen monoxide would decompose at room temperature except 

that it lacks activation energy at this low temperature, 
C If allowed to cool, the nitrogen and oxygen would tend to recombine 

to reform nitrogen monoxide. 
D It is not possible to say whether the forward reaction is exo- 

thermic or endothermic. 
EI do not know which of these statements is correct. 

15. Ethanoic acid dissolves and reacts with water; an equilibrium is 
set up according to: 

C113COOH(aq) + H20(aq) -, "- CH3COO-(aq) + 1130+(aq) 
When ethanoate ion is added (in the form of sodium ethanoate, which dissolves with negligible volume change),, Jrhat will happen to the 
concentration of hydroxonium. ion,. 
A It will increase. 
B It will remain the same. 
C It will decrease. 
D It ýs not possible to say without more information. 
EI do not know, 
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16. A rcaotion vessel of fixed volume contains an equilibrivu nLTULze O: r 
hydrogen iodidep hydrogen and iodines 

I 
2HI (g) 112(g) + 12(g) 

If some hydrogen gas be added to the reaction vessel, what will 
happen to the mass of iodine gas in the vessel? 

It will decrease. 
It will remain the same, 
It will increase, 
it is not possible to say without more information. 
I do not know* 

179 The accompanying enthalpy diagram refers to the equilibrium: 
P 

In the equilibrium mixture of P and 
A the proportion of P will be greater 

than that of q, 
B the proportion of P will be less than 

that of 
C the forward rate of reaction will be 

less than the backward rate 

jP 

D it is not possible to say wýether P or 
will have the higher proportion. 

EI do not know which of these options to 
choose. 

18, Contrast the following equilibria: 
I- C2115UH2(aq) + H20(aq) 

N 
C2H51T*@A) + OH-(aq) 

2. ITH3r(aq) + H20(aq) ITHý(aq) + OR-(aq) 

and decide which of the following statements is correct. 

A In each of them, the reverse rate of reaction is greater than 
the forward rate of reaction. 

B The forward rate of reaction in 1 is greater than the forward 
rate of reaction in 2. 

C In each, the forward and reverse rates are equal. -and system I 
contains a higher percentage of product than system 2. 

D The percentage of reactant in each system is the same. 
EI do not know which of these statements is correct, 

t9o, Which of the following correctly describes the action of a catalyst? 
A It acts as a "market square", facilitating exchange of energy 

between reactant molecules and between product molecules. 
B It causes more produc% to be formed at equilibrium, which 

equilibrium is also caused to be established sooner. 
C It is a substance which can be used to drive an.. 'equilibicium- 

in the desired direction. 
D It is a substance which has no effect on the system at equilibrium 
EI do not know which of these options is a correct description 

of a catalyst. 
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20. Which of the following graphs represents the effect of a catalyst 

on the formation of product in a mixture approaching equilibrium? 

A 
%P w iTh 

. 
or a 1"I /V Sf 

. 1,11 
ho UI 'c Ora lyz 7 

Time 

Same equilibrium % produett 
but obtained sooner, 

wir 
d00 

0. -0 
10» 

Time 

Greater equilibrium % product 
after same time* 

V. P-- .-. -;. ='%ý Pffbal 

Time 

Smaller equilibrium % product, 
but obzained sooner. 

Ljim 

Time 

Greater eauilibrium % product, 
and obtained sooner* 

do. not know. 

21. VbLeb one of the following lists differs in a significant way from 
the other three? 

A Copperg heatt neon. 
B lielium, tint water. 
C Argon, zinc, light. 
D Goldt soundt krypton, 

can see no significant difference between these lists. 

22. What is the effect on an individual molecule of raising the tempe=ture 
of-the gas? 
A The molecule travels faster. 
B. The molecule becomes hotter. 
C The molecule's average speed is greater. 
D It is not possible to say, 
EI do not know. 

7. Z3-- When a caiýon is fired blank, x joules of 
4, heat are produced in and around the canon, 

When an identical charge of powder ir, used 
V to fire off a canon-ball, y joules of 

heat are produced in and around the canon,, 
V 

Which of the following Otatements is'00TWOOt? 

-A x is greater than y. 
Bx is equal to y, 
cx is less than y. 
-1) It depends on the quality of the gunpowder. 
EI do not know. 
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R., 

The temperature variable in more detail 
and activation enerMCe 

An iodine clock reaction will be used to study the effect of tempera- 
ture variation on reaction rate. 

Water 
Nu 11 bath 

aA 

Time 
a 

Rat, 
s- 

Fnerf= 
-distribution 

among molecules. 

Molecules of liquids and gases are in 
continouous motion, colliding frequently. 

W r- T IIC At any instant, a few molecules may have 
zero velocity, a few may have velocities 
far in excess of the average, but the 
majority of molecules will have velocities. ' 
and hence kinetic energies, grouped about 
the average. An instant later, because of 
molecular collisions, the same general 

A/& 94 Y0 situation will exist - but for different 
molecules. 

Temperature is determined by the average kinetic energy of all the 
molecules. Increasing the temperature increases the average kinetic 
energy of the molecules, and so increases the, averaf,, e speed of the 
molecules* 
It is found that raising the temperature of a reaction by say 10 00 
may very well double, treble, quadruple the rate of the reaction# 
depending on the reaction, This implies that reaction not only 
requires collision but requires enerretic collision* 

Use 5 cm3 solution A and 5 cm3 solution Bo 
Bring both to the required temperature in 
a water bathq and then mix. 

Temp. OC Time s Rate s-1 
20 

30 
40 
50 

Complete the following graphs: 

temp. - - temp. - 



The temperature variable 
and activation enerey, contd. 

R-7 

Activated_conýlýx -OzAy the most energetic molecules may react on 
collision becau5e only the most energetic molecules may have enough 
energy to form the intermediate activated complex: 

Reactant activated 
collision course with complex. Kinetic ener- 
correct orientation. gy of reactants has 
(Badly oriented mole- been transformed into 
cules may only react potential energy. Th& 

- - - if they are more ener- intermediTE e wi ill only 
getio. ) form if sufficient k. e. 

iq available. 

Product molecules. 

A reaction between two particles therefore requires that 
1) they must collide, 
2) they must do so with enough energy, 
3) they should preferably have a suitable orientation of collision. 

Activation Energy 

Temperature is con. stant throughout,. 

&ithalpy of 
act. complex 

COVA L P/ 

lActivatedl 
A corhDlex 

r-ýA Prod HLSA If reaction is endo, 
energetieg the on- 
thalpy of products 
may lie at this 
level, AH is +ve, 

Enthalpy of J 
reactants 

lReactant: 
TUIP. 

Since temperature has been made cons- 
tant, that is to sayg reactants and 
products have the same temperaiure, 

F-Pro If reaction is exo- 
then kinetic energy is constant through- energetic, the en- 
out. Thereforev these enthalpy changes thalpy of products 
are due only to changes in potential may lie at this 
enerCy. The above lenthalpy diagram' is level. Ali is -ve. 
therefore a 'potential energy diagram'. 
Now, the enerCy of activationg symbol EAP is the difference between th 

, poteniial enerry of the activated complex and the uotential eneff, -Or 
the reacLanTs, usually quoted per mole of the latter. In order that 
reactant molecules form the 'particles' of the activated complext 
they muct collide with sufficient kinetic energ, 7, which is therefore 
the source of the activated complex's additional potential ene=,. * 
Activation energy gives some indication of the likelihood of a re, -Ictio 
occurring - the lower it isq the lesser the k. e. (as heat) which ne, -7(1'- 
supplied to start the reaction, if it is not already occurrine. 

-At%+i-%r-; +inn Pnny-jrrv in indenendent. "of temperature. 
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Ener, -, y and its conservation 

Basically, all f6rms of energy (light, heat, etc., ) can be explained 
in terms of potential and/or kinetic energy. There are, thereforet 
two kinds of energy: potential energy and kinetic energy. 
Potential energy relates to 'positiont. A stretched spring possesses 
more potential energy than it does when relaxed, 
Kinetic energy relates to Imotiont. An object moving at 10 m s-I 
possesses more kinetic energy than it does wlien moving at 5M B-19 
In all changes, -enerl-, y'is-conserved. ' 

10 N 5411 ION 8411 At A. the stationary ball possesses 
10 J of potential energy relative 
to the base* 

At B. the same ball will possess 
no potential energy relative to 

6as e the base, but will possess 10 J 
kinetic energyp assuming no ene: ýgy 
has been lost as heat. 

At C, the stationary ball has no potential energy relative to the 
base and no kinetic energy relative to the base. 10 J of energy 
have been dissipated in the ball and its surroundings as heat, 

All chemical changes are accompanied by the evolution or absorption 
of heat. Consider the case where heat is evolved; the reverse 
argument applies for absorption. Where heat is evolved, the enthalpy 
change is negative and the products contain less energy than the 
reactants at constant temnerature; the heat evolved may be regarded 
as having been removed. , 

Since temperature is constant, there is no 
change in kinetic energy for this particular IsystemIq be it in the 
form of reactants or products, Thus the enthalpy chanre is a notential 
enerpv_ change* 
The enthalpy change accompanying the combustion of a charge of 
gunpowder is negative; heat is evolved* But what if an identical 
charge of powder is used to fire a bullet, how is the enthalpy change 
affected. Is more heat evolved, or less, or just the same? The 
answer is less. It is less by the amount of kinetic energy 'taken 
away by the bullet', Of course, this kinetic energy is dissipated 
as heat when the bullet strikes ground and comes to rest, and so 
the total heat evolved is eventually just the same, but in this 
example the heat is released in two places! 
It is proven fact that a machine gun firing blank shot becomes hotter 
than when firing live ammunition, surprising as this may seeme 
Although it is usual in chemistry to operate the 'constant temperature 
condition'. which fixes the enthalpy change as a potential energy 
change. it is not essential to always do so. Thusq the cooling of 
1 mole of benzene from 80 OC to 10 OC is accompanied by the evolution 
of about 10 J heat, The enthalpy change, AH, is equal to -10 J, and 
is due mostly, this timeg to a decrease in kinetic energy because 
of the decrease in temperature; there is a minor contribution due to 
a decrease in potential energy. 
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For changes at constant temperatureq thent the enthalpy change is 
a potential one W change. 
The conversion of 1 mole of ice at 0 OC to 1 mole of water at 0 OC 
requires that it absorb the molar latent heat of fusion, This 
latent heat is a potential energy term: there is an increase in 
potential energy on melting; there is no increase in kinetic energye 
The average kinetic energy of an 1120 molecule in ice at 0 OC is the 
same as the average kinetic energy of a molecule Of H20 in water 
at 0 OC* 

Similarlyt the average kinetic energy of a molecule of H20 in water 
at 100 OC is the same as the average kinetic energy of a molecule 
of 1120 in steam at 100 OC. 
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The idea of equilibrium- 

Many chemical reactions are 
the products of the reaction 
original reactants: 

significantly reversible, that is to say, 
are capable of reacting to reform the 

Rat e1 

IReactantý Activated s 
complex 

Rate 2 

Ift under a given set of conditions and after the elapse of due time, 
the rate of the forward reaction has become equal to the rate of the 
-reverse reactiont 

i"0. Rate 1= Rate 2 

then the mixture of reactants and products has a fixed composition 
and is called an equilibrium mixture; dynamic equilibrium has been 
established* 

For a given set of conditions, is the same equilibrium established 
from either direction? Carry out the following experiment; 

Place 5 cm3 of each liquid in the 
tubes as shown. 

M/1 
12 . in Clear 

Stopper tightly. 

KI. aq-- KI. aq Invert each several times to distri- 
bute the solute iodine between the 

Clear 12 in -two competing solvents. ClIC13 CHC13 
Is the same equilibrium distribution 
of iodine obtained in each case? - 

Le Chatelier's Princi 

The composition of an equilibrium is sensitive to changes in the 
conditions - such as temperature - under which the equilibrium exists; 
the addition of or removal of one or more of the substances present 
in the equilibrium mixture will upset the equilibrium leading to-the 
formation, in due course, of a new equilibrium. 

Before going further check that you are quite clear on the meanings of 
amountt concentration and composition* 

Observation of the actual results of such changes led Le Chatelier to 
put forward the following theorem: when the circumstances under which an, 
equilibrium exists are changed, the composition of the mixture alters in 
that way which tends to annul the chanCe. Thus, if a system at equilib- 
rium is heated, it will adjust in that direction which absorbs heat sino( 
this will tend to annul the increased temperature; if the concentration 
of one of the substances in an equilibrium is decreased, the system ifill 
adjust so as to tend to restore the compound to its original concentratic 
The theorem is notoriously difficult to apply, I suggest it be applied 
here only to temperature and concentration changes. With alterations to 
other variables adopt the 'line of least resistance'; e. g. if pressure 
be increased, that reaction will occur which leads to a decrease in 
volume. This approach will usually give the right answer (though it 
helps to know in advance what the right answer is! ) 



The temperature variable R-15 
and equilibrium 

A saturated solution is in dynamic 
equilibrium with undissolved solute: 
just as quickly as solute deposits from 

X_ - 
Saturated solution, fresh solute dissolves from 
solution the stock of undissolved solute lying 

at the bottom of the container. The 
composition of the saturated solution Solute solute deposits is constant under a given set of condi- 

dissolves tions, 

Y, Solute Some solution processes are endothermic; 
heat is absorbed as the solute dissolves, 
Some solution processes are exothermic; 
heat is evolved as the solute dissolves. 

Add a few grammes of KC1 to 10 cm3 or so of water. Is the AHsoln 
positive or negative? 
Add a few grammes of MnS04 to 10 cm3 or so of water. Is AHsoln 
positive or negative? 

Apply Le Chatelier's Theorem to 
"heating a saturated solution" 
and predicto by drawing an ?. pprox- 
imate solubility curve for each, 
how you think the. solubility of 
of each of these salts should Soly 
change with change in temperature* 

Refer to a suitable data book and 
find out if your predictions are 
correct. Temp. 

The effect of heating a saturated solution of manganese II sulphate 
will be demonstrated. What do you observe happens to the solubility 
of this salt with increasing temperature? 

Note that the Le Chatelier Theorem can only be applied to an 
equilibrium situation. This is very important. Thus it is not 
entirely justifiable to make a prediction on the strength of infor- 
mation obtained from a non-equilibrium situationg as was done above* 
The above salts, however, were carefully chosen to give the right 
answers despite this built in error. With other salts. 11howeverv you 
will run into trouble. For exampleg calcium chloride dissolves 
exotherTically, and - contrary you miGht think to Le Chatelier - is 
more soluble the higher the temperature! The answer to this apparent 
contradiction is: if you could add calcium chloride to water in the 
extensively hydrated form in which it exists in the equilibrium El_ixture 
then it would dissolve endothermically. The same argument applies 
to caustic soda, which dissolves with much evolution of heat and is 
more solube the higher the temperature. 

When tap water is heated, but not boiled, bubbles of air are expelled. 
la the dissolving of air in water an endo or an exo process? 

N. B. While the solubility of all gases decreases with rise in tempera- 
ture, the solubility of the. vast majority of solids increases with rise 
in temperature. 



The pressure variable 
and equilibrium 

it. 1 

Increased pressure implies decreased volume. Accepting this to be sc 
and applying our rule of 'line of least resistancelo then the system 
will alter chemically in favour of those substances which occupy 
less volume.. 

X204 2N02 

yellow dark-brown 
dinitrogen nitrogen 
tetroxide dioxide 

At room temperaturethe equilibrium 
composition is 85% N2049 15% N02o 

Pill a syringe with the gas. mixture, 
seal the outlet and leave for a few 
minutes to ensure that the mixture is 

N204/NO2 at equilibrium. 
Slowly compress the gas mixture to say 
half its original volume and maintain 
there for a few minutes to ensure that 
the new equilibrium is established at 
room temperature. 

N 

Using the change in colour as a puide (if you cannot picture the origin; 
colour you will have to run a control alongside this experiment) say 
which of the two speciesq H204 Qr 11029 is favoured by higher pressure* 

What effect will pressure change have on the following equilibrium: 
N2(9) + 02(g) 2NO(g) 

Note: the above oxides of nitrogen are poisonous; a fume cupboard 
must be used when filling the syringe. 

.. 
I 
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The truth of the matter is that pressure change of itself has no 
effect on an equilibrium mixtureq except in so far as it causes a 
change in concentration, which does have an effect. Thus the addition 
of say neon gas to an equilibrium mixture at constint ' 

volume will not 
alter the comp6sition sincev although*there is an increase in pressure 
there is no change in the concentration of the equilibrium's reacting 
species, Similarly, when an equilibrium mixture is heated at constant 
volume, the increase in temperature will have an effect, but the 
increase in pressure which goes along with it will not. 
The application of Le Chatelier's Theorem is fraught with all manner 
of difficulties. In general, at the Higher Grade, keep the approach 
simple: - 
a) for temperature iherease: both rf and rb are increased, but the 

heat absorbing one is favoured. 

b) for concentration increase: adjustment occurs which tends to 
decrease the increased concentration. 

0) for pressure increase: both rf and rb are increased, but the 
one which leads to a decrease in volume is favoured. 

d) for volume decrease: both rf and zb are increased, but the 
one which leads to a decrease in volume is favoured. 

Left and right sidedness There is a fairly widespread misconception 
that equilibrium mixtures, or systems as they are more often calledv 
have a left hand side and a right hand side, Certainly the equation 
representing an equilibrium system has a left hand side and a right 
hand side, but equilibrium systems as such do not. Consider the 
Haber system: 

1T2(9) + 3112(g) 44; 2NI13(9) 

Although it is possible to increase the concentration "on the right 
hand side". it is not possible to increase the temperature, nor is it 
possible to increase the pressure, on the right hand side. This 
equilibrium system consists of a homogeneous mixture of all three 
reacting species all in the one container. Thusp though concentration 
of individual species can be altered, chanees in temperature and 
pressure will affect all species, Note however that some equilibrium 
systems consist, apparently, of two parts - see R. 12, R. 139 R. 14 
but these equilibrium systems mlist each be regarded as one whole 
system. Avoid left and right sidedness. 
A wide variety of physical analogies are used to demonstrate the 
basics of chemical equilibria. These serve their purpose well, but 
are unfortunately attended by an over-emphasis of left and right 
sidedness. 

Testing to see if equilibrium has been established 
If a catalyst which is known to be effective is added to the 
reaction mixture, and no change in composition occurso then the 
mixture in a state of chemical equilibrium, 
It is not valid to use 'no change in composition with time' as a 
test since the the mixture may be far from equilibrium and reacting 
so slowly as to not detectably change in composition with time* 
Thus, a cold mixture of hydrogen and oxygen is perfectly stable 
for very long periods, and so would show no change in composition 
with time; but the mixture is not at equilibrium. The insertion of 

2112(g) + 02(g) 2H20(1) 
an effective catalyst will cause a rapid move to the equilibrium stal 
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Hydrolysis reactions summarised 

Hydrolysis of a weak acid (ionisation): 

R, 22 

CH3cOOH(aq) + H20(aq) CI, 3coo-(aq) + H30+(aq) 

Hydrolysis of a weak base (ionisation): 

WH3(aq) + H20(aq) k NHý(aq) + OH-(aq) 

Hydrolysis of the salt of a weak acid and strong base: 

CI13COO-(aq) + H20(aq) CH3COOH(aq) + OR-(aq) 

Hydrolysis of the salt of a strong acid and weak base: 

mi+ 4(aq) 

Hydrolysis of an eater: 

H20(aq) 11-C-1 NH3(aq) + H30+(aq) 

C113COOC2H5(l) + 1120(l) CH3COO"(1) + C2315011(l) 

- note that the radical group C2115 
is sometimes represented by the 
symbol Et; thus, EtOH is ethanol, 
and MeOll is methanol, and so on. 

The reversed arrow convention at 0 Grade implies reversibility. 
At*. H Grade it implies 'equal and opposite' rates of reaction. 
The reversed arrow convention implies 'equal and opposite' rates 
of reaction, and also implies that the equilibrium mixture contains 
more reactant than product. (I do not know, however, of any official 
ruling on this latter interpretation of the convention. ) It does not, 
as far as I am aware, imply that the reverse reaction is greater than 
the forward reaction, for if the system is in equilibrium the forward 
and reverse rates of reaction must, be equalý 
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Applyina Le Chatelier 

10 S02(g) + ý02(9) -1, S03(j; ); AH -vo 
Increase temperature. 

2.112(c) + 3H2(g) -" 2"H3(g); AH -ve -c- 
Compress to a smaller volume. 

3- CO(G) + C12(9) ;, -" COC12(6); AH -ve 
Remove some C12(g) at O. V,, 

4. HHý(aq) *-+ --1120(aq) - NI13(aq) + H30+(aq) 

Add more 'TB4C'(') 

5- CI13COO-(aq) + H26(aq) C113COOH(aq) + OH-(aq) 

Add more C113COONa(r. ). 

6. CH3COOH(l) + C2,15OH(l) CH3COOC2H5(l) + 1120(l) 

Add some ethanol. 

7.142(g) + C2H2(9) r- 2HCN(g); AH +ve 

Increase temperature at c. v. 

80 H2(9) + 12(g) 2HI (g) 

Compress the system. 

9* 112(g) + 12(s) --c-` 2111 (g) 

Compress the system. 

90 What happens to the pH value of aqueous ethanoic acid 
when the fully ionisable solid salt sodium ethanoate is 

added? 

10. What happens to the pH value of aqueous ammonia when the 
fully ionisable salt ammonium chloride is added? 

Try question 4(b)(iii), 1970- (This question illustrates the 
difficulty of distinguishing between an equilibrium situation 
and a non-equilibrium situation. ) 
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Equilibria and catalysts. 

Systems at equiiibrium are disturbed by changes in temperature and 
concentrationt and by pressure/volume changes (where these cause 
changes in concentration)e 
Systems at equilibrium are not disturbed by the introduction of 
a catalyst; the connosition of the eauilibrium mixture does not 
change. The equilibrium systera is, however, affected by the catalyst: 
the rates of the forward and reverse reactions are increased equallz* 

As a non-equilibrium system approaches 
equilibrium, the forward and backward 
rates of reaction become equal: - 

When a catalyst is added before equilibrium 
is reached, both rates of reactionp rf and 
rb are increased so that equilibrium, the 
same equilibriump is established sooners- 

When a catalyst is added at equilibrium, 
rf and rb - which are equal and opposite - 
are increased equally; there is no change 
in composition; - 

A catalyst allows the formation of an 
activated (transition) complex. of lower 
potential energy, At eauilibrium, the 
rates of reaction ' 

through the complex 
are equal; the rates of reaction through 
the catalyst-complex are also equal, but 
greater than through the normal complex. 

, 
7a. Mll 

The enthalpy diagram opposite refers to 
a system for which AH (forward) is -ve. 
At low temperature, product will pre- 
dominate; at high temperatures, reactant 
will predoninate. There is a tendency to think that, since P is 
'lower', there must always be more P in the equilibrium mixture. 
is not so. 

This 

A catalyst does not supply energy to the reactants* 
A catalyst does have an effect on reactions occurring in an 
equilibrium system, 
A catalyst allows the formation of the same equilibrium mixture 
sooner, 
A catalyst acts as a 'market squareig facilitating exchange of energy 
between reactant molecules and between product molecules, 
A catalyst cannot be used to drive an equilibrium in a desired 
direction; it merely accelerates the rates of reactionst and gives 
whatever will be given soonere 
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THERMODYNAMICS APPROACH PROGRAMME 



ENERGIES IN M. ACROSCOPIC SYSTEMS 

THEPSODYNAIIICS APPROACH PROGRAMME 

B61tzmann (1844-1906) once saidq "How awkward is the human 
mind in divining the nature of things when forsaken by the 
analogy of what we see and touch directly*" 

This learning programme is an attempt to explain the underlying 
meanings of the First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics and their 
relationship with the concept of chemical equilibrium by the use 
of just such a physical analogy: a falling spinning weight. 

There are dangers inherent in the use of such a device, but the 
quality of understanding of the variety of concepts here involved 
is at times so desperately poor that the use of any 'concrete- 
experimental' approacht whatever its category, is probably to be 
welcomed. 

Consequently, I make no apoloGies for the invention of a concrete- 
experimental approach which breaks the Second Law in order to 
explain it. 

-1 

This programme is due in very great measure to the assistance 
afforded me by Dr, G. Webb and Dr. A. H. Johnstone of the 
University of Glasgowq to whom much of the credit is due. 

� 
g7r 
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Study Unit I 

GROUND CLEARING OPMTIOX 
I 

PURPOSE 

1. To clear up false ideas about matter and energy which you 
may have acquired. 
2. To revise your ideas about the Kinetic particle Theory of 
Matter. 

3- To discuss the various forms of energy, 
4- To consider the form of energy and work terms. 

PRESENTATION 

Introduction. You may find the content of this first Study Unit 
to be over-, simple. This being so, you should progress through it 
very rapidly and pass on to Study Unit 2. 

on the other hand, the content may be such as to give you food for 
thought; you may have to revise your ideast or otherwise alter or 
extend them in some way or other, 

The three states of matter. When we look about us we see material 
things in a multitude of shapes, sizes and colourations. We can 
readily detect those objects which have shape of their own, such 
as copper coins, wooden desicso These are called solid objects, 
Other materials assume the shape of their container,, and have a 
distinct upper boundary or surface, such as water, milkv petrol, 
These are called liSLuids. A third category, much less obviousp 
has no distinct snape in so far as there is no clear-cut boundary 
between one example and another& we cannot visually distinguish 
where hydrogen released from a balloon ends and air begins. these 
are called gases, 
There are, of course, more subtle points of distinction: glasep 
which completely lacks a crystalline structure, is in reality a 
liquid of such high viscosity that in effect it is describable as 
a solidi But whatever our 'yardstick', all materials can be alloo- 
ated to one or other of the three states of matter: solidp liquid 
or gas. 
Liquids and gasesp having no rigid shape of their ownt have in 
common the ability to flow, and a4a, tnerefore called fluids. 

MATTER 
Anything which 
occupies space* 

Solid Liquid Gas 

Shape of Shape of Shape of 
its own; container: container; 

sharp visible sharp visible no visible 
boundary boundary., boundary* 
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Physical and chemical change, 

L. 

A pure substance is composed of a particular kind of particle* 
if we have enough of these particles we have a visible sample of 
the substance. 

Suppose we now change this sample: by grinding it, by heating itt 
by exposing it to sunlight, and so on. If the original particles 
have persisted, then the sample is still of the original substanceo 
Any changes - the substance may be a powder where it was a single 
crystal, or it may be a liquid where it was a solid - are described 
as physical changes. Thus the conversion of water into steam is 
a physical change because the particles of water are also the part- 
icles of steam. A physical change produces no new substance. 

. by this definitiong crystallisation, melting, dissolving, diffusiong 
mixing are all physical changes; so also is the incandescence kglow) 
produced by passing an electric current through the tungsten filament 
of an electric lamp, 

if on the other handp new particles are formed, then the original 
substance can no longer be present as such. Perhaps its particles 
have shaken apart into simpler pariiclest or perhaps they have 
Coll * 

ided and joined up to make more complex particlest and so on, 
Whatever the reasong since new particles have been created out of 
oldq then new substances are present. Such a change is described 
as a chemical change* A chemical change produces a new substance. 
By this definition, the combustion of petrol. in a car engine, 
the decomposition of water into hydrogen and oxygen by an electric 
current, the decay of a dead tree, the growth of a plant, the 
. ýusting of iron are all exampl6s of chemical change* 

But although a distinction between physical and chemical change is 
a preliminary aid to understanding the behaviour of matter, it must 
lbe 3ýemembered that such a distinction is a gross simplification, 

It is by no means always easy to say, "This is a physical change, 
that is a chemical change. ', * The melting of ice, for examplev 
breaKs hydrogen bonds, the boiling of a metal breaks metallic 
bonding, the cleavage of a diamond crystal breaks covalent bonds. 

By our simple definition - that no new substance be formed - these 
changes must be physical. And yety in the sense that distinct 
chemical bonds between particles are broken, these changes could 
be described as chemical changes. The best way out of this dilemna 
is to think, not so much in terms of physical and chemical changep. 
but merely in terms of change. What is important is that we have 
some idea of what is actually happening whatever we call it. 
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Energy and the states of matter. Energy, unlike matterv is 
non-concrete, or abstract* A jar cannot be filled with energy 
in the same way'that it can be filled with water, Heat cannot 
be weighed, nor can light nor nounde Energy is, howeverg always 
associated with matter: hot water has more heat enerCy in it than 
the same amount of cold water; or the energy may be in transitt 
as is the case with light, from one object to another, 
Potential energy* Differences in potential energy arise from 
positional differences. Thus a boy at the top of a ladder occupies 
a position of higher energy than he would at the bottom of the 
ladder. When at the top of the ladder he is said to be the possessor 
of greater positional or potential energy than when at the bottom 
of the ladder. The force of gravity is, of courseq entirely respon- 
sible for this existence of 'height' potential energy; in the absenoe 
of a gravitational force there would be no 'height' potential energy# 
the boy would be weightless and in a state of static equilibrium# 
neither rising nacfalling with the elapse of time. 

There are other kinds of potential energiesp not connected with 
height, and not therefore dependent on gravity. For example, a 
spring in a compressed condition possesses potential energy due 
to this condition* 
The essential feature of potential enorgy. -thereforat is one of 
position, 

Kinetic energy* An object in motion possesses more energy than the 
same object av resz, other things being equal. Thus a car travelling 
at speed possesses more 'moving' energy than does the same car trav- 
elling slowly. This kind of energy is called kinetic energy. IV- 

The essential feature-of kinetie energy, therefore, - is one of 
movement, 

Ileat, light and sound can be explained in terms of potential energy 
and kinetic energy. Thus there are only two distinct fundamental 
forms o-f energy: potential energy and kinetic enera 
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The kinetic particle theoEZ of matter, Matter is composed of 
particles, be they molecules, ions9 atoms or mixtures of these; 
and these particles possess kinetic enerey, that is, they are 
moving. The movement may be fairly restricted; it may be of a 
vibrational kind as is the case with particles of solids. Or it 
may be less restricted; it may be rotational and translational 
(from place to place) as well as vibrational as is the case with 
pa3Z-cidles. of liquids and gases. 

In additiong particles possess potential energy to a greater or 
lesser extent according to how they are 'placed about each othert 
in the non-moving sense: are they on average close together or 
far aparT., are there lots of smaller particles or fewer larger 
particles, are the individual atoms and ions and molecules or 
whatever tightly bonded within and between or loosely bonded? 

A rearrangement of the way the particles are placed about each 
other, as occurs during a physical change or during a chemical 
change may result in a mew arrangement of lower potential energy, and 
energy is released; or it may result in a new arrangement of higher poten- 
tial energy, and energy is absorbed. 

Consider the heating of a solid from some temperature below its 
melting point to some temperature in excess of its boiling point: 

(Diieat is supplied to OAS the liquidis (Z)The same general 
the solid; its part-ý heated from its melt- comments apply to 
iclea yibrate more.. ing point to its. boil- the heating of the 
The averare kinetic ing point, the average gas.. 
e r-, of The part- kinetic e! IeKa of the 
cles increases; the particles increases; -, 
temperature increases. -tbmperature inerbases. 

The particles move The particles move 
slightly further further apart; there 
apart (causing expan- is an increase in 
sion); there is a potential energy. 
slight increase in 
potential energy* . 

0'' 

00 

00 

00 

o0 

Temperature is (A)Similarlyq latent 
constant while heat of evaporation 
the solid melts; is Potential energY* 
there is no change 
in average kinetic 
energy of particles. 

Latent heat of fus- 
ion is potential 

Fig. 1.1 enereZ. 
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lee and water can have the same temperature. Molecules of ice 
in ice at 0 OC and molecules of water in water at 0 OC have the 
same average kinetic energies. This is why ice and water can 
have the same temperature. It is a popular misconception that 
molecules of water of necessity must 'move fastert than moleculeG 
of ice. This is, of course, true at temperatures above 0 OC. But 
at 0 OC the vibrational kinetic energies of molecules of ice is 
on average the same as the kinetic energies of molecules of water 
at 0 OC,,. which kinetic energies are vibrational, rotational and 
translational. 

The latent heat of fusion is used to overcome the forces of 
attraction between the ice molecules so that they become differently 
positioned; latent heat is potential, not kinetic. Its absorption 
therefore produces no rise in temperature, it brings about a 
change of state, 

Water and steam can have the same tem2erature. The average speed 
of a water molecule in water at 100 00 is the same as the averago 
speed of steam molecule in steam at 100 OCI, Molecules of steam 
are however much further apart than molecules of watero 
The latent heat of evaporation in no way affects the kinetic 
energies of the molecules; it is consumed entirely in increasing 
their potential energies, 

Distribution of kinetic energy among 
the molecules of liquids and Caseal. 

Molecules are in a state of rapid motion, colliding frequentlys 
a molecule of hydrogen gas suffers approximately 10 000 000 000 
collisions per second at room temperature. 
At any instantt some molecules have zero speed t some have speeds far in excess of the average, but the majority of molecules have 
speeds - and hence kinetic energies - grouped about the average. An instant later, because of molecular collisiong the same general 
situation exists - but for different molecules. 

This distribution of kinetic energy among the total number of 
molecules is illustrated by the full line in the following graph. 

; -t. no* of 
molecules 

I 

Fil. 1.1 

ýxemperature is determined by the average kinetic energy; increasing 
the temperature increases the average kinetic energy. The doTted 
line in the above graph illustrates the distribution of kinetic 
energy amone the same molecules at a higher terAperaturee 

ý Kinetic energy ---> 
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A look at some fundamental units. 

The unit of masd is 
the kilogramme. 

The unit of length is 
the metre. This gives 
us the square metre and 
the cubic metre as der- 
ived units of area and 
volume* 

The unit of amount is 
the mole. 

Mass is proportional 
to faccelerability'. 

Amount is proportional. 
to numbers of particlesl 
1 mole amount of a sub-I 
stance consists of 
6x 1023 particles of 
the substance, 

The unit of force or weight is the newton. It is that force which 
would cause a kilogramme mass to accelerate 1 metre faster each 
second. 

The unit of energy is the joule. It is the energy, assuming no 
wastage, required to raise a1 newton weight through a distance of 
1 metre. At the same time, the worr. done in raising the weight is 
1 joule. Energy and work have the same units* 

The energy required. to raii3e. a 3 newton weight through 3 metrest 
and the work done in doing so, is 9 joules, Thus: 

Energy term force term 
x 

Quantity term 
(in joules) (in newtons) kin metres) 

Volume is proportional 
to space occupied. 

and this is, in general, true of an enprgy term - that is to say, 
an energy term is equal to the product of a force term and quantity 
term. 

Note that a joule (J) is equal to a newton. metre (ITm)* 

There are two other instances of "work done" with which you should 
be quite familiar. 

i) Work done during expansion. N'ow it happens sometimes that as 
the result of a physical change or a chemical change, expansion 
unavoidably occurs against the surrounding atmosphere. - 

This assumes 
that the reaction, be it the boiling of water or the evolution of 
carbon dioxide gas from a mixture of acid and carbonatey is taking 
place in an open 

' 
vessel, And the atmosphere exerts an opposing 

pressure against which this expansion must occur - like the weight 
exerting a downward opposing force against which the upward movement 
must occur* -- 

The energy torm corresponding to the work done during expansion is: 

Energy term Pressure x Volume change 
(J) (N. m-2) (0) 

px AV 
ThiB. energy termp thereforet is PAV, and may be described as 
compulsory work in the sense that it must be done if the reaction 
is carried out at constant pressure. If the reaction were carried 
out at constant volume, i. e. in a closed containert AV would be zero; 
there would be no compulsory work, 

Note that the energy term is composed of a force term (the pressure) 
multiplied by a quantity term (the'volume change). 
Note also that the argument is equally valid for contraotionp in 
which case compulsory work is done, not by the reaction on the 
surroundings, but by the surroundings on the reaction* 
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ii) Electrical woric. BY a similar argument the work done in 
forcing a quantity. of electricity past a point in a circuit 
io equal to the product of the force term (in this case, the 
potential difference) and the quantity term (in this case, elect--ical 
charge); 

.I 

Energy term Potential Electrical 
W difference charge 

(voltot V) (coulombs, C) 

Hx nF 

Thus, just as I joule may be defined as 1 newton. metrep it may 
also be defined as 1 volt. coul6mb. 

In shortv the energy term associated with the work done in 
pushing electrons past a point in a circuit is nFE, where 

n= number of faradays of electrons 
F= zhe faraday - 9.65 x jo4 coulombs of electrons. 
R= potential difference 

Note le A coulomb of electricity is the amount of electricity passing 
a point in a circuit each second when 1 ampere is flowing in the circuit, 

1 coulomb ampere x1 second 
(A) (13) 

ampero. seoond 
(As) 

Thus a current of 3 amperes flowing in a circuit for 20 seconds 
corresponds to 60 coulombs of electricity. 
Vote 2. The faraday is one m'ola,. amount of electrons, that is to Gayp 
it is an amount of electricity consisting of 6.0 x jo23 electrons, 

Energy terms and their associated force -and. -quantiýty -terms 
Type of work Symbol Force term Quantity term 

Lifting a force x distance weight height 
weight 
Change in PIV pressure volume 
volume 
Electrical nFE potential charge 

. 
Work difference 

, I 

llah/a 
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Study Unit 1 What you should know. 

You should 1. know the difference between matter and energy, 
2, know the three states of matter. 
3- understand what happens to particles during so-called 

physical and chemical change. 
4, know the various forms of energy. 
5, know the difference between potential and kinetic energy* 
6. understand the Kinetic Particle Theory. 
7. know that an energy term equals a force term multiplied by 

a quantity term. 
80 know what this programme means by 'compulsory PIV work'. 
9. know that electrical work is nFE. 
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nST, 1. Study Unit 1 

08! estion 1. A Daniell cell is operated 
such that 0.01 A is drawn from it for 10 1 6.3 T 6. 
minutes at 1.05 V. How much work can be 
done? 

3 0-105 J. 

Question 2. What amount of energy is 
associated with the loss of 3 faradays of 
electrons at a constant potential diffe- 
rence of 2 V? 

161 2 5.79 x lo5 i 

3 579 kJ 4 57.9 J 

Question 3. What is the effect on an individual molecule of raising the 
temperature of the gas? 

The speed of the molecule increases. 2 The molecule becomes hotter. 

3 The average speed of the molecule 
4 The effective volume of the 

increases. 
I molecule increases. 

I 

Question Mien water at 100 OC absorbs heat and changes to steam at 100 OCýI 
how are the potential energies and the kinetic energies of the molecules 
affected? 

The average-potential energy of the 2 The average potential energy of th, 
Moleoules remains-the same but. tbeir molecules increases but their aver, 
average kinetic energy increases. age kinetic energy remains the sami 

3 Both the average potential enerEv and 
4 Neither the potential energy nor 

the average kinetic energy of the mol- the kinetic energy of the moleculeý 
ecules increase. I is affected. 

Question a. 'ýbat principle is e#odied ih Hess's Law? 

The conservation of mass 
2 The conservation of energy. 

1 3 Enthalpy change is a constant- 
4 The principle of heat summ tion. 

pressure change, 
I 
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ANSWERS Study Unit 1 

guestion 1. 
/111,11, 

Response ls 6-3 J This is the correct answer, 
Work n. FE 

quantity x potential difference 
(C) (V) 

0.01 x 10 x 60 x 1-05 
(A ) (S) (V 

m 6.3 coulomb. volts 
W 6-3 J 

Response 2: 6-3 W This error indicates some confusion with the units 
involved. Look over the correct solution in Response 1. 
6-3 J is otherwise written 6.3 x 10-3 kJ. 

Response 3: 0-105 J This incorrect answer indicates that time was not 
converted from minutes to seconds. A coulomb is the 
amount of electricity delivered by 1 ampere flowing 
for 1 second. 1 ampere flowing for 1 minute is equal 
to 60 coulombs. 

Question 2 
Response 1: 6J This answer is incorrect. You have hot converted the 

quantity of electricity expressed in faradays into 
coulombs. 
Energy nFE 

3x2 
I? V 
6 faraday. volts 

But 1 faraday. volt equals 9.65 x 104 JT 
Energy -6x9.65 x 104 1 

M 5-79 x: 105 1 
Response 2: 5.79 x 1o5 J This is the correct response. 

Energy - nFE 
M3x9.65 x 104 x2 

CV 
= 5.79 x 105 1 

Response 3: 579 kJ This response is also correct. 
Response 4: 57.9 J You have omitted the factor 104. 

Question 3 
Response-1 This is an incorrect response. The 'speed' of a 

molecule is a very variable quantiýyq It is important 
to specify that the average speed of the molecule 
increases. 

Response 2 This is an incorrect response, Temperature is the 
degree of hotness of a body. The degree of hotness 
is determined by the average kinetic energj, of-dll 
the molecules at that spot where the temperature is 
being measured, The molecules collectively convey, 
by virtue of their kinetic energiesq a temperature 
reading. 
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Question 3 continued 
Response 2 At the very extremet therefore, a single moleculeg it 

might be argued, should convey a temperature reading 
in accord with its kinetic enerey, but this is quite 
impracticable. The molecule, however, does not in 
any way Ihaire a temperature'. 

Temperature is a property of large numbers of molecule., 

Response 3 This is the correct response. 
Response 4 This also is a correct response. The average kinetic 

energy of the molecules at the higher temperature is 
greater. But the average distance apart is also up 
a little .... which represents a slight increase in 
potential energy .... and so the molecule in effect 
carves out a slightly larger volume of space in which 
to move aound. The molecule itself has not increased 
in actual size. 

Question 4- 
Response 1 This is an incorrect response. It is a popular 

misconception that, for a given substance, molecules 
in the gaseous state 'travel faster' than they do in 
the liquid state. This is generally true, except at 
the boiling point, freezing point and transition point 
between two polymorphic froms of the one substance. 
At the boiling point, the average speed of water 
molecules is the same as the average speed of steam 
molecules; that is to say, their average kinetic 
energies are the same and so therefore are their 
temperatures. 

Response 2 This is the correct response. 
Response 3 This response is incorrect, though plausible. In fact, 

if the temperature remains constant - as it does at the 
boiling point - there is no change in the average 
kinetic energyýof the molecules. 

Response 4 This is quite wrong. 

Oupstion 5 
Response I This is an incorrect response. Hess's Law assumes 

that mass is conserved in physical and chemical reactio 
It then goes on to concern itself with the conservation 
of energy. 

Response 2 This is the correct response* 
Response 3 Hess's Law certainly deals with the enthalpy changes 

which occur in progressing from a reactant to a product 
via different routes, but it is not concerned with 
defining the nature of the enthalpy change. 

Response 4 This is a correct response; the summed enthalpy changes 
are the same irrespective of the route taken* 
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Study Unit 2 

ENTRALPT CHANGE 

PURPOSE 

1. To show the connection between internal energy, changat enthalpy 
change and compulsory work. 
29 ' To introduce the ideas, of system and surroundings. 
3, To stress the potential nature of enthalpy changes 
4, To consider that energy is conserved in physical and chemical 
change. 

PRESENTATION 

Introduction. In much of what follows, in this Study Unit and Lh 
subsequent Siudy Units, I shall resort to the use of a falling 
and perhaps spinning weight in an attempt to explain the underlying 
meaning of the concepts encountered, 

Internal energy. The total internal energy of an amount of matter 
Is its to-Eal-aiiock of energy. This total energy content would be 
part potential, parz kinetic, 

The total absolute energy content of an amount of matter is an 
inestimable quantity, But differences in energy content can be 
determined experimentally by measuring the energy, usually as heatf 
evolved or absorbed over the period of a change. 

Now, there is no reason whyv for argument's sake and in the name of 
simplicityt the same basic reasoning cannot be applied to a falling 
weight as can be applied to a physical or chc., mical changee 

Suppose we call the thing we are interested in, in this case the 
weight about to fall, the system (and make a habit of shading it 
so that its limits are abvious); svppoBe we call all other things 
around the sysiems which presuwsbly extend to infinity, the surroundin 
and leave these unshaded. 
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xx 

Fig, 2.1 

Now refer to Fig. 2.1 

A 12 IT weight located 1m above a 
base surface possesoes 12 J more 
potential energy than it would if 
located instead on that surfacep 
irrespective of its absolute potential 
energy content, 

If the weight be allowed to drop, this 
12 J of potential energy converts to 
12 J of kinetic energy at that instant 
just before impaci with the base plate. 

(Af rz-t) 
At the instant of impact, the 12 J of 
kinetic energy donve=ts--to-12 J of 
heat. 

If we assume all the heat produced on impact to be lost to the 
vastness of the surroundinesp then the change in internal enerfa 
of the weight (called the system) is: 

IE = . 12 1 

Loss of energy by the system is given a negative sign* 

This analogy represents a chemical reaction in an enclosed constant 
volume vessel, such that the conversion of reactant to product results 
in the loss of . energy to the surroundings. Heat is lost through the boun-... 
dary of the system to the surroundings. No work is done. This lack of 
performance of work is a characteristic of the constant volume change* 

If however the same chemical reaction were carried out at constant . pressure, as is frequently done in open apparatus, and if the products 
happened to have a grea-cer volume, say, than the reacTants, then 
some energy - which would otherwise have been evolved as heat during 
the constant volume change - is used instead to push back the ourroundi: 
atmosphere; and so the heaz evolved - in this particular example 
would be less by this much. 
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JU %J 
Fig. 2.2 
Suppose that 2J of work are done on the surroundings by the 
descending 12 N weight. Then only 10 J of heat, instead of 12 J 
of heat# will be released to the surroundingsz 

Change in Heat exchange Work done 
internal between system + by system energy and surroundings 

LE qp 

-12 j -10 j "2 j 

Energy lost by the system is-. given a negative signe 

The quantity qD9 the heat exchange between system and surroundings 
at constant priýssureq is called the enthalpy chanre, and is normaj'17 
symbolised as AJ19 i. e., 

AE IH +W 

I have chosen to define w as 'compulsory work' in the sense thatv 
if the reaction is carried out at constant pressure and is one which 
entails a change in volume, then woriL will be done one way or the 
other. lehe only way to avoid compulsory work being done is to carry 
out the reaction at constant volume in an enclosed vesselv 
whereupon 

and 
v= zero 

AE = qv 

Compulsory work is sometimes referred. to as "PAV" worko-, 
--, 

liere is a chemical example 
C(s) + 102(0 '> COW 

When 1 mole of carbon and -1 mole of oxygen react (at some particular 
temperaT, ure and pressure) to form 1 mole of carbon monoxidet and 
the reaction occurs at constant volumet the heat change is 

qv = IE a -113 ki 

When the reaction is performed at constant pressure, the heat 
change is 

qp n LH = -111 kjT 

Note that the eathalpy change is doim a bit on the pure internal 
energy change because 2 ki of energy are allocated to doing the 
compulsory work of expansion and so cannot be expelled as heat* 

Note also that there is no great difference between the two values. 
one could quote the enthalpy change v&lue for a constant volume 
rbaction; the error in doing so would be fairly minor. Indeed# 
enthalpy changes are often in fact just so quoted* 
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Refering again to the falling weight depicted in Fig. 2.2 v it 
will be seen that,, for aal -Pu rpo ses the weir-ht can 
in future be re arded as a 10 r, weight, and that the physica 
analogy represents a constant pressur2__pýýqý. s 
worx is done against the surroundings u es_worthjj_' Ut*votk*in 

-0. 
Ap- 

which we are no lop compulsory PAV ork is n1 _zer 
inte; rested, 

of any consequence to the development of this structured programmos 

The analogy, when used later in this 
programme, will be depicted as shown 
opposite. This implies that it repre- 
sents a constant pressure process, that 
some tcompulsory PAVI work is being doneg 
which is of no interest for our purpose, 
that the weight in effect is a 10 N weightp 
and that the heat change with the sur- 
roundings has the right to be labeled ! -AH'. L(gýA 

,/j\ 

Fig. 2.3 

You should now understand enthalpy chanRe to be the heat exchanged 
between a system and its surroundings Mder constan. t epe cond- Zeqppr _p , itions, Standard pressure is 1. atmosphere (virtually 760 mmHýJ. 

r rhe constant temperature requirement. 'In discussing enthalpy 
change it is essential to compare the pnthalpy of the products 
at. a temperature with the enthalpy of the reactants at the same 
temperature, whatever it is. If this were not so there woýlld be 
an infinite varieTy of enthalpy changesq depending on the starting 
temperature and zhe finishing temperature, 
The usual reference or standard temperature is 25 OC9 298 "Xt 
although it should be noted that the enthalpy changev AH9 for 
a reaction does not vary significantly at different temperature 
levels. Thus AH for a particular reaciion carried out at 100 OC 
before and after is virtually identical with AH for the same 
reaction carried out at 25 OC bef ore and af te3; 

An important aspect of the constant temperature requirement is 
that it fixes the kinetic enerCy of the products equal to the 
kinetic ener, -y of the reacTant-s. Consenuently, the enthalpy change 
is a potential enerCy ch_an, 7, e. This is Very importants 

Finally, the foregoing discussion makes the assumption that in 
any physical or chemical change energy is conserved. Durinr, rhysical 
and chemical chanres ener; -: 7 can neither be created nor desTrove d, 
. ehis,, essenTially, is a staTeiaent ot the j, -irzt 1ýýii of -;: heri.. 1 zm 

iLaý - 
Yojx will already be familiar with it in the form of Hess's Law* 
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Heat of combustion 

I 

Potential 
energy 

content 

r-q. 2.4 

n-Heat oý decomRosition 

76 

760 mung 

- -. ---V- -. 

Rezct. ion h, e_--------+ 

F. Avrsyj ugually lott to absorbod fTots 
as hoats is 

Euth2lpy Oba: Agal - VGL -F ve 

. T, V,. Po of reaction 
ln*stl-x UIV. 4.11Y enda- 

02 ocý >25 

760 umHu- 

0 
760 

The change in potential energy content at constant pressure is 
called the enthalpy change. 
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Heat of neutralisation 

A 4.9-. 5 
Mix azd st-tra Hate Ma-li'l= 
xiae in temporatura. 

Calculate tha anthalpy 
le or water change per mol 

.......... ý? A fomd& Oxm% b 
40 cm 3m 

4-2 k-T ka C'C 
tht bera. -Or ilL 

Both reageats must 7our ealoulation) 
100 C113 be at too-n tempexature 
b*akere at stax. -t of expeximent, 

ACID ALUM NIC RY-OTION All; W ziola-l 

.1 
m1liel M. NaCH H+(aq) + OH-(aq) H20(l) 56.4 

aL --t) released b7 Heat of combustion T-be emert-ý, (a le- 
the ccm-mv-iva obv' a ra--Is 2m. o'--Zit. of 
zeact--mt (a-n alaolnol) in to bo_ 

A buraer conttining the alcohol, to 
USed tP ilO-ft VatO'Z JV. a COPPOTA C&IOr- 

')f the bumor Detexniue-the weight % 
before and cYtor taking 
aare '41-hat no alaohr)! ic loAt by 

'2.33 d4i:: ýTshze in weýght 
is eqn; zl to the vaight er the b-arnar 

of aloot. ol br-=od& 

Kr; o-, i &let+ . 
ýhn veight of tht coppimp calorimeter, the weigb"; of 'KP-ttr 

contalýacd by itt and tha icaparatureo lboi'cra P--A, after 

4L1 of 

715 't""" cý 3or' 
Ethanol Cm-, CE2011 1370 

2010 

2670 

Ta b le- I/ 
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Heat of solution To be Oaldt-lated: the orerCT (so beat) OhO-1196 
a4cO;:! Paz. yi&z the disual"al'. 0LOa of one Mole of solut2 

in 

Tho quantity of water uved in evah. &. hat further 
-iim pxcdrttýas as de*ýectzbio t=. tsratara Oh. Zr. 9-0 d 

u'mde:. -: tect, The filter 1ý, -ptr containing about 
Is and after- a6dinp, the maltýta. Thf: 

voight cf so1r. 4ve addeds 

Cappa= calorl.! zoter eontalniug ! =own weight Qf water,. say 100 

Not* tho ch-a- t in tempe-AmtUro 

Fly. 2.17 CalerlatG LH of z4lntion per mole of eolutee 

/ 

SOLUTE j o or Dolutionj U R*1071 

Two or three solutes Some solutes dissolve exo- 
should be tackled as thermically, others dissolve 
directed by your endothermically, 
supervisor. 

*Bog* lir-017 (a) + 5F-,, >O -40 conc. u 
and furtheýe dibatiozz with nore vatox 
Additialt of stl'll nor6 výtar prodizoos 'All no further heat pharge, tnd vo thn btat 
of SOJU-. ',. 4 

U,. Ca 6 kj. nol -1. 1 
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Hess's Law 

The ovorall anths1py ehange is inaeponaent of the -. cpa-t-P tr,. k*no 

17; :B 

initial 4A 
a rja a, t 

H" 
'-ýxo 

+ A142 ++ 41'5* 
S COAGel-ZIOAM106 of the oancervation 
of Ot-OzZY0 

Recults obtairod f or a real sit-artion aro as foll. I ov at 

1iC1 (s) 
. 

&IIL 

53(g)' 
S 

-t 
E31 (q) 

S-S 

dul = -176, -s ki r-010-1 

.. A + 16,4 kJ Y441-0-1 

rl6O, s'4 kJ 

k'; mole-, 

-72-7. kT n oloýi 
Rý, -51 e7 kJ M010-1 

-15547 w 
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ýp2., 'Joaticin t%f Isa Law 

ROZOD Lav allevs -as to dtidzaco outhalp7. changas fer rmactier-9 uhich 
. 00=0t 1ý0 cýarrial'L -Acm-tallyt for ex=pl*pt'tl: A- -enthaIP7 of E, vxrtýri 

of ca. ebor- 

. Th, *, e-wea-astion, of a molle of car'hea earbmn rn-mralde rml Is not 
possible. j 

AIR co 

tz + -281 -394 
Unknowa 4171 

-113 W 1101-1 00 

t, --e equationfi rmr. te manipulated as fOllOw9V 

Given 
. 

0 + 02 = CO: 2 AR m -394 l-, j m0l" (1) 

and GO col + sit ýa 

+ 
aDd. C'02 ta + kj 

0 + -1; fro co . 4,143 XJ 

This =*thozi ia mn-r-b ap-olicable and sheald be nsorl in 
rrajýe-mlco te. the matho'-? L ýJjom on tho p=eceding page* 

Technique. Equations 1 and 2 are imown; they. represent reaAions which 
can be carried out in the laboratory. 

The enthalpy change for reaction 5 is required, but this reaction cannot 
be carried out. 
If 3 and 4 are added together, the required enthalpy change is obtained. 
Equation 3 is the same as equation 1 while equation 4 is equation 2 
reversed. 
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Calculation of AH 

Elements are arbitrarily given zero enthalpies of formationt symboliaed 
AHf = 0; it is impossible to deduce their actual enthalpies of forma. 
tion. 

The arbitrary enthalpy, H, of an element may therefore be taken as 
ze=oe 
Compouhdsg therefore# being formed by the combination of elementsp 
will have arbitrary enthalpies which are greater than zero if heat 
is absorbed when they form, or which are lose than zero if heat is 
evolved when they form. Such enthalpies of formation are depicted 
in Figure 2-7 for C2H4. which has a positive enthalpy of formationp 
and for C02 and 2H20, which have negative enthalpies of formation* 

Numerical values are quoted for a 'before and after' pressure of 
1 atmospheret and customarily for a temperature of 298 K (25 OC)o 

+52 Cr2-R4 (1) 

t 2C 21Sýl C+ 02 

a kj 

p 
y -394 C02 (2) 

-572 I-- 
. 

Fig. 2*7 

2112 + 02 

A 14f 
- JC72 jkx 

-- 
"-ý 2H2O 

Figure 2-7 shows that the arbitrary enthalpy of formation of ethenep 
C2H49 is such that 52 W of heat are absorbed when 1 mole of ethane 
is formed from 2 moles of carbon and 2 moles of hydrogen at a constant 
pressure of 1 atmosphereq and at constant temperature. This is aym- 
bolised: ARf = +52 W mol-1. 
If you refer to a data book you will find this value, though it may 
vary sliglitly from book to book. (The data book will also use the 

0 symbol AHf instead of AHf. The reason for this will be explainod 
later. ) 

Thus 2c + 2H2 7-4, C2114; AH- = +52 W mol-1 

Similarly C+ 02 C02; AH-- a -394 W mol-1 2 

and 2112 + 02 --ý- 21120; AH = -572 W **oo 3 
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Now use the data given on page 2.10 to calculate the enthalpy change 
for the combustioný of a mole of ethene. 

'AH f or C2114 + 302 > 2CO2- + 21120 is required. 

Ist method 

Reverse (1) C2114 2C + 2H2 AH= ý-52 ýW 
DouUle (2) 2C + 202 > 2C02 AH= -788 k-T 
(3) as it is 2112 + 02 ---> 2H20 AH= -572 W 

lild: C2H4 +-302->2CO2 + 2H2O iýH -1412 W 

It is always advisable to write down clearly before starting - 
the exact form of the =equired equation. The available equations 
are then 'Juggled' such that when addedý. the required equation is 
obtained, 

2nd nethod 

Substitute the arbitrary enthalpy values. 

C2-H4 + 392 )N 2CO2 + 2H2-0 

R= +52 WH= zero H 2-x -394 W -572 W 

'and AU. ! FH of products - ZH of reactants 
(2 x -394 + -572) (+52 + zero) k. T 

-1412 W 

Note: Enthalpyl 
= 

ISilmmed enthalpies Sumned enthalpies Ichange 
of products of reactants 
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Study Unit 2 What you should knove 

I A 

You should 1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

be aware that in a change there is a 'system' part and 
a 'surroundings' part. 
iinderstand AH to be the constant pressure heat change* 
realise the need for the same before and after temperature 
in enthalpy change. 
know that enthalpy change is a potential ener'gy term. 
understand the First Law of Thermodynamics. 
be aware of some heats of reaction. 
know Hess's Law. 
be able to apply Hessts Law. 
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TEST. - "-- Study Unit 2 

Question 1 The cýhange in potential 
energy content at constant pressure ist 

Guestion 2 then a change occurs at 
constant temperature and much heat is 
evolved, does this mean, thatt 

the enthalpy 
2 the heat change 

change. qp 

3 AR 4 the enthalpy 

1 the products are poorer in potential 
energy than the reactants? 

2 the products are poorer in kinetic energy than the reactants? 
I- 

the law of conservation of energy has been broken? 

the enthalpy change for the readtion is negative? 

Qupstion 3 Which of the following is (are) not contrary to the law of 
conservation of energy? 

1 
Water at the foot of the Niagara 2 When ice coolsq heat is evolved. 
Falls is 1/10th degree C warmer 
than-it was at the top. 

3A 
swinging pendulum at its lowest 4A ball set in motion round the 

point has slightly less kinetic inside of a glass bowl eventually' 
energy than it had potential energy loses all its kinetic energy* 
at its highest point. I 

Question 4 Refer to the table of mean bond 
dissociation energies on page 38 of your 
Three Figure Tables to calculate the enthalpy 
change accompanying the reaction 

C2114 + C12 --3, C112ClCII2C1 

1 
+155 W 2 

-184 W 

3 
-435 W 4 Some other 

answer 



ANSWERS 2-14 Study Unit 2 

Oupstion 1 
Response 1 This response is correct. 
Response 2 This response is correct* 
Response 3 This response is Correct* 

Response 4 This response is incorrect. The absolute ehthalpy 
is an unknown quantityg 

Question 2 

Response I This is a correct response. 

Response 2 This is incorrect. If the temperature is constant 
there is no change in kinetic emergy total* 

Response 3 The law of-conservation of energy has not been 

. 
broken. The heat evolved is equal to the decrease 
in potential energy suffered by the reactnats 
changing into products. 

Response 4 This is correct. Heat lost by the system is given 
a negative sign. 

Question 
Response I This response is not contrary to the law of conser- 

vation of energy. The potential energy of water at 
the top of the Falls is converted to kinetic energy 
which on impact is converted to heat* 

Response 2 This is a correct response. Cooling always results 
in the loss of energy by the object coolihgo. 

Response 3 If the pendulum were swinging in a vacuum so that 
there uras no friction with the air, and if the pivot 
point at which the pendulum was supported were frict- 
ionless, then kinetic energy and potential energy 
would interchange indefinitely. In a real situation,, 
the kinetic energy continuously conver-Cs to heat 
energy and so the pendulum eventually runs out of 
both potential energy and kinetic energy. This is 
not contrary to the law of conservation of energy. 

Response 4 This is not contrary to the law of conservation of 
energy. The same general reasons apply here as in 
Response 3. 

Question 4 

Response 1: 155 W This is incorrect. In deducing the answer, you have 
included the formation of only one C-Cl bond instead 
of two. 

Response 2: -184 ki This is correct. 
Response 3: -435 W This is incorrect. You have forgotten to include the 

breaking of the C=C double bond. 
Response 4A variety of other errors are also possible* 

Here is the correct solution. 



Question 4 continued 
2#15 

Response 4 Here is the correct solution 
H 
C ==C + C1 - Cl :; 0 Cl- C-C--Cl 
HHH 11 

Bonds to be broken: one C-C bond; AH = +598 kJ'-. - 
one Cl-Cl bond; AH - +24ý kJ 

AH - +841 kJ 
Bonds to be mades one C-C bond; : AH - -347 W 

two C-Cl'bonds; AH - -618 W 
AH -1025 kT 

AH for the whole reaction is the sum of the bond 
breaking and bond making processes; 

AHtotal - +841 + -1025 XJ 
-184 kJ 



Study Unit 
BOND ENERGIES 

3*1 

PURPOSE 

10 To calculate some bond energies with the aid of Hess's Law, 

PRESENTATION 

Introduction. You will have been introduced to Hessts Law during 
Form V9 at which point you will have applied the law to calculate 
some bond energies, such as C-Hq C-C and perhaps O-H. And again, 
during the study of carbon compounds, you will in particular have 
deduced the energies of the C-C bond, the C=C bond and the CaC bonde 

This unit does little more than revise this work, You may therefore 
find it an easy unit to work through, in which case you should progress 
fairly rapidly to Unit 4. 

The bond energies will be deduced by a schematic presentation of 
Hess's Law. However, since the 'equation solving' technique is 
generally more applicable to problem solving, I have used this method 
as welle 
A great deal can be said about bond energies, but later sections of 
the C. S. Y*S, syllabus are concerned with this topic, This unit sets 
out to. show that the C=C bond is stronger than the C-C bond, though not 
twice as strong; and that the CMC bond is stronger stillt-thou& n6t 
three times as strong* 

Calculation of bond energies The energy released by the formation 
of a mole of carbon-hyd=ogen bonds will be calculated first since 
this information is required in order to calculate the energy released 
by the formation of carbon-carbon bonds. 

The energy released by the formation of carbon-hydroCen bonds 
may be calculated by considering the formation of methaneg 0110 
which contains only this-kind of bond. 

What in fact is required is the enthalpy change for the reaction 

C(gaseous, '. m9natomio) +'4V(gaseousq monatomic) -'ý"114(gaseous) 

since this enthalpy change represents the energy released when a mole 
of isolated carbon atoms come togethrr with four moles of isolated 
hydrogen atoms to form one mole of isolated methane molecules# and 
in so doing form four moles of C-H bonds. 

What is requiredg then, is the enthalpy change, AHt for the reaction 
C(G) + 4H(O CH4(9)- 

This enthalpy change divided bY 4 will give the average enthalpy 
of formation of one mole of C-H bonds, that isp the average C-11 
bond energy in W mol-1, 
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The required enthalpy change is obtained by applying Hess's Lawe 

Schematic method - 

IC(a) + 411(c) 

AH of dissociation 
of 2 moles Of H2(g) 

2x +ýýJ 

You will fiA the mean 
bond dissociation energy 
of the 112 molecule on 
page 38 of your Three- 
figure Tables. 

Note that this AH 
value is positivv\erc 

-L'ft llrý 

t 

I 

IC(a) + 2li2(9)1 

AH of combination of lona 
carbon atoms and hydrogen 
atoms corresponds to the 
reaction 

C(c) + 411(g) ,. CH4(9) land 

is one of four stages 
AH of sublimation of 1 mole of in the complete cycle. 
solid carbon converts the solid Since the AH values for tb-- 
carbon to 1 mole of isolated 

other three stages are carbon atoms in the Raseous known, the value for this 
state, and equals(: +=715kJ,, -- required stage can be ded- 
You will find this value oný_'----ý ., uced, and is 

4 page 38 of your Three-figure 
Tables. -870.1+ . -715 + -75 kJ 

ý I- -- 
Note that this AH value is 
positive since it is an absorp- 
tion of energy. 

2 

1OOU7, qY 

ýN HERE. ) 

AR7,5, kk 
AH of formation of CH47' 
from its elements in 
their natural state. 
This enthalpy chanee can 
be de=ived experimentallX* 
and is C; iven here without 
experimental details* 
Do not confuse this enthal 
change with that for the 
gaseous rionatomic 2lements. 

Thust the energy liberated by the formation of 4 moles of C-H 
bonds is 1660 ki. 

Therefore, the energy of fbrmation, of the C-H bond = -1660 ki mol-1 
4 

*From heats of combustion, = -415 W mol"' 
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You may prefer to simplify the scheme shown in Figure 3-1 by 
iGnoring the sign convention until the end of the calculation* 

I 
NOT TO SCALE 

c(g) + 

c (g) 

4H(g) 

870 W 

12(g) + 

715 W 

+ 2H2(g) 

75 kT 

C1,4(9) 

This must 
be 1660 W 

Fig. 3.2 

Having established that the relevatt enthalpy change is numerically 
equal to 1660 kJ, now decide its sign, 
The reaction C(g) + 4H(g) CH4(g) will be exothermiep and 
therefore AH will be negative and will equal . 1660 kJ. 
Dividing by 4 gives the enthalpy of formation of one mole of C-H 
bonds since 1660 W are evolved by the formation of 4 moles of 
C-H bonds. 

The average C-H bond energy is therefore 415 kJ mol-1 in the sense 
that this is the energy released by the formation of a mole of these 
bonds or is the energy required to break a mole of these bonds* 
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34 
Equation solvine, method. Yhis method, by my experience, usually 
requires conciderable tutorial effort; it is not suited to programmed 
instruction. Perhaps you will be able to cope with it, 

Required: ' C(g) + 4H(g) CH4 (6) All , ? 

Given: 1 C (a) --'P C( ) All = +715 kj 
2 H2 (6) 

ý 
2H g) AR = +435 kj 

3 C(S) + 2H2 (g) OH4 (9) AR = -75 kJ 

Ri? verse (1) C(g) C(S) AH = -715 W 
Reverse and double (2) 4H(g) --4, - 2112ý9ý AH = -870 kj 
Use (3) as it is C(13) + 2H2(g) CI14 9 AH = -75 W 

Add C(g) + 4H(g) -4- CH4(G) AH = -1660 ki 

From which, as beforev the energy of formation of the C-Il bond 
is -415 kJ mol-1. 

iiote thatv conversely, the bond dissociation energy is +415 W mol-le 
you might like to check that this value is in very close agreement 
with the value quoted on page 38 of your Three-figure Tablese 

Calculating the carbon to carbon 
bond energies in C2H6t-C2''4 ad C2H2- 

It'would be better, at this poin-4 in the discussion, to have a 
preliminary looic at the method by which such calculations are made. 
The method can then be applied to the three hydrocarbons simultaneously 
in order to contrast them. 

Initiallyt then, consider only ethanep C2H6- 
In order to calculate the energy released by the formation of a mole 
of C-C bondst we must first deduce somehow the heat evolved by the 
reaction 2C(g) + 6H(g) C2H6(9) An =? 
because 

that due to that due to 
0 

ha 
:d 

to 
theýtotal the formation the formation 

+ 
he: rmati 

eaý e0f'm ol e0 
4 h' 

=heaýý 

eovaolled of 6 moles of of 1 mole of h Vol 

ME 

bonds 

ýto tf 

C-C bonds C-H bonds CC 

tt ue 

and if we know the first and the second terms we can deduce the 
third one* 
Now, the first term, as you will see shortlyq can 
simply by a schematic presentation of Hess's Law. 
have the value AH = -2820 kI, meaning that 2820 kJ 
evolved by two moles. of carbon atoms and six moles 
coming togeTherg as it weret from infinity to form 
one mole of ethane molecules* 

be deduced most 
It turns out to 
of heat are 
of hydrogen atoms 
the bonds in 

There is a slight complication with the second term. According to 
our previous calculation of the C-H bond strengthq this second term should have the value All =- 6x -415 kJ = -2490 kJ, But the 
strength of the C-H bond varies slightly according to the nature of its neighbours, that is to sayp what molecule it finds itself in. 
If you checic with page 38 of your Three-figure -zables you will 1300 
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that the bond dissociation energies are particularly quoted as mean 
values, Conseque; itly, and without further explanation, I shall take 
the value of the C-H bond for the second term above as 412 kJ instead 
of 415 W. The full value of the second term will therefore be ATI 
6X -412 kJ =- -2472 W. 

Thus, the heat evolved by the formation of one mole of C-C bonds 
in ethane molecules is 2820 - 2472 ki = 348 kJ. 

Hence, AH of formation of the C-C bond = -348 kJ mol-1 

Wd are now in a position to contrast the strengths of the carbon to 
carbon bonds in ethanes ethene and ethinee 

Ethane 

CAL 

-85 

Fig, 

Ethene 

+435 kJ. 

+435 ki 

+715 ki 

. 
[+715 kJ 'C 

40 

6 
'Auf = 

+52 ; cJ*mol-i 

Ethine 

g) 

+435 i-T 

+715 kJ 
C. 

F 

4A +7 15 kT +227 
2 +lip L 

Elf 
0-1 +227 KJm 

For ethane: 2C(g) + 6H(g) -+ 02116(g) AH =3x -435 - -1305 ki 
+2x -715 = -1430 kJ 
+Ix -85 =- --85 

kJ 
H -2820 kJ 

Formation of 6 moles C-II bonds and I mole C-C bonds evolves 2820 W 
But, formation of 6 moles G-H bonds only evolves 6x 412 = 2472 kj 
Therefore, formation of 1 mole of C-C bonds only evolves 2820 - 2472 kJ 

= 348 kJ 

and AII formation C-C bond = -348 ki mol'I 

2C(9)+dR(9-) 
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For ethene: 2C(g) + 4H((; ) -'ý'C2114(9) AH =2x -435 = --870 W 
+2x -715 = -1430 kJ 

H 11 +1x-: +52 = +52 kJ 
-2248 ki- 

Formation of 4 moles of C-H and 1 mole C=C bonds evolves 2248 kJ 
But formation of 4 moles of C-H bofids only evolves 4x 412 = 1648 W 
Thereforej formation of 1 mole of C=C bonds evolves 2248 - 1648 ki 

= 600 kJ 

and AH formation of C=C bona = -600 W mol-1 

For ethine: 2C(g) + 2H(g) --; k- C2H2(9) All =1x -435 = -435 ki 
+2x -715 = -1430 W 

H-c"MC-11 +1x +227 = +227 kJ 
-1638 kJ 

Formation of 2 moles of C-H and 1 mole of C=-C bonds evolves 1638 kJ 
But formation of 2 moles of C-H bonds only evolves 2x 412 = 824 W 

T: 4ereforej formation of 1 mole of C=_C bonds evolves 1638 - 824 ki 
= 814 W 

and AH f ormation of C-=C bond -814 ki mol-1 

Tablo 3-1 Summary of carbon-carbon bonding 

Bond C-C C=C Cac 

Bond energy (kJ mol"I) 348 
'600 

814 

Strength of C to C linkage increases 

Energy released per singlb 
bond when on its ownv when 
part of a double bond, and 
when part of a triple bond. 

348 
I 

300 271 

Stability of C to C linkage decreases 

The carbon-carbon double bond is much stronger that the carbon- 
carbon single bondv but it is not twice as stronge Less energy is 
released by the formation of a single bond when it 16 part of a 
double bond than when it is on its own. This can be ascribed to- 
the strain associated with bonds which are bent out of their 
preferred tetrahedral arrangement. This means that there is still 
some potential energy looked up in the double bond which might other- 
wise have been released if two separate single bonds had formed instea(I 
of the double bond. 
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The carbon-carbon triple bond is even more strained, and so the 
enerGy released by, a single bond when it is part of a triple bond 
is markedly less than when it is a single bond on its own. 
(Note that this argument does not necessarily apply to other elements 
than carbon; for example, the nitrogen-nitrogen triple bond is much 
more than three times stronger than the nitrogen-nitrogen single bond*) 

The lack of stability of the acetylenic triple bond is reflected in 
the Dositive heat of formation of ethine, that is to sayq in the 
absorption of heat when ethine is formed from its elements in their 
normal state at 25 OC and 1 atmosphere: 

2C(s) + H2(9) ---> C 2112 *1 AH » +227.1 kJ mol-' 
Ethine isq therefore, described as an endothermic compound. You may at 
this point be puzzled by the apparently contradictory facts: 

a) bond formation is always exothermic - if no energy is released, 
no bond is formed, and 

b) the heat of formation of ethine (which involves bond formation) 
is endothermic. 

But remember that the heat of formation is an overall process which 
requires bond breaking in solid carbon and gaseous molecular hydrogen 
(energy absorbing) before the lone carbon atoms and lone hydrogen atoms 
bond together to form ethine (energy evolving). 
The endothermic character of ethine's heat of formation is often 
advanced as an explanation for ethine's lack of stability. This is 
correct in as far as it goes, but still leaves unanswered the question: 
why is less energy released when lone carbon atons and lone hydrogen 
atoms bond to form ethine than might otherwise be released? The answer 
has to do with the strain which arises when three covalent bonds 
are twisted out of their more usual tetrahedral orientation and forcibly 
aligned parallel to each other between the same two carbon atoms* 
Ethene, also, is an endothermic compound, but much less so; its heat of 
formation is +52.1 W mol-1. Ethane, by contrast, is exothermic; its 
heat of formation is -85.3 kJ mol-1. 
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Study Unit 3 What you should know. 

You should 1. know how to calculate some bond energies. 
2. have some 1- general ideas of the 'strength* of bonds. 
3- understand what is meant by lendothermic compoundlo 
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Study Unit 3 

Question 1- The energies of form- 
ation of some bonds are: 

Bond AH kJ mol-I 
cH -412 
c-c -347 
c=c -598 
c- cl -339 

The heat of formation of a chlorin- 
ated hydocarbon from its gaseous 
monatomic elements is AH = -3344 kJ 
mol-1. Which of the offered formulae 
correspondsto this heat of formation? 

HH cl cl H 
I II 

C=C=C 
I I 
C=C-C-H 

II I 
cl H cl 

cl H cl 4H cl 
II II 

MýV-U-U-, n-C-C=C 
IfI 
nHH 

Question 2 Calculate the heat of 
formation of gaseous hvdrogen chloride 
per mole from the following data: 

Bond AH(formation) 
kJ mol-1 

H-H -435 
C1 - C1 -243 
H- Cl. -431 

+245 kJ 2- 184 kT 

3 
+92 kJ 4 

-92 W 

H2(9) + C12(g) -; 0- 2HC1(g) 
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ANSWERS Study Unit 

Question 1 
Responses. 1,2 and 3 These responses are incorrect. 
Response This response is correct. 

Bond Number AH(kJ) 
C-H55x -412 - -2o6o 
C-a11x -347 = -347 
C=C11x -598 = -598 
C- Cl 11x. -339 = -339 

-3344 

Guestion 2 

Response I This response is incorrect. You have not 
taken two H- C1 bond energies into account. 
The exothermic part of the overall bonding process 
is equal to 2x -431 kJ. 

Response 2 This response is incorrect. You have-. calcUatdd 
the heat of formation of two moles of hydrogen 
chloride. The correct arýs`wer is ix -184 kJ- 

Response 3 This response is numerically correct bu, the sign 
of the heat change is wrong. Heat evolved is given 
a negative sign: AH is -ve. 

Response 4 This response is correct. 
The formation of 2 moles HC1 reqvLirosa, 
1 11 -H bond to be broken AH -i- +435 W 
1 Cl - Cl bond to be broken AH = +243 kj 
2H- Cl bonds to be made AH = -862 kJ 
Total of bond breaking 
and making processes AH ==-184 W 

and for 1 mole HC1 AH = -9Z kX 
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Study Unit 

REVERSIBILITY & PREE ENERGY by physical analogy. 

PURPOSE 

16 To discuss early ideas about reversible and irreversible 
reactions. 
2. To introduce the concepts of thermodynamic reversibility 
and irreversibility, 

3- To define free energy in terms of optional woric capabilityp 
and establish the link between free energy and reaction spontaneity 

PRESEaTATIOa 

introduction* The concepts of thermodynamic reversibility and 
irreversibility, and their relationship to free energy, have in 
the past proven to be stumbling blocks to students. I am hopeful- 
that the use of a concret-experimental prop will make them less soe 

Reversible and irreversible reactions, A reversible reaction is 
one which can move in either the forward or reverse directiont 
according to the prevailing conditions. Thus: 

Rg + 10 2N 
at low temperature.,,. 

Ilgo 
at high temperature 

At some intermediate temperature both reactions may be proceeding 
at the same time and at the same rate, in which latter case an 
equilibrium mixture of constant composition exists and is signified: 

119 + 12,02 HSO 

This example is very crude and lacks essential detail which would 
allow you to picture ihe exact equilibrium situation. But such 
detail does not concern you heree The important point is that 
your idea of reversibility is linked descriptively to a reaction 
which can go in either direction, 

In a similar descriptive sensev an irreversible reaction is taken 
to be one which cannot be reversed. The burning of a match might 
be quoted as an irreversible reaction. But then some teadhbrs-ý' 
will contend that all reactions are reversible, that no matter 
how far the reaction may proceed to the right there is always 
always -che possibility, under suitable conditionsp of at. least 
some reactant remaining, no matter how little; that an irreversible 
reaction is therefore just an extreme example of a reversible reaction, 
Tho important point is that your your idea of irreversibility is 
linked descriptively to a reaction which effectively goes only in 
ihe one7directionp be this right or wrong. 

When the terms freversibilityl and 'irreversibility' are used in 
the thermodynamic sense, they have a somewhat different meaningg 
only loosely connected with the above descriptive meanings. When 
used in the thermodynamic senseq the terms refer very specifically 
to the way in wnich the reactions are operated. You will see thatq in the thermodynamic sense, any reaction which occurs is of 
necessity irreversible. The only situation which is reversible 
is the equilibrium situation, in which there is no net reaction, 

c ---- 
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Thermodynamic reversibility and irrevor2ibility. Before proceeding 
furthert revise pages 2.1 to 2-3, and in particular make sure you under- 

. stand the meaning oý the physical analogy depicted in Fig. 2-3- 

This time, however, the 
weight is linked to aIN 
load by a pulley system. 

We have opted to get some 
work out of the weight for, 
as it descends, it will have 
to do 1 joule of work 'on 
the surroundings', where it 
will be stored until such 

rV time as it is released in 
its own right. 

hm 
At the same time, since 
energy is conserved, only 
9 joules of heat instead of 
10 will be released to the 
surroundings by the impact 
of the falling weight. 

As the optional work load is increased correspondingly less heat 
is evolved to the surroundings by the impact of the weight. The 
maximum optional work available, *assuming the pulleys to be friction- 
less, is something just infinitesimally less than 10 joules, by 
which point no heat at all is released-to the surroundings by the 
impact of the weightl 

rlý 4.2 

Potential ener which 
is available for doing 
wor1r., if we ont to use it 

is otherwise called 

"Y free enera 
In this simple physical 
analogyq all the potential 
energy is of the free energy 
kind, that is to say, all 
of the lenthalpy' change is 
available, at least in theorý 
for doing optional work* 
This is by no means always 
the caseq particularly for 
chemical changest but we 
shall come to this other 
aspect of the whole enthalPy 
change shortly. 
In this example, the change 
in free ener, of the 
'system'-is -10 J, and this 

change is symbolised AG, 

Pree energy is given the symbol G in honour of Josiah Willard Gibbs 
(1839 - 1903)p founder of modern chemical thermodynamics, 

z1 



When a change is carried out in such a way that a maximum demand is 
made on the free energy, maximum optional work being donev then the 
change is said to be carried out reversibly. A reversible change 
is illustrated in Fig- 4,2 - It is imperative to realise that 
work is obtained at the expense of the heat change; it is one or the 
other - you cannof have it both ways. The change can of course be 
performed between the two extremes, as illustrated by Fig 49t, 'y. 

When a change is carried out wiihout claim being made on the free 
energy, no 2. ptional work being done, the change is said to be 
carried out irreversibly. An irreversible change is illustrated in 
Fig. 2.3 (... and also Figs. 2.2 and 2.1. ) 

The heat change under irreversible o peration of the change is ekual 
to 10 J evolved, In chemical terminology AH = -10 Jo tFigo 
An alternative symbol for AH is qirrevP though this is not much 
used. Thus: AH = qirrev :- -10 -T 

r . ehe heat change under reversible oDeration of the change (assuming 
such operazion to be possible) is, in this example, zero. (Fig. 1, '. 9Q 

The symbol for the heat exchange between system and surroundings 
during the reversible operation of a change is qrev# and is 
extensively used. 

you must not confuse the enthalpy change with the reversible 
heat change. 
In this physical analogy* 
Heat change under Enthalpy 

= AN = qirrev irreversil)le operation change 
Heat change under 

qrev = zero (Fig- 4,2) reversible operation 

-10 

.I 

Bilmmarising. 

The weight in the raised position possesses 10 J of potential energy 
relative to the base. Since this potential energy is of such a kind 
that it can be used to do optional work., it is called free energy* 
When the weight descendsp the change in free energy of the system, 
symbolised AG9 is -10 J. 
If the weight descends lirreversibly19 no optional work beiiig., done ID-Y it 
on the surroundings, the heat evolved to the surroundings is derived 
from the decrease in free energy of the system, and is AH = -10 1 
If the weight descends reversibly', maximum optional work being 
done by it on the surroundingsp then 10 1 of optional work; are done 
in lieu of the enthalpy changet and no heat is evolvede 
In shorL: AR 

lou get this if the 
change is operated 
irreversibly 

you get this as optional 
OR worx if the change is 

operated reversibly 

- but you cannot got both completely 
at the came time; you can only Cot the 
one at the-expense of the other, 
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During the reversible change the sytem is in a continuingstate 
of equilibrium with the surroundings (as the weight descendsp the 
load rises)-, As long as the load is infinitesimally less than the 
weiGht9 something just infinitesimally short of the maximum work will 
be obtained, and will be obtained infinitesimally slowly, At any 
instant during the progress of this change, the slightest push in 
the opposite direction will reverse the change - hence the concept 
of treversibilityl peculiar to thermodynamics. (An attempt will be 
made later to justify the use of the description 'irreversible' for 
the non-reversible operation of a change, ) 

Furtherv one of the conditions often required of reversible changes 
is that they be carried out slowly. This is not strictly correct& 
Rather, the proper performance of a reversible change requires that 
the downfalling weight be more or less equally opposed by the load to 
be raised, and consequently the reaction will occur slowly whether 
we like it or not, Slownessq therfore, is more of a consequence than 
a condition* 

It is important to realiae that the reversible operation of a change 
is an ideal limit, quite unrealisable in practice. It is that 
imaginai7. 

-limit 
at which maximum work is available, i. ee that limit 

at which the attempt is made to convert the entire free energy into 
optional work. Such a process is quite unobservable since it will 
occur infinitely slowly. 

The naturalv irreversible process is observable since it occurs in 
a finite time. The description ir=eve: csible is applied to the 
change even when some work is obtained, or when none is obtained* 
The term reversible is applied only when the att. em2t is made to 
take the maximum work, 

Thust in the thermodynamic sense, any reaction which occurs must 
be irreversible, The only situation which is reve=ible is the 
equilibrium situation, in which there is no net reaction* 
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Spontaneity. The descent of a weight is characterised by a -negati'Me 
change in the 'free energy' of the weight. 'Whether the weight does optional 
work during its desc&nt, or does not and ultimately yields its free energy as 
heat, does not matter. The imýrtant point is that the descent of the weightt 
which is the natural way for a weight to behalre, is characterised by a negative 
free energy change. 
For a reaction in a system to be spontaneous. its occurrence must be accom- 
panied by a nepýative free enerf, -ýr chanre of the system. 
This is, in effect, a statement of the Seconý, Law of Thermodynamics* 

The advantage of this definition of spontaneity over other definitions is 
that it allows decisions about reaction spontaneity to be made from considera- 
tion of the system only, without reference to the simultaneous changes going 
on in the surroundings. A more thorough explanation of this latter point 
will ge offered later in the programme . 
Thus, where the First Law is essentially a statement of conservation of 
energyq the Second Law takes the conservation of energy for granted and 
goes on to concern itself with the direction of change, that is to sayq 
it sayd'which directi6n*will be the spontaneous direction, *. a@* but it 
says nothing about the speed at which the reaction will occur, 

Fig. 4.3 
This 'reaction' is spon- This reaction is equally This reaction is not 
taneous because the over- spontaneous, but it will spontaneous* 
all change is accompanied take a little longerl 
by a decrease in1free energy'. 

In the thermodynamic sense, spontaneity implids'nothing about speed of reaction. 
If the free energy change is negative, the reaction will occur; it may take 
a few seconds, like the action of acid on carbonate, or a few million years# 
or aeons. 
The rate of reaction between cold hydrogen and oxygen is exceedingly low9 
but given enough time the reaction should run-virtually to completion. The 
low rate of reaction is a consequence of a kinetic snag, namely a lack of 
adquate activation energy. That the reaction does eventually run to virtual 
completion is due to its negative free energy change, the reaction'being 
allowed to proceed by the presence at any one instant of a very small propor- 
tion of molecules with high enough activation energy. 
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Study Unit 4 Ubat you should know, 

You should 1. know what is meant at 0 Grade and H Grade by reversible 
reaction and irreversible reaction. 

2* know that free energy is potential energy which is 
available for doing work. 

3* know that a change is-operated reversibly when it is 
made to do the maximum work. 

4- realise that free energy not used to do work appears 
instead as heat 

5* know that a change is operated irreversibly when something 
less than the maximum demand is made on it to do work, 

6* know that the heat change under complete irreversible 
operation is AH, 

7* know that the heat change under reversible operation is qrevo 
8, know that a reversible change 'occurs' through a continuing 

equilibrium state. 
9. know that a reversible change is a balanced change and 

that the slightest push in the opposite direction reverses 
it, which is why it is called reversible. 

10. know that a reversible change occurs ihfinitely slowly* 
11. know reversibility is an ideal limit. 
12. reversible processes are unobserValble. 
13. know that only irreversible processes are observable. 
14. know the meaning of spontaneity. 

r 



TEST i _2 
4*7 

Study Unit 

Question 1 When a spontaneous reaction is carried out irreversibly 

no optional work may be done in 2 the heat change ýrith the surr- 
which case AG will be zero* oundings is AH 

3 the heat change is qrev. 

Question 2 Is it possible to 

operate a reversible reaction operate a reversible reaction 
reversibly? irreversibly? 

3 
operate an irreversible reaction 

4 
operate an irreversible reaction 

reversibly? irreversibly? 

Question 3A match-head reacts spontaneously but very slowly with air. 
Is the reaction occurring reversibly? 

Question A Which of the following, if any, is (are) characteristic of 
the irreversible operation of a spontnaeous reaction? 

1 It occurs very slowly 
2 It is an attempt to get the maximum 

work from a change. 

3 The opposing load must be less 
14 

It is observable&. 
than the driving force. 

Question 5 If the free energy change accompanying the occurrence of a 
process is -10 W, the process 

will not be spontaneous. 
2 

will occur very rapidly. 

3 
will be able to do a maximum 
10 W of optionalýwork if oper- 

,. -. ated reversibly. 

ii 



ANSWERS 
4*8 

Study Unit 

Ouestion 1 

Response I This response is incorrect oh two counts. Firstlyq 
sbme. optional ; jork-... may be done during the irrever- 
sible operation, or none at all. Secondly, the free 
energy change for a spontaneous reaction is negative 
no matter how it is carried out. 

Response 2 This response is correct. 
Response 3 This response is incorrect. When the attempt is 

made to carry out the reaction reversibly, AG is 
consumed (or occupied) entirely in doing optional 
work, and is not therefore expelled as heat. Any 
heat expelled during the reversible operation must 
come from some other source than the free energy 
decrease, for which see next Study Unit. 

Question 2 

Response 1 Yes. If the attempt is made to carry out a reaction 
so that maximum optional work is done by it, the 
reaction - whatever it be - is said to be being 
! operated reversibly'. 

Response 2 Yes. If the reaction -ý-whatever it be - is allowed 
to occur naturally, no demand being made on it to 
do optional work, then the reaction iý being oper- 
ated irreversibly. 
How a cbemical reaction can be operated reversibly 
will be discussed in Study Unit 6. 

Response 3 Yes. As for Response 1. 

Response 4 Yes. As for Response 2. 

Question 3 No. Since the match-head reacts spontaneously 
with the air, the free energy change must be negativeg 
that is, AG is -ve. But no attempt is being made 
to convert this free energy to 'work done on something' 
in the surroundings; it is merely being released as 
heat. The reaction is proceeding irreversibly. 
The slowness is a result of a kinetic snag: a lack 
of adequate activation energy. 

Question 4 
Response I This is not characteristic. A reaction operated 

irreversibly may occur rapidly or slowly. All that 
can be said is that, because the free energy change 
is negativet the reaction can occur, 

Response No. This attempt to get the maximum work is a 
characteristic of the reversible operation of a 
change. 

Response 3 Yes. If the opposing load is as great as the driving 
force, then a reversible situation exists. For the 
irreversible change the opposing load must be less 
than the driving force, or absent altogether* 

Response 4 Yesj since it occurs in a finite time. 



4*9 Study Unit 4 
Question 
Response 1 This is incorrect. if the free energy chrange is 

negative, whatever its value, the change is spon- 
taneous. 

Response 2 This is incorrect. It is impossible to say from 
free energy considerations alone how fast a 
reaction will be. For example, the free energy 
change accompanying the combination of hydrogen 
and oxygen is very negative, but hydrogen and 
oxygen can co-exist without apparent reaction for 
a very long time. The reason for the inactivity ia 
kinetic: lack of adequate activation energy. 

! Response 3 This is correct. But remember that in 'practical*lz. 
terms the reversible oper tion takes infinitely 
long to achieve. 

I 



Study Unit 
-' 5*1 

EfTHALPYv FREE ENERGY & ENTROPY ENERGY by physical analogy 
I 

PURPOSE 

11 To show how the enthalpy change is the result of a free energy 
change-and an entropy energy change, 
2, To discuss the enthalpy change and the reversible heat change for 
a spontaneous changein. which the; entropy energy change is negative, 
3- - To discuss the enthalpy change and the reversible heat change for 
a spnntaneous change in which the entropy energy change is positive,,,. 

Source of -enthalpy chanae. Up to this point in the programmey the 
tenth: alpyl change associated with a treaction' has been ascribed only 
to a decrease in the 'free energy' of the system* 
That the total enthalpy change accompanying a chemical reaction is 
never entirely due to chan-ge in potential energy of the free energy 
kind has already been alluded to (page 4.2). The enthalpy change is 
due in part to a form of stored energy which cannot be converted into 
optional workj which from of potential energy - to distinguish it 
from free energy -I shall call entropy energy. An attempt will be 
made later to show in what way these two kinds of potential energ; ýy 
i. e. free energy and entropy energy, differ from each other* 

For the moment, however, let us concern ourselves with the interplay 
between these two kinds of stored energy and how, when acting togethert 
they decide the value of the overall enthalpy change. 

'Unfortunatelyp there is no equivalent of chemical entropy energy 
in the world of mechanical objects. Thus, although it was easy to 
find a physical analogy to explain the concept of free energyt it is 
not quite so easy to find one to explain the concept of entropy 
energy, Butq bearing in'mind that the distinctive feature of entropy 
energy is its 'unavailability' - it is not available for doing optional 
work - then a comparison of some sort can be drawn with a weight which 
is ready to fall and is also spinninr., for the lattert in an analogy 
of the type invented for this programme, will not affect the value of 
the maximum optional work, That the weight is in a 'state of spin, 
as it descends will not affect the weignt's load lifting capabilityp 
within the artificial limitations of this p)iysical analogy* 
But it will affect the value of the lenthalpy' change* 

Cautionary-note. Remem))er that we are using the actual potential 
energy of a raised weight to simulate the free energy of a real 
chemical system* The weight's actual potential energy is our 
"mechanical equivalent of chemical free energy". How we are about 
to use what is in reality rotational kinetic energy of a spinning 
weiGht as the "mechanical equivalent of chemical entropy energy"* 
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This sounds more difficult than it really is, and if you can grasp 
underlying principle, then you will be in a position to transfer 
your understanding to a real chemical situation. This paxticular 
unit is quite crucial* 
There ist unfortunatelyp danger in using a physical analogy like 
this; the danger is that you will become confused between tho 
unreal (the physical analogy) and the real (actual weight, physical 
reactions and chemical reactions)* 
I shall refer to the "mechanical equivalent of chemical entropy 
energy" simply as "spin", A decrease in spin, therefore, simulates 
a chemical reaction which is accompanied by a decrease in potential 
energy of the entropy energy kind; an increase in spin simulates a 
chemical reaction which is accompanied by an increase in potential 
energy of the entropy energy kind, 

Changes in entropy energy in real chemical reactions are symbolised 
TAS; the reason for this will emerge later. Since we are already 
using the correct chemical symbolism for enthalpy and free energy 
changet AH and AG, in discussing the operation of the physical 
analogyt then we will use the symbol TAS as wello 

Full chemical reactions by 
. -physicalanalogy. 

We shall now have a look at some simulated reactions whose enthalpy 
change is a result of a free enerey change and an entropy energy 
change* 
We shall restrict the discussion to spontaneous changesq which 
i=ediately fixes the free energy change as negative. 

Whether the entropy energy change is negative or positive depends 
on the particular reaction, and is quite independent of the free 
energy change, 
The combination of hydrogen and oxygen to form water entails a 
decrease in entropy energy; the product water has less potential 
energy of the entropy energy kind than db the hydrogen and oxygen 
from which the water was formed. The combustion of a matchv on the 
other hand, entails an increase in entropy energy. 

W. Why this happens to be the case will be explained later, 
You will have noticed that there are occasions when a particular 
topic has to be postponed for later explanationg This is something I would ask you to bear with in the hope that it will 'come out right in the end', One of the great difficulties in explaining these 
basic concepts is that it is not possible to explain A until B has 
been explainedo while it is not possible to explain B 'until A has 
been explained! The solution to this dilemna is to take one on trust while the other is explained, I am afraid that this happens 
some few times in this programme. 

We shall continue now with a look at the irreversible and reversible 
operation of a mpont; innous reaction for which the entropy energy 
change is negative# and then a spontaneous reaction for which the 
entropy energy change is positive. 
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Consider a spontaneous reaction during the course of which there is a 
nepýative entropy energy change; since the reaction is spontaneousp the 
free energy change is also negative. 
Apply the physical analogy. Let the free energy change be AG - -10 -T as 
before, and let the entropy energy change be TAS - -3 J. Imaginet therefOret 
a 10 N weight one metre above a base to be spinning with 3J of 'spin'. 

+3 J 
spin 

Im , 
b ejoi c 

Fig 
V, 

n 

zero 
Spin 

13 T 

Irreversible operation 

The entire potential energy of 
the system is expelled to the 
surroundings as heats 

Ali = -13 J 
and this is derived from a decrease 
in the free energy of the system: 
AG = -10 J 

and from a decrease in the entropy 
energy of the system: 

TAS -3 J 

Thus: AH TAS 
-13 J -10 It ý3 J 

kýv +3 
spin 

r1q. ý- 
v, 
Reversible oDeration 

(F-r 

zero 
qýin 

The decrease in free energy of 
the descending weight is consumed 
in doing an equivalent amount of 
optional work. on the surroundings. 
The 3 joules of 'entropy energy' 
cannot be used to do optional woric 
and is-expelled from the system 
as heat. 

TIS = qrev -3 J 

Thus the heat change with the surroundings umder irreversible 
operation of the changeg which is AH, is very different from the 
heat change with the surroundings under reversible operation of the 

q dhangep which is qrev. The former is -13 J-P the latter is -3 J- 
In generalg 

[AG 
+F+ qrev T-A bý -k 
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How consider a spontaneous reaction during the course of which there 
happens to be a positive entropy energy change; since the reaction 
is spontaneous, it. entails a negative free energy chango. 

- 1. --. - 
Apply the physical analogy, Let the free energy change be AG - -10 J as 
before, and let the entropy energy change be TAS = +3 J. Imagineq thereforep 
a 10 N weight one metre above a base. and imagine that as it descends it 
acquires 3 -T of I spin'. 

zero Spin' 

0' 8a 
+3 -T 
spin 

/ýN 
7 6T 

Fig. 5.3 
Irreversible operation 
Bo optional worr is demanded of 
the free energy of the system, 
J: he enthalpy change will be 
AH = "It i 

Why? The decrease in free energy 
ox the system is equal to 10 joules. 

-But 
3 joules of this are consumed 

in accounting for the increase in 

entroPy energy* 

-. rhus: All AG + TAS 

-7 J -10 1. +3 J 

ero 
pin 

Fig. 5.4 
Reversible operation 

+3 J 
spin 

The decrease in 'free energy' of 
the descending weight is consumed 
in doing an equivalent amount of 
optional work on the surroundings* 
And if the reaction occurs with an 
increase in entropy energyp this 
energy has to be accounted for. 
Since it cannot be derived from 
the free energy - which is fully 
allocated to doing work - it is 
(in a real chemical reaction)- 
simply absorbed form the surround- 
ings. Thus AG is realised as work 
done and the heat change with the 
surroundings is restricted to 
TAS = qrev = +3 J* 

In this particular analogy of a chemical reaction, iho enthalpy 
change, which of course specifies irreversible conditions, is negqtive; 
the reaction is naturally exothermic. But under limiting ideal 
reversible conditions the heat changes qrevl is positive; the reactions 
if only in theoryt has become endothermic. 

Rel: lect for a few moments on the explosion of a charge of powder, 
The combustion of gunpowder is highly exothermic; All is negative. 
The combustion is associated with a very large decrease in free energy 
as reactauts convert to products; AG is negative. The combustion 
exitails a large increase in entropy energyi TAS is positive; take this 
on trust for the moment, 
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AH A(; + T, 1S 
-VO -ve +ve 

if a charge of powder be set off in the open, no demand being made 
on the reaction to do optional workv the heat evolved is due to the 
very large Bupply.; of free energy. -less some used up in increasing 
ihe entropy energy of the products compared wiih the reactants. 

if, on the other hand, the same charge of powder be used to fire off 
a cannon-balll some of the free energy is used and stored in the cannon- 
bali-as ii-Iflies through the air'* Thus tne enthalpy change is down 
a bit; the reaction is beginning to acquire some reversible characters 
In fact we are no longer justified in using the term enthalpy change 
since the-meaotion is not entirely irreversible. 

It is established fact that weaponry firing live ammunition becomes 
3-Ass hoz than it does when firing blank. 

Indeed, if the shoz could be fired reversibly, which of course is 
a comple-ýe praezioa. 1 impossibility, -rhe shot firing would be endo. 
thermiol 

Table 54,1 Spontaneous changes in a system 

Spontaneous changes in a system can be made 
to do work on the surroundings: 

. Wet 
work 

Reversible operation: the work 
attempted is a maximum. 

Irreversible operation: the work 
done by the system is less than 
the maximum. 

-AG Zero to something just I 
less than -AG Mg. if AG were -10 J, then the maximum work which could be done 

on the surroundings would be 10 J. But if the change were executed 
at 'less than perfectly reversible', then an amount of work less 
than 10 J would be done. In the event of no optional work being 
done at all, then the accompanying heat exchange between system 
and surroundings is the enthalpy change. ) 

Heat TAS9 qrev TAS to AH 
exchange 

I 
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Study Unit 5 What you thould, know. 

I 
You should 1. know that the enthalpy change is the summed effect of 

a free energy term and an entropy ener, _-y 
term. 

2* know that in the relationship AH - AG + TAS9 TAS - qrev. 
3. If AG and US are exchanged as heat, AH is obtained; while 

if AG is used to do worko the only heat chahge can be TAS. 

1 



5. -7 TEST Study Unit 

Question la The physical analogy shown below depicts one of the 
following chemical reactions. Which one? 

1 H90 ---> Hg + ý02 AH +ve, AG -ve, TAS +ve, 

2 6C02 + 6H20 -7%' C6111206 + 602 AH +ve, AG +ve, TAS -ve 

3 CaC03 + 2HCl -ý- CaC12 + 1120 + C02 AH -ve, AG -ve, TAS +ve 

4 1Z2 + 3H2 --> 2NR3 AH -ve, AG -ve� TAS -ve. 

- 

1' 
I_ 

F 

It i 
f1 

4,4 
_____ 

1 

f# ei* 

I, 

Question lb --'iýýe-enthalpy diagram shown above refers to one of the 
reactions given in Question la. Which one? 

Question 2 When a spontaneous reaction is carried out irreversibly, 
the ent4alpy change might be zero. Comment. 

. 
Question 3 If the free energy change accompanying a reaction is 
AG - -100 W, the process will be endothermic if operated reversibly. 
Comment. 



ANSWERS 5*8 Study Unit 

Ouestion la 

Response 1 This is correct. 
The analogy depicts a reaction for which AG 
is negative. This eliminates 2. 
The analogy depicts a reaction for which TAS 
is Dositive. This eliminates 4- 
The analogy depicts a reaction in which the 
increase in entropy energy is greater than 
the decrease in free energy so that heat is 
absorbed from the surroundings to make up the 
difference, i. e. AH is positive. 
The analogy in fact depicts a spontaneous endo- 
thermic reaction. The decomposition of mercury 
oxide is such a spontaneous endothermic reaction 
at high temperature. 

Responses ?, 3 and 4 See above. 

Question lb The enthalpy diagram depicts a reaction for 
which AH, AG and TAS are all negative, and so 
corresponds to reaction 4. 

, 
Question 2 Yes, If the process is spontaneous, AG must be 

negative. If TAS is as positive as AG is negative, 
the All will be zero. 

Question 3 It might be. If the process is operated reversibly, 
AG is consumed completely in doing optional work 
on something somewhere in the surroundings; none of 
it is expelled as heat, 
If the reaction is accompanied by a decrease in 
entropy energy, TAS -ve, then the reversible process 
will be exothermic; qrev'will be negative. 
On the other hand, if the reaction is accompanied 
by and increase in entropy energy, TAS +ve, then 
the reversible operation will be endothermic; qrev 
will be positive. 



Szudy 'Unit 6 6.1 

ENERGY CHANGES in chemical reactions 

PURPOSE 

1. To contrast the irreversible ana reversible operation of a 
chemical reaction, 
2. To show how the enthalpy change for a chemical reaction is 
related to the free energy change and the entropy energy change. 
3- To show that optional work in an electrical circuit is nFE. 

irreversible performance of a reaction. Reactants are allowed 
to convert To proaucTs in such apparaTus that the heat evolved 
can be accura-ýely measured* Practical details are given on pages 
3 and 4 of hemorandum Number 16, Practical Work in Axth Year 
6tudies Chemistrye 

The enthalpy change for zhe reaoiion: 

Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) - Cu2+(aq) + 2Ag(s) 

turns out to be AH = -147.2 kJ for the equation as written* 
This enthalpy change is derived from a free energy ehangev AG, and 
from an entropy energy change, TAS, 

lloýw AH is negative. And since the reaction occurs spontaneouslyp 
AG must also be negative (page 4-5). Applying the equation 

AH = AG + TAS 

we accept that TAS might be positive or negative. 

we cannoz readily measure the entropy energy change, -TASt for the 
reaction* Remember that TAb is qrevv which is ', ýhe heat change 
uhuer reversible opera6ion of the reaction, and ihe reversible 
operaT, ion of ihe reaction taxes an infinitly long time. IXhe meas- 
uremen-G of heaz change over an infinity of time, during the 
idealistic reversible operation of -che reaotion,:. in not a practicable 
propositiont 

Bat we can measure the force with which the reaction will attempt 
to occur under reversible conditions, and in so doing measure AG& 

just-as the downw1ard acting weight on one side of our imaginary 
pulley can be made to 'act reversibly, by opposing its action 
by an equal and opposite load, then -vhe above reaction can likewise 
be made -ro act xeveý: sibly by arranging it to occur in such a way 
that its occurrence can be equally opposea'o 

Just as the maximum load which a downward acting weight can lift is 
an estimate of the 'free energy' change associated with the downward 
ýrogress of the weigh-u, then. the maximum force required to oppose 
-6he above chemical reaction such that it just stops the reaction 
occuring can be used -ro calculate the value of the maximum optional 
work ýhat, The reaction is capaule of performingg and will a-ctempv 
To perform under - and only under - reversible conditions* 

I 
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The same reaction comes to a standstill under reversible conditions* 
I shall explain. it as occurring infinitely slowly. 

roquires the -cransfer of two moles of electrons* This zransfer is 
the counterpart of the downfalling weight, 

Reversible perrormance of saine reaction. The reaction 
Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) --> Cu2+kaq) + 2Ag(s) 

The reaction may be engineered to occur such that this transfer. 
takes place via an external wire, that is to say, the reaction 
may be carried out in an electrochemical cell, The transfer can 
then be opposed by 'an infinitesimally less than equal' force .... 
by applying an e. m. f. in the opposite direction, A 'reversible' 
situation is thus created, 

Experimental cel 
_Jý, 

bout 

Ag half cell 

Cu half cell 

kV, qt I! 
j-Ga 

vý 

Fig- 

Accumulator (2 ve 

I 
xy is a resistance 
wire running parallel 
with a meter stick. 

4- 

Current from the accumulator passes continuously along the resistance 
wire from Y to x-. Whether current in the circuit containing the 
experimental cell moves in a clockwise or anticlockwise dir'ectiont 
or not at allp depends on the location of the contact C. 

If contact C is located at end x. current will flow without 
external hindrance in the experimental call circuit - namely 
from the negative terminal to the experimental cell through 
C to x to the positive terminal of the experimental cell. 

As the contact C is progressively moved iowards end y. the exper- 
imenial call will be subject to an increasing and opposing push 
by the acounulator: at soue point between x and y the esm. fo of 
the experimental cell will be equally opposed by the electrical 
Pressure exorted by the accumulator. 
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A balanced or reyersible, situation now exists in the experimental 
"ll circuit. 

tehe e. mf,. exerted by -6he experimental cell under these conditions 
is the maximur, iT, can exer-r,. It is -che force -yri-t; h which it is 
attempting -ro push two moles ol electrons round -who -rest circuit 
while in reality nothing is happening, as when the downward a0zing 
weight is equally apposed by a load (Figure 4-2), 

As already discussed the work done in electrical terms is nFE., 
where n1l' is the amount of electricity in faradays and E is the eem. f, * 

-xhus, The maxim-ma optional 
- 

work which the experimental cell can 
do, in theory at least, is that which it can do under reversible 
conditions,, and is equal to nPE joules where iý is the reversible 
e, mof. of the cello - 

At the same time, the maximum optional work has already been 
shoim to be derivable Irom the decrease in free energy of the 
reacting sy-stem,, and is AG* 

:. Thereforop I AG *. nF!. 
j 

11 
the chanGe in - the: optional work 
free energy, a done under reversible 
negative number conaitions, the same 
of joules if -cho positive number of 
reaction. is joules since B is 
spontaneous positive if the 

reaction is- spontaneous 

It turns out that the reversible e, m, f. for the reaction 
Cu(s) + 2Ag+(aq) C-a2+(aq) + 2Ag 

has the v-alue 0.46 V. xhe details of how this value is deduced 
r=om ihe experimental sei-up, pictured on the Drvious page need not 
arise here. Since two moles of electrons are involved in the 
treansferg n has the value 2. And F is equal to 96 500 

.. coulombs* 

Therefore AG - -nFE =-2x 96 500 x 0o46 i 

= -88,2 W for the reaction as written, 

Therefore TAS = AH - AG = -147,2 - -88.2 W 

= -59,0 W 
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Summarisingo If the reactionliaplied by the equation 
Cii(s) + 2Ag+(aq) CU2+(aq) + 2Ag(s) 

be carried out in the natural irreversible way, the onthalpy 
ChanCe is such that 147.2 ki of heat are evolved, and this is 
derived irom a decrease ol free energy of 88,2 k. j and a decrease 
oi entropy energy of 59-0 xi as the reactants convert to products* 

If -#, he reaction could be carried out reversiblyq 88,2 kj' of 
optlonal wor. ý: could be aone on something somewhere in the surrounding& 
and onlY 59-0 ki of heatt qrevq would be evolved to the surroundings* 

An initial comment on standard states. The energy changes 
aosomiaied with reactions must obviously depend on the amounts 
of substances involved, and on the conditions under which the 
reactions are carried out, I have avoided confusing the main 
theme of the development of this programme by Lrying to consider 
too much at one time, Consequently, much has been lef "t unsaid; 
the argument is difficult enough as it is, ýxhe topic of standard 
state has been carefully avoided, but is of such major importance 
that some time will be devoted to it towarda--the end of this pro- 
gramm e 

suffice it to say that the measurements of cell e. m, f. s are not 
only done under reversible condi-vionst but with very particular 
regard to particular concentrations, pressures and states of 
purity (temperature is less important), and the values obtained 
under such standard reversible conditions are called standard 
e, mef, values, 

Any one standard e. m. f. of a cell is the result of two standard 
electrode potentials for each of the two hall cells making up the 
cell. You should remember from form V work that if one of these 
two half cells is a hydrogen half cell, whose eleotrode potential 
is conventionally taxen as zero, then -ohe whole e. m. f. of tho 

. 
2ell operating reve-"sibl in standard iorm is taicen as the 
s. -candard electrodenotential of the other half cell, whatever it is. 

standard electrode potentials are signified EO, jhese are the 
values -listed in your Three Figure 11%bles, 

5imilarly, standard enthalpy changes, standard free energ-Y changes 
and standard entropy ener87 changes can be symbolised AHO, AGO 
and TASO respectively. These may or may not be used from here on* 
They are to be interpreted, for the time beingt as more specific 
instances of AH, AG an: d TAS'. 
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Here are two more examples of cell reacTions to read Througho 

i) The"Clary. Cell: 

Zn(s) + H92504(paste) Zn2+(aq) + 2Hg(l) so 2-- 
+4 (aq 

Standard Standard Standard 
Enthalpy Change Optional Work + Entropy Energy 

AHO AGO Change 
-343 W -276 kj TASO 

-67 W 

343'kJ of heat are evolved under standard irreversible conditionst 
which is derived from that type of potential energyp amounting to 
276 kJq which could be used to do worktand that type of potential 
energy, amounting to 67 kJ, which is not available to do worko 

The irreversible reaction is highly exothermic; AHO -343 kJ- 

Alternativelyp 276 ki of work could be done by the reactants change- 
ing into products under reversible conditions, in which case 67 W 
of heat would be released to the surroundings* 

rev -67 ki, The reversible reaction is exothermic, but less so; q0 

ii) A cell based on the reaction between cadmium metal and 
mercury iodide paste: 

Ots) + Hg12(paste) Cd 2+(aq) 
+ Hg(j) + 21-(aq) 

AHO = AGO TASO 

-57 kJ -83 kJ +26 kJ 

57 W of heat are evolved Ander standard irreversible conditionsp 
which is derived from the free energy type of potential energy, 
amounting to 83 kJq diminished by the entropy energy increaset 
amounting to 26 kJ, of the products compared with the reactants. 
The irreversible reaction is exothermic; 4HO = -57 ki. 

Alternativelyp 83 W of optional work could be done urkder standard 
reversible conditions, whereupon 26 ki of heat would be absorbed 
by the cell from the surroundings to account for the entropy energy 

JI increase which must occur if the reaction occurs* 

The reversible reaction is therefore endothermia; q0rev +26 kJ. 
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Study Unit 6 What you should know, 

You should 1. know how a chemical reaction may be performed irreversibly* 
2. know how a chamical reaction may be performed reversilbly. 
3- know that in electrical terms, optional work is nFE where 

AG - -nFE. 
4. be aware of the need for standard conditions. 

have some knowledge of the interplay between AG-Land TAS 
in deciding the value of AH in a chemical reaction; and 
understand the meaningof qrevw 
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TEST. - Study Unit 6 

Ouestion 1 AH for a reaction is -220 kJ mol-1; AS is -115 J Y, -1 mol-1- 
Calculate the free energy change, AG, for the reaction. at 400 OC- 
Note. The enthalpy change is quoted in kilojoules per mole of product (or 

reactant, as the case may be, while the change in entropy value, ASp is 

quoted in joules per kelvin per mole. More will be said later about the 
concept of entrory value. In the meantime, however, you must be careful 
to convert to a common unit: either convert kilojoules to joules, or joules 
to kilojoules. Since AG is usually quoted in kilojoules, the latter way 1C 
is probably better. 
Note. Temperature in calculations is kelvin temperatureq which is equal to 
celsius temperature plus 273; thus 400 OC - 673 K. 

Question 2 Given AH = AG + TAS, say 
what happens to AG for a reaction attended 
by a decrease in entropy value when the 
temperature at which the reaction is con- 
ducted is raised, 

AG is 
1 2 AG becomes 

unaffected. I less negative. 

,3 AG becomes 4 AG may become 
more positive zero. 

Question 3 The enthalpy change associated with a particular process 
is AH = +41.1 kJ mol-1; AS9 the increase in entropy value ass-ociated 
with the same process, is +0,11 kJ mol-1. Which one of the following 
statements is correct? 

The reaction will never occur The reaction will occur spontaii- 
spontaneously, no matter what eously at any temperature. 
the temperature. 

The reaction will only occur 
4 The reaction will only occur 

spontaneously at high tempera- spontaneously at low tempera- 
ture, ture. 

IV 
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AITSIMS Study Unit 6 

Question 1 AG = AH - TAS 
= -220 - (400 + 273) x-'-, 1000 

kj K kj K-1 
= -143 kJ m01-1 

Question 2 Both AH and AS for a particular reaction can 
can be taken as constants over a not too large 
temperature range. Thus the enthalpy change 
and the change in entropy value for a given 
reaction are much the same when the reaction 
is*carried out at 500 K and at,, sayl, 600 K. 

The equation AH = AG + TAS contains, thereforev 
two variables: AG and T. If one is altered, the 
other is altered.. 

Response 1 This response is incorrect. When the temperature 
at which a reaction is carried out is altered, 
the free energy change accompanying the reactica 
is altered. AG is temperature dependent. 

Responsen... 2t 39 4. Ea6h of these responsescan be correct, depending 
on the sign of the change in entropy value. 
Referring to the equation AH = AG + TAS; 
if AS is negative and T is increased, AG may 
become less negative, zero, more positive. 
Thus a reaction which is sDontaneous at room 
temperature may not be spontaneous at higher 
temperature. An example of such a reaction is 

112 +- 3H2 = 2NH3 
which occurs spontaneously (but very slowly) at 
room temperature but not at a higher temperature. 

Note that if the change in entropy value accom- 
panying a reaction were positiveg and T were 
increased, TAS would become more positive, and 
- if AH is to remain the same - AG would become 
less positiveg zero, negative. 
Thus a reaction which is not spontaneous at 
room temperature may become spontaneous at 
higher temperature. An example of such a 
reaction is CaC03 = CaO + C02 

Question 
Responses lt 2,4- These responses are incorrect. 
Response 3 Since AG = AH - TAS, then TAS has to exceed 

41.1 kJ mol-1 if AG is to be negative. This 
will only occur at and above a particular temp- 
erature. 
This particular temperature above which AG is 
negative is 41-1/0-11 K= 373 K= 100 OC& 
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Stu4y Unit 7 791 

ENTROPY &. ENTROPY ENERGY 

PURPUSE 

1. j! o, define entropy value as indicative of disorderr 

2. To discuss the implications of change in total entropy value* 

3- jo, define Isystemig $surroundings' and funiversete 

4- 12o show that change in entropy energy is equal to TAS 

5- ý: o, expain ffree energy of mixing'* 

_Introduction. 
Once you have grasped the ideas of reversibility 

and irreversibility kthe latter has still to be explained )v you 
should not have too much trouble in understanding qrev as the 

possible heat change between system and surroundings during the 
reversible operation of the change, and as the heat change which 
in conjunction with AG is responsible for the value of the enthalpy 
chanGe during the irreversible operation of the change. 

This particular Study Unit is perhaps a difficult one, I would 
suggest that you read the whole unit through fairly quickly without 
dwelling on difficult parts because subsequen-It. parts may provide 
some of the answers. I would then suggest that you re-read the 

unit more slowly several times before attempting the self-test. 

Entropy-defined 

The change in entropy energy content of a system has been labeled 
here TAS without attempt at justification; it was felt that some 
preliminary attempt should be made to show how entropy energy 
operated in conjunction with free energy to give the enthalpy change 
accompanying a reaction, and there was little choice by to use the 
correct notation, 

bt, -r 

Entropy and entropy energy are linked with the idea of disorderv 
and the statement made that an increase in entropy, implying disorder# 
is a favourable condition of reaction; the distinction between 
entropy and entropy energy is often glossed over. But to describe 
an increase in entropy as a 'favourable' condition of reaction is 
less than useful since it gives no clear indication of whether the 
reaction will or will not occur. There are in fact many reactions 
which occur with a decrease in entropy. But more of this later. 

That increase in disorder is a natural tendency is generally acceptablo 
in a vague sort of way. With little effort, one can think of many 
instances of increasing disorder, Some are'listed below, But at the 
same time, one can also think of instances of decreasing disorder* 
Some of these are listed below* 
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Events whith are accompanied 
by an increase in disorder: 

1. Gases mix and do not unmix. 
2. Wood burns and does not 

unburn. 
3- Real weights fall down and 

convert their potential 
energy to disorganised heat 
energy, 

4. Iron rusts 
5- Ice melts in your hand*- 
6. Eydrogen and iodine combine 
7-- People in your clas4 today 

will be scattered far and 
wide 20 years from now* 

8. Trees decay and do not 
undeeay. 

9. A glass shatters when it is 
dropped* 

10, An explosion. 

Events which are accompanied 
by a. decrease in disorder: 

I* Plants grow. 
2. Animals grow. 
3- Steam condenses at room 

temperature. 
4. Hens produce eggs. 
5- Crystallisation. 
6. Iron f orms in the blast 

furnace. 
7. Reactions in the sun, 
8. Water freezes on a cold day. 

Each one of these events, be it attended by an increase in disorder 
or a decrease in disorder, does actually occur. On the surface, 
therefore, it would seem unjustified to rely on an increase in 
disorder as a condition of a reaction occurring. And yet each one 
of the above events i! s accompanied by an increase in total disorder. 

Just exactly what is meant by this last sentence should emerge as you 
-o this one progress through this unit; the unit is largely devoted t 

aspect of reaction, The unit will simultaneously try to show how 
changes in disorder are linked with chances in energy* 
Thus the idea of 'increase in disordert requires much amplification* 
But it must be stated emphatically that ent-ro-y is not disorder,, any 
more than p1l is hydrogen ion concentration; entropy is, howeverg 
related to disorder in much the same way that pIII is related to 
hydrogen ion concentration. Thus, just as the p1l value of a solution 
is indicative of the hydrogen ion concentration of the solutiong 
the entropy value of a substance is_indica',, -ive of the state of 
disorder 0., 

- 
The subs-tance. The entropy value of a substance is 

indicative of the number of arranrements of particles of the substance 
with bundles of energy in the substance* The greater the number of 
arrangements available, -the greater is the disorder, (Note that 
there are times when it is better to think of energy as discrete 
like matterv that a given amount of energy in a particular circumstance, 
consists of so many bundles or packets of energy. The proper word 
for these bundles or packets is guanta, ) 

Thus if a change occurs sýich that the final state is more disordered 
than the initial state, then the final state has the g-reater entropy 
value* 
You can create disorder, but you cannot create entropyl 

It ir. a popular misconception of entropy that it is a tthing't 
some mystical form of matter and/or energy. It is not. It is a 
value indicative of the degree of disorder of the amount of aubstance* 
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Disorder definod 

The state of disorder of a piece of matter in equivalent to the 
number of possible arrangenents of enerMC and matter within th-e 
piece of inaterial. 
Each individual arrangement of scattered energy over scattered particle 
is called a microstate. The life of any one particular microstato 
is exceedingly short since particles are in continuous notion. Any 
one microstate is as probable as any other. 

The addition of energy creates more permutations of the scatterea 
energy, and so creates more disorder. Such disorder is described 
as thermal disorder, and the entropy value indicative of the degree 
of-thermal disorder is called the thermal entropy value. An increase 
in temperature increases the thermal entropy value of a substance 
(among other things). 

That part of the disorder attributable to the possible arrangements 
of material particles is described as mixing or configurational 
disordert-and the entropy value indicative of the degree of this 
kind of disorder is called the mixing or confi_&-urational entro2: 7 value. 
Liffusion leads to a mixture of higher configurational entropy value. 

Thus, for a particular piece of materialt 

Entropy Thermal Configurational 
value entropy + entropy 

(S) value value 

e entropy value is indicative of the total number of microstat 
ailable within the Diece of material 

The total number of available fluctuating microstates is equivalent 
to the disorder of the piece of matter, in terms of varying energy 
scattering among varying particle locations# 

A substance in the liquid state has a greater entropy value than it 
has in the solid state, and it has a greater entropy value still 
when it is in the gaseous state, 

More about thermal disorder 

Thermal disorder is equal to the number of arrangements by which ener&7, 
quanta can be scattered among the particles of the material. 
Each individual scattering is called a therm al microstate. Tho 
assumption is made that individual microstates have equal probability; 
that is to say. any one thermal arrangement is as likely to occur 
as any other. 
Consider the microstates resulting from the scattering 6f three 
quanta of energy among four otherwise identical particles (remembering 
that in a real situation very much lareer numbers are involved)* 
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A first way of scattering the three quanta: 
1'particle has all 3 quanta; 3 particles have none. 

ITumber of microstates-= A. since the three quanta 
can be given to any one of the four particles* 

Me 
00A second way of scattering the three quanta: 

t-VIR 
1 particle has 2 quanta; 1 particle has 1 quantum; 0 

-ku- and 2 particles have none* 
Number of microstates = 12, Two quanta can be given 
to any one of four particles and one qunatum can then 
be given to any one of three remaining particleaq so 
that the number of arrangements is 4x3, There arep 
therefore, twelve different ways in which three quanta 
can be allocated to four particles when two are given 
to one particle and one is given to another particle. 

N&A A third way of scattering the three quanta: 0 07 
3 particles each have 1 quantum; 1 particle has none* 

0 
Number of microstates = 4t since there are four ways 
of "not giving a particle a quantum"* 

Overall number of miorostates = 20' 

Any one of these 20 thermal microstates is as likely as any other; .. but, on a snap observation, the chance of finding the energy distribute: 
2 and 1 is greater because there are 12 ways in which the energy can 
be arranged like this* 

You will find that, in general, there is one kind of arrangement 
which is very probable, just as the 2 and 1 arrangement illustrated 
above is more probable than the other two available arrangements 
considered together* In fact, with large numbers of quanta scattered 
among large numbers of particles, you will find - if you go into the 
mathematics of it - that the very probable arrangement is about the 
only one that counts; that all the other less probable arrangements 
combined are quite insignificant in comparison with that one kind 
of very probable arrangement* 

. 
This is why change occurs.. If an-assembly of energy and matter 
happens not to be in its most probable condition, and the opportunity 
is given for it to move to the very probable conditiont then it will 
do so, and a reaction will be observed to occur. 
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Consider the conduction of heat. By our experience, heat conducts. 
from a hot body to a cold body. We would be very surprised if heat 
were to spontaneolisly pass from a cold body to a hot body so that the 
cold body became colder and the hot body hotter. Why, then, does 
heat spontaneously pass from a hot body to a cold body? Because 
such a transfer entails a move to a more probable arrangement of 
quanta. If the two bodies are in contact, it is inevitable - from 
a permutational point of view - that heat will conduct from the hot 
body to the cold body, This is because those arrangements by which 
energy becomes scattered throughout the final luniform temperature 
condition' (when conduction stops) are infinitely more probable 
than those arrangements which exist before conduction starts. 

There is a measurable probability (albeit an exceedingly small one) 
of the energy arrangements of the hot and cold body staying as they 
are so that no conduction occurs. There is an even smaller proba- 
bility of the energy arrangements drifting to less probable ones so 
that heat is observed to flow from the cold body to the hot body! 
This could occur .... tomorrow, in a few million yearsp but in 
practical termsv never, 
You mayt at this point, wonder why the loss of a given amount of 
heat by the hot body and the gain of the same 

' 
amount of heat by the 

cold body should make any difference at a119 since what one losesp 
the other gains. This is true in terms of amount of heatt but not 
disorder, The loss of an amount of heat by a hot body decreases 
its thermal disorder; the gain of the same amount of heat by the 
cold body increases its thermal disorder. But the increase in 
disorder of the cold body is Ereater than the decrease in disorder of the hot bodyt for the transfer of a given amount of heat. Why is this? 
Because an amount of heat breaks up into more nuanta at the lower 
temperature*. If an amount of heat can migrate from a hot region to a cold region, it will break up into more bundles of energy, there will be greater opportunities of scattering and randomisation 
creating a more probable state of affairs ,,. and so heat conducts from a hot body to a cold body. We gain more microstates than we lose, 
At thermal equilibrium the thermal energy is randomised in the most 
probable way. 

Since conduction leads to an increase in total disorder, it is 
accompanied by an increase in total entropy value. 
You will see that all spontaneous processes are accompanied by an increase in total entropy value. We have also come to accept at various points in the programme that spontaneous change is accomp- 
anied by a decrease in free energy. The link between these two 
statements, either one of which is a statement of the Second Law, 
will be enlarged upon throughout the programme. 

*It would seem at times that to every answer there is a question* If you want an answer to this statement, I suggest you consult The Second Law, 11. A. Bent, pages 151 and 152. 
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More about confif. r_urational (= locational) disorder 

Configurational disorder is equal to the number of arrangements 
by which the pariieles of a substance may be located physically 
within a given volume of space. 

Consider four identical particlesq two on each side of a partition: 

F070--) 
Number of possible arrangements 

LqL-gj 

Now consider four particles, two of one kind and two of another kind 

separated by a partition: 

I 

Separate state 0 LO 
Oj No. of microstates 

Fc 
LOAJ el Ioi 

a co 

Separate state 
No* of microstates 

mixea state 
Ilo. of microstates 

Total no. of microstat9s 

The probability of finding the particlesq on a snap observation, in 
the mixed condition is greater than the probability of finding them 
in an unmixed condition. 

For eight partiolesp four 'white' to the left of the partition 
and four 'black' to the right of the partition initiallyp the various 
jiumbers of microstates and probabilities are as follows* 

Particles to left Particles to right ', No. of microstates Probability 
of partition of partition of mix'* 

4W- 4B 1/70 
w+1 IF 1w+ - 16/70 

--. -2 
W. +2B 2W+-2B 36/70---- 

1 W-+. 3 B 3 W_+_l B 
4W 

The probability of finding the particles not only in a mixed condition 
but in the 'well mixed' condition corresponding to two of each kind 
on either side of the partition is greater than the other summed 
Probabilities, 36/70 as against 34/70. 
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For large numbers of particles, the probability of finding the 
component particles in one or other of the well mixed microstates. 
as against finding them in any of the other mixed microstates or ineone 
of the two unmixed microstates is a certainty for all practical purposes* 

Consider diffusion. The probability that two different gases will 
move to Ithe well mixed' condition is one for all practical purposess 
T'his is why diffusion occurs. It does not occur tbecause particles 
can move'; particles could move and still not mixg but the probability 
of this happening is zero for all practical purposes. The probability 
that'the gases should iinmix, or that the ink in a fountain pen should 
spontaneously separate into dye and water, is zero for all practical 
purposes* 
The number of arrangements of the mixed state is greatestp and so 
the disorder is greatest, There is therefore an increase in locational 
disorder on diffusiong and therefore an increase in the configurational 
entropy value indicative of this disorder, The entropy value of 
the mixture is greater than the summed entropy values of the separate 
gases* 
That diffusion occurs spontaneously is well known, Againg a spontaneous 
process is characterised by an increase in total entropy. That it 
occurs spontaneously meansp also, that its occurrence entails a decrease 
in free energy* Once again, therefore, the link between increase in 
total entropy value and decrease in free energy shows itself in 
spontaneous change. It is not possible to say too much about this 
link until the meaningsof 'system' and 'surroundings' are made clear* 

Combinint-, thermal and confip--arational disorder 

Conduction was used to illustrate thermal disorder; diffusion was used 
to illustrate oonfig=ational disorder. 

In most changesq chemical ones in particular, both kinds of disorder 
are involvedq and the change in entropy value during a reaction is 
partly due to a change in thermal disorder and partly due to a change 
in configurational disorder (heat may be absorbed, large molecules 
may break up. into more smaller molecules). 
For the remainder of this programme there will be no emphasis 6n tho 
different kinds of disorder and their associated entropy values. A 
change in entropy value will therefore be due to one or the othert 
or bothp but this vill no longer concern us. 
What is the connection between entro2y and enerMt? 
It takes energy to create disorder, The disorder created by the 
input of a particular amount of energy depends on the temperature 
of the object receiving the energy: the lower the temperature of the 
object, the more disorder is created by the input of the given amount 
of energy (page 7-5), The mathematics of it are such that the input 
of an amount of energy at 600 K creates increasdd disorder which is 
measured by a corresponding increase in entropy valueg while the input 
of the same amount of energy at half the temperature, 300 K. causes 
double the increase in entropy value. In terms of change in entropy 
value, symbolised AS, and temperature, energy may be expressed as 

Energy =Tx AS 
The mathematical derivation of entropy value is such that it has the 
units kJ mol-1 . that is to say, kilojoules per mole per degree kelvin 

f and this is quite in order for it means that the product TAS is an 
axxa-m, -ýý P+^-4-1, T- -1 -1 ý4- thn nnits nf nmuerature cancel, 
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whe system and its surroundings. I 

1n The discussioiýs of euergy changes accompanying chemical reactionav 
-6he chemical reactioa has oeen considered as a system* The 
existence of surroundin6s was acxnowledged and then carefully avoidedt 
excepi; in so far as The operation of the reaction in the system 
required tha-r. heat be evolved into the surroundingso or that heat 
ue removed from ihe surroundings, or that optional worz. ' 

be done 
on some-6hin& somewhere in -Lhe surroundinbs. The reason for thi 

's ignoring of ihe surroundings is thaz decisions aboui reaction 
spontaneity, in %he sys-6em need only consider -rhe free energy change 
in xhe system, which-of course must be ue, 6-a-uive if the reactiou is 
t'O Occur* 

. bu-t; the surroundings have a very real existence, and when the topic 
of change in entropy value is to be discussedq the surroundings 
musT be considered with the system if 'the discussion is to make 
any sense, It turns out -rhai when a reaction occurs in a systemt 
for which -Gherefore the free energy change must be negative, that C, the_chan, -e in total eiitro-ny value of 

, 
the system and surroundingEl 

coyisiderea zor, -e-cher is always positive_. 

There are therefore two ways of saying the same thing about the 
spontaneity of a reaction: 

i) A reaction in a system is spontaneous if the free energy change 
associated with its occurrence is negative. 
ii) A reaction in a system is spontaneous if the change in total entropy 
value of system-cum-surroundings is positive* 
The correctness of this latter statement has been alluded to (pages 7-5 
and 7-7) and is easily shoim to be true by physical analogy (see addi":. 
tional note at end, of this unit)* Bbth statements are statements-of.. 
the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 

, xhe system-cum-surroundings is often described as a "universe". not 
necessarily the astronomical universe. 1.2he chemist's 11-dniverse" 
miUht very well consist of the flasic on the bench within which the 
reaction is &oing on (the sysLem) together with the space enclosed 
by the wallsp ceiling and floor of the lecture room kThe surroundings)* 

-xhis alternative statement of the 6econd Law is often rephrased 
to readl O-zhe entropy of the universe is always increasing"* 

This follows logically by reasoning -uha-u if any net reaction is 
io occur, the free eaer&y change acoompanyinG ito occLtrrenco musz 
be nebaiive while at -,, he same time the to-ual entropy value of -che 
reaciing par-c plus the surrounding pari must increase .... and since 
only such reac6ions can occur, then ihe zo-val en-4ropy value is 
increasing* 

Here lies the true meaning of thermodynamic irreversibility: 
if a reac-zion occurs i-v is aztended by an increase in total disorder; if ihe reaczion is caused to be reversed by beine coupled to anozher 1drivinC; ' reaction, it may very well be reversed - Uuz its reversal will be a-rzenced by a furzher increase in total disorder for bozh 
reaczions worxing tog , ezher .... so that it is quite impossible to to re-eszablish exactly the ori&inal state of al*lairs'. in this 
sense any change which occurs, by vir-,; ue 01 ius occurringt is irrev-arsiblee 
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, Xhe only siTmaiion which is reversible in ihe Thermodynamic sense is 
the equilibriun situa-4ion. which arises when -6he free energy drive 
is equally opposed by a load in an a7ýiempt -ýo maice -the change do 
a ma: 4imim op-c; ional worx. 

IT, turns out that when the free energy change associated with a 
projec6ed reaction is zero, implying zherelore an equilibrium 
siiuaiionp thaz %he chan6e in to6al entropy value associated with 
the same projected ohan&e is also zero* 

And, it -ihe free ener&-y change associated with a projec-red reaction 
reac-ciou is positive, implying therefore -6haz the reaction cannot 
occurg then the change in iotal en-6ropy value turns out io, be 
negaiiveo 

The Second Law is an experimental Generalisation; what it maintains 
aDou-6 the direction of change has been observed experimentally to 
be so, ho error aTtributa-ble to the law has yet been es-uablished, 
The law does not a-k; iempt to explain the observed direction of 
change; it merely describes. 

A brief explanation of the direction of change has been offered 
(page 7.4 and following), and mention will be made of it later An 
this programmee 

Another point which would perhaps 
be better mentioned here in very general terms is the occurrence of reactions for which the free energy change is positive. This is akin to d-ball 
spontaneously rising from floor to table, iwhich is by our experience impossible. 
But a ball can rise from floor to table, if lifted. 
In this latter instance, --the lifter is the system, and the ball is the object in the surroundings on which optional work is being done. The free energy 
change in the lifter's body as he lifts the ball is-negativej the potential 
energy change of the ball as it rises is positive. The negative free energy 
change in the lifter's body is greater than the positive potential energy 
change of the ball. If it were not, the lifter would 'not be strong enough to lift the ball'. 

If the ball be replaced by a chemical reaction whose occurrence is aceom- 
panied by a Positive free energy change inlieu of the ball's positive poten- tial energy change, then a comparable situation exists. 
This is the case with photosynthesis, whose occurrence is accompanied by 
an increase in free energy; photosynthesis is no more spontaneous that the 
unassisted rising of a ball from floor to table. 
Just as an individual can reach out and lift a ball, the sun can reach out 
and grow a plant. The sun is the system; the plant is i4z'the object in the 
surroundings. In a sense, the sun is the downfalling weight, the plant is 
the load to be raised. The free energy change in the sun is negative; the 
energy is radiated in part as light; light has a unidirectional qualityp 
and can do work; work is done on the plant, and it grows. 
The free energy the plant derives from the light can be no greater than 
the free energy that 

. 
'went into making it in the sun'. 
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Thus a spontaneous reaction in a system, for which the free energy change 
must be negative, can be responsible for the occurrence of a non-spontaneous 
reaction, for which the free energy change is positive, somewhere in the 
surroundings. The limitation is that the decrease in, free energy of the 
system must be marginally if not substantially greater than the increase in 
free energy of the non-spontaneous reaction. 
This sounds like another statement of the Second Law. Why? Because it 
is specifying the conditions under which a reaction will occur in a spec- 
ified direction. 

In terms of change in entropy value, an alternative argument may be advanced 
as follows. 

Lifter lifts ball. Lifter is the system; ball is part of the surroundings. 
Chemical reactions in lifter's body result in the combustion of glucose. 

C6H1206 + 602 -ý> 6C02 + 6H20 All -ve 
The reaction in the system is attended by an increase in entropy in the 
system: 7 molecules are converted to 12 molecules, which represents a 
fair increase in disorder. 

The reaction is very exothermic. This is a result of a negative free energy 
change and a negative entropy energy change: 

AH - AG + TAS -- -ve 
Remember that some of the AG has been used to lift the ball, but not much of 
it, Surplus AG is simplj, converted to heat which, with the TAS9 is lost to 
the surroundings. Thus the -surroundings gain heatt and so the entropy value 
of the surroundinFs increases* 

The lifting of a ball, therefore*--results in an increase in entropy vAlue 
of both lifter and surroundihgs. Total entropy value, therefore, is increased. 

Sun grows plant. The sun is the system. Reaction 
's 

in the sun are 
spontaneous, and so they must be accompanied by a Terease in free energy, 
The nuclear reactions in the sun result in the conversion of hydrogen 
into helium; it will probably take four atoms of the former to make every 
one atom of the latter. The raactions are therefore attended by a 
decrease in entrony value of the system. 
Considerable binding energy is consequently released and radiated to the 
surroundings where its ultimate fate is to become randomised as heat energy 
by absorption by interstallar material in the universe at large. IýIus the 
astronomical universe at large increases in entron. -. ý value. The astrononical 
universe is playing the role of the surroundingsl and so there is an 
iner,? ase in the entropy value of the surroundings 
This latter increase is greater than the decrease in entropy value of the 
system, and so there is the inevitable 

' 
increase in total entropy value 

associated with the occurrence of a spontaneous change. 
That some objects in the surroundings, namely plant and animal lifeg should 
show a local decrease in entropy value does not significantly affect the 
entropy change in the surroundings, which is positive. 

The local decrease in entropy value associated with the growing plantg due to 6CO2 + 6H20 --- > C6111206 + 602 
9 

is relatively insignificant, 
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The system and surroundings collectively are called a 'universal. 

14 ýc7sti 
, -tost. ý 
yTebt 

+ 

Fig. 

A universe in this context is an 
isolated assemblage of matter and 
energy; neither matter nor energy 
can enter or leave the universeq 
hence the description 'isolated'. 

Changes occur within the universe 
in accord with the above rules; 
that is to say, changes will occur 
in the system portion of the universe 
if the free energy change in that 
portion is negative;. or saying the 
same thing in a different way, changes 
will occur in system portion if 
the whole entropy change is positive. 

In discussions of this kind, a closed system is implied. A closed 
system is one retained by a boundary which prevents matter passing 
in our outp bu-G which allows energy to pass in or out. The boundary 
may be imagined io be flexible so that reactions occurring within 
the system do so at constant pressure. 

As a change within the syszem proceeds, and is of necessity accom- 
panied by a decrease in free energy of the system, 

a) the entropy value of the system may increase while the entropy 
value of the surroundings may decrease - but the former more than 
the latterp so that the overall change in entropy value is positive. 
b) the entropy value of the system may decrease while the entropy 
value of the surroundings increases- - the latter more than the former, 
c) the entropy value of the system and the entropy value of the 
surroundings both increase. 

Any one of these three possibilities results in an increase in 
total entropy value. Rote in par-cicular possibility (b)t where 
the entropy value of the system actually decreases but the reaction 
stfll occurs because the entropy value or the surroundin&s increases 
more so -a resul-6 of the reaction being marKedly exothermic, All -vet 
since heat passed into ihe surroundings will increase its disorder 
and so Lucrease its entropy value. 
The significance of this lazier comment is ihat chemical reactions 
wil! 1 occur despite their own local decrease in entropy value if theyS 
are exozhermic enough. 

The aimfleaz way iherefore to decide if a reaction will go is to 
deduce the value for AG from the relationship AH = AG + TAS* 

If AG turns out to be posixivetthe reaction will not go; if AG turns 
out -to be zero, an equilibrium situation exists; if AG turns ouT, to 
be negative, the reaction can go, bui. may not for kine-cie reasons* 
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A change in a sysxemt be it fusion or combustion or wha-ceverp is 
inevii, ably accompanied by a change in entropy value, Bymbolised AS. 

iiepending on the change, AS may be larf,, e or smallv negative or 
positive; i-t, may be due to altered enerf; 7 rcaz-cerin6 ksuch as is 
the case when heai is absorbed by a blocr. of iron, eiý. sentially)f 
or it may be due to allered parzicle scaT6erinV ksuch as is the 
case with gaseous diffusion)? or one or other combination of these 
kas is generally the case with chemical reactions)* 

, The dual iiature of an entropy change - that it can consist of a 
j; hermal energy parz and/or a conripuralional particle part - will 
noi be much used in the remainder of this programme. In Generalp 
0. hanges in en-uropy value will be quoted wi-6hou-u reference to the 
nature of the change in en-uropy value. 

: L-r, has been raenzioaed here, however, for -two reasons. eirsilyp it 
allows -6he presentaiion of a I-rhermal' argwaea-r, -co justify The 
use of -the s,,, -ibolisri YAS tor entropy enex6y. Secondly, iý allows 
the preseniation ol a 'configurazionall arg-umenT -vo explain the 
concept oi free enerL, -. v of Liixing, which la-uter is essential for a 
proper uudexszcziaiiiG of chemical equilibrium* 

En-tropy energy is TAS. When heat is given io some ma-i; ter at 300 K 
-,; ne er, -. ý: opy value ol the matter is increased. kAssume zhaz not much 
heaz is involved and -i; he piece of matter is fairly lardep so that 
uhe chan6e in temperature is minimalp surficieuzly so for ii -uo be 
ta. Ken as 300 K. throughout the addition of heat, ) 

Vnen the same amount of heat is 
but aT, a -, ýemperazure 01 600 Kv 
half whaz ii was az 300 Ka. 

given to ihe same amowit of matter, 
-uhe increase in en-,, ropy value is 

I Thusp for the transfer of an. amount of heat, doubling the iemperature 
nalves the associated change in eniropy value of the maierial involved, 

Therefore, the entropy eneray of a system can be justifiably repres- 
ented by TAS, (Refer to page 7.6. ) 

In zerms of disorder, -ihe additional microstaies created at 300 K 
- over and auove Those already present - are raore significanT, Than 
the additional micrestazes areaTed at 600 K- over and aDove those 
d1ready there az the hiener temperature. Ener&7 absorbed by a low 
teiapera-6ure body ureaiýs up in-ro more qu--nTa Than does the same 
euer6y aDsorbed by a high temperature bodys 

The lower the temperature, then, at which the entropy energy is 
absorbed, the greater is the entropy'inerease. In the extreme 
case, namely at the absolute zerot the increase in entropy would 
be infinite. This implies that at the absolute zero there is no 
disorder, only perfect order consisting of one-single microstate 
for which the entropy value is zero; any increase in entropy. at 
all would therefore represent an infinite increase, %. 

When'disorder vanishes, entropy becomes zero. Entropy does not vanish! 
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Problem 7-1 
What is the increase in entropy value associated with the absorption 
of 400 J of heat at 300 IC? 

TAS 400 1 

y-I 400 T 300 
1ý T K-1 

iiote that entropy values have units 'joules per degree Jcelvint 

v 

AS t2 q/T The uibbs-iielmholtz equation 

AH = AU + TAS 

could be expressed alternatively as 

, &ji = &(; qrev 

where qrev was that portion of the total enthalpy change which 
kwhatever-the reason) was not available to do optional worx. 
Irrespective of how the reaction was performed, the reaction 
was attended by an energy change qrev -*2 TAS: if the reaction were 
carried out irreversiblyt qrev and Au togeiher were responsible for 
%he en-6halpy change; if ! he attampt were made to carry out the 
reaction reversiblyl then - since Ati was consumed doing optional 
work - zhe entire heat change between system and surroundings was 
due to qreve 

Thus,, the change in entropy value of -the sys-cem. -irrespective of 
how The reaction is perform. ed, as reactants convert io produc-csp" 

" is: qrev AS 
T 

But remember that the surroundings are affected by the enthalpy 
change during the irreversible operation of the reaction. If 
AH of the syste m is negative, the surroundings f,, iin this heat; 
if Aii of The sysiem is positive, the surroundings lose zhis heat. 
5: hus -Ah is to the surroundings what qrev is -ýo the system* 
Therefore, :.: 

:; AH 
ASsurr 

If you are uncertain-why qrev is equal to TAS of the system, go back 
and study Figures 5-1 to 5-4- 

in general, thereforej change in entropy valuev AS9 is equal to q/To 

In par-cioular 

change in qrev Change in 
-AH entropy value ; entropy value 

of system 11 of surroundings 

ell 
A cite 
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Problens 7.2.7.3,7-4 ana 7.5 refer to the same reaction. 
Problem 7.2. What is the change in entropy value of the substances in 
a reacting system which suffers a decrease in entropy energy equal to 
30 W at 300 K? 

Tý-Ssys -30 W 
_ýper 

mole of reactant or product) 
Therefore ASSY13 -30/300 W X-1 mol-1 

-0.1 W K-1 mol-I 

=100 J K-1 mol-I since entropy values are , 
usually expressed J K-1 mol-1 

Problem 7.3. What is the change in entropy value of the surroundings 
at 300 K when the enthalpy change for the reaction is V- -90 kJ idol-l? 

Heat gained by 
surroundings +90 kJ mol-I (_ _AU) 

Therefore Assurr 

um 

+90/300 W X-1 mol-1 
4-0*3 W K-1 mol-1 
+300 J K-1 mol-1 

(- -AH/T) 

Problem 7.4 What is the free energy change in this reaction? 
AG M AH - TASsys 

-90 - -30 kJ mol-1 

-6o ki moi-I 

Problem 7.5 What is the reversible heat change for this reaction? 
The reversible heat change is that which woould occur between 
the system and surroundings if the reaction could be operated 
reversibly, and is equal to TASsys, symbolised qrev. 

qrev - TASsys = -30 W mol-I 

Note that the decrease in free energy (60 kJ) and the decrease in entropy 
energy (30 kJ) account for the enthalpy change, which equals 90 W of heat 
evolved. If all the free energy were redirected to do optional work, say 
by lifting a load in the surroundin, -, s somewhere, the decrease in free energy 
of the system would - if it could occur - be equally opposed by an "increase 
in free energy somewhere in the surroundings", and only 30 kJ of heat would 
be evolved to the surroundings .... if it could occur. In effect such a 
situation would be the reversible equilibrium situation you should now be 
familiar with, And the 30 W of heat would be the reversible heat change, qrev, 
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Free enera, of mixinG, Imagine two gases, say oxygen and nitrogen# 
to be re%ained wiihin the one vessel and separated by a parii%iono 

mole 02 1 mole H2 mole 02 mole N2 
mole N2 mole 02 

Fig. 

An soon as the par%ition is removed, spontaneous diffusional mixing 
occursp producing ultimately a uniform mixture of the two gaseso 

The free energ7 change accompanying ihe diffusion must be negative.. 
since the diffusion occurs spontaneously, ixhe Cases, in a senset 
! fUl'into. each other## 

rhe enthalpy chande associaied wizh the mixing is zero. There is i 
no heat exchange wiTh the surroundings. -!: he surroundings need not 
-r, herefore enter -ýhe discussion. We need only concern ourselves 
wiih the eydteno 

If there has been a decrease in free energy, where has it gone? It 
has not left the vessel. The answer is that ii has converied to 
an equivalenz amounz of entropy energy. whe produci mixiure is 
poorer in free energy and richer by an equal amouni in entropy 
energy than %he separate gases. 

Since AH =0 AC = -WAS 
The free energy decrease accompanying the mixing of mole amounts 
each of oxygen and nitrogen is about 3.4 ki at 25 OC, 

So AG = -3.4 W 

Therefore WILS = +3,4 kJ 

In the case of diffusion, the increase in entropy value resulting 
from the mixing may be taken as entirely due to an increase in the 
configurational entropy value, 

When the entropy value reaches a maximum, the free energy reaches a 
minimump and the diffusion is complete; a uniform mixture exists 
throughout the vessel. The free enerry of the mixture of A and_B is, 
less than the free energy of A and B when sepa ate# 

The free energy of mixing minimum is a property of the system and only 
of the system. It is all important in deterninina where a mixture in 
physical or chemical reaction will settle at constant composition, i. e. - 
-equilibrium, 

This is dealt with in the last few units of this programme, 
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A closer look at en-tropy values. As already pointed out, the entropy 
value of an amount ol7matter is increased by raising the temperature. 
This is a consequence of an increase in thermal disorder, for the most 
part, 

Change of state from solid to liquid will also bring about an increase 
in the entropy value of an amount of matter, this time without change of 
temperature. Such increase in entropy value is a consequence of an 
increase in configurational disorder. 

The latter explanation also applies to transitions of one polymorph to 
another. Thus the transition 

Rhombic sulphur 
96 OC 

- Monoclinic sulphur *h er, -t 
gives a polymorph of higher entropy value. 

Graph 7.1 shows how the entropy value of nitrogen alters as Its temperature 
is increased from 0K to 100 K. It includes one transition and two changes 
of state. 

200 

f 

'Entropy 
value S 

(J K-1 mol-1) 
I 

ar 19rK 

A 

0 
0 

Graph 7-1 Temperature (K) 
100 

The otherwise smooth curve is Interupted by three sharp inerdases in 
entropy valueg at A. B and C, 

That at A is due,, to the transition of one crystalline form of nitrogen 
to an other. As this occurs, heat is absorbed without change of tempera- 
ture. This heat is the latent heat of transition. 

That at B is due to solid nitrogen melting to liquid nitrogen. The latent 
heat of fusion is absorbed as this occurs. 
That at C is due to liquid nitrogen boiling to nitrogen gas. The latent 
heat of vaporisation is absorbed, 
The increase in disorder on-boiling is more marked than on melting. This 
is indicated by the much greater increase in entropy value at the boiling 
point as compared with the melting point. 

Of the three changes, the transition involves thd least increase in disorder, 
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If you refer to a data book (e. g. Chemistry Data Book, Stark & Wallace, 
S. I. Edition, 1970, pare 41. ) you will see that the entropy value for 
nitrogen is quoted as 192 J K-1 mol-1. This is the entropy value at 
298 K. Consequently, it ought not to be used at another temperaturep 
for the entropy value at another temperature is not quite the same. 
However, the entropy value does not vary much with change in temperatureq 
so long as the nitrogen is gaseous. 
Problem 7.6 
What then is the change in entropy value accompanying the complete 
conversion of 1 mole nitrogen and 3 moles hydrogen into 2 moles ammonia 
at 500 K? 

112 + 3H2 __> 203 

S- 192 S=3x 131 S-2x 193 J K-1 

We should use a slightly Same comment. Same comment. 
larger value if we are S at 500 K is 
going to do the calcula- a bit more than 
tion at 500 K instead of 131 J K-1 mol-1. 
298 K. 

S values 192 . 393 386 J K-1 

Therefore, AS 386 - (192 + 39ý) J K-1 

-199 J K-I 

AS = -'199 J K-1 is the entropy change at 298 K. At 500 Kt AS would be 

slightly differentt but the error can be ignored. 

Thus the entropy value of 2 moles of anmonia is less than the entropy 
Kqgen P1 s the entropy value of 3 moles of tjq 2Zen. value of 1 mole of nýý :9 Lr 

Note that at the start of this reaction, the reactants consisted of 
1 molar volume of nitrogen and 3 molar volumes of hydrogen not yet mixed. 
This is a very important point and will be explained shortly. 

Here are come entropy values. 

Substance 

Table 7.2 

Diamond 
Graphite 
Gold 
Sodium 
Bromine 
Nitrogen 
Carbon dioxide 

Entropy value 
j X-1 mol-1 

2.4 
5.7 

47-7 
51.0 

152.0 
192,0 
21490 
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Study Unit 7 Waht you should know. 

You should 1. b; aware of the distintion beteen entropy value and 
entropy energy, 

2. have a clearer idea of system, surroundings and universe. 
3. appreciate that the statement 'increase in entropy' is 

vague unless 'of what' is known. 
4* appreciate that a spontaneous reaction, for kinetic 

reasons, may take a very long time to occur. 
5- understand that mixing is accompanied by a decrease in 

free energy and an increase in entropy value,. 
6. understand that an entropy value 

a is a measure of disorder. 
b is zero at absolute zero. 
a always increases with increase in temperature. 

j 

d always increases during melting. 
e always increases during boilingg and evaporation. 

always increases when-larger molecules change into f 
smaller molecules. 

g) always increases as a result of mixing, 
h) is lowest for hard solids, higher for soft solidsp 

higher still for liquids, and highest of all for gases, 
i) for 2 mole amounts is double the entropy value for 

I mole amount, other things being equal. 
J) in total always increases in a spontaneous change 

0'. et cc 
ff 4 /11 -nj't A C-T f-e r ev-, (/ , // 7z ff 

A'6uldle'r AV 
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TEST: - Study Unit 

Question IA supercooled saturated solution is stable until seeded 
with a crystal of the solute, whereupon rapid spontaneous crystalli- 
sation occurs. But a crystalline solid has a lower entropy value 
than the dissolved solute. Does this mean that the spontaneous 
crystallisation of a supercooled saturated solution is accompanied by 

1a decrease in entropy value? 

13 
a decrease in free energy? 

z 
an increase in total entropy value? 

l 

an increase in the entropy value 
of the residual solution? 

question 2 Silver chlorite decomposes spontaneously at room temp- 
erature. The enthalpy change, AH, for the reaction is zero. Does 
this mearL that 

the decrease in free energy is 2 the increase in free energy is 
equal to the increase in entropy equal to the decrease in entropy 

1 

energy? energy? 

3 the decomposition is attended by 4 the reaction would become faster 
an increase in total entropy if the temperature were raised? 
value? I. -. -. I 

Question 3 What value would you expect AS for the reaction 
112(g) + 102(9) - H20(l) to have? 

A negative value because gases 
21 A'negative value because AH 

are converting to a liquid* is negative. 

13 A positive value because H20 
14 

A negative value because there 
molecules are more 'mixed' than is a decrease in the number of 
H2 and 02 separately, L molecules, 

Question. A The enthalpy of fusion of sodium chloride is 30 kJ mol-I 
approximately. The melting point of sodium chloride is 809 00; 
Calculate the change in entropy value accompanying melting. 

Question 5 Which of the processes 
listed opposite would be accompanied 
by a decrease in. entropy value? 

1 hydrogenation 

12' polymerisation 

13 decomposition 
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TEST Study Unit 

_Question 
6 The'change in entropy value accompanying the reaction 

2H20(1) H30+(aq) + OH-(aq) 
is -80-5 J K-1 mol-1- How do you explain the decrease in entropy 
value? 
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Study Unit 7 

_question I Response This response begs the question "decrease in 
entropy value of what? " As with all the other 
changes you have encountered, it ib very impor- 
tant when discussing entropy to have a clear 
idea of system as against surroundings. 
Ab-the response stands, it is impossible to 
comment on it. 

Response This response is correct. If the process occurs 
spontaneously, it must be accompanied by an 
increase in the total entropy value& 

Response 3 This response is correct. If the process occurs 
spontaneously, it must be accompanied by a 
decrease in free energy, and of the system is 
understood. 

Response 4 This response is correct. 
The supercooled saturated solution can be regar- 
ded as an isolated system; the surroundings need 
not enter the argument. The decrease in entropy 
value which occurs as the solute crystallises: is 
more than offset by the increase in entropy 
value of the residual solution due to 
EL) increased randomness of the water molecules 

no longer attached to the bolutb particlesq 
especially in the case of ionic solutes, and 

b increased randomness of all species present 
because of a rise in temperature caused by 
the frbe energy decrease exceeding the entropy 
energy increase ... AH is negative; such 
crystallisations are usually exothermic. 

Question 2 

Response 1 Yes. 

Response 2 No. 

Response 3 If the changes in the system and surroundings 
were examined, it would be found that this in 
fact was the case. 

Response This response is in no way dependent on the 
enthalpy, free energy or entropy energy change. 
The reaction would, for kinetic reasons, cert- 
ainly become faster if the temperatura were 
raised. 

-Question 
ý 

Response 1 This response is correct. 
Response 2 AS is not determined by All. The reverse is 

partly true, that is, AH is due in part t6 
TAS# the rest of AH being due to AG. 

Response 3 This response is over-ridden by the conversion 
gaseous reactants'to liquid produetp even if 
the product is a bit more mixed up. 
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Response 3P continued Other things being equal, a more 'mixed' 
product would account for an increase in 
entropy. For example, the reaction 

N2(9) + 02(g) - 2HO(g) 
is accompanied by an increase in entropy 
value. 

Response 4 This response is correct, other things being 
equal. 

Luestion 4 At the melting point, solid and liquid 
salt can co-exist at equilibriump at which 
point AG is zero. 
Thus AH TAS 
Therefore AS AH/T, 

-'30/1082 kJ K-1 mol-1 
0.028 kJ K-1 mol-1 
28 J K-1 mol-1 

question 
Response 1 Hydrogenation would be accompanied by a 

decrease in-entropy value. The hydrogen 
would be lost as a free entity; and the 
hydrogenation of liquid oils often produces 
solid fats. 

Responseý2-_- Polynerisation would produce a decrease in 
entropy value. 

Response 3 Decomposition would result, probably# in an 
increase in entropy value, 

Question 6 The decrease in entropy value is a result 
of the increased ordering imposed on the 
surrounding water molecules by the electric 
fields of the ions. 
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Additional note: the Second Law, by physical analoeZ. 
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The analogy represents a spontaneous change (AG -ve) in which the 
entropy energy change is negative, 

Change in entropy energy of system tTASsys' ý3 J 

Change in entropy energy of surroundings ITASsurr' +13 J 
(The energy released into the vastness of the surroundings is derived 
from the enthalpy change, AH = -13 J. and is therefore 13 J, This 
energy is scattered in the surroundings as entropy energy. ) 

Change in total entropy energy of 
system-cum-surroundings ITAStot' = -3 + +13 J 

= +10 j 
The change in total 

' 
entropy energy is positive, and since temperature 

T is constant, the change in total entropy value,: AStot-*-'is positive. 
If you care to try any ner7ative numerical value for AG (the change 
must be negative if it is to be spontaneous) and any value, negative 
or positivet for TASsyst you will always find that the above argumeilt 
leads to the conclusion that 

when a spontaneous reaction-occurs, for which the free enermr change 
of the system must be neCative, it is always accompanied by a positive 
chanf-e in total en-cropy value of system andsurroundincs, 
This is the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 

If you extend the argument to a 'weightless' weight, which is an 
analogy for an equilibrium situation, you will find that the free 
energy change is zero, and that it is associated with no change in 
total entropy valuee 

If you extend the argument to a weight rising upwards, an event which 
does not occur spontaneouslyt an event for which the free energy chan&-G 
would be positive, you will find that it is accompanied by a negative 
change in total entropy value. 
These latter illustrations are outwith the programme. 
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SPONTANEOUS PROCESSES 

PURPOSE I 

1. To offer a fundamental explanation for the occurrence of reactions* 

2. To offer a fundamental explanation of the difference between free 

energy and entropy energy. 

3- To explain a variety of processes in terms of free energy change 

and entropy change. 

. 
Tntroduction, The views expressed in the earlier parts of this unit are 

my own personal interpretations of the reason for reaction spontaneity 
which interpretations I have chosen to expain in terms of the 'force of 
disorder'. 

Similarly, the explanation of the difference between free energy - that 
it has a resultant unidirectional quality - and entropy energy that it 
does not - are personal views. 
They may help you to come to terms with some of the very basics of what 
is, in detail, a complex subject. 
The unit then continues with an analysis of a variety of spontaneous 
processes: diffusion, osmosisq dialysis, distribution, the concentration 
cell, ion exchange and chromatography. The same fundamental reason is 
offered to explain each of these. The coverage however is theoretical, 
little practical experimental detail being given. I feel the latter is 
best left to your supervisor since the particular experiment adopted:. ift, -tc 
each case will vary from school to school.. 

Why does a reaction take the direction it does? 

What is the underlying reason why a net reaction moves in that direction 
rather than this direction? An answer might be, "Because when it moves 
in that direction it is accompanied by a decrease in free energy. ". 

This has become our means of judging reaction spontaneity, 
But. why is it that a decrease in the free energy store of a system 
is a condition of reaction in the system? 

One may ask the same question about a real weight. Why is it that a 
decrease in the potential energy of a weight is a condition of its 
falling'? 

A more fundamental reason is that the weight falls merely because it 
is pulled on by the force of gravity. The weight only possesses what 
potential energy it possesses by permission of the force of gravity. 
If the force of gravity were less, the potential energy of the weight 
would be less. If the force of gravity were zero, the weight would have 
no potential energy. It would be weightless ... suspended motionless 
in a state of static equilibrium; or it could be argued that it was 
falling at a rate equal to that at which it was rising .... a kind of 
dynamic equilibrium. 
The important point, however, is that the weight possesses 'free energy' 
as a consequence, of the pull on it by the force of gravity. 
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In a similar way, a chemical system possesses free energy as a consequence 
of the pull exerted on its parts by the force of disorder. By force of 
disorder I mean the inevitable drive exhibited by enerpy quanta and 
particles alike tomove to arrangements which are collectively more 
probable than those arrangements initially occupied by the quanta and 
particles. Assuming that there is no kinetic snag, it is a permutational 
inevitability that this will occur. 

Given the opportunity to move to a final system-cum-surroundings with 
greater possibilitý. es of energy and particle scattering than the initial 
system-cum-surroundings, then it is a mathematical certainty (as near as 
makes no difference) that such a change will occur. This is why a 
spontaneous reaction is alwý;. ys accompanied by an increase in total 
disorderg which shows itself in a measurable way as an increase in 
total entropy value. - Note that this argument includes both system and surroundings. 
During this transit to the final more randomised statev some of the 
system's stock of potential energy can be latched onto to do optional 
work 'as it passes'; this part of the total stock of potential energy 
is the fre energy part. Some of the total stock cannot be so used; 
this part I have called entropy energy - it is as randomised in the 
initial state as it will be in the final state, and lacking any resultant 
directional motion is quite useless for doing work. 

Should the proposed final system-cum-surroundings be no more randomised 
than the initial, then there is no reason why any change should occur. 
The change in total entropy value. for the proposed change would be zero; 
or saying the same thing in a different way, the force of disorder would 
be zero and so also, therefore, would be the free energy change of the 
system. With no force of disorder to draw on the system's energy there 
could be no free energy change. 

.. 
Z_gnerg The essential y. The difference between free ene=-and entrgp 

feature of free energy, and the feature which allows of its use for 

optional work, is that it has a resultant 'unidirectional' quality. 

Thus, the real weiaht will fall in one specific direction, namely 
downwards, and the downfalling can be put to worko 

The transfer of electrons from zinc atoms to aqueous copper ions can 
be induced to occur via an external wire, _and their unidirectional 
motion can be put to work. 

Sound waves travel in straight lines. Sound waves have a unidirectiont-t: k 
quality (from source outwards) and so can be converted to work. Other- 

wise this work capability is dissipated in the surrounýings as heat, 
i, e, as tomnidirectionall molecular motion, 

Light, similarly, has a unidirectional quality; it may also be converted 
to work. Otherwise it is randomised by absorption at a surface and 
converted to heat. Photosynthesis makes use of the unidirectional quality 
of light: work is done on the growing plant which causes it to grow. 
A beam of light can rotate a small paddle wheel. 
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In diffusion, molecules of two different gases separated by a partition 
will each, on removal of the partition, exhibit a resultant motion 
opposite directions, each of which motions can be put to work .... 
diminishing with time until a uniform mixture arises. The 'uniform mixture' 
will consist of any one of an infinite (virtually) number of the well mixed 
permutations. There are so many well mixed configurations that the 
chances of a less than well mixed configuration arising as the end-product 
of diffusion are zero for all practical purposes. The probability of the 
gases remaining in the unmixed state is infinitely less than this! 

This resultant motion is the source of the free energy change during 
diffusion, which free energy is swopped, as it were, for an equivalent 
amount of entropy energy once the diffusion is complete. The fundamental 
driving force is of course the drive to disorder-.; it is the inevitable 
arisal of this disorder which is responsible for AG in the first place. 

There is therefore a natural tendency for free energy, in the absence - 
of a demand on it to do optional work9 to degrade to the poorer quality 
Romnidirectionall energy. Thus the free energy of diffusion becomes the 
entropy energy of the mixed condition; there is no change in temperature, 
and no exchange of heat between the gases and the surroundings. Thus 
light becomes heat on absorption, which represents an increase in entropy 
energy* 
But even heat energy itself 9 omnidirectional as it is, can be converted 
to work, at least in part. 
This possibility arises when a hot bbjpct is connected to a cold object. 
In such a circumstance there will be a resultant unidirectional flow 
of heat from the hot object to the cold object. This, of course, is 
within our experience of what always happens. Without going into details, 
the free energy change accompanying conduction of heat turns out to be 
negative. (Imagine the two objects to be the system; the surroundings 
need not enter the picture. ) 

The greater the difference in the temperatures of the hot and the cold 
object, the more of the heat transfer is capable of doing optional work. 
Indee, if the temperature of the cold object could be kept at absolute 
zero'(which is impossible) all the heat transfer could be put to work. 
The limitation on the use of heat as a source of work is the difference 
in the temperatures of the hot part and the cold part. 
If the temperatures are the same no work can be obtained; and no heat 
would transfer anyhow. 
Maximum efficiency in an engine is obtained by making the hot part as 
hot as possible and the cold part as cold as possible. This gives the 
largest free enerp-zr change -possible. The problem then is one of getting 
as much of the free energy change as work and as little of it as heat 
as can be managed. 

ZhQ-fp3zce of disorder exerted b an alternativ2 Y- 
_qystem-cum- surroundipgA 

acts on the free energy__qf a Syptemj for ýtich free epfýr Ly it ip_respqnsLuqz,, tn. a manner- similar * 
to that.. by-yhich- thýQ_fQrce__Qfý gravity ýrýte4. M -t pjýknet 4qts on-the -potential energy of a - 9: foK_thg__c. reation_of which )ptential enermr it is responsible, 
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Controlling factor in reaction. 
In any net reaction which occurs, the free enera change must be nep. -ative. 
This is the simplest means by which to make a decision on reaction 
spontaneity 
Remember that its-great advantage is that it requires only the system 
to be considered; this is usually very much simpler than having to 
consider system-cum-surroundings in terms of change in total entropy. 

The value for AG will usually be derived from a knowledge of AH and TAS. 

Diffusion. Diffusion is spontaneous intermingling of particles at the 
atomic level. 

It is most easily observed to occur between gases since in this case it 
is most rapid. The free energy change accompanying diffusion is negative; 
the free energy of the mixture is less than that of the original separate 
gases, This aspect of diffusion has been much emphasised in this programme 
because it will be used shortly to show how it determines where a mixture 
of reactants and products in chemical reaction settle at constant compositiozi. 
Diffusion also occurs between liquids if it can, that is, 'if the liquids 
are miscible. The free energy change is, of course, negative, but the 
diffusion is much slower. 

In the event that the liquids are i=iscible, the free energy of their 
mixing is positive .... which is why they do not mix! 

That diffusion in liquids is slower is a kinetic consideration and has 
nothing to do with the thermodynamics of the process* Thus the free 
energy change accompanying diffusion in solids, whether it be negative 
or positive, is of secondary consideration to the kinetics of the 
process, that is, the lack of mobility of the component particles of 
the solids. There can bet though, some surface diffusional effects. 

For the purposes of this programme it can be taken that the free energy of 
the unmixed gases is converted completely into the entropy energy of the 
mixed product, AG = -TAS. (This is ideal behaviour; in reality, and for 
reasons which need not concern us, these two quantities, AG and -TAS, would 
not necessarily be equal, and so some heat might be evolved into the 
surroundings or might be absorbed from the s-urroundingsg giving a small- 
negative value or a small positive value for All as the case may bej 
Since, therefore, AG - -TAS, free potential enerýýa is converted complete]L, j to entrony Dotential ener and there is no change in temperature, The 
increase in entropy energy at constant temperature is TAS and so, since T 
does not change, AS is responsible for the increase. This is one way of 
arguing that there is an increase in entropy on mixing. 

Whether you offer the increase in entrop or the decrease in free energ_ Y 
as a reason for the occurrence of diffusion depends very much on how you 
choose to reason about the process, 

By my way of thinking, the former is the more fundamental since it is 
closer to the real reason for change, that is to say, the inevitable 
transition to more totally disordered state when this is accessible. 
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A varietý of exam-oles will now follow in which either the decrease in 
free energy of the. system or the increase in total entropy value of the 
system and surroundings, or both, will be advanced as explanations for 
the occurrence of the change. The value of the enthalpy change will 
be mentioned only in so far as it is a consequence of the interplay 
between the free energy change (which-Aa always of the system) and the 
entropy energy change of the system. 

Thus, in general, AHsystem - AGsystem 4- TASsystem 
In discussing the specific cases of change in entropy value which arise 
in problem dealing, you have to be very clear in your mind as to whether 
you. mean entropy change in the sytem, or the surroundings, or both: in the 
last instance youhave the right to talk about change in total entropy 
value. But. also, if the surroundings are not involved (AH zero, meaning 
heat is neither evolved to or absorbed from the surroundings), then any 
entropy change in the sytem can be the only entropy change, and so - 
although only the system is considered - can be referred to as the total 
entropy change* 

_Spontaneous 
Pndothermic reactions in zeneral. Endothermic reactions do 

not usually occur at room temperature, while the same endothermic reactions 
occur at higher temperature. 

This means that the free energy change accompanying an endothermio 
at room temperature is likely to be positiveg while the free energy 
change accompanying the same endothermic reaction at higher tempera- 
ture is negative* 
For an endothermic reaction, AH is positive. If the reaction is not 
spontaneous at room temperature, then AG at-room temperature is 
positive* 

AG TAS AH 

Low The free energy and the entropy AH consequently is 
temp. change is positive energy change is observed to be 

negligible since positive, and the 
T is small. reaction is describ, ý 

as endothermic. 

High The free energy if TAS is positive, 
temp. change will become because TAS will 

negative frhen the become markedly 
temperature is positive, T. being 
raised large, ..... 

while AH remains 
more or less constaT, 

Only if the entropy change accompanying the reaction ispos 
- 
itive, will 

raising the tempera: ture convert a non-spontaneous reaction to a spontaneous 
one, 

But some endothermic reactions, even at room temperature, are attended 
by a larf: e Pnourh increase in entrop at room temperature for them to 
occur spontaneously without heating. This is especially the case with 
reactions producing gases from solids. 
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Spontanpous endothermic reaction, The reaction between hydrated cobalt 
chloride and thionyl chloride occurs spontaneously at room temperaturet 
and is accompanied by the absorption of much heat, that is to sayq the 
reaction mixture (the system) is observed to grow colder and would have 
to absorb heat from the surrounding air (the surroundings) if the tempera- 
were to remain constant. Thus AH is positive. 

COC12.6H20(s) + 6sOC12(1) 'P' COC12(s) + 12HC1(g) + 6SO2(g) 

That the reaction occurs means that the free energy change accompanying 
its occurrence is negative: AG is -ve. 

The summed entropy values for the productsq two of which are gases, are 
greater than the summed entropy values for the reactants. The change in 
entropy value of the system is positive. This is usually to be expected 
when gaseous products are produced from non-p-aseous reactants. 

One final point: since the reaction is spontaneous., the change in the total 
entropy value of the system-cum-surroundings must be--positive, This turns 
out to be so. Heat absorbed from the surroundings lowers the entropy value 
of the s urr oundings; but the simultaneous increase in entropy value of the 
system is greater than the decrease in entropy value of the surroundings. 

Thus, spontaneous reactions are endothermic when their occurrence Is 
accompanied by a relatively large increase in entropy energy, 
At low temperature, this arises when the increase in. entropy, AS, is large. 
At high temperature, this arises because T and/or AS is large. 

Otherwise, spontaneous reactions are exothermic, especially at low tempera ture, because AH approximates to AG9 which must be negative in aS'p reactiorl ' ontaneous 
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Osmosis. Osmosis is a spontaneous diffusional process which occurs 
between a solution, and the pure solvent. The solution and the pure 
solvent are separated by a semipearmeable membrane'& Solvent diffuses 
through the membrane into the solutiong so diluting itt and increasing 
its volume. The solution develops a 'back-pressure' which eventually 
stops the inflow of solvent. This is called the solution's osmotic 
pressure, 

Why does it occur? 

Fig. 8.1 

We have established that the free 
energy of a substance is decreased on 
mi2cing.,.. ýA-in the mixture of A and B 
has a lower free energy than pura A. 

Thus, the free energy of 1 mole (say) 
of pure water outside the membrane 
decreases when this 1 mole of water 
diffuses to the mixed condition inside 
the membrane, 

Sil a Op 
Pure water diffuses into the mixed con- 
dition becaise such diffusion is accom- So /a rion 
panied by a decrease in free energy. 

t, j a Te r 
Se ill i /I e P171 fablc 

membir-ave 
orrerchert acrzS 
ID00711 0111fir-nel 

Alternatively, 1 mole of water inside 
the membrane is more spread out - it is 
Miluted with solute' - and so has a 
higher entropy value than would the same 
mole of water outside the membrane. 
Pure water diffuses into the mixed con- 
dition because such diffusion is accom- 
panied by an increase in entron! y value. 

By the same argument, solute molecules should diffuse outwards. 'Eventually 
uniform solutions of the same concentration should arise on each side of the 
membrane. This would represent an equilibrium situation of minimum free. 
enerry and maximum entropy value. 
The semipermeable membrane tends to block the outward diffusion of soluto 
molecules. Furtheri the heavier solute molecules move relatively slowly. 

Osmosis consists of a '. double acting' diffusional process, each of which 
has an attendant free energy decrease accompanying it, but only one of 
which is permitted to occur, 

If osmosis is 
5 

to work, the solute must be something of relatively high 
molecular mas, such as sucrose, C12H22011'. this solute has a molecula: b 
mass of 342 u. 

*A semiperneable membrane is one which will permit solvent molecules to pass through it but not solute molecules* 
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Dial. Ksia . Dialysis is a method of separating substances in true solution 
from substances in colloidal dispersion. Like Osmosis it depends on 
spontaneous diffusion. (See additional note on colloids,. page 

One phase consists of the colloid dispersed in the true solution - say 
starch dispersed in sodium chloride solution; the other phase consists of 
the pure solvent. - say water. These are separated by a membrane which is 
impenetrable to starch moleculesq but which will allow sodium ionst chlorine 
ions and water molecules to pass. 

What happens with time? 

Fig. 8.2 

Water molecules diffuse into tho 

h a-Pdrzztt - f 
dialyser for the reasons already 

rat c given under the heading of osmosis. 
a rer 

But ions also diffuse out of the 
dialyser. 

This is in keeping with their becoming 
C/ 72, V more mixed and therefore of lower 

free energy org if you prefer, more 
spread out and therefore of higher 
entropy value. 

kt 
In practice, the dialyser is placed 
in gently flowing water; an equilibriura 
situation is avoided. The dialysis is 

complete when no salt remains in the 
dialyser. 

Thus a complete washing of the colloid can be achieved given time, Such is, 
the case with the vrashing of blood in a 'kidney machine'. 

Distribution of a solute between two solvent When a substance is 
added to two immiscible liquids, in each of which it can dissolve, and 
shaken with these, the added substance will dissolve such that the ratio 

Concentration of solute in first solvent 
Concentration of solute in second solvent 

is constant at a particular temperature. (There are some other qualifican*, -. 
tions which need not concern us. ) 

Note that it is a ratio of concentrations. If therefore the volume of 
one solvent were increased in a particular experiment, that solvent would 
certainly dissolve more of the solute but only in so far as the ratio of 
of the final corcentrations. was still the sameq provided the temperature 
was unchanged. 

It turns out that the distribution 
of iodine in water and tetrachloro- 
methane is such that 

; od)ne *- -t- n wale 

iliTef lace 

teditie vi% ter-ra- 

Fig. 8.3 

Concentration of 12 in CQ14 86 

Concentration of 12 in 1120 

If more water were usedt'more of the 
iodine would dissolve in the water but 
only until the concentration ratio 
of 86/1 was restored. 

The precise value of this ratio is determined by that equilibrium 
mixture which, for the substances involved, has a minimum free 
Qnergy and a maximiun entropy value. 
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Concentration cell. A concentration cell is a cell whose driving force 
derives from the spontaneous diffusion of a substance from a region of 
high concentratioW to one of low concentration. 

ditul-c 
Cis SO I 

Suppose we have two solutions of copper 
sulphate, one more concentrated than the 
other, separated by a porous-diaphragm. 

Diffusion of solute will occur in each 
direction through the diaphragm; diffusion 
of solvent will occur in each direction 
through the diaphragm. 

exisn 
cý , a,. A 

Fig. 8.4 

But t predominant net processes will Iwo 
occur, each of which entails a decrease in 
free energy and an increase in entropy valuo 
i) Water will diffuse from the dilute 
copper sulphate solution (in which the watexý 
is 'more concentrated') into the concentrate, 
copper sulphate solution, so diluting it. 

The f ree energy and entropy armment support 
ing this net 'Llow has already been given: 
a mole of water making such a move loses 
free enerF7 (it becomes more mixed) and 
increases its entropy value (it becomes 
more spread out). 

ii) Copper ions and sulphate ions will diffuse from the concentrated solution 
to the dilute solution, so increasing its concentration. In so doing, one 
mole of solute. becomes more mixed and so suffers a decrease in free energy,, 
and becomes more spread out and so acquires a higher entropy value. 

Remember that throughout all these diffusional changes free energy converts 
to entropy energy, 

The end result of these two net processes is the production of an equilibriura 
situation of minir, = free energy and maximum entrýpy value, which is achievecl 
when the solutions on each side of the diaphragm are the same, i. e. have the 
same concentration. 
Note that two-way diffusion will still be occurring but that there is no 
change in composition with time, 
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A concentration cell can be manipulated to produce electrical current. 

The argument is the same as before. 
That which occurs is consistent with 
a decrease in free energy and an increase 
in entropy value, 

r- opb Thus the, electrode reactions to occur 
are those which permit the ultimate 
formation of uniform solution concentraticý- 

di 1. throughout the entire cell since these 
CA I S04 electrode reactions of necessity must 

be accompanied by a decrease in free 
energy and an increase in entropy value, 

dt. &ýh r4.9m 
In a cell, therefore, consisting of 
copper sulphate solutions of differing 

Fig. 8-5 concentrations and copper electrodest 

Electrode reaction 
on 'dilute side' is Cu(s) Cu2+(aq) 2e, 

Copper is lost from the surface of the electrode as copper ion in solutiong 
increasing the concentration of copper ion in solution. 
Electrons pass over onto the electrode on the 'concentrated side'. 
Electrode reaction 
on the 'concentrated side' is Cu2+(aq) + 2e -1- 'CU(S) 

Copper ion is removed from solution and deposited as copper on the electrode, 
decreasing the concentration of copper ion in solution, 

Current will flow until the concentration of co-pper ion in each half cell 
is the same. 

No mention of sulphate ion has been made in this discussion. It is not 
technically possible to construct a circuit which will deal with sulphate 
ion in the way that the above circuit has coped with copper ion. Such a 
circuit would require a Isulphatel electrode. The sulphate ion, therefore, 

are left to diffuse through the porous plug in their own time in the familiar 

way, 
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Ion Pxchanm-. Ion exchange is a process which operates at the interface 
between a solution and some types of solid whereby ions in solution and 
ions attached to the solid exchange places. 
The typical ion exchange material is porous with a three-dimensional 
structure. The apparent volume of the material gives little indication 
of the actual extent of internal surface area; the material is honeycombed 
with tunnels and cavities through which aqueous solutions can percolate. 
The traditional ion exchange material belongs to a group of inorganic 
substances called the zeolites, which are complex metal alumino-silicateso 
The permutites used to soften water are sodium zeolites. These latter 
exchange - under the correct operating conditions - one Ca2+ (from water 
to permutite) for two Va+ (from permutite to water); the removal of Ca2+ 
from the water renders the water soft. 
The sodium permutite is eventually converted to calcium permutite and is no. 
longer useful for softening water. Sodium permutite is regenerated by 
passing concentrated brine through the permutite. 4, "i A variety of inorganic and organic materials are now used. Some are natural, 
some synthetic. Some are cationic exchangers, some anionic. The former 
exchange cations, such as does sodium permutite. The latter exchange anions. 

Cation 
exchange -c- 

0- 

S03 H+ 

One synthetic dationic exchange resin 
is based on polystyrene polymer. 

Anion 
exchange 

Hydrogen cations can be lost to solution by the 
resin in exchange for an equivalent number of 
other cations. 

HA synthetic anionic exchange resin is 
I also based on polystyrene polymer. -C- 

CH2N+(CH3)30H- Hydroxyl anions can be lost to solution 
by the resin in exchange for an equivalent 
number of other anions. 

When sodium chloride solution is put through two such resins in series, 
aý sodium ions are replaced by hydrogen ions in the cationic exchanger, 
b chlorine ions are replaced by hydroxyl ions in the anionic exchanger. 

Since hydrogen ions and hydroxyl ions react to from water, the issuing 
liquid is pure water; it is called Ide-ionised water'9 and is commonly 
used instead of distilled water. 
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Why does ion exchange occur? The process is diffusionalo 

_1 

1- - 

rig. 8.6 

Consider the case of the exchange of hydrogen 
ion from the resin for sodium ion in solution* 
Imagine a cavity or channel within which 
exchange is occurring. Consider this in 
two parts. 
i) One part consists of hydrogen ions p M, 

C 
11 

attached to the resin but at the same time 
'V protruding into the aqueous phase. 

ii) The other part consists of sodium ions onl-y- 
in the aqueous phase, 

1) 
- 

Mixing will produce, ultimately, an equilibriurrA 
fmixI of minimum free energy and maximum 
entropy value. 

Thus the efficient functioning of an ion exchange column requires that 
it be used slow1V to allow the two parts to come as close to equilibrium 
as possible. Th is allows maximum exchange to occur* 

.6j0Zm. 
1- 

> 
00 

0.0= /V., r, 

0 
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C 

00 
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Further, as the solution progresses down the 
column its equilibrium concentration of 
sodium ion will diminish, and if the column in 
long enough the liquid emerging should contairx 
practically no sodium ion, 

Ft 9 V. 7 
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Chromator_mphy. The same general comments apply to chromatography as 
apply to the distribution of a solute between two immiscible solvents. The 
difference is that in chromatography two or more solutes are involved (these 

are to be separated) and one of the two solvents moves (the mobiles phase) 
while the other solvent does not (the stationary phase). 
Chronatography is a process whereby a mixture of solutes is separated as 
a result of the different way each solute partitions itself between a 
mobile phase and a stationary phase, 

Consider the case of the separation of two solutes by means of a liquid 
stationary phase and a liquid mobile phase. 

Liquid 
mobile Solute 2. 

- -S-olute 
1 

phase 

Liquid 
stationary Solute 2 Solute 1 
phase, 

, 
Inert support 
for stationary 
phase / Fig. 8.8 

The stationary phase and mobile phase may both be liquids; the stationary 
phase consists of a liquid solv6nt immobilised by adsorption on an otherwise 
inert solid base. 

The stationary phase may be a liquid and the mobile phase a gas. 
The stationary phase may be a solid and the mobile phase a liquid or a Las. 

Each solute will partition itself between the two solvents such that 
the final equilibrium mix has minimum free energy and maximum entropy 
value for that particular solute. 
Suppose solute 1 is concentrated almost entirely in the mobile phase. It 
will travel through the chromatographic column at something just less than 
the speed of the mobile phase. 
Suppose solute 2 is concentrated almost entirely in the stationary phase. 
Its rate of progress through the column will be exceedingly slow. 

Thus, two solutes which enter the column at the same time - in the form 
of a small injected sample - leave at different times, and so a separation is effected. 
The movement of a solute through the column under a particular set of 
conditions is characterised by the retardation factor, Rfj which is 
defined as distance travelled by solute 

Rf M in same time. 
distance travelled by solvent 
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In the extreme example quoted above, Rf for solute 1 is almost unity, while 
Rf for solute 2 is almost zero. In practiceý. the difference between the 
retardation factors is much less. 

Since the functionIng of the column requires the establishment of an 
equilibrium between the two phase solutions of each particular solute, 
then the column must be operated slowly. If it is operated tcoquickly, 
both solutes will simply emerge together. 

On the other hand, if the process is operated too slowly, there is risk 
of sideways diffusion of each solute, and the emerging bands of solute 
become broad and overlapped. 
There is, therefore, an opti== rate of flow. 

Summary of nixing phenomena. In each of the mixing phenomena just 
discussed - diffusion, osmosis, dialysisq distributiont concentration 
cellg ion exchange, and chromatography - the decrease in free ener 
and (simultaneous) increase in entrop-y have been offered to explain the 

process.. The argument in each case, with some variationp has been 

something like the follow: Lng. 
0. .. 

The free energy of the mix is less than the sum of the free energies of 
the separate parts; the decrease in free energy on mixing is accounted for 
by an equivalent increase in entropy energy of the mix compared with the 
initial separate parts; the entropy value of the mix is greater than the 
sum of the entropy values of the separate parts before mixing. 

Decrease in free energy in the system has come to be our means of 
deciding that a change is bpontaneous., Increase in total entropy value-is 
equally valid, and since each of the mixing phenomena occurs without 
involving the surroundings, then the increase in the system's entropy 
value is, in this case, also the only and total increase in entropy value. 
Consequently, increase in entropy value of the diffusing system was 
offered as an alternative justification for chang64-- 

This argument makes the assumption that the decrease in free energy 
is accounted for by an equal increase in entropy energy: 
AH - AG m -TASSYS 
This is not strictly accurate. The increase in entropy energy may be 
less than the decrease in free energy, in which case some heat is evolved. 
AH therefore acquires a small negative value, Or the increase in 
entropy energy may be more than the decrease in free energy9 in which 
case some heat is absorbed. AR therefore acquires a small po-sitive value. 

I should now point out that I have not offered, at any time, here or 
elsewhere, the enthalpy change as a 'controlling factor' in change. I 
have invariably relegated it to the role of a 'consequence' rather than 
a 'cause'# 

The controlling factorg kinetics allowing, is obse. rved to be 

a decrease in the free energy 
of the system, 

or alternativelyp an increase in the total entropy value 
of the system-cum-surroundinr-, 99. 

and the underlying reason for these is the forceof disorder. 
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Study Unit 8 Ilhat you should know. 

You should 1. know that the controlling factor in a reaction is that 
the free energy change be negative, 

2. know why diffusion occurs, 
be able to explain why a minority of sP-ontaneous reactions 
are endothermic 

4- understnad the occurrence of a variety of phenomena. 

. 4o, 

i 
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Study Unit 8 

Question 1 When anydrous calcium chloride is left exposed to air, 
moisture is absorbed from the air and a solution of calcium chloride 
is formed (deliquescence). Comment: 

Tht mixture of calcium chloride 
2 The mixture of calcium chloride 

and water has a lower free energy and water has a higher eiitropy 
than the calcium chloride and value than the calcium chloride 
water vapour separately. and water vapour separately. 

Heat is evolved during the deliquescence of calcium chloride since 
the decrease in free energy is only partly consumed by the increase 
in entropy energy. This latter is held back a bit due to the orderir 
influence of the ions. 

Question Z' A concentration cell eventually stops working because 

the solutions on each side of the difference between the actual 
the porous partition have acqu- electrode potentials of each 'I 
i-red the came concentration. half cell is zero; that is, each 

half cell is exerting the came 
pull on electrons. 

the e. m. f. of the cell is zero the free energy change accompany;. 
further diffusion is no longer 
negativ e; that is, further diffu- 
sion cannot occur since AG would 
be zero (or worse still,. positive. ) 
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ANSWERS Study Unit 8 

Question 1 
Response This response is correct, a mole for mole 

basis is implied* 

Responae Z, This response is correct. The calcium chloride 
and enclosed air may be regarded as an itolated 
system. The two components of this isolated 
system move to a state of equilibrium of 
maximum entropy value (and minimum free energy) 
when the anhydrous calcium chloride has become 
a solution in equilibrium with the residual 
moisture vapour in the enclosed air sample. 
Note that if the enclosed air sample were 
initially perfectly dry, and a solution of 
calcium chloride were placed in it, the calcium 
chloride solution would lose moisture to the 
air ..., until the same final equilibrium state 
was attained. 

Response 3 This response ier correct. That heat is evolved 
by the hydration and solvation of calcium 
chloride is taken as evidence that the decrease 
in free energy - which must be negative - is 
not fully accounted for by the increase in 
entropy energy. 

Question Z 
Response I This response is correct. - 
Response 2 Mien a cell is constructed from electrodes of 

the same material and from identical ionic 
solutes, the only difference being one of rel- 
ative concentration, then the resultant e. m. f. 
of the cell is due to the latter. Once the 
concentrations have become equal, the electron 
'pull' exerted by each eletrode of the cell will 
be equalt and so there will be no net flow of 
current. The e. m. f. of the cell will be zero* 

Response', 3 This response is correct. See.. Response 2. 
Response 4 This response is correct, The free energy 

drive exists, as it weret to produce a final 
mixture of lowest free energy. Prior to the 
arrival at this state of minimum free energy, 
the change in free energy is negative. Once 
the minimum free energy state is reached, 
further free energy change would be zero ... 
and then positive. 
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Additional note on colloids 

The following table categorises some of the distinctive features of 
true solutionst true suspensions, and the 'in-between' colloids. 
Colloids may be referred to as Isols'. in the sense that they are 
not quite- solutions, -or -as oolloidal- dispersionso 

Table 8,1 Comparison of sol-ations, colloids and suspensions. 

Solutions Colloids Suspensions 

Particles Individual atoms, Groups of atoms, Large groups of 
molecules or ions. molecules or ionsp atoms, molecules 

or large molecules. or ions* 

Size range Less than 1 nm Between 1 nn and Greater than lpm 
approNimately. 1ý(m approximately. approximately, 

Homogeneous---- 
or hetero- Homogeneons Heterogeneous Heterogeneous 
ge3ioouj3. -- 

These may look homo geneous but closer 
inspection will sho w up two distinct 
phases; the liquid phase and the 
'suspended' phase. 
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Study Unit 

EQUILIBRIUM & FREE ENERGY 

i'URPOSE 

1. To introduce AGO. 

2. To consider the various free energy changes during a chemical 
reaction* 

PRESENTATION 
Introduction. This unit sets out to show how changes in actual free 
energy during the course of a chemical reaction are the result of the 
standard free energy change and the free energy of mixing acting 
together* 

Eauilibrium 

In terms of reaction spontaneity, 
as follows* 

. T. narisod previous units may be suTn 

REACTION kGsys ASsys and ASsurr AStot 

Spontaneous -ve Any values 
the sum is 

provided 
+ve-, 

+Ve 

Equilibrium Zero Equal and opposite Zero 

Non-spontaneous +ve Any values 
the sum is 

provided 
-ve. 

!. Vo 

Ma 

A closer look at AGO and the other AGs Revert now to the original 
analogy drawn with a falling weight, 

This may represent 
pure reactant under 
standard conditions 

(0ýý product)' 

This may represent 
pure product under 
standard conditions 

OP46 product) 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

v 

The weight in this position 
has morelfree energy' than 

it has in this pocition. 

The difference between these two extremoni 
in terms of a chemical reaction (albeit 
an artificial onel) is AGO. 

Pig. 9.1 
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The analogy to be drawn with a chemical chan, -, e is: 

Pure reactants of chanms Pure products of 
higher frbe energy to lower free energy 

.... to which AGO applies only if 1 mole of pure product is formed from pure 
reactant at 1 atmosphere. The standard free energy change does not insist on 
a particular temperature; standard free energy changes are quoted at any 
temperature. The values quoted in data books are-quoted at 298 K (usually), - 

f 
The kequirement of purity eliminates complications due to mixing, which latter 
causes a decrease in free energy in its own right irrespective of anything 
else. 

Here is an example. The standard free energy of formation of 1102 has been 
determined and is AGO = 5198 kJ mql-l . This is the standard free energy 
change for the reaction 

02, + 02 1102 

Check that this value is correct by reference to a suitable data book. 

If the elementary substances like nitrogen and oxygen are allocated 
zero standard free energies of formation, as is done with enthalpies, 
because the absolute values are not determinable, then the standard 
free energies of IN2 +0' ----> N- formation are: 2 02 

AGO- zero AGO- zero AGO= +51.8 kJ 

The technique for dealing with free energy changes is the same as that 
you have used to deal with enthalpy changes. It is possible-. to deduce the 
standard free energy change for a reaction which cannot be carried out, *. by 
suitable additiont doubling, halving, and so on, of equations and their 
associated standard free energy chanfres for reactions which can be carried* 
out. This technique will be known to you-. It is no more difficult with' 
free energies than it is with enthalpies, but it does require a lot of 
practice. Note in passing that the enthalpy changes you have worked with 
in Form V have generally been standard enthalpy changes thou, -, h this point 
may not have been mentioned, 
Problem 9ol 
What is the standard free energy change for the reaction 

2NO2 14204 ? (completely) 

AGf from tables' 2X 51-8 98-3 W 

Therefore AGO - 98-3 - 103.6 1 
- -5.3 kJ mol-1 N24 

The standard free energy change for the reverse reaction 
1120 4P 2NO2 (completely) 

is AGO = +5*2 W per 2 mole N02p and is therefore AGO +2.65 W mol-l'. 

The second reaction occurs spontaneously "despite its positive AGO. ' ITOW is 
the spontaneous occurrence of the second reaction reconciled with the 
positive standard free energy change. 
The answer has to do with the free energy of mixing which is superimposed on 
the standard free energy change, 
In order to extend the argument to include this effect, the physical analogy 
may be drawn obliquely instead of vertically. 
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For a reaction for which AGO is negatives 

sliding 
weight 

(no friction)', 

represents 
pure reactant 

0% product 
Fig. 9.2 

taught 
40r" 

represents 
pure product 

:> 100% product 

Imagine the weight, to be in process of sliding down the wire. Its progress 
down the wire represents a decrease in the amount of reactant and an increase 
in the amount of product, from the one extreme to the other. 

From the 'standard' point of view, the free energy of an amount of 
isolated reactant is consistently greater than the free energy of the 
amount of isolated product it can change into. If the standard free energy 
change were the only free energy change, then the reaction would go to 
completion. 
This is a strict, non-practicable argument, for it excludes additional 
effects due to mixing of reactant and product which must operate during 
the real occurrence of the reaction. The standard change assumes the 
product to-be prpduced in isolation from a reactant held in isolation. 

The relationship between the standard enthalpy change, the standard free 
energy change and the standard entropy energy change is given by the 
standard form of the Gibbs-Helmholtz equations 

AHO - AGO + TASO 

For conditions other than standard, for example, for the formation of a 
fraction of a mole of product, then the non-standard form of the equation 
is used AH - AG + TAS 
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Free energy of mixing superimposed 
on the standard free energy change 

T'he free energy of mixing is always negative, and is likely to be most 
marked at about the half way stam-, in a chemical reaction. At either 
extreme - pure separate reactant or reactants before and pure separate 
product or products after - the free energy of mixing will be absent. 

Thus the actual free energy profile for a reaction for which AGO is negative 
is of the same general form as that obtained by allowing a movable weight 
to find its rest position under the influence of gravity on an inclined 
elastic band. 

The actual free energy profile is obtained by combining the standard free 
energy change and the mixing free energy change. 

The synthesis of ammonia. The effect of the free enerU- of mixing on 
the synthesis of ammonia will now be looked at in particular. 

The reactiont 1142 + 1, JH 2- --M- 'M3 

Standard thermodynamic data: AHO - -46 kJ mol-1 
AGO - -16.5 kJ mol-1 

TASO - -29-5 W mol-1 all at 298 X 



r-gef 

C Total 
mole 

t 

F 

as yleet 

This is th 
free energ: 
of mixing 
j mole N2 
1i mole H2 
It is the 
same as th 
free energ 
of diffusi 

I 

- -W; ý product- 

9.5 

--100% product- 

Fig. 9.4 

standard free enerMr o 
N2 and li mle H2 butý 
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/ 

/I 

I 

1/ - 

1 
je 

je 

00 

01-6 product Equilibrium 10ela product 
composition 

As chemical reaction progresses of minimum 
the free energy of mixing becomes free energy 

more negative since three species 
are now involved: N2. H2 and IM3- 
It then becomes less negative as 
pure product is approached. The 
result is the formation of a 
minimum free energy mixture someý, 
where between the*two extremes, 
---------------- 

Fig. 9.5 
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Net free energ3 
iri moving from 
ceparate reactz 
equilibrium cor 
(part standard, 

AH = AG 
net ne- 

. L- - --- - 

Net free energy change 
in moving from pure 
products to equilibrium 
composition (part standarcl, 
part mixing) 

AH - AG + TAS 
net net net 

0% product ---. 100% product 

Pig. 
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The free energy of - the reaction mixture has a minimum value at a particular 
composition. At this composition 

the free energy Ithe free energy 
per mole of reactant lof an equivalent amount of product' 
in the mixture in the s6jne mixture 
of reactant and product of reactant and product 

The difference between the free energies of equivalent amounts of reactant 
and product in the mixture at this composition is zero; AG - 0, There is, 
therefore, no net change in composition with time. 

Thus, a mixture in a state of equilibrium possesses minimum free enertMr. 

At any composition to the left of the equilibrium composition, the 
conversion of reactant to equivalent amount of product entails a negative 
free energy change, and so it occurs (kinetics allowing). When eventually 
such conversion is attended by no change in free energy, AG = 0, then no 
further net change occurs ..... the mixture has reached a state of minimum 
free energy ..... equilibrium exists ... and the composition of the mixture 
is the equilibrium composition. 

This argument is equally valid for compositions to the right of the 
equilibrium composition. These will adjust so as to arrive at the came 
equilibrium composition (kinetics allowing), 

AG at 
tive: a 

sition other than the equilibrium composition is 
Llibrium comnosition it is zero. 

However, molecules are in continous motion. tiandom collisions - if 
energetic enough and correctly orientated - will lead to reactiou. 
But any tendency for the reaction mixture to drift, in either directioll, 
from the equilibrium composition will be counteracted by the free energ-, j; - drive back to the equilibrium composition. Suppose, for exampleg that 
'ýy chance collision a slightly higher percentage of ammonia than the 
equilibrium composition calls for is creited. This being so, the 
free energy of the ammonia in the mixture will be slightly greater 
than that of the nitrogen/hydrogen in the mixture. Consequently the 
composition will. return to that required by the minimum free energy. 

Thusy the essential features'. 6f,, an eqiUlibrium. pystem are 
1, continous reaction in which the forward and backward reactions 

are equal and opposite, a dynamic picture., 
2. fixed unchaw-ing COLIDOsition apari from minor local fluctuations 

a sl; atic picture, 

Note 'that an equilibrium system can only exist in a closed vessel* 
Roteg alsov because of the dynamic nature of equilibriumg that the 
same equilibrium can be established either from reactants or from 
products* 

'The equilibrium conpoaition cannot eccape from the free energy trap. ' 
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Study Unit 9 
-___Alhat you should know. 

You should 1. know that most of the enthalpy changes, free energy changes, 
entropy changes and entropy energy changes you have wotked 
with a standard ones. 

2. understand what is implied by the standard change. 
3- -realise the importance of the free energy of mixing in 

determining the composition of the equilibrium mixture. 
4- understand the significance of AG - 0. 
5 be aware of some of the characteristics of the equilbriuff-1: - 

sytem, 

-7 7 

C 
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9.10 

Study 'Unit 9 

I 
Question 1 In order to answer thin question you will require to 
refer to a chemistry data book. The particular answers selected here 
have been taken from Chemistry Data Book, Stark & Wallace, S. I. Edition 
1970. But note, if using this data book, that the column headings 
AGO and AHO on page 38 should be changed over. Note also that values 
vary a bit from book to bookw 

4)-Find the standard enthalpy changev AHOI,, 'for the formation of 1 mole 
water at 25 OC (298 K) from its gaseous elements, that is, the standard 
enthalpy change for the reaction: 

I12(g) + 102(9) 1120(l) 

b) Determine from the given data the standard entropy change for the 
same reactionoccurrine at Z5 OC, 

c) Calculate the standard free energy changep AGO9 for the same reactiork. 
occurring at 2-5 OC* 

d) Calculate the standard free energy chaneeg AGO, for. the same reactiorx 
occurring at 90 OC. 

Question 2 When a syatem is. at equilibriump departure from equill. *ýrium will be accompanied by 

a positive. free energy change a negative enthalpy change 

3-a 
posItive, change in, the entropy 

4a 
negative change in the total 

value of the system* entropy value of system-cum- 
surroundings-. 

Luestion- 3, Deduce the standard free enerF change for the reaction 
Zn(s) + Pb2+(aq) ---> Zn +( aq) + Pb(s) 

from data on page 40 of your Three Figure Tables. 
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9,11 Study Unit 9 

Question 1 

a) AIIO = -286 kJ M01-1 
b) Equation: H2 (9) + 102(9) H20(1) 

SO: 131 102-5 69.9 1 Y, -l mol-1 
Therefore ASO 69.9- -. 102-5 131 J K-1 mol-1 

-163.6 1 X-1 mol-1 

c. ), at 25. OC, AGO ARO TASO - 
= -2e6 298 x -163.6/1000 ki mol-I 
= -286 + 49 kJ mol-1 
= -237 kJ mol-1 

Check that this. figure is the figure offered in data books for the 
stnadard free energy change at 25 OC- 

d) at 90 00, AGO AHO - TIASO 
= -286 - 363 x -163.611000 kJ mol-I 
= -286 + 59 kj mol-1 
= -227 kj mol-1 

O. uestion 2 

Response 1 This response is correct. 
Response 2 The enthalpy change could be negative or 

positivet depending on the sign of TASS'and 
its magnitude, 

Response This response is incorrect. The change in. 
entropy value will be positive or negative; 
it depends on the reaction, 

Response 4 This response is correct. A change for which 
AG is positive (= non-spontaneous) would be 
equivalent to a change for which the AStotal 
is negative (= non-spontaneous). 
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ANSWERS, Study Unit 9 

-, ELuestion. 3 Zn(s) Zn2+(aq) + 2e -- +0 . 76 V 
2e + Pb2+ aq) --Iý Pb(s) -011*3 V 
Zn( )+ Pb2+(aq) - Zn2+(aq) + Pb(s) +0.63 V 
Thus the difference between the electrodes of 

or 
the two standard half cells, IAEOI, is the 
maximum reversible e. m. f. of the standard 
cell, and is equal to +0.63 V- 
The standard free energy change, therefore, is 
AGO = -nFEO (EO now being taken as the whole 
cell c. m. f. ) -2 x 9.65 x 104 x 0.63 J mol-I 

7. -A 2f -1.216 x 105 J mol-1 

-1.216 x 102 kj mol-1 
-- l% e 

Zil Pb 
halfrill haffeell 

Vote that EO as a symbol may represent either 
the standard potential of a single electrode, 
or the standard e. m. f. of a cell. In the latter 
case, to be consistentv the symbol 'ABO' should 
be used since the e. m. f. of a cell is the diff- 
erence between two electrodes. Thus AGO -nPA17,! 
but this is rarely seen. Similarly, AG -nF. &Zj 
for non standard conditions. Thus, when the 
difference between the potetials of two half 
cells is zero, i. e. I-AFj1 = zero, then AG 0 
and an equilibrium situation exists. 
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FREE. ENERGY and the EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT 

PURPOSE 

1. To develop the concept of the equilibrium constant. 

2. To state the relationship between the standard free energy chan, -, - 
and the equilibrium constant. 
3. To show how the sign and magnitude of the standard free energy change 
affects the composition of a mixture coming to equilibrium. 

PRESENTATION 

Introduction. This unit will introduce the concepý of the equilibriýý 
constant; but the treatment is very brief. My main purpose, initially, is 
to show that this constant ratio, whatever it really is, is : belated to the 

standard free energy change for the reaction whose equilibrium system it 
describes. Some equilibrium constants are then quoted in the last pages or 
so of this Unit., 

Little or no mention will be made of the effect of -chaýigý of variables 

on an equilibrium composition. The application of the Le Chatelier Principle 

was dealt with during Form V, and can be of use here; but the Priciple is 

notoriously difficult of application, and frequently only gives the right 
answer to those who already know what the right answer is! 

More about AGO 

Mien AGO is neL--ative, the standard line slopes downwards from left to right; 
the right hand end is lower than the left hand end. This will tend to act 
with the free energy of mixing to give a minimum to the right rather than 
to the left. The equilibrium mixture will tend to contain a higher proportion 
of product and a lower proportion of reactant. (See Figure 10-3-) 

When AGO is zero, the standard line is horizontal. This will act with the 
free energy of mixing to give a minimum at or somewhere about the middle 
mark. Exactly where depends on the particular equilibrium system; AGO being 
zero does not rean that the composition of the equilibrium mixture will 
nesessarily be product: reactant equal to 50: 50; but if not, it will not be 
too far away. You will understand the reason for this when you examine the 
free energy profile for the synthesis of ammonia at that temperature where 
AGO is zero. 
When AGO is positiveg the standard line slopes upwards from left to right, 
and the equilibrium composition tends to be richer in reactant than product. 
This case is dealt with shortly. 
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The relationship between AGO and Keq* 

It can be shown that the value of AG for any composition of reaction 
mixture is related to AGO, the standard free ener87 chanee for the 

reactionp by thý expression 

Product concentrations AG AGO + 2-3RT "' Reactant concentration 

It is a constant called the molar gas constant; R= 0-0083 kJ mol-1 X-1 

T is the temperature in kelvina (K)e 

The ratio 
Product concentrations expresses the relative concentratior' Reactant concentrations 

products and reactants as the reaction proceeds from one extremo 
(reactants only) to the other extreme (products only). At some 
intermediate composition the ratio describes the relative concentratic>r 
of products and reactants in the equilibrium mixture, This occurs at 
that composition which corresponds to the minimum point on the free 
energy profile. At this composition the ratio is the equilibrium 
ratio or constant (for the exact form of which see later). 

That composition which corresponds with the minimum in free energy. 
of the reaction mixture is' the equilibrium composition, at which. 
AG =09, -,. - 

Product concentrations and the ratio Reactant concentrations 
is equal to the equilibrium 

constantt symbolised Keq* 

Thus at equilibrium AGO = -2-3RT lOgKeq 

= -0.02T lOgKeq 

where AGO is expressed in W. 

Calculation of equilibrium constants 
If the standard free energy change for a reaction is known (it could perhaps 
have been-determined experimentallyfrom the relationship AGO n' -nFEO), 
the equilibrium constant for the reaction can be calculated from the relation. 
ship AGO - -const. logKeq- 

Conversely, if the equilibrium constant can be determined experimentally, the 
standard free energy change for the reaction can be calculated. 

Problem 10.1 

Calculate the equilibrium constant for the synthesis of ammonia at 298 K,, 

From tables AGO - -16.5 W mol-1 
Therefore: -16.5 - -0.02 x 298 x lOgKeq 

from which I Keq - 5-9 x 102 

Without examining the exact form of the equilibrium constant, the value 
5-9 x 102, conveys the information that an equilibrium mixture of nitrogen, 
hydrogen and ammonia at room temperature contains 'more product than reactant'. 

The ratio of productstreactants is somewhere in the region of 59011- 
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The equilibrium would be described as lying over to the right, 
On this basis, the conversion of nitrogen and hydrogen to ammonia at room 
temperature is certainly, thermodynamically fearible. Unfortunately, it is 
not kinetically feasible, because the rate of reaction is exceedingly low. 

Moving to a higher temperature will tend to overcome the kinetic snag, which 
is essentially one of insufficient activation enerMr-at the lower temperature, 
but how will it affect the standard free energy change and consequently the 
equilibrium constant for the reaction? 

Problem 10.2 

Calculate-AGO for the synthesis of ammonia at 800 K, and hence deduce 
the equilibrium constant at 800 X 

Use 
-AGO = AHO - TASO to compute the value of AGO. Then use AGO - -0.02T lOeXeq 

to compute the value of Keq* 

AGO The values for AHO and TASO are required in order to compute AGO. 
Prom tables, AHO - -46.2 kJ mol-1 at 298 K. This value is used at 800 K since 
bnthalpy change is not markedly affected by the temperature at which the 
reaction occurs. 
ASO is calculated from tables as followst 

IN2 + liH2 IU13 
So - 96 So - 196.5 SO = 193 1 K-1 

ASO - 193 - (. 96, + 196-5) J K-1 mol-1 
= -99.5 J K-1 mol-1 

This is the change in standard entropy value for the reacti6n. Although it 
has been calculated from data quoted at 298 K, it does not vary much with temperature and so can be taken as the change in standard entropy value at 800 K. 
It now has to be multiplied by T (=800) and divided by 1000 to convert it to 
the standard entropy energy change expressed in kilojoules instead of joules. 
At 800 K TASO w 800 x -99.5 W mol-1 

1000 

W -79.6 W mol-1 

Hence from AGO AHO TASO 

Bubstituting AGO -46.2 -79.6 kJ mol-1 
+33-4 W mol-1 

Note that at the higher temperature of 800 K, the standard free energy change is positive; it had been negative at the lower temperature. 

Xeq Applying AGO = -0.02T logKeq, and substituting +33.4 for AGO and 800 for T# the equilibrium constant turns out to have the value 
Keq - 8.2 x 10-3 

The equilibrium mixture contains little product. 

The ratio of products: reactants is somewhere in the region of 0.0082: 1. 
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The peneral shape of the free Pnprf--. )r profile. The results obtained for thet 
Haber equilibrium system are summarised below. These apply in general terms 
to other equilibrium systems, 

I 

If AGO is nepativeg the free energy 
profile has this shape: 

^Cf O-p product loelo product 
Keq is greater than unity. The 
equilibrium mixture is richer 
in products tnan reactants. 
Fig. 10.1 

If AGO is positive, the free energy 
profile has this shape& 

1005t product 
Keq is less than unity. The 
equilibritim mixture is richer 
in reactants than products. 
Fig. 10.2 

If AGO is zero, the standdrd line is horizontal and the sag induced on it 
produces a m1nimum somewhere in the middle region of composition: 

6, a :r fit ti 72 -f i, 't 
iiiheris ot- a 

10 UJ eAC, 9 is -2 re c> 

Fig. 10.3 

If AGO = -2-3RT lOgKeqt 

then lOgKeq =0 
and Keq =I 

1OCrit product 

and AGO u ot 

The equilibrium mixture contains apDroximately equal amounts of product and 
reactantq depending on the particular equilibrium system involved* 

AGO 
kJ mol-1 

Keq 
no units 

.; 46. o 108 
-11.3 102 

Zero 1 

+11.3 10-2 

+46. o 10-8 

the reaction occurs to virtual competion. 

the reaction virtually does not occur* 

Note that every 5.9 W mol-1 difference In AGO changes the value of the 
equilibrium constant by a single power of ten, e. g. 105 may go to jo6. 
Table 10.1 

AcIf Qjr product 

rye V/6 product 
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The Equilibrium Law 

It can be shown experimentally that the concentrations of the reactant 
and product species in an equilibrium system are related to each othe2? 
mathematically as follows. 

For example, in the general case where 2A -; z--"L 3C +D 
rCI3 [DI 

then Keq 
[A] 2 

If the equilibrium system had been written as 3C +D ---' 2A Kv- 
it would still be the same system, but the equilibrium constant would bo 
the reciprocal fX72 

Req = b] 3 [D] 

When an equilibrium constant is given, some clear indication must also be 
given of which way the reaction is to be written. 
Here are three examples of equilibrium constants. These relate to reactions 
you have come across in Form V and earlier. 

a) The making of an ester, ethyl ethanoate. 
CH3CWHM + C21,15OH(l) ; F=: ý: CH3COOC2H5(l) + H20(l) 

in 
[CH3COOC2H51[H201 

Keq ECH 3C0 OH] [C 2", 15 OH I 
found by 

experiment to be 4 (approx. ) ai room temperature, 

b) The ionisation of ethanoic acid by wýater. 
CH3COOH(aq) + H20(aq) C1ý3COO-(aq) + H30+(aq) 

Keq 
FqfOO-ý EH30+1 
LCH3COOH]1; H20j 

.I 
in dilute aqueous solutions is little affected by changes in But JH20 

concentrations among the other dissolved species, and so [H203 is a species 
which for all practical purposes does not vary. It is called a 'constant 
concentration term'. The value of the equilibrium constant is not therefore 
dependent on it, and so EH30+3 

Xeq ECH3COOH] 

1.8 x lo-5 at room temperature. 

c) The solution of the sparingly soluble salt silver chlorideq AgCl. 

AgCl(s) + aq # Ag+(aq) + Cl-(aq) 
EAg+j FC1-3 

Keq fAgC1] faq] 

But Keý is not affected by the amount of solid silver chlorideq as long as 
there is someg so the term [AgC11 is in eff6ot d. constant. 

And the term [aqj is a constant concentration term, as explained aboveq 
The equilibrium constant is therdfore only dependent on 

[Ae] and CCl-J. 

This example is not Keq [Ag+ý [Cl-3 

I required by the 1.7 x 10-10 at room temperature, 
C. S. Y. S syllabus 



Study Unit 10 What you should know. 

You should 1 'know the relationship AGO = -2-3RT lOgKeq 
2. know how the si6m of AGO influences the composition 

of the equilibrium mixture, 
3- have some idea of the equilibrium constant, 

I 
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Q estionl The accompanying graph shows how the standard free 
energy change,, AGOp for the reaction 

C(s) + C02(g) ;; t- 2CO(g) AHO +vep 

AGO 
kJ mol-1 

Temperature (00) 

varies with temperature. Which of the followint; statementa, if any, 
is correct? 

Below 720 OCj AGO is positive, 
2' At 720-OCt the equilibrium 

and so CO spontaneously decomposes constantr Keq# is zero, 
-into C and C02- 

I 

4 CO in the AG for-the reaction as written. The proportion olE 
above is-alwaya neGativee. equilibrium mixture increasen 

as the temperature is increase, ý 

Question 2 If AGO for a reaction, left to. right, in positive, will 
the reaction be spontaneous from left to right2 

No-, Yes 2' but the reaction will occur] 
I' I 

ve;; 
ý 

slowly. 

3 Yes; but how far the reaction will proceed before settling a-t an 
equilibrium composition is not possible to say. 
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Question Wheh A and B react to form 0 
A+BQ 

the equilibrium mixture of A. B and C at a particular temperature 
contains only about 101fo C, This means that 

AGO iB positive, -2ý AG--at -equilibriiuni 16- 

AGnet (from pure reactants to 4 AGnet (from pure product to 
the equilibrium mixture is the equilibrium mixture ie- 
negative,, positive. 

Question 4 If AH for a reaction is negativep 

2 AG could be positive or AS for the reaction is likely 
negative. ---to-be .. negative, ---- 

2, uestion 5 Consider the following data, on-ionisationt 
Acid AHO (kJ mol-1) AGO (kJ mol-1) 

Ethanoic Acid Nil +10 
Trichlo-rethanoio Acid Nil +5 

a Which is the strongeracid of the two? 
bý Why is it the stronger acid? 

Question 6A and B react to form C and 3). 1 mole A and 2 moles B 
are mixeFand allowed to react* Eventually an equilibrium mixture 

A+BC: +D 

of Ag B9 C and D is formedt which contains A4 mole each of C and 1). 
What is the equilibrium constant for this system? 

Ouestion2 A saturated solution*of silver chloride is described 
by the equilibrium constant Keq = [Au+3&l-3 =- 1.7 x 10-10. 
What is the solubility of silver chloride? (The value of the equiljL'". 
brium, constant is based on units 'moles per litrel, ) 
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TEST Study Unit 10 

guestion 8 Herz is an equilibrium system: 
11204(g) 2N02(6) cl- 

At 25 OC9 AGO = +5-4 kJ mol-1 (N204 ; 
at 75 OCj- AGO = -2.1 kJ mol-1 V204ý- 

a) How does the equilibrium mixture vary with temperature? 

There is little or no decom- 2 The equilibrium mixture at 
position at 25 OC', 50 OC will probably contain 

1 

about half and half product 
.... . 

I and reactant. 

3 
The dissociation becomes less complete as the temperature is 
raised. 

b) Which of the following free energy profiles corresponds to 
this equilibrium system at 25 oc? 

0 lý 

H 
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Question 1 
Response 1 When AGO is positivet the equilibrium mixtur 0 

. contains more reactant than product. Thus 
pure CO will decocomposev given enough timeg 
until the equilibrium mixture contains that 
percentage of CO d: ictated by the value of AGO. 

Response 2.. This response is incorrect. At 720 OC the 
value of AGO is zero, and so Keq is equal to 1. 

Response 3 This response is incorrect. Starting with 
reactants onlyp the actual value of AG im 
negative until the equilibrium cpmposition is 
reachedt at which point it becomes zerog and 
if the reaction were to proceed further would 
become positive. 

Response 4 This response is correct. AGO becomes more 
negative with increasing temperature, and so 
the equilibrium position ! shifts to the rightf, 

eestio -2 
Response 1 This response is incorrect. The spontaneity of 

a reaction is determined by the actual free 
energy change, which in theory is always negati-7,0 
from either the pure reactant or pure product 
starting point. Thus if AGO is positive the 
reaction will proceed-to an equilibrium mix, orle 
containing more reactant though than product. 
If AGO is very positive, the reaction - for a13. 
practical purpos 

' 
es - may be siid not to proceed. 

Response 2 AGO gives no information about the speed of a 
reaction. 

Response 3 This response is correct. 

9,. uestion 
Response I This response is correct, 
Response 2 This response applies in general to any 

equilibrium situation. 
Responae 3 This response is correct* 
Response 4 This response is incorrect. The net free 

energyinhalige, from pure product to the equili- 
brium mixture will also be negative, 

Question 4 This-r-, ezponzeý-l-r, -, c-orxrtrt; -- 

Response 1 This response is correct*. 
Response 2 This response is incorrect. AS might easily 

be popitive if AG were negative -enough to 
ensure that AH was negative. 
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Question 5 a) The stronger acid is trichlorethanoic acid 
because AGO for the Innisation of this acid is 
less positive (pquivalent to its being more nega- 
tive) than is AGO for the ionisation of ethanoic 
acid. Thus, of the two ionisations: 

CR3C00H(aq) + 1120(aq) C'13COO-(aq) + H30+(aq: ) 

CC13COOR(aq) + H20(aq) CCl -)aq) + 1130+(aq) 3C 00 

the second one gives an equilibrium mixture con- 
taining the more hydroxonium ion (other things 
beinf; equal), But both acids are weak acids sincer 
the AGO values for each are positive .... but 
trichlorethanoic acid is lesa-weak, 

b) Given that AHO in each ionisation is zero, 
then the increase in free energy in. each ionisa- 
tion can be equated to a decrease in. entropy 
energy in each easel, which is therefore more 
marked for ethanoic acid and less marked for-tri- 
chlorethanoic acid. Thus trichlorethanoic acid J13 
a stronger acid because AGO is less positive, 
because ASO is less negative *,,,, because -the 
trichlorethanoate ion is relatively larger than 
the ethanoate ion and so does not exert the same 
orienting effect on, water molecules. (For a 
given-charge, the larger the ion the lower is: 
its 'surface charge density'. 

question 

Initially: 

Finally: 

B 

2 
21- 

1; L 

Keq 
FC] fD-l 

EAYfB7 

1XI 

x 

+D 

mol 1-1 

mol 1-1 
mol 1-1 

_Question 
7 

If [Ag+(aqD[Cl-(aq)l 

them [Ae(aqfl 
= I'Cl-(aq)] 

Hence the solubility of 
silver chloride 
(Remember that I mole AB 
and 1. mole of B- when it 

1-7 x 10-10 " KeqI 

x jO-; -5 mo! i-i. - 

1.3 x 10 5 mol 3.1 

will give I mole of A+ 
dissolves. ) 
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_Question 
8 

a). Response I This response is incorrect. If you refer 
to Table 10*1 you will see that a standard 
free energy change AGO = +5-4 kJ mol-T 
corresponds to --n equilibrium constant of 
about 10-1. About 10% dissociation has thera. 
occu=ed. 

Response 2 This response is very approximately correct* 
Response! 3 This response is incorrect. The dissociation 

in fact becomes more complete as the tempera- 
ture is increasede 

Response I This is not the correct response. This profile 
corresponds to a temperature at which AGO in 
negative. 

Response 2 This is the correct response, 
Response 3 This response corresponds to that temperature 

at which AGO is about zero, 
Response 4 This profile refers to some other equilibriima 

system in which two different products are 
formed. This can be deduced from the vertical 
portion at the product. end. 

I 



Study Unit 11 

EQUILBRIA & FREE ENERGY 

PURPOSE 

1. To show how some equilibria can be explained in terms of free energy 
change. 

PRESMITATION 

Introduction This unit will discusst brieflyq the topics of vapour 
pressure, ýolubilityv thermal decomposition and transition temperature 
in terms of change in free energy, The topics chosen are those which 
form the basis of some of the practical work you will carry out. 
Specific details of experimental procedure have been omitted since the 
exact form of the experimental work will vary from school to school. 

1. Water and its vapour pressure. 

At 25 OCp AGO for I120(l) Itz 
1-ý H20(G) is positive, 

This means that the equilibrium established at 25 OC between the 
liquid and the gas is 'tilted' in favour of the liquid. 

It turns out that the free enerrv of 1 role of n4re water at 25 OC is equal 
to the fre- enert nr of 1 mole of rure water varour at 25 OC when it everts 
a pressure of only 23.7 mmHp,, which is much less than its standard state 
pressure. 

At 100 OC9 AGO for H20(l) ; iý H20(9) is zero. 
This means that the equilibrium established at 100 OC between the 
liquid and the gas is 'split equally' between the two* 

Thus the free enprry of 1 m-je of pure water at-100 OC is equal to the free 
enerp-7 of 1 mole of pure water vapour at 100 OC when it exerts a standard 
one. atnosphere pressure, 760 mmHg. 

These two cases are illustrated diagrammatically below. 

/I' $I 
? S, Of, 
LY of- .-. -,: ý 

Fig. 11.1 

too OC 
100 or- 

Fig. 11.2 

Since at equilibrium AG - 0, then at equilibrium 
Mactual - TASactual 

Thus the temperature at which a particular equilibrium will 6xist can 
be deduced from the relationship 

Teq 
ARactual 
TSactual. 

The eqtillibrium vapour pressure of water increases with temperature, 
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Problem 110 
Calculate the temperature at which water sets up an equilibrium water 
vapour pressure of 1 atmospherev i, e, the temperature at which water in 
an open vessel will boil with continued input of heat. 

Actual AH 
Teq 

Actual AS 

AH is the enthalpy if vapourisationg otherwise called the latent 
heat of evaporation. It is equal to 41,1 kJ mol-lo 

AS is the entropy of vaporisation. It is the change in entropy value 
associated with the change 

H20(l) H20(9) 

1 mole at 1 mole at 
one atmosphere one atmosphere 

and is equal to 0.11 kJ K-1 mol-1, 

Hehee Th 
41-1 

K 
0111 
373 X 
100 OC 

It would be equally possible to deduce the the temperature at which 
water would set up an equilibrium vapour pressure of say 50 mmHg, or 
wýatever, in a closed vessel, or saying the same thing in a different 
way, to find the temperature at which water would boil in an open', vessel 
in an environment whose pressure was only 50 mmHg- It requires a knowledge 
of the enthalpy of vaporisation at that pressure, and similar knowledge. of 
the entropy change. 

The effect of a soluble impurity on the vapour pressureg 

A soluble impurity lowers the free energy of a solvent, The mixture 
has a lower free energy than the sum of the free energies of the 
separate solute and solvent* This argument was developed in brder to 
expla: in. diffusion (page 7.15) in particular, and has been much used 
throughout the programme; that is to say, mixing occurs because the 
move from separate species to nixture is accompanied by a decrease in 
free energy, Thus the solute in the mixture has a lower free energy 
than the solute before mixing; the solvent in the mixture has a lower 
free energy than the solvent before mixing. (And the loss in free 
energy is compensated for by an increase in entropy energyq i. b. the 
mixture has a higher entropy value than the sum of the entropy values 
of the solute and solvent before mixing*) 
Apply this knowledge to the situation depicted in Figure 11-3- 
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Before removing partition. 

This vapour has This vapour has 

same free energy same free energy 

as pure solvent as solvent in the 

solution 

Pure ý Mixture 
solvent - solvent in mixture 

has lower free energy 
than pure solvent 

After removing partition. ' 

Co=on vapour of 
'in-between' free energy. 

Fig. Pure solvent has 
11-3 higher free energy 

than common va-pour. 
It evaporates 

Equilibrium vapour 
has lower free energy 
than vapour above 
pure solvent 

Solvent in mixture has 
lower free energy than 
common vapour above it. 
Vapour condenses. 

In effect,, the equilibrium vapour pressure over the solution is less than the 
equilibrium vapour pressure over the pure solvent. Thust the prý-, sence of a 

, soluble impurity lowers the vapour pressure, 

By a similar argument, a soluble impurity-raises the boiling point: the 
liquid has to be heated that bit more to acquire an equilibrium vapour 
pressure of 760 mmHg, which it would otherwise achieve at a lower temperature 
in the absence of the solute. 

2* Solubility of salts. 
All salts dissolve to some extent. Some are highly soluble# while 
others are scarcely soluble. 
In generalp an equilibrium is set up between residual undissolved salt 
and dissolved salt in the saturated solution. 

dissolved 
salt Salt (o) Salt (aq) 

andissolved If AGO for the dissolution of the salt 
salt is very positive, the equilibrium lies 

well over to the left (GO line slopes 
up from left to right)V and the salt 
is practically insoluble. 

If AGO for the dissolution of the salt is very negativel the equilibrix1ra 
lies well over to the right, and the salt is highly soluble* 
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In all cases, an equilibrium will exist between undissolved and dissolve( 

salt in the saturated solution such that the free energy of the contenta 

of the beaker is a minimum. 

Consider the dissolution of lead chloride* 

pb2+(aq) + 2Cl-(aq) FbC12(8) i 
For this reaction, AGO is very positive. 

(at 298 K) 

The equilibrium constant, thereforej turns out to be very small: 1.6 x 10-5. 
This means that the equilibrium lies very much to the left, and very little 
lead chloride dissolves in water (at 298 K). 

The actual form of the equilibrium constant in this case is wOrth a closer 
lookt 

Keq 
Epb2+j 

xlCl-j2 
--rP-bCl2 2 

where 
rPb2+-+3 is the concentration of lead ion in the saturated solution 

and is quoted say in mole-per litre. 

where [Cl-32 is the square of the total concentration of chlorine ion in 
the saturated solution. 
The concentration term in the denominator poses something of a problem. 
since lead chloride is undissolved solid. It is not possible to have 

a 'concentration of undissolve solute'. So long as it is there it will 
furnieh ions for solution, but it does not matter how much is there, 

whether it be a gramme or a kilogramme, so long as there is some there. 
This is a difficult point to appreciate 

Suffice it to say that it does not actually figure in the equilibrium 
constant, which is written as 

Keq [Pb2+) [Cl-12 1.6 x 10-75 

This is a difficult point to appreciate. Look at it this way. The product [Pb2+ý [Cl-ý 2 has a particular numerical value at a particular temperature. 
This numerical value is in no way affected by the arnount of solid lead chloridel 
lying on the bottom of the container, so long as there is some there. There 
must be some there to ensure that the concentrations of lead ion. ýand chlorine 
ion are the maximum they can be. 

Since the numerical value of the constant is not affected, therefore, by the 
actual amount of solid lead chloride, then the latter cannot figure in it. 

The constant is equal to [pb2+] CC1-ý 2 and will only change its value if 
this product were different, as it would be at a different temperature, 

Thus [PbC12j can be ignored. It is often just simply described as a 
"constant concentration term'19 but this is not - in one sense - quite rightl 
it is perhaps best regarded as "not a concentration term atal. 1% 

The concept of the equilibrium constant is quite an extensive one and it is 

not my purpose here to say much about it. Some other examples of equilibrium 
constants are given at the end of this Study Unit. 
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3. Thermal decomposition of sodium hydroMn carbonate. 
At what temperaturý does sodium hydrogencarbonate decompose? 

At room temperature, AGO is very poaitive: +14.5, 'kJ mol-1 approximately. 
This means that equilibrium in the system 

NaHC03 J11a2C03 + IH20 + ICO2 

lies well over to the left. Extremely little docomposition occurs at 25 *C- 

As-the temperature is increased, AGO becomes less positive, the equilibrium 

-Pressure Of H20 and C02 increases as product concentrations increase and 
reactant is consumed. 
Active decomposition occurs under normal atmospheric pressure when the 
equilibrium pressure of H20 and C02 reaches a value equal to atmospheric 
pressure, which occurs about 105 OC. 

At this point, the actual free energy of the reactant equals the summed 
free energies of the products, for equivalent amounts. 

At the decomposition temperaturet an equilibrium exists in which AG - 0. 
Thus AHactual = TASactualt and if these values for AH and AS are known, the 
decomposition temperature can be calculated. 
AHO and ASO can be obtained or deduced from tables. They are not the actual 
values at the decomposition temperature, but they are close enough to j3ive 
an answer within 5 degrees or so of the experimentally determined value. 

The effect of heating and the ultimate decomposition of NaHC03 is thermo; 
dynamically very similar to the effect of heating and the ultimate boiling 
of water. 
Just as the boiling point of water is to someextant dependent on atmospheric 
pressure, then so also is the decomposition of sodium hydrogencarbonate 
dependent to some extent on atmospheric pressure. 
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4. The thermal deco! IpR_qition of the decahyLrateg Ya2SO4-1OH209 can be 
considered in the same way as the boiling of water or - the de -c- omposition of 
sodium hydrogencarbonate. 
That is to say, at what temperature does the free energy of the solid hydrate 
equal the free energy of water vapour at one atmosphere. At this temperature 
the water vapour would actively be lost to the surroundings from an open 
vess&l ... a kind of boiling. 
The temperature at which loss of water of crystallisation will therefore 
occur is that temperature at which AG for the equilibrium sytem (if the vessel 
were-closed) would be zero. It would be therefore that temperature at which 
the actual enthalpy change and the actual entropy change would be such that 

T AH T is the transition temrerature 
AS 

The standard values obtained or deducible from tables are close enough to 
give a fairly accurate idea of the temperature at which the transition 
from decahydrate to anhydrous salt will occur at atmospheric pressure, 

Reaction 

Prom tables 
HO 

from which 

From tables 
SO 

from which 

Therefore 

Na2SO4-101120 Na2SO4 

-4319 -1385 
AHO - -1385 + -2855 - -4319 W mol-1 

= +79.0 kJ mol-1 

1 OH20 

593.6 149-3 
ASO - 149.3 + 698 - 593.6 1 x-I mol-1 

n 253.7 J K-1 mol-1 
M 0.254 kJ X-1 mol-I 

T AH in general at equilibrium AS 
79.0 K 0*254 
311 K 

10 x -285 -5W ra ý 

10 x 69.8 1 X-1 

38 OC which is very close to the value you 
should obtain experimentally. 
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Study Unit 11 What you should know* 

You should 1. be able to interpret selected practical work in terme 
of free energy changee 
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TES2 Study Unit 11, 

Question 1 Ice and water*can co-exist at equilibrium as long as 
heat is neither gained nor lost* If ice and water contained in a 
closed jar be placed in a warm roomq which part of the entire 
assemblage would you regard as the 'system'? 

1 The ice-, 2 The ice and the water 

3. The icer water and jar. 4 The entire contents of the 
warm room* 

Question 2 An ionic salt, AB, dissolves in water to give a satur- 
ated sol: ý_tlon.. Which of the following is the equilibrium constant 
for the equilibrium between undissolved salt and dissolved salt? 

[A+(aq)) CB-(aq)] 'LAB(aq)j [A+(aq)] [B-(aq)j 4 [A4(aq)]ý-(aq)3 

[AB(s)3 [AB(s)] CAB(-' 

Question 3, What is the pressure inside an evacuated ampoule half 
full of water placed in-an oil bath at 100 OC2 

Z zercL. Less than 1 atmosphere 

3 Equal to 1 atmosphere 
4 More than 1 atmosphere 
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Question 1 The ice and water could be regarded as tha 
system, the jar as the enclosing boundaryp 
and the room as the surroundinas. 

-QU estion 2' 

Response 1 This response is correct, but AB(S) is not* 
taken into consideration. 

Response 2 This response is incorrect.. 

Response 3 This response*. is incorrect; the denominat6r 
term is wrong. 

Response 4 This response is correct, 

Question 3 Response 3 is correct. The equilibrium satur-- 
ated water vapnur pressure at 100 'C is 760 mmHg. 



The first time you go through the subject, you don't understand it 4tt 
all. The second time you go through it, you think you understand it, 
except for one or two small points. The third time you go through it, 
you know you don't understand it, but by this time you are so used to 
the subject it doesn't bother you any more. 

On thermodynamics by Sommerfeld 
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UNIVERSITY of GLASGOW 

Research in Chemical Education 

ENERGIES IN IIACIROSCOPIC SYSTRIS 

Dear pupilq 

You are asked to consider the following questions which deal 
with energies in macroscopic systems and their relationship with 
chenical equilibrium* 

The questions are of familiar construction, one of the four 
options A to D being a correct response to be selected by you* 

The questions have been designed to find out which aspects of 
this part of the Certificate of Sixth Year Studies syllabus 
cause you trouble. For this reason an additional option E has 
been offered in each question in the event that you do not know 
which option is correct. It is very important that you select 
option E if you do not know which oDtion is the correct one. 
Please do not fruess. For the purposes of this research an E 
is infinitely more informative than a gu ess, so please do not 
hesitate to select E to even a majority of the questions if you 
feel justified in doing so. The results of this test will not 
count for or against you in any way. 

t, 4 ý) IrCIC 
ý441&fiý- 
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16 Which one of the following lists differs in a significant 
way from the other three? 

A Copper, heat, neon. 
B Heliumq tin, water. 
C Argon, zinc, light. 
D Gold, sound, krypton. 
EI can see no significant difference between these 

2. When water at 100 OC absorbs heat and changes to steam at 100 OC9 

A the potential energy of the molecules remains the same but 
their kinetic energy increases, 

B the kinetic energy of the molecules remains the same but their 
potential energy increases, 

C both the potential energy and the kinetic energy of the molecules 
increase. 

D neither the potential energy nor the kinetic energy of the 
molecules increases. 

DI do not know how the potential energy and/or the kinetic energ7 
of the molecules is'affeated. 

39 A spontaneous reaction has the following characteristics: 
AH = -20 kJ mol-I 
AG = -60 kJ mol-1 

TAS = +40 kJ mol-1 
The reaction 
A will always be exothermic no matter how it is performed* 
B will be exothermic if 30 kJ of work are done by it. 
C will be endothermie if 30 kJ of work are done by it. 
D will be endothermic when performed ir"reversiblye 
E I do not know which of these options is correct. 

When a cannon is fired blank, x joules 4* 
of heat are produced in and around the 
cannon. 
When an identical charge of powder is 
used to fire off a cannon-ball, y joules 
of heat are produced in and around the 
cannon* 

Which of the following statements is correct? 
Ax is greater than ye 
Bx is equal to ye 
Cx is less than y. 
D It depends on the quality of the gunpowder* 
EI do not know. 

5. For a reaction, AH = -100 W mol-1 and AG = -60 kJ molýle 
How much heat would the surroundings gain during the reversible 
operation of the reaction? 
A 100 W 
B 60 ki 
c 40 W 
D 160 W 
E I do not know. 
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6. A mixture of cold hydrogen and oxygen contained in a cloned 
vessel reacts exceedingly slowly. Under such circumstancesp the 
reaction 
A will yield the maximum available/optional work, 
B is being operated reversibly. 
0 is not spontaneous. 
D is held back by a kinetic snag, 
EI do not know which of these options in correct, 

7* ' Which of the following is a characteristic of a reaction 
which is operated such that none of the available/optional work 
is taken as work? 

A It is an ideal limit at which a minimum heat is evolved. 
B Its occurrence results in a maximum heat evolved. 
C It cannot be observed. 
1) Its occurrence is opposed by an equal force* 
EI do not know which of these options is correct, 

81 Spontaneity requires that 

A the free energy change must be negative. 
B the enthalpy change must be negative, 
C the entropy energy change of the reacting system must be 

positive (T being constant). 
D qrev must be negative. 
EI do not know which of these options is correct. 

9, When all the free energy of a reaction is used to do workp 
the heat change with the surroundings is 

A AH. 
B greater than AH, 
C qreve 
D leSB than qreve 
'R T do-not know. I 

10. The data: - AH = -100 kJ mol-1 
AG = -60 W mol-1 

TAS = -40 kJ mol-1 
refer to a reaction during the occurrence of which 

A 100 kJ of heat are expelled while at the same time 60 W 
of work are done. 

B When no work is done, AG becomes zero* 
C 40 kJ of heat are expelled if 60 kJ of work are done on 

something in the surroundings, 
Da maximum of 100 kJ of work can be done if the reaction is 

carried out reversibly. 
EI do not know which of these options is correots 
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A stretched elastic band (at room temperature) is released. 
It contracts spontaneously to its original shape. Given that 
the entropy of the rubber increases as it contractst would you 
consequently eýxpect the temperature of the rubber 

A to increase? 
B to remain the same? 
C to decrease? 
D Or is it not possible to say without more information? 
EI do not know iihich of these options is correct. 

12. The enthalpy change associated with a particular process 
is positive. The increase in entropy value associated with the 
same process is positive. Which one of the following statements 
is correct? The reaction will 

A tend to be spontaneous at lower temperatures, 
B tend to be spontaneous at higher temperatttres. 
C be spontaneous at any temperature. 
D never occur spontaneously, no matter what the temperaturo. 
EI do not know which of these options is correct, 

13- Ice will melt spontaneously at 1 OC because 
A the entropy of water is greater than the entropy of ice. 
B the entropy of the surroundings decreases as the ice melts. 
C the change in total entropy of melting ice and surroundings 

is positive. 
D the change in total entropy of melting ice and surroundings 

ib negative* 
EI do not know which of these options is correct. 

14. Here is an equilibrium system: 
COC12(6) COW + C12(G) 

At room temperature, AGO is positive, Which of the followine 
free energy profiles corresponds to this equilibrium system? 

ABCD 

, 6a" 

RPRPRPRP 
I do not know which of these profiles is the correct one. 

15- When the equilibrium constant for a system is 1, the 
composition of the equilibrium mixture donsists of 
A 50ý6' reactant Plus 50% product* 
B slightly more product than reactant. 
C slightly less product than reactant. 
3) It*is not possible to say without more information of the 

particular equilibrium system. 
EI do not know which of these options is correote 
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16. Which of the following processes would be accompanied by 

a decrease in entropy of the substances involved.? 

A Decomposition. 
B Boiling. 
C Polymerisation. 
D Combustion. 
EI do not know. 

17- Change in free energy is AG; change in entropy energy 
is TAS9 Which of the following options is incorrect? 

A At constant temperature, both these changes are potential 
energy changes. 

B At constant temperature, the former is a potential energy 
change while the latter is a kinetic energy change* 

C The former may or may not be used to do work, while the 
latter may not be used to do work. 

__ D Free energy has an torganised' quality, while entropy energy 
has a Idisorganised' quality. 

EI do not know which of these options is incorrect, 

18, Which of the following statements about endothermic reactions 
is correct? 
A Endothermic reactions are spontaneous if accompanied by a 

large enough increase in entropy energy. 
B Endothermic reactions are never spontaneous at less than 

-room temperature. 
C Spontaneous endothermic reactions bcTcome non-spontaneous 

at higher temperatures. 
D Endothermic reactions become exothermic at lower temperatures. 
EI do not know which of these options is correct, 

19, A concentration cell is shown 
opposite* 
Which of the following options is 
incorrect? 

A-concentration cell eventually stops 
working when 

identical 
Cu electrodes 

partition 
I-C 

--1.11, 

y 

A the solutions on each side of the I 
porous partition have acquired the cone. CU2+(aq)\ 

same concentration. dil. CU2+(aq) 
B the difference between the actual 

electrode potentials of each half 
cell is zero. 

C the difference between the free energies of the contents of 
each half cell (mole for mole) is zero. - - D when the concentration of solute in one half cell has fallen 
to zero. 

EI do not know which of these options is incorrect* 
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20. In a system at equilibrium, departure from equilibrium 
will be accompanied by 
Aa negative enthalpy change* 
Ba positive enthalpy changeo 
Ca negative free energy changee 
Da positive free energy change* 
EI do not know which of these' options is correcto 

21. If the free_energy change accompanying a reaction is 
AG = -200 kJ mol 1. the reaction 
A will occur rapidly. 
13 will be accompanied by a negative enthalpy changes 
C cannot be carried out reversiblys 
D will be spontaneous, but may take a very long time to occure 
EI do not know which of these options is correct* 

22, A plant grows in sunlight because 
A the free energy change of the growing plant is positive, 
B the entropy change in the sun is negative. 
C all reactions are reversible to some extent* 
D work is done on the plant by sunlight. 
EI do not know which of these options is correct. 

23- Which of the following lists contains an 'odd man out#?. 
A Oxygent petrol, mist, sawdust. 
B Sand, steam, fluorine, paraffin* 
C Ethanol, flour, heat, nitrogen, 
D Chlorine, methanol, silica, vap-oure 
EI do not know. 

24. The enthalpy change for a reaction is AH = -60 kJ mol"l* 
When the reaction is carried out in a cell such that maximum 
work is done, AG being equal to -70 kJ mol-1. how much heat 
is exchanged with the surroundings? 
A 60 W are evolved. to the surroundings, 
B 10 W are evolved. to the surroundings 
C 10 kJ are absorbed from the surroundi; gse 
D 70 kJ are absorbed from the surroundingse 
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This enthalpy diagram refers to one of the following 
equations. Which one? 
A B90 --ý' Hg + 102 AH +veg AG -veq TAS +vs. 

B 6CO2 + 6H20 C6111206 + 602 AH +vep AG +vet TAS -ve. 
C CaC03 + 2HC1 CaC12 + E20 + C02 AH -ve, AG -ve, TAS +vee 

D N2 + 3H2 -), 2NH3 AH -vev AG -ve, TAS -veo 
I do not know which one of these 
equations is depicted by the diagrams 

26. For a spontaneous reaction in a closed system 

A AG may be positive. 
B AG is always negative, 
C TAS is always neeative. 
D TAS is never negative. 
EI do not know which of these options is correct. 

27- Which of the following statements is a nonsense statement? 
L When water boils to steamv entropy is created. 
BA reaction which is exothermic increases the entropy of 

the surroundings, 
C Entropy is a measure of disorder. 
D Every occurring reaction is accompanied by an increase in 

total disorder. 
EI do not know which of these statements is a nonsense statement. 

28, If the ionisation: 

2H20(1) 'o 1130+(aq) + OH-(aq) 

were to go to completion, it would be accompanied by an increase 
in free energy (and a simultaneous decrease in total entropy). 
The ionisation, in fact, proceeds to a slight extent to give an 
equilibrium mixture: 

2H20(l) H30+(aq) + OH-(aq) 

The reason for this is that 

A there is a decrease in free energy until the equilibrium 
composition is attained. 

B all reactions proceed to some extent* 
Ca slight increase in free energy is allowable. 
D molecules continually collidep. and so some ions are bound 

to form. 
EI do not know which of these-options is correct. 


